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Preface 
This workshop was ment to condense all present knowledge on elec-
tron cooling, experiments and theory, sound understanding and wild 
speculation. Personally, I am convinced that the electron cooling 
technique in storage rings will provide a plethora of application 
exceeding by far its primary use as a phase space compression tech-
nique. Indeed, it may pave the way of novel experimentation methods 
for particle, nuclear and atomic physics. At the moment where tradi-
tional nuclear and atomic physics research looks for new possibilities, 
the application of this technique in dedicated storage rings could have 
a cons~derable impetus on new developments. It was one of the main goals 
of this workshop to stimulate and support these new directions. 
At a workshop many speculations and ideas may emerge, which later 
may turn out to be unrealistic. However, they could also trigger new 
developments so far not considered and hopefully the talks and dis-
cussions at this meeting had provided some premises for this. 
Electron cooling was invented by G. Budker in Novosibirsk and 
many applications were anticipated already by him and his colleagues. 
Although the major amount of work in this field has been clone in his 
laboratory, today the community working theoretically and experimen-
tally on electron cooling has increased considerably. 
As it will be apparent from these proceedings worldwide over a 
dozen of institutes have electron cooling projects. The Kernforschungs-
zentrum Karlsruhe itself is committed to this field s~nce the first 
ICE experiments and is at present developing jointly with GERN the 
electron cooler for LEAR. 
There are still many interesting aspects to be studied which 
are within the possibilities of university institutes. It would 
be fortunate, if part of the research could develop along these lines. 
We hope that this workshop has helped to promote the case of 
electron cooling and encouraged further developrnents in this new 
accelerator technique. 
It is the appropriate place here to thank my colleagues from 
the international advisory committee for the firm engagement in 
preparing and carrying out this workshop. The help of the local 
organizing committee, the secretaries of the Institut für Kern-
physik Mrs. U. Diehl and Mrs. V. Lallemand and the office of pub-
lic relations of the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe is warmly 
acknowledged. In particular, I would like to thank the Kernfor-
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INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF ELECTRON COOLING 
Allan H. S~rensen 
GERN, Geneva, Switzerland 
PRELUDE 
Electron cooling is one of the phase space compression methods which 
may be applied to a charged particle beam in order to improve its 
emittances and momentum spread. Besides providing the possibility of 
obtaining higher beam quality as such, beam cooling is essential for 
accumulation purposes and for the counterbalancing of various heating 
processes, e.g., rest-gas multiple scattering. By performing a 
transformation to the so-called particle frame (PF) which moves along the 
ring with the average particle velocity the reductions in question are seen 
to correspond to reductions in rms velocities and, thereby, to a lowering 
of what might be called the beam temperature; hence the term beam 
II 1 , II coo 1ng . 
Various cooling techniques have been proposed, for excellent reviews 
see ref.s 1-2. Due to Liouville's theorem, a suitable dissipative force is 
in general needed to obtain a compression of the volume occupied by the 
beam in phase space. In electron-positron storage rings this force is 
provided as the· beam particles undergo emission of synchrotron radiation in 
their passage of, e.g., bending magnetic fields. For heavier particles the 
radiation mode is clearly suppressed, and other methods have been invented. 
Among these stochastic cooling has demonstrated its powerfulness in the 
GERN antiproton accumulation project. However, as opposed to radiation and 
other cooling techniques, the stochastic is not based on the presence of a 
dissipative force but rather on the simple observation that if each 
individual beam particle could be tracked and guided separately in its 
motion throughout the ring by a suitable sensitive and fast electronical 
pick-up and correction system then a zero-emittance beam could be created 
simply by bringing each single particle onto the ideal particle path. 
In electron cooling a dissipative force is introduced via Coulomb 
interactions between the circulating particle beam and a co-streaming cold 
- 2 -
dense beam of electrons, In the traditional design, fig .1, the electrons 
are kept cold as they are renewed continuously, the electron gas acts as a 
cold reservoir, and the ions are cooled down to the level of the low 
electron temperature. At ultrarelativistic beam energies other set-up's are 
necessary 3 • In fig .1 we have indicated the presence of a longitudinal 
magnetic field, which is applied throughout the electron path in order to 
guide and confine the electron stream. The presence of this field appears 
to be of major importance to the basic cooling process as we shall see 
below. 
Among other beam cooling methods, we may mention the so-called laser 
cooling technique 4 which has been proposed for atomic beams but which has 
not yet been tested experimentally. 
ions 
PF: 
Fig. 1. Typical low and 
medium energy electron 
cooling set-up. Relevant 
initial PF velocities and 
temperatures are indicated. 
In the pages to follow we shall discuss the theory of the basic 
electron cooling process. In order to have a clear picture in mind we shall 
assume a very idealized situation and neglect, e.g., 
- ion beam beta- and synchrotron oscillations 
- ion beam instabilities 
- electron beam space charge phenomena 
and ion beam blow-up and intensity-loss mechanisms such as 
- intrabeam scattering 
- rest gas multiple and single scattering 
- recombination or similar effects changing the charge state of the 
ions 
All these topics will be treated in other contributions to the workshop 5 • 
In our discussion we shall stick to the particle frame, where we assume the 
electron gas to be spatially homogeneous, and we shall not consider effects 
of finite dimensions of the cooling region. 
- 3 -
A cooling process is characterized by two parameters, namely the 
final ion-beam temperature and the cooling time, which constitutes a 
measure of the time it takes to reach the equilibrium. In the present 
discussion we shall mainly consider the latter parameter since the final 
ion beam temperature in general is determined by a balance between cooling 
and the various heating processes, which are neglected here, and not by the 
equilibrium with the cold electron reservoir. On the other hand, the latter 
situation of course gives a lower limit for the obtainable temperature. The 
cooling time is fixed by the cooling (drag or friction) force, and a 
determination of this quantity is therefore the aim of the present report. 
The main points to be emphasized are: 
1) The combined effect of the "flattened" electron velocity 
distribution, fig.2, which is set up due to the acceleration of the 
electrons in the electron gun 6 , and the longitudinal magnetic field, 
fig. 1. The latter tends to some extend to freeze the transverse 
degrees of freedom of the electrons and this fact tagether with the 
extremely low longitudinal electron temperature leads to the 
introduction of an essentially zero-temperature electron gas. 
Consequently, the effectivity of the electron cooling is enhanced and 
a situation, generally known as supercooling6 , is approached. 
2) The complementarity of a conventional binary encounter model and a 
continuum (dielectric) description for the ion-electron gas 
interaction. Whereas the former, which is simple to evaluate, fail~ 
in the supercooling regime the latter becomes excessively accurate 
here, but is on the other hand in general lengthy to evaluate. It 
will be shown how the two models may be combined into a single easy 




Fig. 2. The flattened electron 
velocity distribution. The reduc-
tion of the longitudinal ms velo-
cities following acceleration to 
a mean drift velocity v
0 
is 
expressed in terms of the reduc-
tion of the longitudinal tempera-
ture from the cathode value. The 
usual definitions ß=v 
0
/c and y-2 = 
1-ß-2 apply. 
The discussion below will closely follow that given in ref. 7, and 
this publication should therefore be consulted for further details. 
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BINARY ENCOUNTER MODEL 
In the usually applied binary encounter model the ion-electron gas 
interaction is treated as a series of independent two-body collisions. 
Correspondingly, the drag force 'f is obtained by summing up the momentum 
transfers to the individual electrons. 
B=O 
It is instructive first to consider the case of vanishing magnetic 
field strength. In the rest frame of an ion of PF-velocity 
of PF-velocity ~ , corresponding to a relative electron-ion 
e 
~i' is scattered by the heavy projectile through an angle 
+ v i an electron 
1 't + + ve oc1 y w=ve-
9 and thereby 
+I I acquires a velocity w , where w =w. Within a time dt, the average momentum 
transfer to the ion is 
-dp = (dn w dt) o(9,w) dQ (w'-W)m (1) 
where o (9 ,w) denotes the differential scattering cross section, dQ the 
electrons of mass m are scattered, and solid angle into which the 
dn=nf(V )d 3 V the nurober of 
e e 
electrons per unit volume with velocity within 
homogeneaus spatial electron density and f(V) e d
3 V araund ~ , n being the e e 
the velocity distribution. The drag force is obtained by integrating 
eq. (1) over scattering angle and relative velocity, i.e., 
+ + + + 
F = mnfd 3 v f(v )wot (w)w , (2) e e r 
where the quantity otr is defined by the relation 
(3) 
and known as the transport cross section. 
Ta compute otr an explicit expression for the differential cross 
section a is needed. For a pure Coulomb field, the usual Rutherford formula 
applies which contains the scaling oocsin- 4 9/2. As is well-known, this 
behaviour leads to a logarithmic divergence at small angles in eq. (3). To 
avoid that problern the lower limit of 9-integration is substituted by a 
suitable but non-zero 9 .. The physical justification for such a procedure 
m1n 
is to be found in the fact that the scattering problern in question is not a 
pure two-body one but rather, the remaining 11 field" or "back-ground" 
electrons tend to screen off the ion- (test)electron interaction potential 
at large distances. By simply cutting the interaction offbeyend a suitable 
- 5 -
distance A, known as the screening length, a minimal scattering angle is 
obtained through the relation tan9/2=d/2p, connecting the scattering angle 
to the impact parameter p, as 
(4) 
where Ze is the projectile charge. With this approximation we may write the 




4'ITne 4 + + 
Z2 f d 3v L f(v ); 
rn e e w 
L log(2:\/d) (5) 
where L is known as the "Coulomb logarithm". 
At this stage mention should be made of the so-called Coulomb 
analogy, which is often quoted in the literature on electron cooling 2 • In 
eq.(S), the variation with velocity of the parameter L, being of 
logarithmic nature, is slow. To lowest order the Coulomb logarithm may 
therefore be taken outside the integral. With the replacements 
+ + + + + 
(v.,V ,f(v )) -+ (R,r,p(r)), the equation (5) for the force is then seen to 
1 e e 
be completely identical in shape to the formula determining the 
+ + 
electrostatic field at position R from a charge distribution p(r). This 
analogy, which implies that the use of, e.g., Gauss' theorem is valid to a 
good approximation, makes the determination of cooling forces and 
corresponding slowing down times fairly easy in many cases. As an example, 
for an isotropic Naxwellian distribution f(V ) the force is velocity 
e 
proportional for low values of v .. For high values of v. the distribution 
1 1 + 
function in eq.(S) may of course be replaced by a 6-function and for F we 
therefore obtain the result 
( 4Tine 4 









where v derrotes the two-dimensional rms electron velocity. 
(6) 
With the expression for the force available, eq.(S), we may determine 
a cooling time according to the relation t- 1=-v.- 1 dv./dt=-F/Nv .. Let us at 
1 1 1 
this one occasion quote the result as it will be encountered in the 
laboratory. Taking into account time-dilation and Lorentz contraction in 
the transformation from PF to the laboratory system we get for a Haxwellian 







denotes the electron spatial density as measured in the 
laboratory, n the fraction of the ion storage ring occupied by the cooling 
electron beam and T the electron beam temperature which is connected to the 
two-dimensional rms electron velocity through the relation T= 1 / 2 mv 2 • Note 
the scaling with the Lorentz-r which as usual is defined as l 2 =(1-v 0 2 /c 2 )- 1 
for a beam of drift velocity v 0 • This scaling makes the electron cooling in 
the traditional design very unfavourable at ultrarelativistic energies. In 
the Iiterature t 1 is often expressed in terms of angular divergences rather 
than in terms of the PF-velocities v.,v. In this case a scaling with 1 5 is 
1 
encountered. 
When the flattened electron velocity distribution, fig. 2' is 
introduced some changes appear for v.<v in eq.s (6-7). For low ion 
1 
velocities transverse to z, the beam axis, F is increased by a factor of 
311/4~2.4 with respect to the Maxwellfan case whereas for longitudinal 
velocities the force tends to a constant as v. approaches zero. The latter 
1 
behaviour appears to be unphysical since also F decreases <><V. at (now z 1 
very) low velocities when the assumption of a constant Coulomb logarithm is 
abandoned. The overall behaviour of the cooling force for vanishing 
magnetic field strength is illustrated in fig. 3 for proton cooling in an 





1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 
V/V 
0 n = 3x10
6 cm - 3 
N 
T = 1 eV 
0 
01-------,--------r-------r------~------~ 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 
vP/v 
Fig. 3. Drag force on proton in flattened electron gas as a function of 
projectile velocity. Dashed curves give asymptotic behaviour. The insert 
shows the local power as determined by the relation F<><v a. 
p 
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In applying the above binary encounter scheme one is faced with some 
problems. First, a suitable measure for the screening length A needs to be 
introduced in eq. (5). Clearly, screening is due to collective electron-
electron interactions and A cannot be estimated within a binary approach. 
Instead the Bol tzmann equation governing the evolution in phase space of 
the electron gas, considered as a continuous fluid, should be applied. At 
low velocities, v. <v, an interaction potential somewhat similar to the 
1 
exponentially screened Debye-HÜckel potential, as it is encountered for an 
isotropic Maxwellian electron Velocity distribution, is expected, i.e., for 




where as usual wp denotes the plasma frequency of the electron gas, 
wp 2 =41Tne 2 /m. At high velocities, v i>v, the Debye-length AD does no langer 
constitute a measure of the screening length since the projectile in this 
case travels a distance long compared with AD during the time ~wp- 1 it 
takes to set up the polarization fields in the electron fluid. To determine 
A, arguments are needed, which appear to be fairly suspect within the 
binary treatment: In distant collisions collective (electron density) 
oscillations are excited at frequency w . Hence no energy transfers take 
p 
place in case the collision time, which is roughly p/vi' is higher than 
wp-l' i.e., a dynamical screening is introduced at 
A ::: Aa = v./w 
1 p v .>v 1. (8b) 
where Aa is known as the adiabatic screening distance. The two formulaes 
(8) fit smoothly each other for v.~v. 
l 
Besides the question of screening a second problern is faced with the 
binary encounter model, namely, if one can be sure that collective plasma 
oscillations do not contribute significantly to f. Indeed, the arguments 
given above to derive eq. (Sb) were completely dependent on the occurance of 
the excitation of such oscillations. The answer to this serious problern 












to the question of the influence of the magnetic 
According to the above discussion, the langest 
of order ~w - 1 Hence for the magnetic field to p 
process it will in general be required that the 
- 8 -
cyclotron frequency of the electrons, w =eB/mc, be in excess of the plasma 
c ' 
frequency, w >w . However, a full binary treatment is not simple for finite 
c p 
field strengths due to the spiralling motion of the electrons. Instead the 
recipy has been to attempt to construct 1 as a suitable combination of the 
expressions obtained in the two opposite extremes of vanishing and infinite 
magnetic field strength. 
In the limit ß-+oo all times and lengths are lang compared with w - 1 
c 
and the Larmor radius of the electrons, r 1=v/wc' respectively. (The heavy 
ion, on the other hand, will be assumed unaffected by the magnetic field 
due to the large ion-electron mass ratio.) In this situation the electron 
is pinned to a fixed position in transverse directions and therefore only 
the component of the momentum transfer parallel to tr is associated with an 
energy transfer. Further on, with the flattened electron velocity 
distribution, fig.2, the electron is initially at rest in the longitudinal 
direction. The combined effect is then that the electron gas appears to be 
completely cold, T=O. Consequently, the drag force should show a velocity-
dependence similar to the high velocity part of eq.(6),i.e., 
(9) 
Clearly, for low projectile velocities the cooling force is then enhanced 
by a very large factor ~(v/v.) 3 • 
~ 
An explicit formula for F may be obtained by application of a simple 
perturbation scheme, the so-called impulse approximation 7 , where the heavy 
projectile during a collision is assumed to travel along the unperturbed 
trajectory and where the energy transfer to an electron (at rest) is 
computed as ~E=~p 2 /2m with the momentum transfer ltp determined as the 
integral over time of the Coulomb force between the two objects. Since the 
average of ~p over all collisions is zero by symmetry the impulse 
approximation can only give an answer to the energy-loss rate which is the 
-+ -+ 
projection of F along the projectile velocity, dE/dt=Ftr.;v., and we may 
~ ~ 
therefore only derive the expression for the force for the symmetric cases, 
namely, 
FB~ =-z2 2Tine 4 { 1 
mvi 2 0 
1 - log(2A/d) 
To find the full expression for F requires much moreintensive work 6 ' 8 • 
( 1 0) 
In order to determine how the results for the cooling force obtained 
in the two opposite extremes B=O and ß-+oo should be combined to give a 
- 9 -
+ 
reasonable estimate for F for the case of finite magnetic field strengths, 
consider the collision time. If a given ion-electron collision lasts only 
for a short time as compared with the cyclotron period of electron motion 
w - 1 , the collision will be essentially unaffected by the magnetic field 
c 
and the force obtained for B=O may be applied. On the other hand, for 
collisions which last over many Larmor periods the result obtained for B~~ 
is expected to hold. Consequently, with the collision time given as "'p/w 
the region of impact parameters p is split into two with a dividing 
distance of 
where we have used the substitution W"'max{v,v.}=v for v.<v. With eq.s (6) 
l l 







+ log (-)x 
rL 
( 12) 
For x=v. jv<1 the supercooling regime is reached where the drag force is 
l 
enhanced considerably over the force for the case of vanishing magnetic 
field strength. 
Having obtained the cooling force in the above - fairly simple way it 
remains once again to discuss the problems encountered within the binary 
encounter model. As to the screening length, the best guess will be to 
apply the adiabatic screening length A =v.jw at all projectile velocities a 1 p 
since the distant-collision contribution has been taken to correspond to 
the limit B~~ where the only relevant electron velocity, v , vanishes with ez 
the flattened distribution. Another more severe problern has to do with the 
relative magnitude of the two logarithms appearing in eq. (12). Typically, 
the fast collision logarithm is of order 10 whereas the slow collision 
logarithm may be assmallas 1-2. Due to the abrupt cutting procedure 
applied at r 1 , as well as at the screening length A, the result for each 
part of the force can only be assumed reliable to within accuracies "'1/L. 
However, this immediately implies that the slow collision contribution, and 
in the supercooling regime thereby the total force, is extremely poorly 
determined. Besides, the question whether collective plasma oscillations 
may give significant contributions to the drag still remains open. 
- 10 -
DIELECTRIC DESCRIPTION 
Since the number of electrons in a sphere with radius equal to the 
screening length is very large, 
n>.. 3 >> 1 , (13) 
typical values being 10 3 -10 5 , a binary collision model does not appear to 
be the natural means by which to treat distant encounters. Instead, a 
continuum description of the electron gas should be applied 9 • Clearly, such 
a model contains all collective phenomena, e.g., plasma oscillations and 
screening. Further on, in a proper treatment the drag force for finite 
magnetic field strengths may be determined without any dubious splitting of 
the impact parameter region. 
In the continuum - or dielectric description the drag force on a 
penetrating ion is due to the dielectric response as it polarizes the 
electron fluid since, by the neglect of space charge, no force is acting on 




-+ -+ -+ 
-+ ] E -+ -+ 
o r = r. ( t) 
~ 
Here, Etot' Eind' and E 0 derrote the total, the induced, and the source 
field, respectively. The equation is conveniently expressed in terms of 
Fourier transforms of the potentials as 
F = -Ze {. 8 --1 - f d 3itd·u:ei(krHut) [v (k w) - V (k w)]} (15) 8'f (2'1T) 4 tot ' o ' i:=t. (t) · 
~ 
Introducing a dielectric function g through the relation 
-+ -+ -+ 
Vtot(k,w) = V0 (k,w)jg(k,w) 
(16) 
and expressing the potential V0 in terms of the charge density q 0 of the 
-+ -+ 
source via the Poisson equation we get with ri=vit the result 
• • (-+-+ (-+ ) -+ _ Ze~ f d3-+kd. ~ kv.+w)tt 4'1Tq k,w [ 
F - - ( 2 '1T) 4 .we ~ "- - ko 2 ---+~-
E(k,w) 
Finally, since q 0 (i:.(t))=Zeö(r-v.t) 
~ ~ 
implies that 
eq. (17) may be rewritten as 
- 1] ' ( 17) 
-+ -+-+ 
q 0 (k,w)=2TIZeö(kr.+w), 
~ 
+ 2· 




J d 3k ~ [ -,.---..,.-.,-- - 1] 
k 2 (+ ++ ) s k,-kv. 
~ 




where the last step 
eq. (18), the complete 
disturbance, including 
follows since the force is a real quantity. In 
information on the response of the plasma to any 
screening properties, is cantairred in E. 
To compute the dielectric function we consider the collisionless 
Boltzmann equation governing the time evolution of the electronical phase 
space distribution p Ct ,V , t). Letting p 0 derrote the distribution for the e 
undisturbed gas and p 1 =p- p 0 the corresponding change introduced by the 
external electric field of the penetrating charged particle, we may write 








where p 0 is assumed homogeneaus in configuration space. In the limit of 
weak perturbation it is sufficient to integrate eq.(19) along unperturbed 
trajectories, a procedure which corresponds to the usual linearization of 
the Boltzmann equation. By Fourier transforming and by relating the 
induced charge density p 1 (lt,w)=fd 3 \T p 1 (k,V ,w) to the induced potential e e 
V(l-E), an expression for the dielectric function may be obtained. 
In the case of vanishing magnetic field strength the unperturbed 
trajectories are straight lines and the expression for the dielectric 
function is simple to obtain as 
+ w 2 
c:(k,w)· = 1 - lirn _:p_ 




u = v·k/k, 
e 
(20) 
where f 0 =p 0 /n and where the quantity 1/t appearing in the denominator 
derives from a collisional damping term introduced into the Boltzmann 
equation, (ap;at)coll=-p 1 /t. An infinitessimal damping is necessary to 
ensure the proper interpretation of integrals like the one in eq. (20), 
which otherwise would contain poles on the path of integration. Note that 
the perturbation approach used in solving the Boltzmann equation breaks 
down at k Nmax{v 2 v. 2 }m/e 2 Nl/d where the induced density equals the 
max ' 1 
unperturbed one. 
As an example, let us determine the drag force for high projectile 
velocities or, equivalently, in the case of an electron gas at rest. Being 
- 12 -
one of the sirnplest cases in which to cornpute F we shall go through it in 
sorne detail in order to dernonstrate explicitely the steps involved in 
evaluations of the drag force according to eq. (18). Inserting f 0 =Ö (\t ) e 
into eq. (20), we obtain for the dielectric function 
-+ 
E(k, w) 1 - lim 
T-+<x> (w-i/T) 2 
(21) 
With w=-kt.=-kv.cos8, this equation reduces to E=l-(k~. cos8)- 2 , and this 
1 1 a 
shows that the field araund a projectile of high velocity v.>v is screened 
1 
out at distances of the order of the adiabatic cut-off length Aa. This 
result was already applied in our discussion of the binary-collision rnodel, 
-+ t ~ 
eq.(8b). For syrnrnetry reasons the drag force is directed along v., Y=Fv .. , 
1 1 
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The integral receives contributions only frorn regions where ReE=O, 




2 f oo dk f 
'TTVi2 ;,_-1 k 
(23) 
00 
dw w Im [E(~) -1 ] 
-oo 
a 
Since the function E- 1 (w) is analytical below the real axis in the cornplex 
w plane, the w-integration in eq. (23) rnay, with the irnaginary part taken 
outside, be perforrned along a large serni-circle in the lower half-plane. 




- z2_P __ · log(k A. ) 
v. 2 max a 
1 
(24) z241Tne4 • log(k A. ) 
mv . 2 max a 
1 
At this stage it should once again be stressed that screening is 
build into the dielectric description by definition. This is also clear 
frorn eq. (24) where no artificial cut-off at srnall k-values, corresponding 
to large irnpact pararneters, was needed to bring Aa into the argurnent of the 
logarithrn. As is typical for this type of consideration, a logarithrnic 
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divergence appears instead at large k since the dielectric description 
becomes inadequate for k>max{v 2 ,v. 2 }m/e 2 • Such k values correspond to very 
1 
close collisions, where the force may safely be determined from a binary-
encounter treatment. This leads to an effective minimum impact parameter 
equal to d/2=e 2 /mv. 2 • For insertion into eq.(24), weshall therefore use 
1 
kmax"'1/d, the exact choice being immaterial since the divergence appears 
underneath a large logarithm. The expression (6) from the binary-collision 
calculation is then retrieved. 
Also for the case of low velocities, which may be worked through in a 
similar way, all the above remarks hold, the screening length appears to be 
the Debye length applied already in eq. (8a), and the binary result is 
retrieved by introducing k "'1/d. Hence, for the case of vanishing 
max 
magnetic field strength we may in general conclude that the binary 
encounter model and the dielectric description give the same answer to the 
cooling force provided suitable cut-off's are introduced in both approaches 
in order to prevent the force from diverging logarithmically. 
B>O 
As for the binary model let us treat the case of infinite magnetic 
field strength as an introduction to a discussion of the influence of a 
finite magnetic field. 
For B~oo, the electrons are pinned to their positions in transverse 
space leading to a one-dimensional Bol tzmann equation. With p 0 cxno (v ez) it 




1 - lim (~) 
k 
T-tco 
cf. also ref.10. For the drag force the result is in turn 
F 
2 21Tne 4 - z 
mv. 2 
1 
{ log(2\•k ) -1 a max 
\ve note that the screening length is >.. as a 
-+ -+ 
v . .l B 
1 




kmax"'1/d the binary result eq. (10) is retrieved as for the case with B=O 
except for longitudinal velocities where the force is not exactly zero but 
only down with 1/1"'0.1 with respect to the transverse case. This 
contribution which is completely due to collective excitations turns out to 
be of more importance for O<B<oo, 
For finite magnetic field strengths the dielectric function is 
somewhat lengthy to determine since the unperturbed orbits now are electron 
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helices. A derivation is given in ref.7 but let us here only quote the 
result as it applies for a fu] ly flattened 
2 
electron velocity distribution, 
wp 00 + 






(w+nw -i/T) 2 T+oo Ji W+nw -i/T 
c 




The simplest case to treat for O<B<oo is that of an electron gas at 





1 - lim _L 
T+oo k 2 
k 1.. k 2. 
[ z + ___ l __ J 
(w-i/T) 2 (w-i/T) 2-w 2 
c 
(28) 
The contribution to the integral for the force, eq.(l8), 
in ImE- 1 , corresponding to vanishing ReE. These will 
comes from poles 
be situated at 
++ 
w=-kv.=±w (up to a trigonometric factor) 
1 p 
and very close to ±w , where we 
c 
recall that we assume w »w . The result for the drag force is shown in 
c p 
fig.4 before the final integration over logk for projectiles with purely 
transverse and purely longitudinal velocities. \ve show the integrands I~ 
and I from which the force is obtainable as z 
F 
J.,z 
where r 1 =v. I w . 1 c 





Note that A. and r 1 are the only lengths in the present a 
problern (especially, r 1=0). In the binary collision treatment r 1 enters as 
the impact parameter, p, 
collisions is introduced. 
appears araund K=l. For 
between fast at which the separation 
Correspondingly, in fig. 4 an 
K>l the dashed level 
and slow 
I=l 
abrupt change in I 
valid for binary 
scattering in a Coulomb field for B=O (and for p»d) is quickly reached. For 
K<l, only the plasma pole contributes. However, the plasma-pole 
contribution is in general not restricted to K<l, as is observed from the 
figure. For transverse velocities, this resonance yields half of the force 
at large K. 
Since K<l corresponds to distances ~r 1 , 
contributions from this region to slow collisions. 
we may attribute 
In the simple binary 
calculations these are treated as if the magnetic field was of infinite 
strength, in which case the I-levels would be IL= 1 / 2 , I =0. For transverse z 




1.5 B = 700 Gauss 
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w 
0.5 p 
Fig. 4. Drag force in electron gas at rest. The plasma and cyclotron 
contributions are identified. 
region araund the inverse of the adiabatic screening distance k~A -l~w /v. a p 1 
where I~ falls off. For longitudinal velocities, however, there is a 
difference due to the occurrance of the w -spike. The figure further shows 
p 
the presence of the abovementioned simple logarithmic divergence at large 
k. Performing the integration over logK in eq. (29) we obtain with an 
accuracy of 1/log(K ) the same result for the drag as in the simple 
max 
binary model. 
In the general case with finite transverse temperature the dielectric 
function for the perfectly flattened electron gas in a longitudinal 
magnetic field is given by eq. (27). With this E: the contributions to the 
force, eq.(l8), come from poles situated at 
w ~ ±w 
p 
w ~ ±nw 
c 
n = 1,2,3, ... (30) 
where the cyclotron resonances contribute only to fast collisions. The 
result for the drag force for a low velocity projectiles moving parallel to 
B is shown in fig.S before the final integration over logk for an electron 
temperature of T=leV. The quantity I is defined as in eq.(29) except for z 













n = 3x108 cm-3 





0 5 10 
LOG (kJ. rL) 
Fig. 5. Drag an ion of longitudinal velocity in flattened electron gas. The 
contribution for log(k-'r1 )>0 is solely due to wc -poles. The cut-off at 
k =1/d is indicated for Z = 1. max 
the inverse of the Larmor radius r 1 -
1 =wc/v. 
rest, the contributions from the plasma pole 
well separated. The latter changes abruptly at 
level, reproducable by binary calculations for 
the other hand, the very large yield from 
accounted for in binary considerations, 
insufficient. 
As for the electron gas at 
and the cyclotron poles are 
k~r 1 - 1 above which a steady 
B=O, quickly is reached. On 
the w -resonance cannot be 
p 
which therefore appear 
Comparing with fig.4 it should be stressed that the abrupt change for 
the finite temperature gas, fig.S, still appears araund k~r 1 - 1 and not at 
k~r1 -
1 as was assumed in the binary model, cf. eq.s (11-12). Further an we 
note that for k.l <r 1 - 1 only minor changes have appeared with respect to 
fig. 4, i. e., the plasma-pole spike is only weakly affected by the finite 
temperature and the screening length is still ).. a. For kJ. >r 1 -
1 a huge 
reduction has appeared. 
In fig.6 we show in the same units log(kr1 ) versus I.l for low 
velocity ions moving transverse to the magnetic field. Again at k=r 1 -
1 an 
abrupt decrease in I"' is observed. This corresponds to the entry of the 
first set of cyclotron resonances, and each time a new set has to be 
included with increasing k, similar drops are observed. The plasma-pole 





























Fig. 6. Drag on ion of transverse velocity in flattened electron gas. Only 
the plasmapole contributes for k<r 1 -
1
• 
excursions of the integrand I~ are damped, and a constant level is reached. 
As in fig.s 4-5 this level may be reproduced by binary calculations for B=O 
and p»d. In the figure we have further indicated the cut-off at k =1/d. max 
By comparing also fig. 6 to the case of an electron gas at rest, 
fig.4, 
fig.4 
we note again that the changes appearing for k<r 1 - 1 , where I J. in 
reaches a maximum of IJ.= 1 / 2 , are much less drastic than those 
appearing for k>r 1 -
1 and that A is a a 
length in the flattened electron gas 
magnetic field. 
suitable measure of the screening 
when confined by a longitudinal 
To summarize, in a full dielectric description no artificial 
splitting of the impact parameter or, equivalently, the k-region is 
introduced and screening is naturally included such as to provide a smooth 
fade-off of the I -spectrum against small k-values. Only at large k is a 
divergence encountered. In the limits B=O,oo the cut-off at k ~1/d, max 
introduced by simple binary arguments, causes uncertainties of order 
~1/1"'10% in the drag force. In the present case with finite values for 
both the magnetic field strength and the electron temperature this 
- 18 -
uncertainty is, however, strongly suppressed in the supercooling region due 
to the dominance of the plasma-pole term. 
Although we have now established a very accurate way of computing the 
drag force at the troublesome low velocities, one serious complication 
needs still to be discussed, namely the efford necessary to evaluate the 
force numerically. While it is fairly simple to determine the plasma-pole 
contribution, it requires in general rather extensive calculations to 
determine the yield from the cyclotron resonances, especially since a very 
large number may contribute to the force at large k. However, the study of 
fig.s 4-6 leads to the following suggestion for a simple prescription for 
obtaining a fairly accurate value for the cooling force: Garnpute the 
plasma-pole term ipl for the magnetic field strength in question, truncate 
it at k=r 1 - 1 , and integrate over logk to obtain the force contribution Fpl 
Ta this, add ;b, the binary result for the drag force for B=O but cut-off 
at a maximal impact parameter of p=r 1 ,i.e. 
-+ 
F 
log(r- 1 ) 
-z2 4nne4 f 1 d(logk)lPl + Fb 
mv. 2 (31) 
~ -CO 
-+pl 
Expressions for I are given in ref .11, see .also ref. 7 where another 
normalization has been used. 
The above simple prescription, eq. (31), contains a splitting of the 
drag force into two parts as was also the case in the the binary model. 
However, whereas the force computed in the latter case easily attains 
errors of ~100%, the force computed according to eq. (31) agrees in all 
cases with the correct one obtained in a full dielectric treatment to 
within ~10%. The dividing distance is r 1 =v./w rather than r 1 . It should 1. c 
further be stressed that the contribution from distant encounters, the 
plasma-pole term, is calculated at the finite magnetic field strength in 
question, and not as in the binary model for B=oo, since some reduction 
appears, cf. fig.s 4-6. 
In fig. 7 we show the plasma-pole contribution Fpl (v.) in units of 
~ 
-4nnZ 2 e 4 jmv. 2 for both purely transverse and purely longitudinal projectile 
~ 
-+pl -+ 
velocities, where F clearly is (anti)parallel to v .. For the longitudinal 
~ 
case the simple binary treatment gives vanishing drag in slow collisions. 
On the contrary, we find as aforementioned for Fpl a significant 
contribution due to the occurance of the plasma spike in fig.S. In the 
case of an infinite magnetic field strength the dielectric level for t .JfB 
~ 
was 1 / 2 , cf. eq. (26). For not too low projectile velocities this level is 
also found for the case of O<B<oo, as is clear from fig.7. The contribution 
Fpl is confined to the region of impact parameters :A =v./w >p~r 1 =v./w a ~ p ~ c 
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which is independent of the electron temperature. However, when the latter 
parameter rises from zero to values corresponding to a r 1 which enters 
deeply into the above interval, Fpl drops off. In the figure we have marked 
the veloci ty v =vw /w below which A becomes smaller than r 1 . Clearly, a p c a 
this value is a measure for the velocities where Fpl becomes significantly 
different from the results computed in the limit B~~. For v.<v the curve 
1 a 
falls off «v. 213 for the longitudinal case; note that in the present units 
1 
t.. 





T = 1eV 
B = 700 Gauss 
n = 3x108cm-3 
0.1 
Vj/V 
Fig. 7. Plasma-pole contribution to the drag. The velocity va is marked by 
a verticle bar. 
CONCLUDING RENARKS 
The discussion above demonstrates how the two complementary models, 
the binary encounter and the dielectric description, may be combined into 
one to give very reliable and easily computable expressions for the 
electron cooling friction force. All the considerations above were 
performed for a fully collapsed Haxwellian electron velocity distribution, 
f«li(v ) . This makes the plasma-pole contribution to the force, fig. 7, to ez 
diverge at vanishing projectile velocity. This unphysical behaviour is 
prevented by introducing some finite longitudinal electron temperature, 
partly from a not complete collapse, cf. fig.2, partly from imperfections 
in the experimental set-up. Below the longitudinal rms electron velocity 
the force will fall off towards zero. As to the absolute minimum of the 
- 20 -
final temperature of the ion beam as it is obtained from the equilibrium 
with the electron reservoir alone we may refer to discussions given 
elsewhere. For the case of a completely flattened electron gas and 
vanishing magnetic field strength the final transverse ion temperature is 
T/2 whereas the longitudinal typically is 2-3 orders of magnitude smaller 7 • 
When a magnetic field is introduced, the ion temperature is reduced further 
towards the level of the longitudinal electron temperature 6 • 
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REALISTIC CALCULATIONS CONCERNING 
ELECTRON COOLING IN STORAGE RINGS 
A. Wolf 
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For experimental projects which rely on the cooling of a stored ion beam by means of 
electrons, it is of great interest to predict the efficiency of the electron cooling process under 
realistic conditions. This talk is based on work done during the preparation of the electron 
cooling device for the Low-Energy Antiproton Ring (LEAR) at CERN. Its purpose is to follow 
the line from the cooling force, experienced by an ion in the electron beam, to the properties of a 
stored, cooled ion beam, and their time dependence. In this sense, it complements the preceding 
contribution [1] to this conference. 
In the following, the situation of cooling slightly relativistic ions with an electrostatically 
generated electron beam will be considered. Specifically relativistic effects will not be discussed. 
However, the properties and the spatial structure of the electron beam will be dealt with, as will 
the specific properties of the ion motion. The oscillatory character of the ion motion implies that, 
instead of the primary cooling force, a 'cooling rate' (which will be defined below) is relevant for 
the damping. Such cooling rates can be obtained by analytical methods in simple cases, or by 
numerical calculation. 
Based on a summary of the 'kinetics of electron cooling' as first discussed by Derbenev and 
Skrinskij [2], both possibilities will be outlined. Numerically calculated cooling rates, in 
particular, are an important intermediate result in a computer simulation of the electron cooling 
process. 
Single-partide simulation of electron cooling was first attempted by M. Bell [3]. We have 
tried to develop this approach. Results obtained with the computer code in preparation [4] will be 
presented at the end of this talk. 
2. THE CONDITIONS OF ELECTRON COOLING 
2.1 Space dimensions 
The friction experienced by an ion in an electron beam is determined by the Coulomb 
interaction with the surrounding electrons. Let us consider the range of distances around an ion 
in which the interactions relevant to the friction force take place. As has been discussed by 
A. Sc:nensen [1], at this conference, three lengths are of particular importance to the theory of 
friction in a magnetized electron gas. 
i) The collision diameter 
below which the momentum transfer in binary collisions has its maximum kinematically 
allowed value. 
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ii) The adiabatic collision Iimit 
for electrons at a distance greater than r,, the velocity spread transverse to the magnetic field 
ceases to influence the friction force. This happens because the electric field of the ion is 
changing in time in an adiabatic manner with respect to the electron cyclotron motion. 
iii) The screening distance 
A = Wa/Wp!; 
beyond this distance the effective field of the ion, as compared with the Coulomb field is 
strongly reduced by screening. 
In these expressions (valid in the beam rest-frame), w describes the relative velocity between 
an ion (charge Ze) and electrons of a selected velocity group; in the 'adiabatic' relative velocity 
Wa, the electron motion transverse to the magnetic field is ignored. For the most frequent, typical 
collisions we may approximate the relative velocity by its average over the electron velocity 
distribution: 
w ""' max (vp, ~j_) , 
Wa ""' max (vp, ~11 ) , 
where ~j_ and ~11 denote the electron velocity spread in directions transverse and longitudinal to 
the magnetic field. External parameters enter via the cyclotron frequency Wc (determined by the 
magnetic field strength), and the plasma frequency Wpt (determined by the electron density). 
In a single-pass, magnetically confined electron beam, as used for electron cooling at 
moderate energies, the following conditions are met: 
i) the electron velocity distribution is longitudinally flattened (~ 11 / ~j_ ~ 1); 
ii) the cyclotron frequency is large compared with the plasma frequency (wc ~ Wpt), which is 
necessary for magnetic confinement at low transverse energies. 
For parameters typical of this situation and single-charged ions, Fig. 1 shows the relevant 
distances for varying ion velocity Vp in the beam rest-frame. This velocity is given relative to the 
beam velocity vo = ßc and is plotted on the horizontal axis. The friction force is produced by 
interaction of the ion with electrons in the range between do and A. This range is subdivided by r,. 
At low ion velocities Vp < ~j_, the adiabatic collisions with electrons at a distance x > r, 
give rise to the dominant contribution to the cooling force ('magnetic cooling force'). Compared 
with fast collisions (x < r 1) at the same ion velocity, this contribution is !arger by roughly a 
factor of (~j_/wa)3 • The maximum value of this ratio follows from the compression of the 
electron velocity distribution by acceleration, which can be calculated as 
where 'Y = 11-!1- ß2 • Thus the cooling force can be up to 109 times higher than expected when 
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Fig. 1 Space dimensions relevant to electron cooling for varying ion velocity in the electron beam rest-frame. The 
parameters correspond to an electron beam of 2.54 cm radius, at a perveance of 0.5 x 10-6 A V- 312 , at a 
cyclotron spirallength of 6.3 cm and at a cathode temperature of 1100 oc. 
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The horizontal axis in Fig. 1 represents emittances or momentum deviations in a storage 
ring, independent of the beam velocity (powers of 'Y neglected). Also the relevant distances as 
functions of Vp/vo are quite independent of the working energy of the storage ring under certain, 
technically favourable conditions. These conditions are realized if the electron beam device is 
operated with a constant perveance P = I/U312 and with a constant electron cyclotron spiral 
length Ac = 2rrvo/ wc. Both Wc and Wpi are proportional to Vo in this case; therefore, the ratios 
Vp/ Wc and Vp/ WpJ, which give the relevant distances, remain constant for a given value of vp/vo, if 
vo is varied. Consequently, the positions of the diagonallines in Fig. 1 are independent of the 
beam velocity and are in fact determined by the basic electron-gun design criteria, P and Ac. 
From this point of view, the following conclusion, to be drawn from Fig. 1, is valid quite 
generally for electron cooling at relativistically moderate energies. It is seen that screening Iimits 
the interaction range to below 1 mm, which is still small compared with the usual electron beam 
diameter and with the range over which the electron beam properties may change radially. Note 
that in a storage ring the acceptance limits the range of vp/v0 to below approximately 5 X 10-3; 
this specifies the maximum screening length A. Considering the longitudinal dimensions of the 
electron beam, we state that the interaction time for electron-ion encounters is approximately 
given by 
r = x/vp; 
thus, the distance travelled along the beam by both particles during their interaction is 
e = x/(vp/vo) . 
The intercept of the diagonal line for A with the vertical axis at vp/vo = 1 gives the maximum 
occurring distance e, at least for Vp > L1
11
• This maximum is of the order of 20 cm; therefore, the 
distance travelled during interaction remains small compared with both the usual electron beam 
length L and the distance over which we expect external conditions such as the magnetic field to 
change by significant amounts. Consequently, the assumption of an homogeneaus and infinitely 
extended electron gas for the cooling force calculation seems reasonable with respect to both the 
transverse and the longitudinal direction. On the other hand, we have stated the criticallengths 
and we have made clear their dependence on external parameters. 
2.2 The lowest effective ion velocity 
In practice, the minimum value of the adiabatic relative velocity between electrons and ions 
is determined by technical imperfections rather than by the longitudinal velocity spread of the 
electrons, L1 11 • Whereas L1 11 /vo is of the order of 10-
6 for ß = 0.3, the usual high-valtage 
fluctuations are L1U/U "" 5 X 10-5 , and the magnetic field direction is constant over the electron 
beam length within L1B.L/B "" 2 X 10-4 only. Both imperfections set a lower limit to the velocity 
of the ions in the relevant reference frame for the microscopic interaction. The limits are 
indicated in Fig. 1. The probability of rest-frame velocities much below these values is strongly 
reduced. In the remaining velocity range, the statistical velocity spread L1
11 
issmall compared with 
the ion velocity, so that a completely flattened velocity distribution of the electrons can be 
assumed for microscopic calculations. 
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The variation of il_j_ /vo and of il11 /vo with the beam velocity is also indicated in Fig. 1; values 
are shown for ß = 0.3 and ß = 0.1. In particular, il 11 /vo changes strongly with vo. Therefore, the 
longitudinal temperature itself will start to influence the microscopic interaction at very low 
beam energies below ß = 0.1. 
2.3 Electron beam properties 
W e will briefly summarize the general conditions encountered in the electron beam of a real 
cooling device. The flattening of the velocity distribution has already been mentioned. The 
relaxation of the flattened distribution to Maxwellian equilibrium proceeds slowly compared with 
the time needed by the electron beam to reach the cooling region. Furthermore, it seems to be 
suppressed by the magnetic guiding field [5]. 
In any magnetically confined electron beam, the transverse and longitudinal velocities vary 
with the radial distance r from the beam centre owing to the electric field associated with the 
space-charge. For low perveances (P ~ 10-6 A V- 312), the potential in the beam is given by 
U = Uo + (r/R)2 UR, 
where eUo is the energy in the centre, R is the beam radius, and 
UR= {IIA} X 30V/(ß'Y) 
is the space-charge potential. For varying Uo but constant perveance and 'Y ""' 1, UR/U0 remains 
constant. The transverse velocity due to the rotational drift motion in the crossed magnetic and 
space-charge fields is given by 
For constant perveance and cyclotron spiral length, also ve/vo does not vary with the beam 
velocity. 
In addition to these unavoidable velocity variations, the transverse energy due to focusing 
errors will in general increase with the radial position in the electron beam. For example, 
estimates for the Initial Cooling Experiment (ICE) electron cooler [6] indicate that the transverse 
energy induced by external fields reached 10 times the thermal energy, at the beam edge. 
From the statement of these electron beam properties, it can be concluded that the average 
relative velocity between an ion and the electron will depend not only on the ion velocity, but also 
on its position in the electron beam. The friction force is therefore a function of the positional 
ion coordinates as weil. 
2.4 Electron velocity distribution 
Except for low beam velocities ß < 0.1, we find it satisfactory to use a completely flattened 
electron velocity distribution of the form 
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with the beam axis, which is assumed parallel to the magnetic field, as the longitudinal reference 
direction (Fig. 2). This has been justified above by considering the usual high-valtage stability 
and magnetic field angle variations, which are expected to be more than one order of magnitude 
larger than the expected longitudinal velocity spread of the electrons. The assumption of a 
completely flattened distribution strongly reduces the effort required when calculating the 
cooling force. 
a) b) 
Vc << 11 .L 
Fig. 2 Effective electron velocity distributions in a magnetic field with vanishing longitudinal width and dominated 
by thermal motion (vc ~ Li.1) or by coherent motion from imperfections ofthe electron optics (vc > Li.1). 
The transverse electron velocity is affected by the thermal speed of the electrons at the 
emitter and by eventual transverse fields during acceleration, which excite a coherent cyclotron 
motion of the electrons. By considering the equations of motion in the longitudinal magnetic 
field, one finds that it is reasonable to superimpose the thermal velocities on the coherent 
motion. This yields the following distribution function: 
where Vc varies along the beam length s: 
V:,= Vc (cos [(27r1Ac)s + <Pc] ) . 
sin [(27r1Ac)S + <Pc] 
fth is the two-dimensional Maxwell distribution. Within a binary calculation of the cooling force, 
the average over a longitudinal distance As ~ Ac can already be performed on the electron 
velocity distribution. The result is 
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with the modified Bessel function 10 • For v c ;:, ~l., this represents a ring-shaped distribution in 
velocity space, with the ring radius given by the velocity Vc caused by focusing errors; the ring is 
smeared out over a width of about ~J. by the thermal motion (Fig. 2b). 
For a cooling-force calculation which takes into account collective effects, the averaging 
over the phase of the coherent motion does not seem adequate if already performed on the 
distribution function [4]. 
3. FRICTION FORCE AND COOLING RATES 
3.1 Magnetic cooling force 
In Fig. 1 we can easily situate the velocity ~J.Wptlwc = Va (as used by S0rensen [1]). Araund 
and below this ion velocity, it becomes important to take into account the finite value of the 
magnetic field strength, instead of assuming that this value is infinite. In the frequently quoted 
result for the magnetic cooling force, as first derived by Derbenev and Skrinskij [7], an infinite 
field strength is assumed when considering the binary electron-ion interaction. The deviations of 
these simple expressions from the result of refined calculations have been demonstrated by 
S0rensen at this conference. 
The velocity Va lies weil within the interesting range of ion velocities (va/vo ::::: 10-4). In our 
calculations on electron cooling we therefore avoid the standard expressions for the magnetic 
cooling force and compute the friction caused by slow collisions as the plasma pole contribution 
[8] of the dielectric treatment for finite magnetic field. We determine this contribution by 
numerical integration and tabulate the results for selected values of the independent parameters 
vp/~J.' Vpl./vp
11
, and wc/wpl· To find the cooling force for any given parameters, linear 
interpolation is performed. A graph of the plasma pole contribution as a function of Vp can be 
seen in Fig. 7 of S0rensen' s paper [ 1]. 
For the magnetic cooling force, the flattened Maxwelldistribution of width ~J. is assumed in 
our calculations. No way was found to perform the dielectric calculation with reasonable effort 
when the coherent motion of the electrons, due to focusing errors, is to be included in the 
distribution function. 
3.2 Non-magnetic cooling force 
The friction from close collisions ('non-magnetic cooling force') is the dominant 
contribution to the cooling force at high ion velocities Vp > ~l.. In its calculation, we do take into 
account the focusing errors by using the effective velocity distribution f1. ,av (V:,J given above. The 
Coulomb logarithm 
Lc = In (rtldo) 
being large in the interesting velocity range (see Fig. 1), its variation over the electron velocity 

















LONGITUDINAL NON-MAGNETIC FORCE 
I 
TRANSVERSE NON-MAGNETIC FORCE 
Fig. 3 Velocity dependence of the 'non-magnetic' cooling force for a flattened distribution and imperfect electron 
optics. The ion moves almost transversein the electron beam rest-frame (85° to the longitudinal axis). 
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which is computed numerically. The force components are 
Again, they are tabulated for computer simulation. 
Figure 3 shows the force components for an ion moving in an almost transverse direction in 
the rest frame of the electrons. As a function of vp/vo, the normalized force is shown for some 
values of the coherent cyclotron velocity Vc, including Vc = 0. In an isotropic velocity 
distribution, the longitudinal force should be small compared to the transverse component for 
the assumed ion direction. However, as an effect of the flattening of the distribution, the 
longitudinal component is enhanced around Vp = ..1_]_ even if Vc = 0. The peak in the longitudinal 
component and the corresponding dispersion-like variation in the transverse force move to higher 
values if Vc is increasing, and lie near Vc for Vc > .Llj_. It can be seen that the influence of focusing 
errors differs from that of the transverse temperature; it leads to a relatively sharp structure in 
the cooling force and can, in particular, change the sign of the transverse component for 
Vc/ .Llj_ > 1 and Vp < Vc, so that the ion is accelerated by the electrons. 
3.3 Cooling rates in a storage ring 
We shall now try to follow the motion of an ion under the influence of electron cooling in a 
storage ring. In the absence of forces of statistical origin, this motion is characterized by three 
invariants which represent the amplitude of the betatron oscillations in the transverse direction 
and the longitudinal momentum deviation of the ion from a nominal value (or, in the case of a 
bunched beam, the amplitude of the synchrotron oscillations). If these invariants are chosen with 
the dimension of an action, their averages over all ions are a measure for the invariant emittances 
ofthe beam. 
W e are interested in the changes of these constants of motion caused by friction in the 
electron beam and by scattering processes in general. During the revolutions of an ion, each 
position on the ring circumference is passed with varying position and velocity coordinates. For 
the betatron oscillations, the transverse position in one (say, the horizontal) direction is given at a 
point s in the longitudinal direction by 
Xb = ~ Exßx(s) COS [t-tx(s) + cf>x] , 
with the periodic lattice function ßx(s) = ßx(s + C) and the related phase function t-tx(s) = 
t-tx(s + C) - Qx. The constant of motionwill be denoted by Ex (Ez,Es) for the horizontal (vertical, 
longitudinal) direction; Cis the storagering circumference. The transverse velocity follows from 
The cooling force acts during a time Llt when the ion passes the electron cooler, and is a function 
of its coordinates Xb and Xb in the electron beam. It will change the momentum p of the ion and 
also the constant of motion by 
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More precisely, the average of the right-hand side over the electron beam length L gives the 
change of Ex following one passage. But the variation of Xb and Xb over that distance can be 
neglected if ßx(s) ~ L, which is frequently true. Then it is sufficient to make the calculation with 
fixed ion coordinates for a single passage. The average of LlEx over many passages is in practice 
equivalent to its average over the phases of the oscillatory motion [2], since one position on the 
ring circumference is passed with all phases in the course of time, the storagering being tuned off 
low-order resonances. Denoting by angular brackets the average over phases and over the 
electron beam length, we obtain the following cooling rate for a circulating ion with revolution 
frequency frev: 
For the example of a betatron oscillation in one transverse direction, we have (neglecting here the 
derivative of the lattice function) 
consequently, the cooling rate is proportional to the averagepower of the cooling force [2], 
Ex = A(FxVx) , 
where the factor A depends on the lattice function at the cooling device. In an approximation for 
small oscillations, we can finally linearize the functional dependence of F on the position and 
velocity of the ion. In our example, this gives the simple expression 
which defines the constant cooling time rx. The derivative is to be taken at the equilibrium 
coordinates of the oscillation. 
3.4 Consequences of velocity detuning 
Cooling and heating of small oscillations can be understood with this formula and the 
typical dependence of the cooling force on the ion velocity Vx for a selected space direction, as 
sketched in Fig. 4. In the upper diagram, the average velocity Ve of the electrons is weil tuned to 
the average (vx) of the ion velocity during the oscillation. Here, the slope (oFxl ovx) I 0 is negative, 
and cooling takes place according to the steepness of the function Fx(Vx) at Vx = ve. Standard 
electron-cooling damping times are calculated from this slope. 
However, for a detuning I (v x) - Ve I which is larger than the electron velocity spread Ll 
(Fig. 4b), the slope is positive; the oscillation amplitudewill grow until it reaches the magnitude 
of the detuning. This shows that angular misalignment and, for a bunched beam, longitudinal 
velocity detuning, will blow up the ion beam [2]. In particular, these effects must be considered 
when one tries to reach very low beam divergencies, utilizing the strong magnetic cooling force. 
Then, Ll can be as low as the longitudinal velocity spread of the electrons. Randomly varying 
misalignment and detuning will not necessarily result in ion beam blow-up but in reduced cooling 








Fig. 4 Damping and excitation of small oscillations by the cooling force. 
3.5 Coupling of degrees of freedom 
Using the linear approximation of the cooling force, we now discuss the consequences of the 
coupling between horizontal and longitudinal ion coordinates in a storage ring. Taking into 
account this coupling, the horizontal ion coordinates are 
X = Xb + D(s)o, 
x 1 = Xb + D 1 (s) o, 
with the dispersion function D(s), its derivative D 1 (s) and the relative momentum deviation o. 
The horizontal constant of motion is still calculated using Xb, Xb: 
Ex = (x- Do)2 lßx + (x I - D I ofßx 
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(again neglecting dßxlds, which gives no additional terms in linear approximation). Now 
aExlao # 0, so that the longitudinal force component F
11 
also acts on Ex. Retaining only the terms 
with a non-zero average over the oscillation phases, we have 
It is seen that a derivative of the dispersion function or a gradient of the electron beam properties 
produces coupling terms. As discussed by Derbenev and Skrinskij [2], complementary coupling 
terms occur if the cooling of longitudinal synchrotron oscillations is considered in the same 
situation. 
4. NUMERICAL CALCULA TIONS 
4.1 Cooling rates for arbitrary amplitudes 
In the two preceding sections, we assumed the dependence of the cooling force on the ion 
coordinates to be linear over the entire range of the oscillatory motion. The results for the 
cooling rates were simplified to a large extent by the cancellation of coupling terms during the 
averaging. The remaining terms can be gathered in the form of a constant cooling time Tx by 
expressing the results as 
We observe an exponential approach to an equilibrium emittance Ex,eq, if there is a constant 
emittance blow-up rate Rx from scattering processes [2]: 
Ex(t) = Ex,eq + (Ex,O - Ex,eq) exp (- t/Tx) , 
Ex,eq = RxTx • 
For large oscillation amplitudes, the linear approximation is no Ionger applicable. However, 
we can perform the averaging numerically and calculate the emittance change for single passages 
of an ion through the cooling section. Here it is possible to take into account all the details of the 
cooling force, electron beam structure, and ion motion as discussed above. The calculation is 
repeated with the same values of the constants of motion but with varying phases. For obtaining 
the average emittance changes, we have to vary two phases for a coasting beam, three for a 
bunched beam. 
A simple betatron phase advance [3] is performed with different horizontal and vertical 
tunes far from low-order resonances. A convergence check on the three results i:x, Ez, 
and Es (507o precision) controls the total number of revolutions (102 to 103). 
Figure 5 shows results from such a calculation for a coasting beam, assuming the conditions 
of the half perveance gun in the ICE ring [6] with protons at ß = 0.3 (46 MeV). To reduce the 
number of independent variables for this presentation, equal horizontal and vertical action 
constants Ex = Ez are assumed. In a logarithmic scale, Ex and the momentum deviation o are 
plotted along the axes of the horizontal plane. The vertical axis of the diagram represents the 
cooling rate - i:x in a linear scale. 
Close collisions only 
a) 
HORIZONTAL EMITTA~CE CHANC.F 
Radial variation of electron 
beam properties included 
19 c) 
HORIZONTAL EMITTANCE CHANGE 
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Close + distant collisions 
ö 
HORIZONTAL EMmANCE CHANGE 
Dispersion function 
at the cooler included 
D = 9.6 m o• = o 
HORIZONTAL EIJmANCE CHANGE 
Fig. 5 Numerically calculated cooling rates (discussed in the text). Some significant values of- €x (in 1r mm•mrad s- 1) 
are indicated by numbers. 
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In Fig. 5, graphs (a) and (b), a homogeneaus electron beam without focusing errors but with 
the flattened thermal distribution for a cathode temperature of 1300 K is assumed. The 
dispersion function at the cooler is set to 0. Figure 5a shows the cooling rate neglecting adiabatic 
collisions; it drops proportionally to Ex at Ex = l01r mm•mrad and below, and is reduced for !arge 
momentum deviation. In Fig. 5b, adiabatic collisions are allowed for; they Iead to a drastic 
decrease of the cooling time 7x = - E"./ Ex, as marked. The anisotropy of the adiabatic collisions 
manifests itself by the excitation of betatron oscillations for a certain ratio of momentum spread 
and emittance, so that a valley with - i:x < 0 can be seen. 
Graphs (c) and (d) show how Fig. Sb changes if more details of electron and ion motion are 
taken into account. Figure 5c demonstrates the reduction of the cooling rate by the systematic 
variation of the electron beam properties over its cross-section, as described in Section 2.3. 
Figure 5d, on the other hand, shows the influence of a dispersion at the cooler, but for a 
homogeneaus electron beam. The cooling rate is not influenced strongly by the ring dispersion 
alone. However, additional horizontal cooling occurs if the horizontal betatron oscillation 
crosses the beam edge. More coupling effects occur if the conditions of graphs (c) and (d) apply 
simultaneously, as in the real case. The influence of technical imperfections on the cooling rate 
can be taken into account by varying related parameters during the averaging procedure. In the 
simultations described below, this has been practiced for magnetic field angle and high-valtage 
fluctuations. 
4.2 Simulation of beam cooling 
For the simulation of beam cooling we represent the ion ensemble by a sample of particle 
coordinates, set up randomly according to a distribution function. In principle, the time 
evolution of the particle distribution under the influence of electron cooling can be found from 
the momentum changes in the cooler, as calculated for each ion during each passage through the 
electron beam. By repeating this calculation for many revolutions of the ions, we can simulate 
the cooling-down of a hot ion beam after injection into a storage ring, or the reaction to specific 
disturbances of the ion beam in the presence of electron cooling. The most typical advantage of 
this simulation would be to display details of the shape of the ion beam distribution function. 
However, particular care is needed to avoid artefacts if such details aretobe trusted. 
Beam cooling being a slow process with respect to the period of the circular ion motion, the 
time interval over which we want to carry on the simulation represents millians of revolutions in 
the storage ring. Therefore, the essential step which makes the calculations feasible is to reduce 
the number of single-passage calculations. One easy method for arriving at a lower number of 
computed turns was outlined by M. Bell [3] but it required artificiallimits to the cooling force. 
The approach to an equilibrium state could not be simulated with this method. 
A procedure we find more transparent works explicitly with the slow rates of change for the 
action constants of each ion. These single-particle cooling rates (: were calculated above by 
averaging over 102 to 103 revolutions. We consider these rates approximately fixed over a time 
interval T for which about 50 ms proved to be an adequate choice. With the cooling rates 
obtained, we perform the linear extrapolation 
E(t + T) = E(t) + i:T 
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for each ion and each space direction x, z, s. The time interval must be small enough to satisfy 
I i:T I ~ E. The given intervalwas adequate if the magnetic field angle variations and high-voltage 
fluctuations relevant in practice were taken into account in the rate calculation. 
We note that, with the single-particle cooling rates, we have determined the phase-
averaged [2] Fokker-Planck coefficients for friction due to electron cooling. By introducing 
corresponding coefficients for other scattering processes in the storage ring, we can also describe 
their influence on the ion beam, and simulate the approach to an equilibrium. In general, an 
emittance growth is accompanied by an essential particle diffusion, which can be taken into 
account as a fluctuation in the rates € when the particle action constants are reset after the time 
interval T. 
For the scattering on the residual gas the Fokker-Planck coefficients for the emittance 
change and its fluctuation are easily determined (see, for example, Ref. 2). The intrabeam 
scattering of the ions is barder to describe in this framework; at present we apply beam growth 
rat es as calculated for Maxwellian distributions by Piwinski [9]. 
The computer simulation code which employs the method sketched above, will be described 
in more detail elsewhere [4]. Here we present some results for a coasting ion beam obtained with 
parameters corresponding to the ICE storage ring at 46 MeV operating with electron cooling at 
'half perveance' [6]. A computer listing of the parameters is reproduced in Fig. 6. In Fig. 7, the 
coordinates of the 100 sample protons are indicated by dots in pairs of frames which represent 
the ion beam state every 0.5 s. The lower frame of each pair shows the beam cross-section. In the 
upper frame, the correlation between the horizontal coordinate and the momentum deviation of 
the protons is displayed. The lines in this frame show the dispersion of the storage ring at the 
cooling section (straight) and the space-charge velocity profile of the electrons (parabola). 
By averaging the action constants of the protons, the beam emittances Ex,Ez and the 
momentum spread ap are found as a function of the time after the injection of a hot proton beam 
(Fig. 8). These curves can be compared with the ICE results [6]. It is found that the initial 
cooling-down times agree weil with the observations. Also the equilibrium momentum spread is 
in good agreement, but the transverse beam divergence found experimentally is higher by a factor 
of 4. However, some excitation modes of betatron oscillations, such as fluctuations of the 
magnetic guiding field of the storage ring, could not be included in the simulation. In view of 
these uncertainties, the agreement seems quite satisfactory. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Wehave discussed the process of electron cooling from the aspect of its practical realization. 
The present status of theory allows for a well-founded calculation of the friction force on ions in 
an electron beam. Wehave shown how, from the friction force, the cooling rates for ions and the 
evolution of an ion beam can be computed. In these calculations, attention must be paid to the 
electron beam structure and to technical imperfections which finally Iimit the cooling efficiency. 
The consequences of technical imperfections can be studied with the computer simulation. 
Scattering processes leading to beam blow-up in a storage ring can be included. With these 
possibilities, the calculations may find an application for the study of experiments with stored 
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Fig. 8 Time dependence of averaged proton beam properties during simulation. The emittances contain 63.2% of the 
beam particles for a Maxwellian beam profile. 
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Ultra Relativistic Electron Cooling to Impro~e the Luminosity 
and Lifetime of pp Colliders 
Dav:ld B. Cline 
Physics Department 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, WI 53706 U.S.A. 
Electron cooling techniques can be divided up into three energy 
regions of the electron beam and the corresponding proton or antiproton 
beams that are being cooled: 
1. [ 10-300] KeV to cool low energy beams in low energy storage 
rings or to help with the accumulation of decelerated 
antiprotons. 
2. [ 1/2-10] MeV to cool intermediate energy protons or 
antiprotons in storage rings or to improve the emittance of 
antiproton sources.1 
3. [greater than 200 MeV] to cool antiprotons or protons in high 
energy storage rings such as the SppS or FNAL TeV pp collider. 
The use of high energy cooling techniques has been discussed for 
sametime but there are no plans for the construction of such devices. 
Nevertheless these techniques could find a useful purpose in a few 
years after the pp collider at FNAL is operating. High Energy Electron 
* Invited talk at the Karlsruhe Electron Cooling Workshop (E Cool 84). 
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cooling may also be important to cool heavy ions to improve the 
luminosity and lifetime in heavy ion colliding beam machines. 
In this note we review the progress in these cooling calculations 
durlog the past few years. The luminosity of a high energy pp collider 
is given by: 
= 5.6 x 1022 (ßv)max 2 1 L ... NP- cm- sec-
ß" 
* where N; is the total number of p in the storage ring, ß is the ß at 
the collision point anrl (~v)max is the beam-beam tune shift. The goal 
of high energy beam coollog is to increase ( ~v)max by an order of 
magniturle thus gaining an order of magnitude in the luminosity. A 
• 
seconrlary goal is to reduce the effects of intrabeam scattering-heating 
effects that rlecrease the luminosity lifetime. It may also be possible 
to increase the luminosity of ep machines like HERA by cooling the 
proton beam down to the same emittance as the electron beam. 
The possible success of high energy electron coollog was reported 
in references 2 through 5 gi ven here. The most recent calculations 
indicate that these are two possible solutions for the coollog rlevice: 
1. A medium energy storage ring of energy 200-500 He V wi th 
specially designed wigglers.S 
2. A very high intensity electron linac (see the report of 
A. Ruggerio in reference 3). 
Skrinsky has proposed the use of a magnetic field in the coollog 
straight section to stimulate fast electron cooling in the same was as 
is observerl in low energy electron cooling.4 
-43-
Further information on the possibility of usefulness of high 
ener~y cooling can be found in the report of Ruggerio.6 
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REVIEW OF ELECTRON COOLING EXPERIMENTS 
H. Poth*) 
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe 
Institut für Kernphysik 
Karlsruhe 
Federal Republic of Germany 
ABSTRACT 
The principal results of electron cooling experiments in Novosibirsk, 
CERN, and Fermilab will be reviewed. In these three laboratories cooling 
experiments were performed with stored protons at 1.5, 35, 46, 65, 85, 114, 
and 200 MeV. Transverse and longitudinal cooling times were measured under 
various conditions, and equilibrium beam properties were determined. The 
cooling of coasting and bunched beams was studied, and the stacking and 
accumulation of successive proton pulses were attempted. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The use of an electron beam to compress the phase-space density of a 
stored proton beam was suggested by G. Budker in 1966 [1]. The first ex-
periments began in the early seventies at the Institute for Nuclear Physics 
*) Visitor at CERN, Geneva, Switzerland. 
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(INP) in Novosibirsk [2]. The goalwas to demonstrate the usefulness of 
this method to increase the phase-space density of stored beams and, if 
successful, to apply it to antiproton accumulation and the generation of 
intense antiproton beams for high-energy physics. Somewhat later electron 
cooling experiments were started with similar intentions at CERN and at 
Fermilab. 
It turned out that stochastic cooling was more suitable for mastering 
this task at the required high beam energies. However, the detailed experi-
mental studies, together with a good understanding of the dynamics in-
volved, yielded many valuable results for the application of this method 
to a wide range of accelerator projects. Although it will still be used 
to cool antiprotons, its major application is found in cooler rings for 
light and heavy ions at medium energies. 
In this paper we try to summarize the most important results from the 
first experimental studies in the three laboratories: INP in Novosibirsk, 
CERN, and Fermilab. 
A glossary of symbols used throughout the text is found at the end of 
the paper. 
2. THE COOLER RINGS 
The electron cooling experiments were performed at the NAP-M ring in 
Novosibirsk, the Initial Cooling Experiment (!CE) ring at CERN, and the 
Fermilab cooler ring. All studies were done with stored proton beams in 
the energy range between 1.5 MeV and 200 MeV and beam intensities from 106 
to 109 circulating particles. In Table 1 the basic parameters of the 
storage rings are summarized and in Fig. 1 the machine layout is shown. 
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Table 1 
Parameters of the electron coolinq storaqe rings 
Circumference [m] 
Operation energy [MeV] 
Stored beam intensity 
Average ring vacuum [Torr] 
Hor. and vert. acceptance 
[1r mm mrad] 
Longitudinal acceptance [%] 
Fraction of cooling section 
of ring circumference 
Working point QH' QV 
Average hor. ß-function [m] 
ßH in cooling section [m] 
ßv in cooling section [m] 
Dispersion in cooling section [m] 






106 -108 106 -10
9 
5 X 10- 10 2 X 10- 9 
400, 200 80, 40 
±1 ±0.25 
0.02 0.04 
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SCI NTI LLATI ON 
COUNTER 
1 ELECTRON COOLING CX:VICE 
2 HIGH '.QLTAGE! sUPPLY 
3 FARADAY CAGE 
4 TRANSFER UNE 
5 INFLECTOR 
6 FULL APERTURE KICKER 
7 BEAM PROFILE MJNITOR IHORIZ.) 
BEAM PROFILE MJNITOR ( VERT.) 
SCRAPER ( t-KJRIZ.) 
SCRAPER ( VERT. ) 
WIRE CHAMBERS 
R.F CAVITY 
13 WIDE BAND KICKER ( LONG.) 
14 SCHOTTKY NOISE PICK-UP (LONG.) 
Fig. 1 The storage rings for studying electron cooling. 
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3. THE ELECTRQN COOLING DEVICES 
The electron cooling devices of the first-generation experiments had 
many common features, although there were some basic differences. 
Electrons were emitted from a hot thermocathode on negative high 
potential, and accelerated through a ring anode structure to the desired 
energy which they reached when entering the long drift region. Solenoidal 
and toroidal magnetic fields transported the electron beam through the 
cooling region to the collector. There the electrons were decelerated to 
a few thousand volts and re-collected. Whilst in Novosibirsk and at CERN 
the electron gun consisted of a flat cathode immersed in the solenoidal 
field, Fermilab used a spherical cathode and converging geometry. Also 
the collector designs were quite different. Whilst Novosibirsk and 
Fermilab used a geometry similar to the electron gun, in ICE a rapid 
electron deceleration in a tapering magnetic field with radial deflection 
was applied. In Table 2 the basic parameters of the cooling devices are 
summarized. The experiments were performed under various conditions and 
Table 2 shows some typical values. The cooling at the highest energies 
was done at Fermilab, whilst the group in Novosibirsk studied the process 
at a variety of energies under many different conditions. At CERN inten-
sive studies were done at 300 MeV/c with a !arge proton beam at high inten-
sity. 




Electron cooler parameters 
NAP-M ICE Fer-milab 
Cathode diameter [cm] 1 1 2 5 10 
Beam diameter [cm] 1 1 2 5 5 
Electron energy [keV] 0.7-46 26 621 111 
Electron current [A] 0. 1-0.8 0.61 1 • 31 2.2 0. 5-3 
Electron density [ 109 -3 cm ] 0.09-3.7 0.21 0.41 0. 8 0. 1-0.6 
Magnetic field [kG] 1 0. 5 0.7, 0.93 
Toroidal angle [.] 45 30 90 
Length of cooling section [m] 1 3 5 
Gun-collector valtage [kV] ~ 1 "' 1 . 2 "' 1 
Electron current lasses i 10-4 "' 2.5 X 10-2 i 10-4 
References 3 4 5 
1 ELECTRON GUN 
2 GUN SOLENOID 
3 TOROI D 
4 CENTAAL SOLENOID 
5 COLLECTOR SOLENOID 
6 COLLECTOR 
7 ION PUMP 
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8 CORRECTION DIPOLE 
9 Ti SUBLIMATION PUMP 

















Fig. 2 The electron cooling devices. 
3 
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4. COOLING FORCES AND COOLING TIMES (pedestrian view) 
Naively, electron cooling can be considered in the rest frame of the 
electrons as a moderation (energy loss) of a proton beam in a free 
electron gas. The cooling (friction) force F is given by the proton 
energy loss dE/dx =-Fand scales, for large proton velocities v, as 
-2 F ~-v . For frozen electrons it would diverge for v ~ 0. However, the 
electrons have a finite temperature [velocity distribution f(~ )], which e 
leads to a linear decrease of the frictional force for ion velocities 
smaller than the average electron velocity. The frictional force is hence 
to be averaged over the electron velocity distribution: 
Moreover, electrons are magnetized by the longitudinal magnetic field. 
owing to the electrostatic acceleration of the electrons to their 
nominal energy, the longitudinal electron velocity spread is much smaller 
than the transverse one. The effect of the longitudinal magnetic field is 
to transform the transverse electron motion into rotations about the 
magnetic field lines. For distant collisions (large impact parameters, 
small ion velocities), the protons interact essentially with 'electron 
discs' whose size is determined by the gyroradius g. Since the longi-
tudinal electron velocity is very small, many encounters take place during 
the passage of the proton through the electron beam. This effect gives 
rise to an additional frictional force, the magnetic force, which leads to 
an enhancement of the cooling force at small proton velocities. The onset 
of the linear decrease now only starts at the point where the proton velo-
city becomes smaller than the longitudinal velocity spread of the electrons. 
Derbenev and Skrinsky [6] considered this effect in detail and derived the 
non-magnetic F0 and magnetic Fm forces. In view of the following discussion 
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of experimental results, a short summary of their calculations is given. For 
proton velocities larger than the transverse electron velocity spread 
!J.e , they give: 
T 
I. +o ,.. I - 3 I I +o I - 2 F a: -v V -+ F a: -v 
and, for small proton velocities: 
II. F0 a: -~ tJ.- 3 -+ I F0 I a: -I v I . 
eT 
In this domain the magnetic cooling force behaves as 
II.a) 
b) 
The cooling time t is related to the force through t a: v/F. Thus we can 
distinguish the following domains of cooling. For large proton velocities 
v > tJ. (hot proton beam), the cooling time increases as 
eT 
3 
T a: V ; for 
betatron amplitude cooling, for instance, that means that it increases 
with the third power of the proton beam divergence. If only the non-
magnetic force would act, the cooling time would become constant for 
v < A (exponential damping). 
eT 
However, for small proton velocities the 
magnetic force becomes important, which leads to a further decrease of 
cooling times for proton velocities decreasing below tJ. 
eT 
3 
T a: -v 
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This effect is called superfast cooling (faster than exponential). Only 
when the proton velocity reaches values smaller than ~ does the cooling 
eL 
time become constant: 
T = constant . 
Another interesting effect appears in case II(a). If there the longi-
tudinal proton velocity v1 is larger by a factor /2 than the transverse 
velocity, the transverse magnetic cooling force is positive and leads to 
heating until vT = 12 v1 . 
A simple formula for electron cooling times was given some time ago 
[3] and is frequently used: 
2 3/2 
Te= k(llLr r j >" 1 • eß-y3 (TT/mc ) p e e ( 1 ) 
where k = 0.6 is used for a spherical Maxwellian electron velocity distri-
bution and k = 0.16 for a flattened distribution. The quantity TT is the 
sum of the proton and the transverse electron temperatures. It is easily 
seen that this formula gives the right scaling for large proton veloeitles 
2 3 v >> ~ as T ~ v and hence t ~ v . However, it neglects completely 
eT proton 
the magnetization effect since it gives a constant cooling time for 
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
5.1 Determination of coolinq rates 
a) Transverse coolinq 
Intensive measurements were performed to determine the transverse 
cooling rates and betatron amplitude damping decrements. Their dependence 
on the various parameters (transverse and longitudinal proton velocities, 
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transverse and longitudinal electron temperature, etc.) were investigated. 
Two different techniques were used. In one method the damping of the 
betatron amplitude of an initially hot (large emittance) beam for dif-
ferent Settings of the electron cooling device was measured. This was 
achieved by observing the beam profiles at given time intervals. The 
other way was to excite betatron oscillations by a transverse kick of the 
beam and follow the damping of this coherent oscillation again through 
Observation of beam profiles. In Fig. 3 the data are summarized by plot-
ting the measured cooling times against the betatron amplitude (3a) and 
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Fig. 3 Transverse cooling times: a) unnormalized cooling times plotted 
against
8
betatron amplitude of beam; b) cooling times normalized to 
ne = 10 cm- and n = 0.02 plotted against transverse beam velocity; v 
indicates the transverse electron velocity for a transverse electron c 
temperature of 0.2 eV. Also shown are the cooling times calculated from 
formula (1) for TT = T and L = 10. 
eT 
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proton beam (3b). In the latter case the cooling times are normalized 
to an electron density of ne = 108 cm- 3 and a cooling section of n = 2% 
of the ring circumference. One notes a very clear scaling of the cooling 
times with the transverse velocity. 
The Novosibirsk group derived a semi-empirical formula (independent 
of beam energy) which reproduces the measurements very well [7]: 
One denotes two regimes of cooling. Forahotproton beam (vT >> vc)' 
i.e. the domain of the non-magnetic cooling force, the cooling time scales 
3 the other hand, for vT << vc' the transverse cooling time as TT ~ vT; on 
scales as TT ~ 10-G 2 VT (for vT L VL). This is due to the onset of the 
magnetic force. Otherwise, one would expect that the cooling time would 
remain constant for vT < vc as the simple formula (1) predicts. The 
rapid decreasing of cooling times for small betatron amplitudes is fre-
quently referred to as superfast cooling [8]. 
b) Momentum coolinq 
Similar to the measurement of the transverse cooling times, the longi-
tudinal cooling was investigated. Three methods were applied. In the 
first one the proton beam was accelerated (decelerated) by increasing 
(decreasing) the electron energy, and the rate of proton beam energy 
change was measured. From this the longitudinal frictional force, F
1
, 
and in turn the longitudinal cooling time t
1
, was determined. Another 
method consisted in employing a longitudinal beam blow~up and making a 
subsequent observation of the cooling by measuring continuously the widths 
of the frequency spread of the circulating beam. In the third method a 
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radio frequency slightly different from the actual revolution frequency of 
the beam was applied. Then the electron energy was changed and by that 
means the protons were accelerated and finally captured in the RF bucket. 
The time needed to aceeierate the protons to be captured is a measure for 
the longitudinal frictional force. 
The results of the different measurements are summarized in Fig. 4, 
where in (a) the longitudinal force and in (b) the longitudinal cooling 












Again a formula was derived [7] which describes the data rather well: 
a) 
T (MeV) n (106mi3) • p ; e 
• 114 0. 46 FNAL 
~ 65 2.2 
NA P-M 
x 46 0.76 . 46 0. 43 ICE 
+ 46 0. 22 
10 
0.1 
'P ; e 
• 114 0. 46 FNAL 
lt 65 2.2 
NAP-M 
)( 46 0.76 . 46 0. 43 ICE 
+ 46 0.22 
Fig. 4 Longitudinal cooling: a) Longitudinal drag force plotted against 
longitudinal electron-proton velocity difference divided by the beam 
velocity; b) Longitudinal cooling times plotted against the longitudinal 
electron-proton velocity difference divided by the beam velocity. 
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Again one denotes two regimes of cooling. For VL » V c the force decreases 
with v~2 and the cooling time scales as TL 3 "' VL. In centrast for VL « Vc 
the force depends linearly on vL and hence the cooling time is constant. 
Whether this regime is reached depends very strongly on imperfections due 
to misalignment or magnetic field errors characterized by a
0 
. 
The measurements can be summarized as follows. Cooling was investi-
gated over a wide range of electron-proton velocity differences. The 
scaling of cooling times agrees well with theoretical predictions when 
magnetization is included. Deviations from the ideal situation have to be 
accounted for by correction terms. One can consider the basic prediction 
of the theory as confirmed. A detailed description of the evolution of 
beam properties in the presence of electron cooling has, however, to take 
into account lattice parameters, electron beam properties, imperfections, 
and other beam heating effects. 
From the semi-empirical formula for cooling times one may, however, 
conclude the following for scaling cooling times with beam energy. For 
the same velocities and electron density, and negligible misalignment, the 
cooling time is constant at all energies, since 
Expressing the velocities as v
0 









e » e 
eT 
and fixed 9 
eT 




For electron guns operating in constant perveance mode (I= P V a:ß P) 
the electron density scales as n = j /e ß c ~ ß2 P. Hence the cooling e e 
times for constant electron and proton angles increase linearly with ß: 
T ( constant perveance) a: ß ( a! + 92 ) / 92 + 92 • 
eT 
Since transverse electron temperature is essentially given by the 
cathode temperature, it is practically independent of the electron energy, 
- 1 i.e. v = constant and e a: ß . Taking this into account one can state 
c eT 
that the scaling of cooling times for constant perveance guns is 
{ 
const., e « 
T (constant perveance) a: ß 
,e» 
In other words, for constant and small proton velocities in the rest frame, 
the cooling time is independent of ß as the transverse electron temperature 
is fixed. For highly relativistic beams, one has to take into account also 
the dependence on 1r which was neglected here. The operation of a constant 
perveance gun has another advantage. The tune shift produced by the electrons 




2 Since ne ~ ß for constant perveance, the tune 
shift experienced by the proton beam is independent of the operation energy 
of the storagering for 1 ~ 1. 
5.2 Measurement of the recombination rate 
During the electron cooling, radiative capture of electrons by the 
protons takes place and hydrogen atoms are formed: 
e + p ~ H + hv . 
The hydrogen atoms leave the storage ring and can be detected. They repre-
sent an excellent non-destructive diagnostics means to monitor the cooling 
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process. The capture rate has been calculated by various authors [3, 9-11]. 
For a cooled beam it is, apart from other influencing factors, determined 
by the transverse electron energy. The capture rate for a longitudinal, 
cold electron beam T << T (flattened electron velocity distribution) 
eL eT 
is roughly a factor of w/2 higher [10, 11] than for an electron beam with 
an isotropic velocity distribution of Maxwellian form (T = T ). Hence 
eL eT 
by measuring the hydrogen rate the average electron temperature can be 
determined. It is given by 
The recombination coefficient is linked to the electron temperature. We 
use here the simplified relation given by Ref. 10: 
for Maxwellian distribution 
for flattened distribution 
This relation is plotted in Fig. 5. Experimentally, recombination 
coefficients in the range 0.8-2.3 x 10- 12 cm3 s- 1 were found in ICE and 
TeT (eV) 
Fig. 5 Recombination coefficient of radiative 
electron capture plotted against electron temp-
erature. Dashed line: flattened distribution. 
Solid line: Maxwellian electron velocity distri-
bution. 
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at Novosibirsk, pointing to electron temperatures of 0.15-1 eV, in agree-
ment with the observed cooling rates. It should be noted that a recombi-
nation coefficient of 10- 12 cm3 s- 1 corresponds to a recombination time 
constant of 
T rec = 3 X 10
5 
5 (for n = 0.02 and n e 
This has to be compared with cooling times of the order of 1 s, which 
shows that beam losses due to the radiative capture of cooling electrons 
by cooled protons are completely negligible. Since the cooling time de-
creases with A/Z and the recombination with z- 1 (Z is the charge of the 
fully stripped ion) the recornbination time can always be kept nearly a 
factor of 103 larger than the cooling time. 
5.3 Eguilibrium beam properties 
The deterrnination of equilibriurn ernittance and rnomentum spread 
provides information about the cooling force at small electron-proton 
velocities. In particular, the contribution of the magnetic force can be 
evaluated. Moreover, it is of practical interest as it shows which beam 
properties can be achieved under realistic conditions. 
In practice, thermal equilibrium between the electron and the 
proton beam (T = T ) was rarely reached since other effects such as 
e P 
intrabeam scattering and machine imperfections led to beam heating. The 
equilibrium was then rather determined by the balance between the heating 
process and the cooling. 
In the cooling experirnents the bearn sizes were measured with bearn 
profile monitors and by the divergence from the spot size of the neutral 
hydrogen bearn resulting frorn electron capture by protons in the electron 
cooler ernerging from the cooling straight section. The equilibrium beam 
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momentum spread was determined from the Schottky noise induced in a pick-
up by the coastinq beam. Analysis of this siqnal in frequency qave charac-
teristic peaks at revolution frequency and at hiqher harmonics. The widths 
of the peaks are related to the momentum spread throuqh ~P/P = (~f/f)~*· 
Another method of determining the momentum spread was to kick out a part 
of the circulating beam and to measure the time until the void was filled 
up again. 
The lowest beam sizes found in ICE were 2.3 mm (FWHM) with a diver-
gence of 0.2 mrad for 108 circulating protons. In Novosibirsk a diver-
gence of even 30 ~rad was found under favourable conditions. The lowest 
momentum spread measured in ICE was 4 x 10-s for a proton intensity 
6 of 8 x 10 . The equilibrium momentum spread depends, however, strongly on 
the number of stored protons as intrabeam scattering [12] tends to blow up 
the beam. There are several theoretical attempts to find the equilibrium 
between intrabeam scattering and cooling as a function of beam intensity 
[13-15]. For low beam intensity a new effect was observed in Novosibirsk, 
where the Schottky signal nearly disappeared, indicating an ordering ef-
fect in the proton beam [16]. 
5.4 Cooling of bunched beams 
Although most of the cooling experiments were performed with coasting 
proton beams, the cooling of bunched proton beams was successfully 
demonstrated in all three laboratories. After careful matehing of the 
radio frequency to the electron-gun high voltage, cooling was observed 
and similar cooling times were found. Figures 6 and 7 show the frequency 
spectrum of the Schottky pick-up and the pulsed neutral hydrogen production 
of a cooled bunched beam. 
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Fig. 6 Frequency spectrum (0-60 MHz) from Schottky pick-up electrode for 
a bunched cooled proton beam in ICE (bunched with first harmonics of 
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Fig. 7 Hydrogen formation rate as a function of the time difference to 
the RF signal for a bunched beam in ICE. 
5.5 Stacking and accumulation 
The successtul cooling of bunched beams allowed for attempts to be 
made to stack and accumulate successive proton pulses. This was studied 
at Fermilab and in ICE. In the latter case protons were captured in a RF 
bucket at the first harmonics of the revolution frequency. The RF valtage 
of about 10 V provided a bunching factor of 0.4. A new pulse was then in-
jected into the remaining empty space, cooled and transferred to the bucket 
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a) 




0 2 4 
d) 
60 120 180 240 300 
sec 
Fig. 8 a) Horizontal beam profiles of 800 ms time intervals; b) horizontal 
beam width and c) stored beam intensity, both plotted against time, showing 
stacking of a proton pulse in ICE; d) accumulation for beam injected every 
5 s in the Fermilab cooler ring. 
(Fig. 8). This was repeated several times. In this way the stored beam 
intensity was increased by roughly a factor of 20. The maximum beam 
intensity accumulated was 2 x 109 protons, corresponding to 0.5 mA. 
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5.6 Instabilities 
Instabilities of the stored cooled proton beams were observed in all 
three experimental studies. The reasons for the instabilities are not all 
completely understood. In ICE two major instabilities were encountered. 
One appeared during stacking and accumulation, and was intensity-dependent. 
Its threshold was around 2 x 109 stored protons and its appearance led to 
a rapid beam loss. The other one appeared when operating ICE above 
transition and set in when the beam became cooler. It manifested itself 
in a self-bunching clearly visible in the Schottky frequency spectrum 
(Fig. 9) andin a pulsed hydrogenatomrate (Fig. 10). Bunches of 5 ns 
Fig. 9 Schottky frequency spectrum (0-100 MHz) of a self-bunched beam 






Fig. 10 Hydrogen rate as a 
function of time difference 
between a pick-up and a 
scintillator signal for a 
self-bunched proton beam in 
ICE. 
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length containing about 7% of the beam intensity were observed. The 
Observations pointed to the negative mass or the microwave instability. 
Summary 
In the first experiments the dynamics of electron cooling and its 
dependence on the various parameters were studied in detail, leading to a 
good understanding of the process. There is a rather satisfactory agree-
ment between theory and experiment. 
The measurements were performed with proton beams in the energy range 
1.5 MeV to 200 MeV, corresponding to beam velocities between 0.05c and 
0.57c. There is an agreement between the data at all energies when the 
different conditions are taken into account. 
The principal results show that the cooling of large emittance beams 
(8 > a ) gives cooling times c~ e3 ) 
eT 
between a few seconds and few tens 
of seconds. Cooling of small emittance beams (9P < 9 ) is considerably 
eT . 
enhanced by the magnetic cooling force, resulting in cooling times much 
below one second. 
For low-intensity beams (106 -107 stored protons) equilibrium diver-
gences of the order of 10- 6 -10- 5 rad have been achieved. A relation between 
beam intensity and equilibrium momentum spread due to the counteracting of 
cooling and intra-beam scattering was experimentally established. 
The technology for producing a high-quality electron beam for cooling 
can be considered as established for beam energies between a few hundred 
electron-volts and 100 keV. Electron cooling devices aiming at the MeV 
range are under study. 
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GLOSSARY 
re classical electron radius 
rp classical proton radius 
c speed of light 
ne electron density 
n ratio of cooling section length to ring circumference 
ß 
-2 -2 
"(t - "( 
fraction of speed of light 
2 1 /2 
= (1 - ß ) 
transition energy "( value 
average velocity of the matched beams (= ßc) 
transverse electron velocity (cyclotron velocity) 
transverse proton velocity 
longitudinal proton velocity 
in the frame moving with v
0 
TT transverse (betatron) cooling time 
TL longitudinal (momentum) cooling time 
Trec beam lifetime with respect to electron-proton recombination losses 
FL longitudinal frictional (drag) force 
FT transverse frictional force 




transverse electron temperature 
= vc /ßc 
longitudinal electron temperature 
proton transverse angle = vT/ßc 
average beta function of the storage ring 
tune shift caused by the electron beam 




perveance of electron gun 
elementary electric charge 
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transverse electron velocity spread 
longitudinal electron velocity spread 
Coulomb logarithm 
electron beam current density (= n ßc e) e 
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PHYSICS OF FAST ELECTRON COOLmG 
V.V.Parkhomchuk 
Institute of Nuclear Physics. 
630090 Novosibirsk, USSR 
Electron cooling of a bea.m of heavy charged particles 
is based on a Coulomb interaction between the electrons and 
the beam partielos (Ref. 1). As a result of the heat exchange 
betweon the electrons and the pu.rticles, the cooling takes 
place until the effective temperatures become equal in the 
rest frame: 
(Y1 -M (1) 
where 2); , z};_ , /~ and m are the veloci ties and the masses 
f 
of a particle and an electron, respectively. The velocity 
spread of "l:;}w olectrons is determined by the cathode tempe-
rature and by e pcrturbuting action of electromagnetic fields 
fo:r.·mi:ng tho olectron bearJ .. Thereforc of this, a minimum achi-
evable temperaturo of the olectron bea.m has first been assu-
HJ.od to bc close to tho ce:~hode tempero.:liuro of tho eloctron 
c;un .. IIowovor, the si·~uation chungc drmnaticully because of 
tite pl·oscncc of the longitudinal mac;nctic fiold used to gui-
de tho olectrons 81ld boce..usc of dccroaso longitudino.l-velo-
ci ty sproc.cl of olect:t,on motion afto1· olectrostatic accolora-
tio:n .. In this caso, tho far-uction cllaractor of tho Coulomb 
ficld d.ic't;o,t;es -Gho inte:::o.ction of c pm•ti.cle wi th u Larmor 
circle slov:ly d:cifti:ne o.lonc: tho WiG110tic :ficld ruthor ~cllan 
v:::.. t~l C'v l'Upidly tru.vellin;::; elec~cron C\.ei' e 2) .. Fo..ot coolillg 
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down to very low temperatures can occur as a result. The 
NAP-M (Ref. 3) experiments have demonstrated the possibility 
of cooling a 65 MeV beam down to a temperature of 1 (K) for 
50 ms. 
Let us calculate the friction force under the conditi-
on that the velocity of particle motion is much larger in 
comparison with that of thermal motion of Lar.mor circles. If 
the magnetic field is rather strong~ the electrons travel 
only along the magnetic field force lines under the action 
of the field of a particle. Let the partielos move in elcct-
ron gas at an anglefttowards thc magnetic ficld und have pas-
sed the ß -lone path at the moment of calculation of the 
friction force. Assuming that the particle mass ~ is fairly 
large and its velocity changes slightly for single tl~oueh 
the cooling section, we write the equations of electron moti-
on as follows: 





'"'hcre ~~· -- , q... • ..L CO' D; 11,·::: ,q t 1~11 t:>J ·),. ::. o tl d. ... " .. ~· v L ~u d V ~ ~ - aro ne coor 1nacos or 
the partiale; e and ~ are the cho:reos of thc electron 
and partiales, respectivcly; f is chosen in such a way that 
at t = 0 the pü.l'ticle is o.t the boginning of the coordina-
tos, tho X -coordinate being dirocted a.long tlw I!U.1ßnutic 
f . ld l t' I • 1 1 . ' , 0: 1 . . t' 7' X y :to w 10roc.s ne par·nc e ve ocJ. )jy ·v y1nc; 111 ·r1e ·-
plane. In u first upproxi1nation, the olect;ron displc,cor:wnt 
can be wri t t;on in the forr1 
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~ x= 
Under the assumption that the electron displacement A"X are 
small as compared with the distance to the particle, the 
expressions for the force caused of the electron displace-
ment are of the form 
8. =- -.; e1 n~ j AX~~ rAxcltJP: 
F:, = - .e'f fl(, s ö~( f>- fJ)dMtl~ 
All these calculations are most convenient to be made in the 
cylindrical system of coordinates with the axis along a par-
ticle trajectory; IIaving made simple but cumbersome calcula-
tions, we obtain the friction force in the form 
'r! = - !l ü e_:l1; fls:_ L { lJ./- zl;/) zJ .4-- (Yl <: zjS 
2 l . 2 ) 9 
~ .J:Ji f f/ fl~ 1 11 ~ Vi~ r/1 = - -- yYl /Je ~ zjs 
(3) 
where Le is the Coulomb logari thm of collisions, hc:_ = 
= ifl ( }HAXj f Hin ) and lJto.K and /tt; n are the maximum and 
minimum impact parameters. With the electron-electron inter-
act1on neglected and with the electron distribution assumed 
to be rather uniform, we may assume that ß,tJ)l is (tcte!'mined by 
tl::.c le:ucrth pe.th ;,~,·b.ich the particle transi ts ®ring i ts pre-
sence in thc electron flux 6. f ~ ,.PI'1q.X:?J·~>f and jJ tti.rt is de-
termined by the applicability condition for the calculation 
in first approximation: the electron displacement D e 9 Im zjll." 
should be small in comparison wi th the impact pa.rameter p: 
Y >> JMi n = J ~ ~ / m lJ~ f .. 
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Of interest is to estimate the magnitude of the fricti-
on force at low particle velocities, when there is no possi-
bility of using the first approximation. In this case, the 
characteristic velocities are deter.mined by the equality of 
the maximum and minimum impact parameters, .ßto.x= }Jt1LYI : 
(4) 
Figure 1 shows the computational values of the frivtional 
force when the particle moves across the aagnetic field. It 
is seen that at the particle veloci ty cJ .C:L ~ A the force 
grows linearly with the velocity whereas ut 7}->/~A it be-
gins decreasing and is determined by the expression (J). 
In this (ll<4}[J.) retion, a substantial difference emer-
ges in the kinetics of ·~he negatively and positively aharged 
particles .. A positively aharged partiale, flyi:ng into the 
elcctron beam, attraats the nearest electron which osailla-
tes all the time in the viainity of the partiale along the 
magnetic field forae line, thereby leading to a. strong per-
turbation of the transversc motion of the partiale .. Figure 2 
demonstrates a aomparative piature of the aollisions between 
the positive and n€gative charged partiales and an electron 
(in rest frame of the partiale) .. Thc time of inte:r.uation of 
the electron with the repelling partiale is dete1Y11ined by the 
electron longitudinal-vclocity sprco.d, ·c·=..P/zJ(I .. Upon slow 
motion of a particle wi th veloaity /)" , the momcntum aaquire 
by the elcctron during collision, is approximc.tely m t9' a:nil 
:(. . 
hencet the energy lost by the particle is rouehly m~Y~ 
The momentum, transferred to the partiale and assoc~ahd with 
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the thermal ~otion of the electrons, is h11Je ; there.f'ore, the 
balance o.f' the energy and heat losses because o.f' the electron 
motion is established under the condition of temperature equa-
lity: 
(5) 
Upon motion across the mag.netic field the particle at-
tracting the electron is capable of confining it if the velo-
city of drift motion of the electron in the particle field is 
higher than the longitudinal velocity of electron motion: 
(6) 
In the process of this cooperative motion a strong modu-
lation of the transverse momentum of the particle takes pla-
ce because the frequency of drift motion Q~{:: e2cj( ] 3 J.l) is 
sma.ll: 
(7) 
The balance condition of the energy losaes and the dif-
fusion connected with the kicks described above in the trans-
verse direction leads in this case, to the equilibrium condi-
tion in the form 
zl2-W1 ,s - (8) 
~~en accelerating the electron beam to a fairly high 
energy, the longitudinal electron temperature is determined 
by the mutual repulsion of the electrons a.nd is eqUal to 
(Ref. 3,4) 
IN"'~~ ", e --2_ 
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(9) 
Using the above expression, we can write down the sta-
tionary value of the particle velocity, transverse to the 
magnetic field, as follows: 
~ 7 
2 , q~ m ., I H2 
~ =- 1/e M V B 11e m~-t ( 10) 
It is clear .. tha.t as the magnetic .field H grows, the equilib-
riu.m temperature of the posi tively chru.--ged particles eleva-
tes at .1. .cc \[i-t1/(ß ne mc>~) 1 .C:<: H/ m .. ra th further inurease 
r----~-----7 
of the magnetic field, \}H'/(~t1e~y~c:l) >->N/rn, the•drift fre-
quency becomes lower th.an the frequency of particle oscilla-
tions in the electron field 9 Q :: V e2(1~>11/ .. Under ·chese 
conditions the energy variation upon collision is compared 
with the kinetic energy of the longitudinal electron motion: 
2 '1~ ? 
4f= )2§ =: V JrN ~ 4E = j; ·~ Wl lfe 2 2._ (11) 
and the energy balance equation upon collisions leads to ehe 
equality of the transverse particle veloeitles to the longi-
·!;udinal spread of the 
2. zls2 :: LYe = 
electron velocities: 
'I 113 
:2. e 11e. ( 12) 
({I 
Figure 3 shows tho t:i.111e variation of tho veloeitles of a pro-
ton durine; i ts interaction wi th the electron bema for the ca-
se of a strong magnetic field .. This dynamics has beon obtai-
ned using the computor simulation of the process .. It is seon 
th.at the veloci ty component is established close to 
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along the magnetic field, while the trans-
verse velocities are considerably higher and are approxima-
, J . lf 1 
tely equal to ~:: v.te'ne 5/m • according to equation (12). 
In the repulsion case (e.g., cooling of antiprotons by elec-
trons), all three velocity components are cooled down to 
~:::: \) :<.e'~rz/3 IM 
1 
• The computational resul ts concerning the 
transverse-velocity spread of a proton at different magnetic 
fields a.nd o.:t' the transverse electron volocities are preaen-
ted in Fig. 4. In our computations the magnitude of the elec-
~puad ,, _ ~ , 
tron longitudinal-velocity spatter is equal to ;){ . .= vze'l?/!1/111 • 
It is seen that with increo.sing the magnctic field the equi-
librium sproad of the proton velocities first reduces becau-
se of the magnotization of the transvarse electron motion and 
then increases as the transverse diffusion increases. The ex-
parimental values of the equilibrium spread of velocity, which 
havc been obto.i:nec,l in the NAP-r.:t experiments, are in good ag-
rem-;'lent vd th tho computational values. 
Past cloctron cooling enables onc to obto..in extrcmely 
low tempcraturcs of heavy-particle beams, thereby offering 
thc possibility of revealing interesting poculia.rities in the 
p:coportios of the cooled boams.. As has prcviously becn mon-
tionod (l~ef .. 5), an intorc..ction betvJeen the bean partielos 
ß:~_i/CS 1·iso ,J to suppross5_:ag, thc noises in tlle bct.\111 .. ':ehe dis-
tribut;ion of tlle particle densi ty ovor tho storage ring or-
bit co.n be writto:r:. as follows: 
.. N. c( _ e {i) L:.- 2~ ~ E xp(c'tt& C-!J) 
,/( e, t J.:: ~1 o 0 ' '/ ro~J .J-11 , 
N is tlw numbor of partielos and. 
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de of a ~ -harmonic of density. If the particle motion is 
not correlated, there is no difficulty in seeing that <A~>=o 
J 
<. A~~)...::: 1\J • Dispersion of < A~ > t.e. the noise 
powers in the beam, which are induced at the pick-up electro-
dos, are equal, with an interaction between the beam partic-
les taken into 
( 14) 
where /(0 is the storage ring radius, ). .::; in {«~lrio);f2 2{, is 
the chamber impedance with respect to the proton beam, and 
;) . j 
A tV is the revolution frequency spread: tl t-J = wp ·ö p und 
A p - momen tura spread. 
Figure 5 demonstrates the noise powor \V of the proton 
beam veraus the proton cu:erent Jp upon cooling and without 
i t. It is seen that aftor cooling JGho noisc power :ceduces by 
tvro orders of magni"tudo und cho.nge slightly with :i.ncroasing 
the proton current to 10 }A• '.Cho Schot tky nolsc in tho beam. 
aftor i ts stro:ng cooling is convcrtod -Go o. the:r.r.ml one pro-
z z 
portional to tho tompero.~u.re of pro'Lon boOlil: (t::. t,.l)o< {? f) • 
This permits one to restore, \'vithout difficulty. the lo:ngi-
• 
tudinal moraontura spread of the pro Lon beru:u usinc; ·clw da;tu. 
available (Fig. 6) .. For Jp L ffJtA, the longitudinal-moLwn-
-6 
tum spread iS 4'/p:: f.f<f/.2•/{) • r_;;hiS COl"J."üSpondS to Q ·j °K longi-
tudinal tempe:ro.turo .. rhis Vc..lue 'is ßOOd acco:rdanco VJi th 'GhG 
lt -
ostimation ( 9): ~ .e"J1t' J ~ 1 VK • HoweveJ.", strunge in theso ro-
sul t s is c.. sligll'l; c;rovriJh of tho .uomcm tmn spreu.d wi -Gh increa-
sinc; tho proton current. Undor tho cooline co:nditions for 
' .. . ' • ~p'liv.c{ • 
trw IJAP-L proton beum, tne trunsvcrso-veloc~ty Sff:),-!5 ·te"".c l s 
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~ . -6 
muoh high er as compared wi th a longi -~udinal one: t1 t1/ p ::: I. .S ·/ 0 • 
As a oonsequonce, thia should gives rise to heating of the lon-
gitudinal degrees of freedom bocauae of the intrabeam partiole 
scattcrine. Independent longitudinal-cooling rate moasuramonts 
have show.n that tho time of cooling consti tutes ·t:il = 10 mseop 
OXJ.d estimo:t;ion of the rate of hoating of the longitudinal deg-
rcc by intraberu.'l scattering gives the equilibriun1 lo:ngi tudinal 
momentu.uJ. spread. at a 10 j<A protm1 beru11t equul to 
6. P,, - ~~ ( ~ 11' ~ .. ~I "" 10 ·- 'f -r-- n pJ 2 ~ 
'l . c J{tH1d _ y ?p tfLet 
J{ f) - ?!jjs f?o3 e~ fl/?)3 
Such a substantial differenco betwecn the o~cperimentally meusu-
rod lOllt'ii tudinal-:momcnt oprGad t.~nd tho..t mrpoc·ted from the intra-
bor~ occ;~torj.:nr; uffoc-t may bo accountod for only by a strong 
supp:r·ocs:Lon of the :tntrc,botw scat~or:Lne causod by u mutual cor-
:relu.tion of tho partielos in the p:r.oton bea.m. If tho pe,rticles 
uTe oqually spacod a.nd do not close in sw1ll diatancc at their 
cooperativo thermc.l raotion, :lt is ru:thn:•al thut the energy tra:ns-
for f:r·on tho tro.nsvcr13e to longi tudiruü IlOtio:n doez not occur. 
Of c:ourso 9 tlw ntrong noioo oupp:resoion in thc J.mv-:froquoncy 
rot>;:i.on dooz not :Lnr.üy a s:Lrnultcu:1eous c~ppca:r·o..:nco of the pa:rticlo 
o}lO:rt d.~!.sto..nces s~_nco tho lt::bto:c rc:quLrr~s addi tio-
beu.rü a:r-o oi' g::cou:t intox·ur:r(; and 
fiold of ulom.onta:r·y partü::lo physics .. 
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Fig. 1. ~he frictional force for the particle moving 
acrosa the · magnetic field wi th amall veloci ty 7./'. 
j and l5t, mean re?Pectively j-= FJ-2 j(1!~f) 
L{, = ). Ve2.j( m L.\ t) • A f - time of partiale 
interaction with electron beam. 
Fig. 2. A comparative picture of collisions between the 
positive (1) a.nd negative (2) charged pa.rticles 





Fig. 2.. The time vuriation of velocities of a proton du-
ring int cooling in stro:ng magnotic ficld. 1I'he 
symbols ~ and '!P mean ·~.: \["; e2 nJ3 / lrl-, , 
wf = \] 'tiie2f1~ mj/Y.2. .. 
i 
o.i 
o 0 I 
~ 
'l;!• 4 .J.l~g.. "' The proton transfer velocity spread vcrsus 
the magnotic field and the t:co.nsfer olcctron 
veloci ty .. 1- ~/lYe = 0, J.- Z1/~ = 8.~ 3- Zi/~ = f 6 
$ - experimental value obto..inod t1.t tho !JAP-!.2 .. 
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The noise power W versus proton beam curre:nt Jp • 
hnergy of protona 65 MeV, the electron beam current 
0.3 A. 1 - normal beum, 2 • cooled beam. 
Fit;co 6,.. r~llG momEmt.m."l spread of proton beam veraus curront ~ • 
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ELECTRON COOLING AT VERY LOW VELOCITIES 
Reiner Herr 
CERN, EP Division, Geneva, Switzerland 
A B S T R A C T 
Due to the ß4y 5 dependenee of the eooling time eleetron cooling seems to 
be very sui table for eooling of partieles wi th very low veloei ties, for 
example ions below ~ 10 MeV/n. However, the veloeity spread in the 
eleetron beam ereated by the heated eathode set some limits. A possible 
eonstruetion of a small eleetron gun for very low veloeitles is presented 
here tagether with some measurements of the beam properties. 
INTRODUCTION 
Eleetron eooling at very low veloeitles was investigated for a small 
deeeleration ring (ELENA)1 whieh should deeelerate 5 MeV antiprotons from 
LEAR down to "' 200 keV for different experiments2- 8 • As the eleetron 
beam, having the same veloeity as 200 keV antiprotons, has a kinetie 
energy as low as 110 eV, a small eleetron gunwas eonstrueted to study the 
beam properties in the range between 100 eV and 3 keV. The results of the 
studies might also be interesting for the eooling of ions below ~ 10 MeV/n 
in the storage rings for light or heavy ions presently being under 
diseussion. 
COOLING TIME AT LOW VELOCITIES 
The strong veloeity dependenee of eleetron eooling seems to favour the 




with ß and y being the usual kinematieal faetors, e the eleetron eharge 
[ Cb], 0 . the divergenee of the eleetron resp. ion beam, r , r [m] the 
e 1. e p 
"classieai partiele radius" of the eleetron resp. proton, l1 the ratio 
between the length of the eooling straight seetion and the cireumferenee 
of the storage ring, Le the Coulomb logarithm, j [A/m2] the eurrent 
density of the eleetron beam and -in the case of ions- A the atomie nurober 
and Z the charge state. 
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While the divergence of the ion beam can be adjusted by the focusing 
properties of the storage ring, the divergence of the electrons is given 
by the temperature of the cathode and the gun construction. 
As it seems to be quite reasonable to have a cooling time for 200 MeV 
protons in the order of 1 sec9 one could deduce from the above formula a 
cooling time of ~1o-4 sec for 2 MeV protons! Unfortunately however, this 
is not realistic. The reason is the minimum transverse divergence of the 
electron beam which is given by the cathode temperature. This temperature 
is for example for a Ba-Sr-Oxide cathode in the order of 0.1 eV (~800°C). 
As the temperature of the beam is given for one plane by 
the beam divergence increases while the velocity ßc is decreasing. 
In contrary to the longitudinal plane the di vergence in the transverse 
directions stays unchanged by the electrostatic acceleration of the 
electron beam, which means that: 
The ß4 dependence of cooling is counteracted by a 1/ß3 dependence due 
to the transverse divergence of the electron beam. 
If the electron gun has a constant perveance another velocity dependence 
is given by the relation between beam current I and acceleration 
voltage U: as I ~ u3 12 and U ~ ß2 one finds: 
The ß4 dependence of cooling is counteracted in a gun with constant 
perveance by 1/ß3 due to the dependence on the current. 
Both effects give an overall dependence of the cooling time of 
It might be therefore desirable to increase the electron current at lower 
energies by increasing the perveance of the gun either mechanically by 
moving the anode or electrically by changing the potential of an 
intermediate electrode. However this is only possible within certain 
limits because this increases the velocity spread in the electron beam due 
to space charge. If this spread becomes too big, cooling becomes less 
effective or will even stop, because the frictional force between 
electrons and ions decreases above a certain value by 1/v2 with v being 
the electron-ion velocity difference. The velocity spread in the electron 







_A!!_ = 4.8 X 104 • _I_ 
u n u3/2 
const. x perveance 
which means that the permissible velocity spread set a limit for the 
perveance. 
In the experiments at Novosibirsk11 the velocity spread was 1-2 x lo-3 , at 
CERN12 ~ 4-7 x 10-3 , which gives an idea about the order of magnitude for 
6U/U. 
Another possibility to shorten the cooling time could be an increase of 
the current density j of the electron beam which means making the beam 
smaller while keeping the total current constant. In this case, however, 
one has to make also the ion beam in the cooling section of the storage 
ring smaller. For constant emittance this can only be done by making the 
focusing function ßc of the cooling ring smaller which causes bigger 
divergences of the ion beam. The bigger divergence has as consequence 
that the maximum possible length of the cooling section gets shorter and, 
as i t can be seen from the cooling time formula, the cooling time gets 
longer with the third power of the divergence if Gi > Ge• Furthermore 
cooling stops when 
e. ~ e Im /M 
1. e e i 
Another effect which has to be watched while increasing the current 
density is the tune shift 6Q in the storage ring due to the electron beam, 
which is given in the case of protons by 
6Q 
1 j 
It should be pointed out that this tune shift is in the non-relativistic 
region independent of the energy when the electron beam is accelerated by 
a gun wi th constant perveance because of the above shown dependence of 
j ~ ß3. 
STUDY OF AN ELECTRON GUN FOR LOW VELOCITY BEAMS 
Studies of electron guns working around 1 kV can be found in the 
li terature13 . Al ready there is pointed out the importance of a vacuum 
below 10-8 Torr and of the very precise alignment between the edge of the 
pierce shield and the edge of the cathode. Also the effects of the 
transverse velocity of the beam due to the heated cathode are 
discussed 14 • 
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To study the properties of an electron beam at even lower velocities, a 
small gun was built for tests between 100 V and 3 kV. The construction of 





SHIELD (S. SI.) 
CATHODE 
SUPPORT (Mo) 
SPHERICAL ANODE ( S. St.) 
FINE WIRE MESH ( W) 
To get a sufficient "cold" (parallel) beam for electron cooling, one has 
to compensate the defocusing effect of the aperture in the acceleration 
electrode. This can be achieved either by a concave cathode or a resonance 
optics15 • The concave cathode creates a converging beam which is then made 
parallel by the defocusing action of the anode aperture. For the reso-
nance optics the fact is used that the electron beam is guided by a longi-
tudinal magnetic field. The electrons, diverging by the defocusing effect 
of a first anode start to spiral around the field lines. After a turn of 
180° (or an uneven multiple of this) the now converging electrons are 
passing a second anode which makes the beam parallel by its defocusing 
action. The voltage on both anodes and the magnetic fields must have 
obviously a fixed relationship. 
As it can be seen from Fig. 1 a third method was used for our test gun: 
electrons were accelerated by a simple tungsten grid having a mesh size of 
0. 5 mm and a wire thickness of 32 1-L. The mean defocusing angle by the 
. . . 16 17 open1ng of the gr1d 1s , 
0 ~ r/3d 
where r is half the mesh size and d the cathode-anode distance. The 
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resulting divergence of the electrons passing the grid is in the velocity 
region of the gun smaller than the divergence due to the cathode 
temperature. This construction allows to choose the magnetic field 
strength independently of the beam energy. 




Beam divergence 8t 
due to cathode temperature 
Expected cooling time for 






Divergence by mesh openings 
Vacuum 
Magnetic field of solenoid 
3 X 
116V 2.8 kV 
200 keV/n 5 MeV/n 
160 1-!.A 28 mA 
10-2 rad 6 X 10-3 rad 
3.3 sec 0.14 sec 
1 cm 
3.2 cm 
0.5 X 0.5 mm 
32 1-1. 
Tungsten 
3 x 10-3 rad 
3-7 x 10~9 Torr 
50 - 200 Gauss 
Due to the above discussed limits of current and current density and the 
relatively low acceleration voltage, the total power in the electron beam 
is so low that no 
by a standard 
stability. 
energy recuperation is needed and the gun can be powered 
photomultiplier supply which has excellent voltage 
In respect to a later application in a small storage ring for protons or 
antiprotons the strength of the solenoidal magnetic field was limited to 
200 Gauss. As the longitudinal magnetic field causes a coupling of the 
horizontal and vertical motion of the stored particles in the ring, strong 
fields can change considerably the tune of the Storage ring. This effect 
is of course less critical for ions. 
To achieve a sufficient homogeneity (' 10-3 ) of such a low magnetic field 
the set-up has to be shielded carefully against the earth magnetic field 
and other stray-fields. 
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It also turned out that the design of the filament for heating the cathode 
is very critical. Obviously the beam is most sensitive near the cathode 
where fields in the 100 m Gauss region, which are easily reached by 
standard heater designs, can deform the beam considerably. 
Therefore the magnetic field of several filament configurations was 
measured and the heater was tested in the gun. The final solution is shown 
in Fig. 1: a longitudinal bifilar wound tungsten filament is placed in a 
thick walled molybdenum cylinder which guides the heat to the cathode. 
With this set-up the field on the cathode was less than 10 m Gauss at full 
heater current. 
To study the beam properties the intensity distribution of the electron 
beam was measured in a distance of 30-40 cm from the gun. As probe a 
0.2 mm thick shielded tungsten wire mounted opposite to the beam direction 
could be moved perpendicular to the beam in both transverse directions. 
The charge captured by the wire was measured as a function of the 
position. 
Fig. 2 shows the measured intensity distribution for an electron beam of 
200 eV. It shows a very homogeneaus distribution over the full beam cross-
section. Measurements were made over the full Operating range of the gun 
giving similar results as shown here. 
Intensity 
.. .. " 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 radius (cm) 
CONCLUSION 
The above study shows that a design for an electron cooling device for low 
velocities has not only to take into account the properties of the 
particles to be cooled but also the parameters of the storage ring to 
achieve the best cooling results. The construction is facilitated by the 
fact that the acceleration voltages are relatively low and the power in 
the electron beam small. The device needs however a proper shielding 
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against the earth magnetic field and a careful filament design when the 
magnetic guiding field has to be kept low to avoid coupling effects in the 
storage ring. The results of the test gun shows that even with low fields 
a homogenaus intensity distribution can be achieved with reasonable beam 
currents. As electron cooling was tested up to now only down to 820 eV 
(~ 1.5 MeV protons) 11 , it would be interesting to study electron cooling 
with such a device in a storage ring below 800 eV down to 110 eV corre-
sponding to 200 keV protons or antiprotons. 
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THE LEAR ELECTRON COOLER 
H. Haseroth, C.E. Hill, J.-L. Vallet 
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C. Habfast, L. HUtten, H. Poth, A. Wolf 
Institut für Kernphysik, Kernforschungszentrum 
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1. Introduction 
A powerful technique for rapidly improving the character-
istics of low energy beams and for considerably increasing their 
phase space density has been demonstrated using cold electron 
beams for cooling. Although it seems that the main use of this 
method will be the cooling of non-relativistic ions, cooling of 
protons and antiprotons at very high energies, using synchrotron 
radiative cooling of stored electrons, can be contemplated. 
A high rate of phase space compression independent of inten-
sity is the main advantage of electron cooling which enables the 
accumulation and stacking of 11 hot 11 beams and compensates beam 
blow-up due to residual gas and intra-beam scattering. With the 
attainment of high phase space densities, loss-free deceleration 
to very lov1 energies is conceivable, as is the possibility of 
operation of thin internal targets at these energies. 
Thus, with the understanding of the cooling process obtained 
from experimental work (1-3), electron cooling can be considered 
as a valid accelerator technique complementing stochastic 
cooling. 
In the following, the application of electron cooling to 
LEAR and its technological problemswill be discussed. 
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2. Electron Cooling Applied to LEAR 
During internal target operation, the compensation of beam 
blow-up due to the repeated passage of the beam through the 
target will result in an enormaus gain in efficiency and beam 
characteristics. This is by far the strongest justification 
for the use of e 1 ectron coo 1 i ng in LEAR. At l ower energi es, 
where the degradation is much more apparent, good and efficient 
cooling is even more important. The high energy resolution, 
high luminosity and small interaction region that can be 
obtained by a combination of electron cooling and internal 
targets is a further advantage, especi ally for experiments at 
momenta below 300 MeV/c. At these energies external antiproton 
beams are plagued by low efficiency and bad resolution. 
Ien t h e s t r e t c her mo d e , t h e u s e o f e 1 e c t r o n c o o 1 i n g c o u 1 d 
also be of advantage during low energy operation and would be an 
efficient complement to stochastic cooling. LEAR operation down 
to 100 MeV/c would be aided by the small emittances and low 
momentum spreads attainable with electron cooling. Furthermore, 
lower momenta could possibly be reached by further deceleration. 
A detailed study of the compatibility of simultaneaus 
electron cooling and ultra-slow extraction has not been carried 
out as the electron cooling is only envisaged to be operational, 
possibly intermittently, before extraction. Actually only 
transverse cooling is needed during the extraction process. 
Electron cooling will also be of importance in the H-;p 
co-rotating beam mode to decrease the H- lasses and to in-
crease the formation of p-p atoms. 
3. The Cooler 
The electron cooling equipment for LEAR is shown in Fig. 1. 
In actual fact it is a modified version of the ICE experimental 
equipment which has been improved and adapted to the stringent 
requirements of LEAR (4). 
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Electrons from a 2 11 dispenser cathode (operating at 1350°K) 
are accelerated in a graded five electrode accelerating 
structure towards the grounded drift space. The potenti als on 
the accelerating structure are defined by tappings on a 1 Mn 
11 bleeder 11 resistor which enables the electrode potentials to be 
maintained inspite of small leakage currents to the electrodes, 
and also enables changes in gun perveance to be made easily. A 
solenoidal field prevents beam blow-up and the positioning of 
the cathode within the uniform field region of the gun solenoid 
ensures that the conditions for immersed flow can be met. Thus, 
the electron beam retains its original diameter of about 5 cm 
with what is practically a homogeneaus density distribution. 
Toroidal sections adapt the gun solenoidal field, and hence the 
electron beam, into the axial cooling section and out again into 
the collector solenoid. By this means the electron beam is 
brou~ht into interaction with the antiprotons. At the end of 
the collector solenoid the electrons are rapidly decelerated in 
a strongly decreasing magnetic field to an energy of a few KeV 
and distributed over the cooled collector pot. Up to 99.5% of 
the electron beam current is recovered in this way. Modelling 
of the gun and collector regions were performed using the SLAC 
226 (5) trajectory program (Figs. 2 and 3). In principle, the 
electron gun and collector are those used in ICE but some minor 
modifications were necessary. 
The initial project envisages that the cooler will work with 
electron energies between 2.5 and 40 KeV ( ß = 0.1 - 0.36) with 
space charge limited emission. As the cooler length in LEAR is 
only 1.5 m (a factor of two lower than ICE), considerable atten-
tion has been paid to the quality of the electron beam and in 
particular to the uniformity of the magnetic fields inside the 
cooling section (6). Special correction coils have been made to 
r e d u c e e n d e f f e c t s t o a n a c c e p t a b 1 e 1 e v e 1 a n d a d d i t i o n. a 1 t r i m 
coils aretobe provided to reduce field variations to about 
2*10- 4 rad for fine adjustment of the electron beam. 
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The longitudinal temperature of the electron beam is 
essentially defined by the stability of the high voltage applied 
to the electron gun and calculations have shown that a stabi lity 
of 5*10- 5 is desirable (7). 
A redesign of the old vacuum system proved to be necessary 
to meet the demanding requirement of the LEAR vacuum system (8). 
Operation of the electron cooler during beam studies and 
performance test away from LEAR is carried out with the help of 
a computerized control system which has been designed (9) to be 
capable of being linked to the LEAR serial highway after final 
installation (Fig. 5). Furthermore, the old but improved ICE 
diagnostic equipment will be re-used and additional measuring 
facilities are envisaged. 
4. Design Values and Expected Performance 




Electron beam diameter 
Transverse e temperature 
Longitudinal e energy spread 
Electron recovery efficiency 
Magnetic field 
Vacuum, cold cathode 
Vacuum, hot cathode 
Transverse cooling time 
Longitudinal cooling time 
2.5 40 
100 - 370 
< = 5 
5 ( 2 ) 
< = 0.2 
5*10- 5 
99 
< = 1.5 
5·klo- 12 
1*10- 11 
< = 2 









Torr ( N equiv) 
Torr (N equiv) 
s 
s 
At first, the intention is to operate the cooler where it is 
most needed, that is at low energies. Depending on the 
prehistory of the injected beam it might only be necessary to 
cool at working energy. However, cooling could also be applied 
at the higher energy. 
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Although, as stated earlier, it is not envisaged to use 
electron cooling during ultra-slow extraction, the fast cooling 
times available could be of benefit if LEAR were operated on a 
cycle time of less than 1000 seconds. ICE experience indicates 
that a e-fold emittance cooling time of the order of 2-5 s is 
achievable at 300 MeV/c with momentum cooling faster by a factor 
of about 4. This should give equilibrium emittances araund 
1 mnm mrad and momentum spreads araund 10- 4 • Cooling times for 
a constant perveance gun, the easiest to operate during 
deceleration, increase as ß for constant betatron angles. 
However, it could be possible to change the perveance to meet 
specific requirements. 
The exact performance during internal target operation 
depends strongly on the experimental and target conditions 
durin-g the experiment. It is clear, however, that very short 
cooling times will be needed for operation at the lowest 
energies and careful selection of operatingparameterswill be 
needed. Scanning with high accuracy araund the nominal 
momentum could be carried out by acceleration and deceleration 
with the electron beam. The actual antiproton momentum will 
then be accurately known from the electron gun voltage. 
Co-rotating H- and p beams can be cooled simultaneously by 
the electron beam. Although the H- beam will strip rapidly if 
the energy differences between H-, antiprotons or electrons 
exceeds 0.75 eV (H- neutralization threshold), the lasses drop 
dramatically if the beams are cooled to less than 1o- 4 in 
momentum spread and matched to 10- 3 in velocity. Fast cooling 
rates with electron cooling will enable these conditions to be 
met quickly and the equalisation of velocities would consider-
ably increase the p-p formation rates. 
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5. Technical Problems 
Initial trial operation of the gun and collector after it 
had been dismantled from ICE indicated that modifications inside 
these units would be needed to improve their ability to 
withstand the severe LEAR bakeout requirements. Modifications 
to metal/ceramic joints both inside and out of the vacuum have 
been successfully carried out. Certain inaccessible vacuum 
seals in the collector have been modified to facilitate asembly 
and maintenance. 
The controls, power supplies and Faraday cages needed to 
operate the cooler were completely rebui lt to conform to the 
different safety standards demanded for operational equipment as 
compared to those required for an experimental device, and to 
the ~equirements of computer control (Fig. 4). At the same time 
advantage was taken to rationalize the power supplies and 
controls. A CAMAC crate at electron gun potential performs all 
interfacing for command and acquisition of parameters. This 
crate is connected to the ground level CAMAC and the computer by 
means of a fibre optic serial branch. All status and interlock 
functions are passed between ground and the various potential 
levels by 11 hard wired 11 fibre optic links to ensure safety in the 
event of a computer failure. Power supplies, including the gun/ 
collector bias supply, were made fully programmable. 
Considerable effort was expended to protect all electronics 
equipment from the effects of high valtage discharges by heavy 
filtering, Zener type protection, isolation amplifiers and the 
reduction of valtage excursions which could occur on components 
at different potentials inside the Faraday cages. Supplies of 
different types to gun and collector were rigorously segregated 
according to their function or destination. 
The 40 kV 200 mA power supply intended for the electron gun 
is still a source of concern. The present unit has problems in 
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attaining the stability requirements and its ripple at low valt-
age is too high. A new power supply is under consideration. 
Reduction of the 3 meter 2 part cooling colenoid to a single 
1.5 meter unit required certain mechanical modifications to 
enable it to be adapted to the toroids. A full programme of 
magnetic measurements has been carried out and the results are 
shown in Fig. 5. From this data, a number of permanent correc-
tion coils were manufactured and installed. Further measure-
ments demonstrated the effectiveness of these coi ls as serious 
errors were reduced to the order of 10- 4 on the beam ax i s. 
The problems of the vacuum system are the subject of another 
presentation at this Workshop (8). 
a 
6. Dfgnostics 
To optimize the beam properties and achieve satisfctory 
cooling performance, it is essential to have adequate diagnostic 
systems both for use on a test stand and in the operational 
environment. This does not means that all the diagnostics are 
applicable to each situation (10). 
An effective, but crude, method of partially optimizing the 
beam is to monitor the electron loss current. However, a 
minimal loss current may not necessarily correspond to an 
optimal beam for cooling. The detection of microwave radiation 
emitted by the electrons spiralling in the solenoidal field 
proved very useful in ICE whilst trying to minimize the 
transverse electron temperature. The antennae and detection 
system for this technique will be further improved and installed 
for routine monitoring. 
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Backscatter of 1 aser 1 i ght sent head-on i nto the beam wi 11 
give a sensitive, non destructive measuremet of the electron 
density and of the longitudinal electron temperature. A power-
ful pulsed far-red or infra-red laser is needed, but the optical 
analysis is simple. Background is suppressed by the Doppler 
shift in the backscattered light and by pulsing the laser. This 
method could work over a wide range of electron energies and, 
although the photon count rates would be low (order 1 Hz), this 
would not be an insurmountable problem. Development of this 
system is under way for use on the test stand. 
Positional pick-up electrodes (item 3 in Fig. 2) in the gun, 
cooler and collector solenoids are being installed to enable the 
beam to be steered accurately into the cooling region and enable 
fine adjustment of the electron beam relative to the antipro-
tons. The collector pick-up will aid the optimization of the 
collection efficiency. 
The optical radiation produced by the excitation of back-
ground gas molecules after interaction with the electron beam 
will be explored using position sensitive micro-channel plates 
to try to monitor the electron density distribution in the 
beam. If needed, additional gas could be injected to enhance 
the effect. 
Cooling performance will be studied initially in LEAR with 
protons (LEAR polarities reversed) by studying the formation of 
neutral hydrogen atoms. The neutral beam distribution leaving 
the LEAR straight section will be monitared with multiwire pro-
portional chambers and their formation rate with scintillators. 
This would enable beam emittances to be measured and the neutral 
production rate gives a measurement of the transverse electron 
temperature. 
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This diagnostic facility will be lost when cooling antipro-
tons but H- could be used instead to give indications as to the 
cooling performance. 
7. Present Status 
The gun and collector are being studied in an experimental 
set-up using the gun, short drift space and collector inside the 
gun solenoid in a vertical position. All the controls are in-
stalled and are connected to a local control computer. 
Vacuum test with both hot and cold cathodes have demonstrat-
ed that the vacuum requirements of LEAR can be attained by the 
use of non-evaporable getter (NEG) pumps between gun, collector 
and the cooling region (11). 
Without an electron beam the high voltage sections have been 
formed up to maximum operating voltage without undue difficulty 
or surprises. Reliable operation with an electron beam has been 
achieved up to 31.6 kV and 800 mA electron current with 5.8%o 
electron loss. During these tests the gun operates at one 
quarter of its nominal perveance. 
After magnetic measurements, installation of correction 
coils and remeasurement, the magnet assembly is being surveyed 
to obtain the external mechanical reference point needed for fu-
ture assembly work. 
The cooling section with its toroidal transitions and pick-
up stations is being reassembled after initial vacuum tests and 
minor modifications. The remaining pick-ups and their electron-
ics are under construction. 
8. Future Ideas 
Increasing the gun high voltage to 100 kV (630 MeV/c} would 
be possible but would require improvements to both gun and 
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collector and an upgraded high-valtage power supply. All other 
parts of the cooler would remain the same. Although the im-
provements are basically of a technical nature (components), the 
need to improve considerably the electron recovery efficiency 
at 100 kV will probably require a redesign of the collector. 
Addi-tionally, the replacement of the bleeder by separate power 
supplies for each anode in the electron gun is being studied. 
Thus, electron cooling at antiproton injection energy would be 
possible. 
The operation of the cooler below 3 kV would be straight 
forward. lf LEAR can operate below 100 MeV/c, then the electron 
cooler could be used there. Cooling at 53 MeV/c has been demon-
strated at Novosibirsk. 
9. Planning 
End 1984 First test of the complete cooler as shown in 
Fig. 1. 
1985 - Labaratory testing of the cooler, operation of 
diagnostics. 
1986- Installation in LEAR and testing with proton and 
H- beams during the ACOL shutdown. 
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Fig. 1: LEAR electron cooler 
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Fig. 2 - The LEAR Electron Gun. Calculated electron trajec-
tories (full), and electric potential lines (dashed) 
in a constant longitudinal magnetic field. Potentials 
are given in percent of the cathode high voltage. 
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Fig. 3 - The LEAR Electron Collector. Calculated electron 
trajectories (full), electric potential lines (dashed, 
percentage of cathode high voltage) and the magnetic 
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Fig . • rt:;; Magnetic field components along the electron beam: 
a) Longitudinal cornponent; 
b) Transverse component perpendicular to the bending plane of the toroids; 
c) Transverse cornponent in the bending plane of the toroids. 
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Some Performance Predictions for The IUCF Cooler * 
Robert E. Pollock 
Physics Department, Indiana University, and IUCF 
Abstract 
Factars influencing the performance of a storage ring with electron 
cooling and internal targets are reviewed from the standpoint of the 
implications for facility design. The emittance of the stored beam, at 
intensities useful for nuclear physics applications, is estimated to be on the 
order of 0.1n mm-mrad, limited by intrabeam scattering. The 
dispersion-matching technique, for obtaining higher resolution in scattering 
experiments with magnetic spectrometers, appears to be limited in usefulness 
by the manner in which a high resolving power waist increases the transverse 
beam heating by intrabeam scattering, and therefore the equilibrium emittance. 
Resolution of order 10 keV, obtained by dispersion-matching, appears possible 
only for proton beam energies below about 100 MeV. At higher energies the 
cooled beam momentum resolution must be better than the resolution goal of the 
experiment. 
* This work was supported by the u.s. National Science Foundation under grants 
NSF PHY 81-14339 and 82-11347. 
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Introduction 
A storage ring with electron cooling is under construction at the Indiana 
University Cyclotron Facility (IUCF). This "Cooler" is designed for use in 
intermediate energy nuclear physics experiments employing light ions incident 
on ultrathin internal targets. The design range of velocity and magnetic 
rigidity corresponds to protons of kinetic energy 12 ~ Tp ~ 500 MeV. Other 
light ions which ar.e presently available from the IUCF cyclotrons, including 
deuterons, helium and lithium ions, will also be accommodated. The Cooler is 
expected to retain hydrogen beam polarization transverse to the bend plane. 
The ring can function as a synchrotron to adjust the stored beam energy 
after accumulation. Because the average current transferred to the Cooler 
during periodic refills will be much less than the cyclotron output current, 
the Cooler will normally operate in combination with more conventional 
cyclotron experiments, stealing beam intermittently, of particle type and 
energy determined by the other user, and then adjusting the stored beam energy 
to the value required by the Cooler user. 
The project beg~n construction in 1983 and is scheduled for startup in 
1987. 
The properties of the electron cooling force determine the performance of 
a storage ring in which beam heating caused by passage of the beam through an 
internal target, and by other disturbances such as intrabeam scattering, is 
balanced by the interaction with an intense cold electron beam. In this 
report, the status of our understanding of some phenomena affecting the 
performance, and the implications for the Cooler design, are reviewed. The 
intent is to provide an update of information which appeared in the original 
Cooler proposafl some four years ago. A companion paper 2 gives more detail of 
the present Cooler design. 
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Relation Between Beam Emittance and Beam Intensity 
Emittance is a more useful measure of the transverse beam quality than is 
beam temperature. The temperature (a measure of velocity spread) changes from 
point to point araund the ring due to compression and expansion by the 
confining strong-focussing lenses, while the emittance (a measure of phase 
space area for a given transverse dimension) is quasi-invariant, being changed 
slowly over the course of many orbit periods by microscopic processes such as 
particle-particle scattering which circumvent the Liouivillian constraint of 
constant phase space density (constant "brightness''). 
We discuss in the following subsections, and summarize in Figure 1, a 
number of physical phenomena which act to constrain the beam emittance and 
intensity. The curves are evaluated for protons in the IUCF Cooler at five 
energies spanning the operating range. 
a) Emittance Upper Bound 
It is useful to examine the beam emittance in the absence of a target. 
The ring acceptance forms an absolute upper bound to the phase space volume of 
the stored beam, and is an economic limit related to magnet apertures. In the 
IUCF Cooler, ring tunes have differing acceptances over a factor of two range. 
The beam emittance, however, must be smaller than the acceptance by a factor 
chosen to give a long storage lifetime. This factor is determined by the tails 
of the distribution. For electron machines, in which the tails are generated 
by synchrotron radiation, the factor is of order ten. For the IUCF Cooler, a 
study 3 of the effect of finite acceptance on the lifetime against scattering 
on residual gas, has shown that a 90% emittance of 6n mm-mrad in an 
acceptance of 25n leads to a loss rate which is !arger by a factor of about 
two compared to the loss rate of a beam of zero emittance. \~e take this 
emittance value of 6n as a practical upper bound. 
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b) Emittance Lower Bound 
One lower bound to the stored beam emittance comes from the finite 
temperature of the electron beam. If the beam were otherwise undisturbed, a 
thermal equi~ibrium would be established between the electron beam and the 
s tored ion beam. I1ore correctly, the temperature of the cooled ion beam in the 
electron region of the ring would come into equilibrium with the electron 
beam. The temperature elsewhere in the ring can be found using the invariance 
of the emittance with azimuth, in conjunction with the known azimuthal 
dependence of the lattice parameters. 
The relation between transverse beam temperature at a waist and beam 
emittance is simply expressed in terms of the aperture function 4 ßx: 
Ex= nßx9x2; where: 1/2 kTx = (~Px) 2 /2m = 1/2 mc2ß 2y29x2• 
The energy dependence appears because the emittance is defined in terms of an 
angle, through the momentum ratio 9x = (~px/p), and p = mcßy. Figure 1 shows 
the result for an aperture function of ßx = ßy = 6.5 m, and an assumed 
equilibrium temperature of 0.2 eV at all electron energies. Except at the 
lowest stored currents, other phenomena set the lower bound. 
The ion beam must be smaller in diameter than the electron beam to avoid 
the strongly non-linear electrostatic defocussing forces outside the 
electron beam boundary. For a given emittance, the minimum ion beam size is 
obtained if the aperture functions ßx & ßy are equal to half the length of the 
electron beam cooling region. This choice gives the minimum electron beam 
power for a fixed current density. 
The fastest cooling of the tails of the ion beam is obtained if the angle 
spread of an ion beam of emittance equal to ring acceptance is comparable to 
the angle spread of the electron beam, because the tranverse cooling time 
involves a factor5 (9e2 + ei2)3j2. This leads to a second relation 
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which is equivalent to an energy-dependent bound on the aperture function at 
the cooling waist. The IUCF Cooler has been designed with a variable ßx,ßY 
in the cooling region for optimum performance over a range of ion velocities. 
The cooling rate has a plateau over a range of ion beam emittances 
which is equal to the ratio of ion mass to electron mass. Ideally, the cooling 
region ßx is adjusted so that this range overlaps the acceptance on the high 
end, so that the tails of the beam distribution will cool rapidly, and the 
emittance corresponding to equilibrium temperature on the low end. 
Equating temperatures is an oversimplification because the effects of the 
confining magnetic field on the cooling interaction make possible an ion 
temperature which is substantially below the electron temperature6. 
c) Stored Current Upper Bound 
So far the discussion has been essentially independent of ion beam 
intensity. A storage ring has a number of instabilities that can set upper 
bounds to the stored intensity. A discussion of these phenomena is outside the 
scope of this paper. We show in Figure 1 a single example for the IUCF Cooler, 
the transverse resistive wall instability7 (TRWI) • If the assumption is made 
that the cooling force provides the only stabilizing mechanism, and that the 
wall impedence is that of a smooth stainless steel vacuum chamber of uniform 
cross section, the emittance-independent current limit shown on the right of 
Figure 1 is obtained. 
It is clear that there could be electron beam - ion beam interactions or 
other effects which could set in between the highest 8 ion current of a few 
times 101 5 ions/second which has been observed with electron cooling in use, 
and the TRWI stability limit which is nearly two orders of magnitude higher. 
This is a question which can only be settled by further tests with a working 
cooler ring. 
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d) Tune Shift Limit 
In addition to collective effects of the beam interacting with its 
environment, there is an interaction of individual particles within the beam 
with the electromagnetic field due to all the other particles of the beam. One 
of the familiar consequences is a defocussing force on the beam surface that 
is not present on the axis of the beam and which leads to an incoherent tune 
shift that must be small to avoid loss at tune resonances. This tune shift 
forms an emittance~ and energy~dependent intensity !imit as indicated in 
Figure 1. In the construction of Figure 1, the assumption is made that 
residual lattice coupling effects will lead to equality between the two 
transverse emittances. This leads to a linear relation between intensity and 
emittance for a given incoherent tune shift. A maximum allowable tune shift 
of 0.1 is assumed. 
In the absence of a target or other heating mechanism, the tune shift 
limit might be expected to manifest itself by a beam loss if cooling were 
applied at intensities where this limit was reached before equilibrium could 
be established. The presence of a controlled heat source such as a target of 
variable thickness in the ring will allow the exploration of the onset of this 
limiting mechanism. 
e) Intrabeam Scattering Limit 
There is an additional and important relation between intensity and 
emittance which arises from the intrabeam scattering (IBS)9 of individual 
beam particles from one another. The rate depends on the six-dimensional beam 
brightness, on the properties of the lattice, and on the shape of the 
equilibrium distributions in phase space. With the assumptions of a flattened 
velocity distribution and of a heating rate by the IBS mechanism which is 
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balanced by electron cooling, a relation can be obtained giving emittance 
varying as the 0.4 power of the beam intensity. A similar dependence emerges 
from a full computer simulationlO. The position of the curve on Figure 1 
makes clear that this mechanism may be expected to set a lower bound for 
emittance of about 0.1n mm-mrad for intensities of order 1016 s-1 at energies 
above 100 MeV in the IUCF Cooler. 
The theory of intrabeam scattering has been tested in the regime of 
moderate particle density and high temperature where it sets an important 
limit to the luminosity lifetime of colliding particle beams. It should be 
noted that the assumption of two-body collisions which is central to the IBS 
theory in its present form may require modification for very cold dense beams 
where there are many partic1es within an interaction distance and where the 
timescale of the IBS collision is long enough that the sudden collision 
approximation begins to break down. The analogy can be drawn with the cooling 
interaction which has required important corrections for adiabatic collisions 
in the magnetic confining fieldll. The measured Novosibirsk beam sizes6 imply 
an emittance lower by an order of magnitude than the IBS curve shown in Figure 
1, which may indicate a disagreement with the IBS theory in its present form. 
f) Target Effects 
When a target is placed in the ring, its thickness must be small enough 
that the cooling force can make up for the rate of energy transfer to target 
electrons. The thickness limit3 is on the order of 1016 electrons/cm2. Nuclear 
target densities which are consistent with the above limit have a transverse 
heating rate by multiple small-angle scattering by the target nuclei which is 
comparable to the heating predicted by the standard IBS theory, except for 
targets of large atomic number Z, where the equilibrium emittance is largely 
determined by the target. 
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g) Summary of the Emittance-Intensity Relations 
The various limiting phenomena discussed above and summarized in Figure 1 
define the boundaries of a region in intensity-emittance space within which 
the stored beam must be located. One can describe some of the operations 
performed on the beam in terms of the motion of a point representing the beam 
within this bounded region. For example, the incident beam has the properties 
of the injection accelerator and can be represented by a point on the figure. 
The IUCF cyclotron beam has a moderately small emittance and low peak 
intensity and appears on the left of the figure. The stacking of beam in 
the Cooler leads to an increase in emittance as the stored intensity is 
raised, shifting the point representing the stored beam progressively toward 
the upper right on the figure as stacking proceeds. 
Different stacking methods affect the emittance by differing amounts. 
Transverse stacking gives a direct increase in emittance which limits its 
usefulness, while for longitudinal stacking the effects are indirect (eg 
through cumulative kicker perturbations). Stripping injection causes a slow 
growth in emittance from multiple traversals of the stripping material. 
After stacking is completed, the electron cooling lowers the stored beam 
emittance until an equilibrium is established which is appropriate to the beam 
energy, stacked intensity, and the amount of target material in the path of 
the beam. Experimental data-taking may then begin. After some time, the loss 
of intensity from interactions with the target gives an unacceptable event 
rate and refilling is called for. The emittance should improve only slightly 
as the experiment proceeds because the target heating prevents the beam from 
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Figure 1. The relation between beam intensity and beam emittance as estimated 
for the IUCF Cooler. The lines are bounds for an allowed region of emittance 
for several proton energies. The physical phenomena and design characteristics 
which generate the bounds are discussed in the text. 
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Implications for an Optimal Lattice Design 
Given the relation between emittance and intensity as described in the 
previous section, what are some of the implications for the design of a 
storage ring for electron cooling? One immediate consequence has to do with 
the usefulness of the dispersion-matching techniquel2 which improves the 
resolution of a spectrograph experiment by making the overall resolution in 
excitation energy independent to first order of the beam momentum spread. 
The first order resolution with a properly matched system will be given 
by the ratio of dispersion n (n=p•dx/dp) to beam size: 
p/6p = n/x = n/2(ßx·ex/n)1/2 
The ring dispersion is matched to that of the spectrograph, so for high 
resolution the beam size itself must be small, either through a small 
emittance ex or small value of ßx, the aperture function at the target, or 
both. Using the results summarized in Figure 1, and the properties of a high 
resolution spectrograph nearing completion at IUCF, we conclude that the 
highest intensity of beam for which it will be possible to obtain at least 10 
keV resolution in a dispersion-matched mode, (ie. independent of the momentum 
spectrum of the stored beam), is as shown by the dashed line in Figure 1. This 
intensity is high enough for most nuclear experiments only for energies below 
100 MeV. At higher energies, the slow variation of the intrabeam 
scattering-determined equilibrium emittance with intensity, implies that an 
unacceptably low intensity must be employed to achieve the required emittance. 
Attempts to reduce the value of ßx run into at least three problems. The 
first problern is with chromaticity correction for the long straight section 
which is required by the size of the spectrograph. A smaller ßx at the 
target leads to a larger ßx at the lattice quadrupoles at the end of the 
straight section. 
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The hexapole strength required to cancel the chromaticity is not strongly 
dependent on the ßx at the quadrupoles, but higher order effects enter as 
ßx3/2 and lead to containment problems that show up in particle tracking for 
target ßx : 0.3 m. 
A second difficulty arises from the coupling, through the presence of 
dispersion, of energy changes, caused by beam collisions with target 
electrons, to the transverse x coordinate. A beam energy change in the target 
causes a shift in the equilibrium orbit, if dispersion is non-zero, which 
results in an increase in emittance because the beam particle begins to 
perform betatron oscillations about the new equilibrium orbit of amplitude 
given by bx = n•bp/p, where n is the dispersion and bp/p is the fractional 
change in the longitudinal momentum component caused by the collision. The 
area of the phase space ellipse traced out by an individual particle after 
such an event is Ex= n(bx) 2/ßx = n•(n 2/ß)•(bp/p)2. The transverse heating 
rate by the random walk increase in emittance induced by a succession of such 
collisions is proportional to the same resolving power parameter (n2/ß)l/2 
which appears in the expression for the resolution. Thus there is a mechanism 
for increasing the equilibrium beam emittance which grows if the lattice is 
modified to try to improve the resolution. 
The emittance change caused by the above mechanism can be sufficient to 
lead to a lass of beam after a single electron knockon ("o-ray") event if the 
resulting emittance exceeds the acceptance of the ring. In the IUCF Cooler, 
this can be the principal loss mode 3 for targets placed at dispersed waists. 
It should be noted that both heating and lass effects described above work in 
the opposite direction to the transverse heating by multiple-scattering from 
target nuclei, which is minimized by reducing the aperture function at the 
target. The optimal lattice would require a target Z-dependent tune. 
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A third difficulty arises from the nature of the IBS process. The heating 
of the beam is driven by a term which also involves the parameter (~2/ß), so 
that even if the target were too thin to heat the beam, the IBS would give 
rise to a !arger emittance if the lattice were modified to try to increase the 
resolving power. For the IBS mechanism there is a threshold value for (~2/ß) 
below which a scatterihg exchange of momentum from a transverse direction into 
the longitudinal direction leads to transverse cooling and above which the 
dispersion-coupling results in heating in the dispersed plane. 
Detailed calculations are needed to find the Optimum behaviour as a 
result of the interplay of these three mechanisms with target heating 
phenomena. It appears to be the case, however, that the usefulness of the 
dispersion-matching technique is limited to the lower end of the operating 
energy range of the IUCF Cooler and that over most of the range, it will be 
the narrowness of the energy spread of the stored beam which must be relied 
upon to obtain good resolution. Rad we known this some years ago, the design 
strategy for our Cooler might have been altered. In particular it would have 
been preferable to have a lower resolving power at more of the waists set 
aside for experimental targets to reduce the loss rates. 
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EUROPEAN COOLER STORAGE RINGS 
=============================== 
(S. Martin, KFA-Juelich) 
A review of european cooler storage rings is given. The existing 
storage rings at CERN AA (1) and LEAR (2) are discussed. A few general 
requirements on the design of accumulator storage rings are discussed 
at the example of the approved new antiproton accumulator ACOL (3) at 
CERN. The basic ideas of the ·cooler storage rings at rings at CELSIUS, 
Uppsala (4), ESR at the GSI Darmstadt (5), the Heavy Ion Cooling Ex-
periment at the MPI Heidelberg (6)". and the COSY ring at the KFA-
J u e· L i c h ( 7 ) a r e g i v e n • N e w c o o L e r s t o r a g e r i n g s f o r h e a v y i o n s a r e 
proposed at Aarhus and Stockholm (8). 
The history of the storage rings for antiprotons at CERN has been 
discussed by K. Johnson (9). 
The ACOL-AA-combination demonstrates a few general features of cooler 
rings from the designers point of view (10): The transverse acceptance 
of the ACOL is larger by a factor 2.2 than in the AA". because of the 
stronger focusing. The 4 straight sections are dispersion free. The in-
crease in momentum acceptance is done by bunch rotation followed by 
adiabatic debunching using 2 high Q cavities (U*T=750 KV). The stocha-
stic precooling in ACOL will be done within 2.4 sec first transverse 
then Longitudinal (frequency between 1 and 3 GHz). Because of the higher 
intensity the cooling in the AA will be improved (core cooling 4-8 GHz, 
momentum cooling 2-4 GHz". stack tail cooling 1-2 GHz). 
The LEAR operation has demonstrated the feasibility of a few very 
important features for the other cooling rings in discussion: The small 
dispersion in magnets and straight sections is good for stochastic cool-
ing (very high transition causes good "mixing") and for all kind of 
" ..• transverse gymnastic of coasting beams" (11) and favorizes the ultra 
slow extraction process. 
The CELSIUS ring will be bui Ldt by a cooperation of different Labo-
ratories (Gustav-Werner-Institut Uppsala, CERN, Studsvik, Royal Inst. 
of Techn. Stockholm). The lattice of CELSIUS is a modified version of 
the ICE (12) ring. The horizontal and vertical acceptances are 50 resp. 
150 pi*mm*mr. A 9.6 m long straight section houses the 100 KeV electron 
gun. This allows to do cooling of protons up to 185 MeV. The maximum 
energy is 520 MeV in the first and 1300 MeV in a later stage. A preli-
minary calculation of H. Herr (13) shows that for 10**11 particles in 
the ring a momentum spread of about 3*10**(-4) is expected. 
The experimental background for the ESR (5) is given by proposed 
experiments with fully stripped very heavy ions, by accumulation of 
secondary beams (large acceptance), by experiments to study the e-cap-
ture cross section, and the ion-photon interaction. The request for 
very low energies of naked heavy ions Led to a study on the feasibility 
decelerating the beam from the maximum energy of 560 MeV/A for U(92+) 
down to 10 MeV/A. For experimental reasons multicharge operation needs 
tobe possible, e.g. U(87+) until U(92+). The large acceptance of 530 
resp. 160 pi*mm*mr allows inflight experiments using crossing beams. 
The variability of the optics of the ring is done by maintaining the 
different periods with different tunes together. In this way high 
and Low dispersion modes are possible. 
The Heidelberg Heavy Ion Cooling Experiment (6) is an accelerator 
experiment to study problems related to the cooling of heavy ions, to 
measure e-capture during cooling, to study the multiple charge mode 
and the behaviour of internal jet targets. The lattice is not comple-
tely frozen but at Least 4 straight sections should Leave space for 
injection, cooling and 2 experimental areas. The adjustment of the 
beam properties to the experiment is realized by changing the tune in 
the different periodes of the ring. 
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The Aarhus ring is designed for highly charged heavy ions injected 
from the Aarhus EN tandem. The physics program are studies of the ion-
ion, the electron-ion, and the Light-ion interaction. The Laser cool-
ing will be studied (14). The CRY ring at the Institute of Physics, 
Stockholm, has in this stage of discussion a similar Lattice as the 
Aarhus ring, but the injector is a CRYEBIS source followed by a RFQ 
accelerator (15). 
The combined synchrotron-cooler-ring COSY is proposed to perform 
proton and Light ion physics at energies between 100 and 1500 MeV (16). 
The ring has the two functions of a storage ring and an accelerator. 
Acceleration from 45 MeVprotons up to the bending Limit of 10 Tm will 
be possible. Two 35 m Lang straight sections maintain the beam to the 
shape as it is requested by the experiment as well as by the electron 
cooler. The tune shift in the straight sections is always 2pi, so it 
will in O'th ordernot be seen by the rest of the ring. The injectors 
will be the existing Juelich cyclotron and in a Later stage the 
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ELECTRON COOLING PROJECT AT INS 
T. Tanabe, M. Sekiguchi, K. Sato, A. Noda, M. Kodaira, 
M. Takanaka, J. Tanaka, H. Tsujikawa, T. Honma, 
T. Katayama, A. Mizobuchi and Y. Hirao 
Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo, 
Tanashi, Tokyo, Japan 
INTRODUCTION 
Recently, much interest has been focused on the cooling of ion 
beams by cold electrons as a very powerful technique complementing the 
stochastic cooling. At the INS, a project of electron cooling has 
started at the beginning of this year (1984). 
Since 1978, we have studied accelerator technologies for the 
accumulation and stochastic cooling of ion beams 1 ) by using a 
storage ring, TARN 2 ). After completion of these experiments at the 
end of this year, weintend toshutdown the machine and to construct 
a newly extended ring, TARN II, by using the most components of the 
present TARN and by adding some new elements. The main purpese in 
the TARN II is the study of accelerator technologies concerning 
synchrotron acceleration, beam cooling, slow extraction and so on. 
Such a study will open possibilities for further accelerator ring 
developments. Nuclear physics research will also be studied in 
parallel with the machine studies. 
experiments has just begun. 
THE RING 
The discussion for the physics 
The layout of the TARN II is shown in Fig. 1 together with the 
TARN and the beam line from the injector cyclotron. It consists of a 
ring of 75 m circumference with hexagonal layout. The maximum size 
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is limited by the dimensions of the existing building for the ring, 
which are about 26 meters by 30 meters. The magnet lattice consists 
of 24 dipoles and 18 quadrupole singlet magnets which are all made of 
laminated steel plates. The layout of the ring offers six straight 
sections as shown in Fig. 1. Theseare used for electron cooling, 
stochastic cooling, injection, extraction, RF equipment and internal 
target station. 
The main parameters of the ring are listed in Table 1, although 
the final design parameters have not yet been fixed. The maximum 
energy is 1.3 GeV for proton, while it is 450 MeV/A for ions with 
Q/A=l/2. The rising time of the magnet system up to fully excited 
level is 0.75 sec and the repetitionrate is less than 1/2 Hz, which 
depends on the operation mode. The RF system is operated from 0.76 
MHz to 7.50 MHz in harmonic nurober of 2, which cover the frequency 
range required for the acceleration of all ions up to full energies. 
The operating vacuum pressure is lower than 10-lO Torr. 
THE MüDES OF OPERATION 
The ring can be operated in two modes, depending on the aim of 
experiments. The mode I and II are relating mainly to the use of 
external and internal target experiments, respectively. In the mode 
I, ions are accelerated and then extracted in an ordinary synchrotron 
acceleration mode with rise time of 0.75 sec and repetition frequency 
of about 1/2 Hz. In the mode II, on the other hand, ions are cooled 
after acceleration with sufficiently long flat-top time. The lattice 
parameters are also different for these modes in spite of the same 
magnet system. This is because large acceptance is needed for the 
mode I in order to obtain high intensity beam. Also for the mode II, 
special attention has to be paid for the design of the lattice: 1) At 
the long straight section which installs the electron cooling device, 
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the dispersion function has to be zero. 2) At another straight 
section in which the internal target is set, amplitude function should 
be small. An example of the optics parameters studied for the mode 
II is listed in Table 2. The lattice design for these modes is 
described in detail by Noda 3). 
THE INJECTOR 
The injector of the ring, for the time being, is the existing SF 
cyclotron with K=68 4). The cyclotron can supply with fully or 
partially stripped ions from proton to neon. These ions are injected 
into the ring after completely stripped in a thin foil. Typical ion 
beams from the cyclotron are listed in Table 3. 
high enough to obtain fully stripped ion beams. 
Their energies are 
For the mode I, the 
nurober of ions injected into the ring by multi-turn injection is 
estimated tobe about 10 9 for light ions and 10 7 for heavy ions. 
For the mode II, on the other hand, the numbers are less than those of 
the mode I by a factor of 10, because the acceptance for the mode II 
is limited inevitably due to the strong constraint to the lattice 
structure as described above. The peak current of the cyclotron is 
not so high. In the future, ion beams will be injected also from a 
LINAC system with energies of about 3 MeV/A. In this case, the 
intensity is expected to increase by two orders of magnitude. The 
first stage of the LINAC system, RF-Q LINAC with energies of 800 
keV/A, is now being constructed. 
THE ELECTRON COOLING SYSTEM 
The rnain parameters of the electron cooling device are listed in 
Table 4, which arestill preliminary at the present stage. The 
electron cooling device is designed to cool the ions from H+ to 
NelO+, up to 200 MeV/A, which is limited by the electron energy of 
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120 keV. This electron energy seems to be the upper limit from the 
high voltage holding capability of the gun and the collector in our 
geometry. The electron energy is variable from 12 to 120 keV with a 
maximum current density of 0.5 A/cm 2 • The length of the 
interaction region between electron and ion is limited by rather short 
length (4 m) of the straight section. Therefore, in order to shorten 
the cooling time, it is indispensable to increase the electron current 
density. As the beam size at the cooling section after acceleration 
is mostly less than 50 mm, the cathode diameter is taken to be 50 
mm. Maximum solenoid field of 1.2 kG is strong enough to attain the 
minimum electron temperature. Gun optics consists of Pierce type 
electrode and resonance focussing electrodes. In order to avoid 
unwanted transversal oscillation of electron beam, we choose a flat 
cathode rather than a spherical one. In this case, the cathode is 
immersed in the uniform solenoidal field. The design of the electron 
gun and collector is currently being studied by computer simulation 
with the help of the SLAC program 5 ). An example of electron 
trajectories in the region of the electron gun is shown in Fig. 2. 
The cooling time estimated by a simple formula for the transversal 
component is about 8 sec for 200 MeV proton and 2 sec for 200 MeV/A 
20Ne 10+. If we use an internal target, a luminosity of around 
10 30 cm- 2 .sec-l is expected for proton, assuming some reasonable 
conditions. A preliminary layout of the electron cooling device is 
shown in Fig. 3. Its shape is so-called U-scheme, in which electrons 
are injected and ejected over the beam line of the ring. This type 
was chosen by the engineering considerations and the boundary 
condition of the building. 
The electron cooling device has some harmful effects on the 
synchrotron orbit, especially for low-energy ions during 
acceleration. The first one of these effects is the orbit 
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deformation mainly due to the toroidal field. The secend one is the 
coupling between horizontal and vertical motions in the solenoidal 
field. And the third one is the tune shift of beam caused by the 
space charge of electrons. The last effect seems to be serious for 
low energy ions. Therefore, we intend to suppress the electron 
current density during injection and acceleration, by the control of 
gun anode voltage. 
TIME SCHEDULE 
The design and construction work of the TARN II and the electron 
cooling device has started this year. In 1986, an electron beam will 
be produced and its properties will be studied in the test. As the 
ring will be completed in 1986, the electron cooling device is 
scheduled tobe installed in the ring also in the same year. The 
beam cooling test is expected to begin in 1987. 
We would like to thank members of the computer section for the use 
of the FACOM-380R computer. The electron cooling project was 
supported by the Grant for Scientific Research of the Ministry of 
Education, Science and Culture. 
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Table 1. TARN II Parameters 
Maximum beam energy proton 
ions with Q/A=l/2 
Circumference 
Average radius 
Radius of curvature 
Focusing structure 
Length of long straight section 
Superperiodicity for mode I 
II for mode II 
Betatron tune value v ;v for mode I 
X y 
II for mode II 
usefu1 aperture 
Transition y for mode I 
for mode II 
Rising time of magnet 
Repetition rate 
Maximum field of dipole magnets 




Maximum RF voltage 
Vacuum pressure 
0.38 

























Table 2. Horizontal(x) and vertical(y) radial aperture function 











Table 3. Typical ion bearns frorn SF cyclotron 
T(MeV/A) 20 7.6 5.1 7.6 5.5 
I (e]JA) 100 14 9 15 17 
Table 4. Electron cooling parameters 






Cooled ions H+ - 20NelO+ 
Gun optics Pierce type + resonance focussing electrodes 
Length of interaction region 1.6 m 
Maximum electron current density 0.5 A/cm 
2 
Cathode diameter 50 mm 
Maximum current 10 A 
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Fig. 2 Calculated electron trajectories 1n gun. 







THE HEIDELBERG HEAVY ION TEST STORAGE RING (TSR) 
D. Fick, D. Habs, E. Jaeschke, D. Krämer, v. Metag, R. Neumann, 
B. Povh, R. Repnow, u. Schmidt-Rohr, R. Schuch, D. Schwalm, 
E. Steffens and C.A. Wiedner 
Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik, Postfach 10 39 80, D-6900 Heidelberg 
The Heidelberg Heavy Ion Storage Ring TSR is an experimental facility 
under construction at the Heidelberg MP-Tandem Postaccelerator Combination. 
The TSR is buil t in close cooperation wi th the GSI Darmstadt and working 
groups of the Physics Institutes of the Universities of Heidelberg, Gießen, 
and Marburg. 
The main purpose of its construction is to study many still open que-
stions related to stochastic and electron cooling of heavy ions [ 1 ] as well 
as questions connected with the operation and usage of larger facilities as 
for example the ESR at GSI [ 2 ] • Furthermore i t will be valuable research 
instrument for a large variety of atomic physics experiments especially in-
vestigating the interaction of free electrons and photons wi th fully or 
partially stripped heavy ions. It will also enable the entry into experi-
mental techniques completely new for nuclear physics. 
The TSR is matched to the magnetic beam rigidi ties of the injecting 
postaccelerator which are typically B x p = 1.1 TM (l 2c6+ 15 MeV/u, 
12 7J47+ 8 MeV/u). As an experimental machine the TSR must have a high de-
gree of flexi bili ty to allow the operation in qui te different modes. The 
most far reaching requirement is that of a mul ti-chargestate operation; 
that is the simultaneous storage of heavy ions with equal momentum but dif-
ferent charge states that have been formed in various processes in the 
ring. As for light ions like 1 6o still two charge states have to be stored 
in the TSR, a momentum acceptance of t:.p/p = 0.0625 is required; a value 
that corresponds to seven simultaneously stored charge states for 1 27J-ions 
with 47+ as the mean one. 
Table I lists the basic parameters of the TSR while Fig. 1 shows a lay-
out of the ring with its main components. The ring is designed in fourfold 
symmetry for a maximum magnetic rigidi ty of B x p = 1 • 5 TM; i ts circumfe-
rence is 35.28 m. The deflection is accomplished by eight 45 deg. magnets 
wi th parallel endfaces constructed as laminated C-type magnets. Always two 
bending magnets (AMX1 and AMX2) wi th a horizontal focussing quadrupole 
( QFX2) for dispersion adjustment inbetween form the center of a focussing 
period, which is completed on both sides by the quadrupole dublets QDX1 , 
QFX1 and QFX3, QDX2 as well as by the halves of the large straight sections 
GSX. One focussing period is so of the structure FP = ODFBOFOBFDO. In the 
main operation mode of the TSR two antisymmetric focussing periods (FF, 
-FP) form one of the two superperiods. Fig. 2a shows the envelope functions 
( e:HßH)1/2 and ( e:yßy)1/2 with e: = 1n mm mrad for one superperiod; Fig. 2a 
shows the dispersion function D. Both diagrams have been calculated wi th 
the program MIRKO f3 ]. The dispersion is equal to zero in two straight sec-
tions (GS2 and GS4J and is D = 1.24 m in the remaining two (GS1 and GS3). 
The elements of the injection system are located in GS1, while the electron 
cooling takes place in GS2. The straight section GS3 has space for further 
experimental equipment, while the HF-systems can be found in GS4. 
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Table I: Basic parameters of the TSR 
Hagnetic rigidity B x p(max) = 1.5 Tm 
Speoifio mcmentum (max) 
at q/A u 0,5 
Ciroumferenoe 
Hean radius 
Number of etcred partiales 
Leng straight sectiona 
Short straight sections 
per seotor 
Fooussingperiod 




Acceptanoe (maximum valuea) 
Acoeptance, used (Hul titurn-
Injection and RF-Stacking) 
Vacuumsystem 
p = 0,2SS OeV/o 
c = 35.28 m 
ß = 5,62 m 
N _{ 1010 
4 x 3,5 m 
2 x 0,6 m 
FP = ODFOBOFOBOFDO 
S • 2; 2 x (FP, -FP) main mode 
oH = 2.2s, ov = 1,30 
ytr = 3,07 
o• = -s.s, o - -4.2 
AH = 550 n mm mrad 
AV = 100 n mm mrad 
11p/p = ± 0,0625 
AH = 200 n mm mrad 
AV = SO n mm mrad 
11p/p - ± 0,03 
-11 p < 10 Torr (N2 equivalent) 
Fig. 3 shows single partiale orbi ts differing in momentum by steps of 
11p/p = 0.02 from the momentum of the nominal partiale. The orbits shown 
thus aorrespond to those of different aharge states around l 2 7 J 4 7+ as the 
aentral ion. 
For injeation into the TSR two stacking methods in aombination will be 
employed: multiturnstaaking into the horizontal betatron phasespaae follo-
wed by RF-stacking into momentum space. In order to store 1010 partiales at 
least for light ions, pulse Operated sputter souraes have to be used at the 
MP-Tandem [4] similar to the praatiae at the Brookhaven Tandem Injeator for 
the AGS. Taking into aacount transmission-, stripper- and bunahing effi-
aienaies the equivalent of injeated turns to reaah 10 1 ° stored partiales 
ranges from 100 for 1 2c to 5000 for 5 8Ni. This seems only possi ble wi th 
the exaellent longitudinal and transversal beam quali ty of a Tandem-Postaa-
celerator aombination. 
[1] Experimente mit gespeicherten Sahwerionen, ein Memorandum MPI H 1985 V1 
[2] B. Franzke, H. Eiakhoff, B. Franczak and B. Langenbeak, Zwischenbericht 
zur Planung des Experimentierspeicherrings ESR, GSI/SIS/Int./84-5 
[3] B. Franczak, MIRKO - An interactive Computerprogram for Ion Optical Sy-
stems, GSI Scientific Report (1980) 260 
[4] P. Thieberger, Nual.Instr.Meth. 220 (1984) 45 
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Figure Captions 
Fig. 1 Layout of the main components of the TSR and the Injection. The ab-
breviations have the following meaning: AM beding magnet; QF,QD qua-
drupole; SF,SD sextupole; BM bumpmagnet; MS,ES magnetic and elec-
trostatic septum; GS straight section; KM correction dipole. 
Fig. 2 a) Envelope functions as computed by program MIRKO [3] for one su-
perperiod. 
b) Dispersion function for one superperiod. 
Fig. 3 Single particle orbits for particles with different momenta corres-
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Fig. 1 3 MV Pelletran Accelerutor for Free 
Electron Laser Recirculating Electron ßeam 
(after Elias and Ramian, Ref. 2). 
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COOLING AN ACCUMULATED BEAM 
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But the the core ~s cooled much faster. 
The egu~l~br~um and cool~ng ln the 
presence of IBS needs more study. 
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SPACE CI-IARGE S PREAD T NG 
Due to space charge the beam will sprea 
:frorn a waist. ln the previ.ous example 
the beam would grow to "'-'l.5 t.i_mes its 
radius and t. o a n a n g l e o :f 0.5 mrad in 
_1_0 meters. 
'I'hen a l2m cool:i_ng region may need one 
o r two re:focussings. Solenoid lenses 
are the easiest method. 
0. Larson has t>Jritten a prograrn 
which includes :finite emittance in the 
eguation as well as space charge. This 
is not expected to be import_an·t. except 
in very srnal~~ t...Ja:i .. st sizes. The eJ_ectron 
p ß {( i s about lOOm. 
---]._50--
This is lodependent of space 
charge spreading can be avoided. I::f 
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lO m 
This requires a lot o::f stochast.ic pre-
cooling but this can be done in the 
dilute unaccumulated state. For a 
momentum aperture o::f 2% 20--30 
would be available. 
Overall 1 the conclusion is that 
collection and :final cooling would 
work better at lower ~/ but may 
possibly have some applicability at 
Fermilab. 
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1 - Introduction, 
The possibility to transform LEAR in p-p collider or in Super LEAR (1,2) represents 
a very promising facility to study antiproton-proton collisions,to answer some 
fundamental questions of the present-day physics. In fact,the good quality and the 
high intensity make the p-p cooled beams a unique tool for performing fine spettros-
copy ,and several problems,otherwise not solved, may find a solution. 
In order to perform the proposed(2) physics program, a high luminosity (L> 1030 cm- 2 s-
machine is required. In this sense,stochastic and high energy electron cooling could 
be used to increase furthermore the luminosity and improve the resolution. In fact, 
being the antiproton tune shift (6v) at fixed intensity inversely proportional to 
the size of the proton beam,a strong electron cooling can be used to reach a very 
small transverse beam size and,at the same time,to avoid a rapid beam decay,due 
to beam-beam interaction. Since the lwninosity is directely proportional to the 
tune shift, to increase the M; :' means to increase the luminosi ty of the same 
factor. 1 
In this report we present a project of high energy electron cooling for LEAR,operatin~ 
as minicollider between 0.6 and 2.0 GeV/c , in order to improve the beam qualities ' 
and increase lwninosity. The increase of electron beam energy for application to 
Super LEAR is also taken into account. Experimental results from tests on a pro-
tctype of the electron cooling device are presented and the feasibility of the 
project is demonstrated. Finally we discuss about the non-destructive 
methods of diagnostics to measure the electron beam characteristics(density, 
longitudinal and transversal temperatures) in a high energy electron cooling device. 
2 - High energy electron cooling device. 
In order to obtain a fast cooling of the (anti)proton in the (Super)LEAR p-p 
collider,we have been proposing (3) to realize an electron beam which charac-





Electron Beam Transversal Temperature 
Collector Voltage 
Magnetic Field 
Drift Region Length 
Vacuum in the Drift Region 
0.1 - 1 MeV 
10 A (at 1 MeV) 
3 cm 
< 10-3 
< 0.5 ev cu 
o-; 10 KV 
3 KG max 
1.5 ITJ 
"" lo-l 2 Torr 
rL 
The power to the device is supplied by a high valtage electrostatic generator. 
For electric insulation reasons,the generatorwill be contained in a SF6 tank at 
a pressure of 8 atmospheres. 
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2.1- High voltage generator. 
Among several types of high voltage generators,we have chosen the Cockroft-Walton 
one,as it can be built in different stages with relative easiness. A symmetrical 
cascade Cockroft-Walton generator has been built at the Centro Ricerche Energetiche 
dell'ENEA di Frascati • It consists of 25 stages ,40 KV each,driven by a 15 KHz -
20 KV oscillator of 2 KW power.The nominal voltage is 1 MV . The generator supplies 
a total current of about 5 mA ,corresponding to a total output power of 5 KW. 
The high voltage generator has been tested in air up to 350 KV,givig very promising 
results. The measured ripple was of the order of lo- 4 . 
2.2 - Electron gun and energy recovery system. 
The electron gun uses a reserve cathode,heated at 1050 °C and produces a 10 A ,7 cm2 
beam at 1 MeV . As the electron beam must have a temperature less than 0.5 ev, 
the first electrodes have to be disigned with a classic immersed flow Pierce geom-
etry, followed by standard "resonant optics" ,aimed to minimizing the electron spiral. 
This gun brings the electrons to about 130 KeV;the acceleration up to 1 MeV is 
accomplished by a further accelerating tube. At the end of this tube a diverging 
lens effect exists,which has to be compensated by an appropriate graduation of the 
electron field.After having left the gun ,the electron beam is bent to superpose 
itself with the (anti)proton beam. The bending is accomplished by means of a tor-
oidal and a dipole magnetic field. The cooling occurs in the 1.5 m long drift 
region. In order to avoid an electron dump of the order of 10 MW and to save the 
installed power,a very efficient recovery of the electron energy is needed. The 
energy recovery system consists of a decelerating tube,which optics is ~he same 
of the accelerating one,where the electrons are decelerated down to about 30 KeV. 
The further energy decrease can take place according to existing succesful methods. 
We consider sufficient to use a single plate collector,operating at 2 KV, expecting 
thus an energy dissipation of the order of 20 K\-J . In this way,we think to minimize 
the relative current losses around lo- 4 . 
A sketch of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 
In order to compensate the space charge effect,the electrons,from cathode to coll-
ector,must be immersed in an axial ma9netic fiela of 3 KG max. 
The whole apparatus will have to rr,atch its vacuurr, c:o t.he severe LEAR \~acuum con-
dition ( ~lu-12 Torr) 
rv • 
2.3- Beam optics. 
In order to cornpensate the space charge effect,a Pierce geometry electron gun has 
been conceived. The Pierce region is compo>=.E-·:5. e:f 4 electrodes. The anode is located 
at 7 crr. from the cathode and activated at SC: KV . 'I'he last two electrodes are 
at distances of 10.5 cm ana 14.6 cm,where pot.entials of 80.5 KV and 130 KV are 
respectively applied .The electrodes shape has been studied in an electrolytic tank 
and by corr.put el-. 
The accelerating tube consists of a column of 30 stainless-steel anular electrodes 
(4 mm thick) spaced (2.5 cm) by ceramic rings. The electrodes o.re polarized 
t~rough a resistive voltage devider,made of a spiral of resistences wrapped araund 
the tube and protected by guard rings. 
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Fig. 2 shows the electric region;the resonant optics condition is imposed to the 
section I , II and III • Setting different voltages on the anode of the gun and/or 
short-circuiting the sections II and III , it is possible to 
a wide energy range and to conserve an electron temperature 
at the end of the accelerating tube,as computed in Fig. 3 . 
3 - Electron beam prototype. 
operate the device in 
of the order of 0.3 eV 
In order to study the feasibility of the project,a prototype(Fig. 4) of the 
device has been built in the Centro Ricerche Energetiche del~'ENEA di Frascati, 
whose aims are to test the proposed accelerating methods,the beam optics and the 
electron energy recovery system(4). 
The apparatus consists of a pulsed (20+60 KeV , 2 ~s) electron gun,a dirft region 
1 m long and a depressed collector for electron energy recovery. 
To provide a low rest frame temperature (T <1 eV ) ,the electron gun has been des-
igned with a classic immersed flow Pierce geometry. It produces a 5 A , 7cm2 beam 
at 60 KeV. The defocusing lens action of the anode causes the electron to spiral, 
resulting in the undulation. This undulation is cancelled by a resonant focusing 
system of three electrodes. Fig. 5 shows how the electric field varies along 
the accelerating region. An efficient recovery of the electron energy is accomplished 
by the depressed collector. In the collector,electrons are decelerated in a magnetic 
field before being collected. One difficulty in maximizing the collection efficiency 
is given by the secondary emission from the collector surface. In our stainless-steel 
collector,the secondary electron rate is estimated tobe of the order of 1% of 
the primary electrons. In principle,they contribute mainly to current losses,in 
fact our prototype collector was conceived disregarding the secondary emissions. 
The electrons travel in an uniform solenoidal magnetic field (1 KG max) in order 
to avoid the divergence produced by space charge forces. In the gun and in the 
collector regions the coils are about 50 cm diameter,while a coil of about 20 cm 
diameter is installed in the drift region. 
The adiabatic matehing between the coils is realized with an uniformity less than 
10- 3 ,sufficient not to perturb the electron beam . Each of these elements are 
powered separately. With the cathode at operation temperature (1500 °C), a 
pressure of 10- 7 Torr was measured close to the cathode. 
3.1- Experimental results. 
In the experiment we have detected the em.itted(I 8 ,I 0 ) and col.lected (Ic) currents 
through three Rogosky torus T 1 ,T2 and T3 as shown i~ Fig. 6 . The measurements 
were made with 0. 5~ 1 9c accuracy. which is considered sufficient at this level. 
In fact ,being secandary electrons rate in the collector of the same order of 
magnitude,no more precision is required. Experiments were perforrned in two steps. 
In the first. step , we studied the bearn performance where the current was lirni ted 
by reducing cathode ternperature. The beam energies were ranging from 20 to 55 KeV 
and currents lirnited in the range 0.2+0.4 A. 
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In a secend time,we studied beam performance with currents in the range O.Bt4.0 A 
in space charge limited operation. 
Experiments at beam energies in the range 20t55 KeV have been performed. 
Fig. 7 shows the emitted electron currents at different beam energies1the Child's 
law behaviour is verified. Setting a depression of 3 KV on the collector we studied 
the electron energy recovery. The ratio between the current loss (Ie-Ic) and 
the emitted current (Ie)represents the fractional value (IL) of current lost 
during the energy recovery process. The measured values of Ir, at different beam 
energies are shown in Fig.B.We attribute the losses to secondary electrons emitted 
from the collector walls,as explained before.Since the power lost is in general 
dissipated as heat in the collector, it is preferred to collect the current at a 
collector potential as low as possible. In order to minimize the power losses, 
energy recovery rneasurernents at different collector voltages have been rnade. 
The results are shown in Fig. 9. The obtained collection efficiency (about the 
the 98% of the involved power is recuperated ) is sufficient to assure a good 
operation in the energy range of our interest. 
4 - Electron bearn diagnostics. 
Bearn position and electron temperatures are very irnportant inforrnations to be 
picked-up. As in the first stage of our work no electron - (anti)proton bearn 
matehing is foreseen,methods based upon cooling and correlated phenomena cannot 
be considered at the rnornent. 
A first iow-current diagnostic,not necessitating energy recovery,can be used 
for testing optics tuning,alignements and rnagnetic field uniforrnity. 
Diagnostic at full intensity require application of a non-destructive rnethod. 
Two rnethod seern very prornising :the rnicrowave detection for rneasuring the 
electron transversal ternperature and the detection of laser light scattered frorn 
the electron bearn for measuring the longitudinal electron temperature. 
4.1 - Microwave detection. 
The rnethod consists on the detection of the radiation field of the electrons 
spiralling in the solenoidal field, In fact,the power radiated by an electron in 
a solenoidal rnagnetic field is (5) 




Since the drift sect{on acts as a waveguide,an antenna located in the toroid allows 
to detect the radiation emitted by the electrons. The calculated powers to be 
measured are shown in table I,where we take : 
B = 1 KG ( wc= 18 GHZ rad v = 2.8 GHZ ) and T = 0.5 eV . 
The power radiation to be detected is of the order of nWatt. With an adequate 




E (MeV) n X 10ll* e P/v (nW/GHz) p (nW) 
0. 1 5.6 0. 11 0.3 
0.5 3.6 0.5 1. 4 
0.7 3.4 0.98 2.7 
1.0 3.2 2.2 6.3 
*non-relativistic approximation. 
4.2 - Laser light scattering. 
The scattering of laser light from an electron beam can be used to determine the 
beam density and the electron longitudinal temperature (6) 
We discuss here the possibility of measuring the longitudinal electron tempe-
rature (Tn or Llp/p) from the spectrum of scattered light . The measure of the 
beam density is not discussed,being a direct consequence of the former experiments. 
In order to detect the scattered light in the visible spectrum,or around the 
visible range,we think to use two different laser beam (Nd and co2 ) ,as incident 
radiation. The choice of the laser depend on the electron beam energy . 
The measure of the longitudinal temperature can be carried out,in principle, 
by means of the apparatus shown in Fig. 10. The laser (Nd or co2 ) is focused 
and aligned parallel to the incoming electron beam in the 1.5 m straight 
section. The laser can be displaced parallel such that it can illuminate the 
beam cross-section. The back-scattered light is collected by the same injection 
optics,but split off from the laser path by a specially coated mirror and directed 
to the monochromator,travelling across an appropriate optical system consistingc 
of lenses and filters. The monochromator has a resolution of the order of 0.5 A, 
fulfilling completely our requirements. 
In our case laser energies of 3 Joule/pulse (Nd,Ao= 1.06 wm) and 32 Joule/pulse 
(Co 2 , Ao= 10.6 ~m) are taken into account. 
The expected rates of scattered photon~ are 
Nph = 3.4 x 10 3 photons/pulse for Nd laser 
Nph = 6. 0 x 10 5 photons/pulse for CO'. las er 
assuming a total transmission efficiency,along the optical patL,of the order 
of 10 st. , The expected momentum spread resol·ut1ons are rar,ging frorr. 10-'" to 
1 o-s . Fig. 11 shows the corresponding longitudinal temperat\..::res : we can obse:rve 
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Sketch of the high energy electron cooling apparatus. 
Electric field behaviour along the accelerating region. 
Computed transversal electron temperature. 
Prototype of the electron cooling device. 
Electric field along the accelerating region,for 60 KeV electron beam. 
Electric scheme of the electron cooling device. 
Emitted electron currents in space charge limited operation. 
Current losses at different beam energies. The collector depression 
is set at 3 KV • 
Collector volta9es for total electrons recovery,at different beam 
energies. 
A sketch of the apparatus for longitudinal temperature measurement. 
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RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON COOLING AND INTRABEAM SCATTERING 
A.G. Ruggiero 
Fermilab, P.O. Box 500, Batavia, IL 60510 
Introduction 
In this paper we discuss two issues one of which concerning the usefulness 
of relativistic electron cooling for large hadron colliders, and the other the 
limit on the performance of this from intrabeam scattering. The background we 
have chosen for our analysis is made specifically for proton-antiproton 
colliders, not just as warkable examples but primarily, as we shall see later, 
for reasons of need, though our results apply to a proton-proton collider as 
well. 
By relativistic electron cooling we do not mean only the instance when ß-1 
for both beams but also the case where the electron beam is made of bunches 
circulating in a storage ring. In this configuration originally proposed by 
C. Rubbia 1 very high electron current densities can be reached. In Fig. 1 we 
show a possible proton-antiproton collider with two electron storage rings, one 
for cooling of the protons and the other for cooling of the antiprotons. It is 
well known that electron cooling is independent of the sign of the partiale 
charge, but the two beams have to move in the same direction of the electron 
bunches to which they have also to match in velocity. We consider three 
examples; the collider in CERN (SppS), at Fermilab (Tev I) and a possible 
Superconducting Super Collider (pp SSC). The first is already operating, 2 the 
second is in construction 3 and the third just a possibility. 4 In TableI we give 
the comparison of the performance for these three colliders. We can make the 
following remarks: (i) the emittance values assumed or measured are about the 
same; (ii) the beam-beam tune-shift per crossing in the SppS turned out to be 
larger 5 then what it was thought to be allowed for beam stability; a value of 
ßv = 0.005 seems to be now reachable, though what really seems to count is the 
total tune spread in each beam, rather than the shift itself; (iii) the number of 
antiprotons required is too large; there is definitively the need• to find ~a 
method to reduce the filling time without reducing the performance; 
(iv) intrabeam scattering was found in the SppS to be a serious limitation to the 
luminosity lifetime 6 and it is expected to play an important role also in the 
other two colliders. In Figs. 2 and 3 which have been taken from ref. 6, we show 
the effect of intrabeam scattering in the SppS collider. 
Performance of Proton-Antiproton Colliders 
The performance of the collider is measured by the luminosity L and the 




p p rev 
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p p (2) 
1TE:N( 1 +f) 
where N and N- are the number of protons and antiprotons per bunch, B the total 
number P of Bunches per beam, f the revolution frequency, o the rms 
cross-section of the beam at the r5611ision point, E:N the normalized beam 
emittance for 95% of the population, rp = 1 .535x10- 18 m and 
f=~ with ( 3) 
and oe the rms bunch length. 
Let us make the reduction of the number of antiprotons to be our goal. It 
is then seen from eq. (1) the N- can be lowered if also o2 , that is the emittance 
E:N, is also reduced. For obvioes reasons it is important to reduce the emittance 
or both beams since it is usually assumed the two beams have the same emittance 
to start with. Inspection of eq. (2) then shows one has also to lower the number 
of protons per bunch, if we require to maintain the value of t.v88 within an 
acceptable limit. For instance if it is possible to find a method to reduce the 
emittance by a factor of four, the product N N can also be reduced by the same 
factor; we can allow both N and N- to change gypa common factor which in this 
case. is two. It turns outpthat tRe tune-shift t.v88 and the betatron phase space 
dens1ty N/E:N (a parameter which is important to estimate the intrabeam 
scattering) are both increased also by a factor of two. An example is worked out 
in Table II following the same criteria for the three colliders. In this table 
we give the beam-beam tune-shift, versus the emittance, as well as the number of 
partiales per bunch N and the density N/E:N which we both take equal to one unit 
for the reference case of E:N = 241T mm-mrad. As the emittance decreases the 
beam-beam tune-shift increases beyond what it is believed to be an acceptable 
value. Clearly the design of a proton-antiproton collider is limited by the 
allowable beam-beam tune-shift and as a consequence it is not possible to reduce 
the total number of antiproton required for a given luminosity figure. 
The Need for Relativistic Electron Cooling 
It has been found that in the electron-positron storage rings one can allow 
a much larger beam-beam tune-shift,typically an order of magnitude larger than 
the one accepted as a limit for hadron colliders. It is believed 7 that the main 
reason for this is that the electrons betatron and synchrotron trajectories are 
strongly damped by the synchrotron radiation effects, a mechanism which is quite 
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negligible for hadrons at least for energies up to 20 TeV. If it is possible to 
find a damping mechanism also for the protons (antiprotons), fast enough like the 
synchrotron radiation effects for the electron beams, it should be possible to 
raise the beam-beam tune-shift by on order of magnitude also for these beams. As 
one can see from Table II, this could allow 10 times less beam intensity in the 
SppS, or 20 times less in the Tev I and 50 times less in the pp-SSC, with an 
equivalent shortening of the antiproton production period and unchanged 
luminosity performance. It has often been suggested that relativistic electron 
cooling is the method to create a damping mechanism for protons and antiprotons. 
We want to investigate this method here again, but use different emphasize as by 
now it will be obvious to the reader. We will not just be content to preserve 
the initial beam dimensions with electron cooling against diffusion processes 
(gas scattering, power supply ripples, rf noise ... ) to lengthen the beam 
lifetime, but we will look to the possibility of employing electron cooling first 
to reduce the beam dimensions, and second to provide a fast damping effect with 
the purpese of minimizing the number of antiprotons. 
Intrabeam Scattering 
As we have already pointed out, the betatron phase space density will 
increase and we expect a limit to the effectiveness of the electron cooling 
caused by intrabeam scattering. This phenomena has been investigated 
theoretically in a couple of papers 8 • 9 and it is rather well understood. Several 
computer codes have been written to estimate diffusion coefficients for a 
particular beam circulating in a storage ring with assigned lattice. For the 
Tevatron I project we have made use of a computer code we have obtained from 
CERN. 1 ° For the case the beam energy is well above the ring transition energy it 
is usually found that the energy and radial betatron oscillations are antidamped 
whereas the vertical motion is damped though at rather slow rate. We take into 
account the fact that non-linearities in the storage ring, like the beam-beam 
interaction itself, cause non-linear coupling between the two transverse modes of 
oscillations difficult to eure; as a consequence the beam will preserve at 
anytime its ''roundness" also in presence of intrabeam scattering, therefore we 
will denote with E the common value of the emittances in the two planes. From 
the computer code, using the lattice proper for Tevatron I, we have derived the 
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( 5) 
where E (= o 2 /ß) is the actual rms emittance and 6 the rms momentum spread 
(6p/p). 
N eßc I ... p. 




is the peak bunch current. If time is given in hours, the emittance in 
meter-radians and the current in Ampere then 
Ax = 0.13x10- 13 m2 /(hour x Amp) 
Ap = 0.49x10- 12 m/(hour x Amp) 
These values and parametric dependence with o, 8 and Y are about correct for 
beam parameters which ·corresponds to Tevatron I and, likely, also to the SppS. 
They may not be a representation of the intrabeam scattering effects in the 
pp-SSC. 
The Theory of Relativistic Electron Cooling. 
The theory of relativistic electron cooling has already been established. 11 
It consists mainly of the so-called thermodinamical equations which give the time 
evolution of the dimensions of both beams (electrons and protons or antiprotons) 
as they interact with each other. For simplicity in this note we shall make the 
following approximations: (i) The dimensions of the electron beam are determined 
only by the synchrotron radiation effects, that is the quantum fluctuation and 
the radiation damping are of considerably large contribution than the effects 
from interacting with the hadron beam. Also intrabeam scattering in the electron 
beam will be ignored compared to the quantum fluctuation. (ii) On the other hand 
intrabeam scattering will determine the proton beam dimensions more than any 
other cause, as it is given in equilibrium with coooling effects when interacting 
with the electron beam. 






Q - ~ 0 p 1 e (7b) 
where Q8 and Qg are the diffusion coefficents due to quantum fluctuations and 1 is the synchrotr n radiation damping time which we assumed here to be the same 
for both the rms emittance 8 and the rms momentum spread Oe• Eqs. (7a and 7b) 
admits the following equilibriuffi values 
8 e (8a) 
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(8b) 









2 3 / 2 eß 4 Y5 ß * e 
r 2.818x10- 15 ffi e 
r 1.535x10- 18 m p 
(9a) 
(9b) 
( 1 0) 
Ie is the peak current of the electron bunch defined by an equation similar to 
(o). It is obviously required that the two beams have bunches with the same rms 
length, oe· L - 15 is the Coulomb logarithm and n is the ratio of the length 
over which the two beams interact, and the circumferenBe of the hadron storage 
ring. Finally ß0 * and ße* are the values of the amplitude lattice functions, in the two rings in the sect1on where the two beams travel together, they are 
assumed to be the same in both planes. An approximation has been at the 
demoninator of.the r.h. side of both eqs. (9a and b) where we have neglected a 
term (öe 2 + öp 2 )/Y 2 compared to the emittance contribution (e:p/ßp*+e:elße*). 
Search for the Equilibrium 
An equilibrium is found by letting the r.h. side of eqs. (9a and b) to 
vanish indentically and by taking into account the equilibrium values (8a and b) 
for the electron beam. We have 
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8 E g- E tr I 
P py (~ + _e_) 3 2 
ß * ß * p p 
( 11 a) 
AI k22 J-
__l?__E_- - P ß y 6p t.2 Ee. 
6 E 2 - ~ 't"e i/"2.. 
p p (ß * + ß*) 
( 11 b) 
P e 
By taking the ratio side by side of these equations we obtain 
6 
p ( 1 2) 
For the particular application we have chosen this would yield a very small 
value, in proximity of 10- 8 , which we do not believe can be sustained for 
instance against microwave instability. Therefore we shall assume that the 
equilibrium value of 6 is the result of microwave stability rather than 
intrabeam scattering and ~lectron cooling. As a consequence we shall ignore the 
second equation (11b) and solve the first (11a) for E p· 
Indeed it is well known from experimental Observations on electron storage 
rings that the microwave stability criterion holds despite the presence of 
synchrotron radiation effects; therefore this should be even more true for an 
hadron beam is presence of electron cooling. 
In Table III we give general parameters for the electron storage ring for 
each of the case considered. We have chosen strong focussing lattice to reduce 
the equilibrium emittance. Moreover we have assumed full coupling between the 
two modes of oscillations so that the electron beam is also "round'' to match the 
''roundness" of the hadron beam. We have taken a bending field of 10 Kgauss and 
the circumference fraction for cooling np 0.0015. The expected momentum spread 
6P for the hadron team are given in Table I. 
Results and Discussions 
From eq. (11a) we obtain 
E 2 
p 
( 1 3) 
For an efficient cooling it is required that €eße* > Epßp*· Let us define 
f 
0 





The results are shown in Table IV for ß * = ß * and I = 100 I which we believe 
tobe realistic. We immediately see tha€ relation (14) cannot Be satisified by 
far for the pp-SSC case, whereas it is satisfied for both the SppS and Tevatron 
I. Relativistic electron cooling does not work well for very relatistic 
energies. For the same reason the technique is quite more effective for the SppS 
case than for Tev I. The beam intensities shown in Table IV correspond to the 
calculated equilibrium nomalized emittance E:N, also shown in this table, and what 
is required according to Table II to maintain a luminosity performance as 
described in Table I. Similarly we show also the beam-beam tune-shift which 
corresponds to the new configuration. The damping time 1 and 1 due to cooling 
at the equilibrium is also shown respectively for the b~tatronposcillations and 
for the momentum plane. 
For Tevatron I the effect of relativistic cooling is significant but not 
very large. It is possible to reduce the emittance by a factor of four. This 
will correspond to twice less protons or correspondingly higher luminosity. 
Moreover the cooling time of 12 hours should lengthen considerably the luminosity 
lifetime. 
For the case of the SppS the cooling is very effective. In principle the 
emittance can be lowered by a factor of 200 which would yield a considerable 
saving on the required number of antiprotons. Nevertheless the beam-beam tune 
shift is now quite large and it is not clear whether this can be sustained with a 
damping time of 7 seconds, since this may not be short enough. Obviously there 
is a draw-back for this significant result: it is required to get to this very 
small emittance before the cooling becomes that effective. With the initial 
value of 18n mm-mrad the cooling time is a long period of about two hours, still 
of some practical interest. Of course one could quickly gain on the results by 
reducing the initial emittance of both beams either with an improved injector 
and/or more effective stochastic cooling. 
Fast Momentum Cooling 
As shown in Table IV the cooling time on the momentum plane is extremely 
short for both the SppS and Tevatron I. We have explained this as due to the 
relativistic transformation as. one can derive by comparing eq. (9a) with 
eq. (9b), that is a presence of a factor Y2 on the momentum cooling rate. Is 
there any way that one can find some useful application of this fast momentum 
cooling? For instance if a device could be inserted that would strongly couple 
longitudinal and transverse oscillations than it may be possible to cool also 
betatron oscillations at those large rates. 
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Table I. Proton-Antiproton Colliders 
Average radius, km 
Energy, max, TeV 
No. of bunches/beam 
No. of p's/bunch 
No. of p's/bunch 
Bunch area, eV-sec 
Momentum spread, o 
Normalized emittan8e 
1r mm-mrad 
ß* *H,V , m n , m 



















































Table II. Collider Performance vs. Emittance 
Normalized 
Emittance Spj5S Tevatron I pj5-SSC 
241T mm-mrad, ß\IBB 0.0045 0.0017 0.00082 
N 1 1 1 
N/e: 1 1 1 
6 Ö\IBB 0.009 0.0034 0.00164 
N 0.5 0.5 0.5 
N/e: 2 2 2 
ß\IBB 0.022 0.0083 0.004 
N 0.2 0.2 0.2 
N/e: 5 5 5 
0.24 ß\IBB 0.045 0.017 0.0082 
N 0. 1 0. 1 0. 1 
N/,e: 10 10 10 
0.06 ß\IBB 0.09 0.034 0.0164 
N 0.05 0.05 0.05 
N/e: 20 20 20 
0. 01 ß\IBB 0.22 0.085 0.04 
N 0.02 0.02 0.02 
N/e: 50 50 50 
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Table III Electron Storage Ring Parameters 
SppS Tevatron I 
y 270 1000 
Circumference 30 m 50 m 
Bending radius* 1 m 2 m 
Betatron tune 6 10 
Energy loss/turn 30 eV 2.8 KeV 
Damping time, 1 450 msec 30 msec 
rms energy spread, o - .. 3.1x10-" 1 . 2x1 0 
ß-emittance, E . e 3.1x10- 10 m 7.6x10- 10 m e 
ße* (H and V) 70 m 70 m 
Interaction length 10 m 10 m 
(*)With a bending field of about 10 KG. 
Table IV. Performance with Relativistic Electron Cooling 
(Ie = 100 Ip) 
SppS Tevatron I 
y 270 1000 
E: 6x10- 11 m 9x10- 10 m 
rP 5 1 0 
E:N 0. 1 TI mm-mrad 5.4n mm-mrad 
N 1010 3x10 10 
IP 0.5 amp 1. 5 amp 
IP 50 amp 150 amp 
Ne 1012 3x10 12 e 
'ß 7 sec 12 hour 
1 0.2 msec 80 msec 
ßB~8 0.05 0.0034 p- 1lling time 2-3 hour <1 hour 
pp-SSC 
20,000 
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Construction of a 3 MeV 
Ampere-Intensity Recirculating 
Electron Beam System: A Progress Rep?rt 
National Electrostatics Corp. 
M. Sundquist 
J. Adney 
u.s. Department of Energy 
Contract DE-AC02-83ER80074 
Construction of a 3 MeV electrostatic accelerator designed to recirculate DC 
electron beams with intensities up to 5 A is in progress. The test facility 
includes a 3 MV, SF6 insulated vertical accelerator with parallel 
accelerator and decelerator tubes, diagnostic equipment, and vacuum and beam 
line components to bend the electron beam 180° and return it to the 
terminal. Special consideration has been given to cathode, collector, and • 
optical design to allow very high recovery efficiency at any current from 
100 VA to 5A. 
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Introduction 
Two key experiments provided the basis for the accelerator system. The 
first was the successful adaptation of the NEC 3 MV electrostatic test 
accelerator for pulsed recirculating electron beams by Elias and Ramian (1). 
The secend was the development of an electron collector system by T. 
Ellison, et al. at Fermilab with lasses less than one part in 104 (2). 
We have based our design in part on the design of Elias and Ramian and will 
use the same electrostatic accelerator as they used for their initial 
experiments. Because we require DC operation, however, and far better 
recirculation efficiency than with a pulsed beam, both the electron gun 
cathode and the entire electron collector are new designs (3). 
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Electron Gun 
The electron gun has nearly the same electrostatic geometry as the very low 
emittance (4) gun of Elias and Ramian but the mechanical construction has 
been altered to conform to NEC manufacturing practice. The design 
incorporates the following features (see Fig. 2.1): 
1. Three-element (cathode, control electrode, anode) geometry, 
2. Disassembly to replace electrodes or cathode requires no welding; 
reassembly requires no alignment tools, 
3. Entire construction is all metal and ceramic, bakeable to 450° C, 
4. Cathode flange has a coaxial multipin heater feedthrough and a port for 
an ion pump, 
5. All insulators are shielded from sputtering or beam-induced charging, 
6. Cathode element is a dispenser cathode with four independently heated 
concentric emitting surfaces. These allow operation with space charge limited 
gun optics over a wide range of beam currents, and make DC operation and 
adjustment possible with minimum charging current. Anticipated cathode areas 
and loading ranges are shown in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1 
@0.2 mA Lost Max. 
O.D. 
Inner Spot 0.12mm 
1st Ring 3.0mm 
2nd Ring 8.0mm 






2 0.502 cm 







2 *For optics similar to maximum (0.1 A/cm ) 























The collector design is patterned after the collector tested at 120keV at 
Fermilab by F. Mills, et. al. It incorporates entrance electrodes that 
mirror the electron gun geometry (some parts are common to both) and combines 
electrostatic electron trapping with space charge neutralization by ions confined 
in the ion potential well which is located within the collector solenoid 
(Figures 3.1 and 3.2). The electrons are slowed down to about 1 keV at the 
bottom of this well then reaccelerated to the collector. Their minimum energy 
occurs within the cylinder surrounded by the collector solenoid. The Fermilab 
experiments with this configuration suggest that a plasma is created within this 
cylinder which helps to prevent blow up of the electron beam. 
Beam Line 
The beam line (Figure 4.1) incorporates standard components found on numerous 
NEC accelerators. In order from the electron gun: NEC High-gradient 
Acealerating Tube, nine sections, rated at 3MV, pumping tee with 120 1/sec ion 
pump, NEC High Power Faraday Cup, quadrupole singlet lens, pumping tee with 
shared 220 1/sec ion pump, NEC Beam Profile Monitor, 90 degree double focusing 
dipole magnet, and single slit assembly, after which all components repeat in the 
reverse order. 
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As discussed in section 5, there are solenoid lenses at one-third the way down 
the accelerating tube and at its exit, which act to keep the beam size limited to 
somewhat less than the tube minimum aperture even at the beam current design limit 
of 5A. 
The beam tube diameter is 4 inches wherever possible, but due to tank 
restrictions the portion of the tube passing through the tank bottom has a 
reduced diameter as does the tubing within the quadrupole singlets and the 
dipoles. At no point does the beam size approach the effective aperture of the 
beam line; morever, due to distributed pumping, the localized small diameters 
should have minimal affect on vacuum and beam quality. 
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High Efficiency Recovery of an Ampere Intensity ~ MeV 
Electron Beam 
Delbert Larson - University of Wisconsin 
Fred Mills and Frank Cole - Fermilab 
!L lntroduction 
Antiprotons are produced in greater numbers as their production 
momenta is increased1 , 2 • Electron cooling of antiproton sources in 
the several GeV range will require electron beam energies in the range 
of three to ten MeV in order to match the antiproton velocity. High 
quality electron beams of this energy range can be produced by 
Pelletran accelerators manufactured by National Electrostatics 
Gorparation of Middleton, Wisconsin. To obtain currents in the order 
of amperes highly efficient recovery of the electron beam is required 
since the charging capability is limited to about 500 microamps. The 
collection of these nonmagnetized electron beams requires a highly 
efficient collector just above terminal potential as well as electron 
optics designed to keep the beam within aperatures throughout the 
system. A schematic of the electron cooler is shown in figure 1. The 
optics calculations done in this paper are for the recirculating beam 
test to be done within the next year. In that test, the beam will be 
sent down the Pelletron, turned araund by the two dipoles, and 
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recirculated to the terminal (without the rest of the beamline shown 
in the figure). 
!L Electron Optics Studies of a Pelletran Accelerator 
AL Electron Gun Optics 
The intermediate energy electron cooling effort at the University 
of Wisconsin began as a colaboration with the University of California 
Santa Barbara free electron laser group lead by Luis Elias3. Since 
both efforts require high current low emittance beams, the f.e.l. 
group agreed to having the u.w. measure the emittance of their test 
device. The measurement indicated that the optics of the f.e.l. test 
device was extremely 
throughout the system4. 
good there was 
For this reason, the 
no emittance degradation 
electron gun for the 
electron cooling effort has been designed to be optically identical to 
the u.c.s.B gun. The original f.e.l. gun was designed to be an 
optical match to the Pelletran by Bill Hermannsfeldt of SLAC. 
One major difference existed between the electron cooling effort 
and f.e.l. operation, the electron cooling machine must'operate in a 
D.C. mode, while the f.e.l. ran in pulsed mode. Since the collector 
space charge neutralization region takes a time of about a second to 
respond (from the Fermilab Electron Cooling experiment 5 ' 6 - also see 
later calculations) the cathode had to be made so as to be able to 
slowly turn the current up. The design of the gun has a center spot 
and three concentric cathode rings, which can all be operated in both 
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the thermal and space charge limited regimes. By turning on one ring 
after another the current can be ramped up from one milliamp to 3.9 
amperes. Two optics runs have been done on the gun, one at 3.9 
amperes, the other at the thermal emission limit of .315 amperes~ 
These calculations were done with all cathodes heated, but due to the 
radial symmetry of both the space charge and emittance forces the 
calculations are valid for any cathode radius. The optics program 
used to investigate the gun behavior is EGUN written by Bill 
Hermannsfeldt. This program uses the method of finite differences to 
numerically solve for the fields created by various potential 
surfaces, and then recursively solves for the electron trajectories. 
Space charge of the electron beam is included in the problem, but as 
of yet the finite beam temperature has not been put in (although EGUN 
allows this to be done). Due to the complicated problern of attempting 
to do electron optics at the start of the Pelletran accelerating 
column, the first 120,000 volts of acceleration in the Pelletran is 
included in the gun optical study. At that point in the Pelletran the 
electric field no longer has any radial component and another optical 
treatment of the device is done. Figure 2 shows the electron 
trajectories calculated for a current of 0.315 amperes, while figure 3 
shows the full space charge limited current of 3.962 amps as it is 
accelerated through the first 170,000 volts (the gun provides 50,000 
volts of acceleration). 
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!L Pelletren Optics 
The solution of the Pelletren optics is accomplished by the use 
of Hamiltonian mechanics combined with a treatment similar to that 
used by Courant, Livingston and Snyder in their classic treatment of 
strong focusing synchrotrons 7• Since the desired quantity is the beam 
radius as a function of distance along the beamline (z) it is 
resonable to switch to the coordinate z as the independent variable in 
the problem. This is done by means of the generalized Hamilton's 
principle to obtain the Hamiltonian for the problem, G. 
G (1) 
The space charge effect on the electric potential ~ can be 
calculated by Gauss' law to see that the potential at the beam edge is 
not a function of the size of the beam. The potential is thus given 
by the valtage of the Pelletron. 
(2) 
Next the increase of the radial momentum with respect to the 
independent variable can be calculated from Hamilton's equations using 








The partial derivative of the electrostatic potential is simply 
the radial electric field due to the space cha·rge of the beam which 
can be determined from Gauss' law (for a beam of radius a). 
0 - e<j> = -eE = or 
elr 
(4) 
The partial derivative of the magnetic vector potential is the 
azimuthal component of the magnetic field which can be found from 
Amperes"' law. 




substituted into equation 







+ e<j> 1 = -- equations (4) and (5) can be 
ßz 
to obtain a numerically integrable 
elr 
(6) 
By constantly updating the radial momentum in this way it is then 
possible to obtain the longitudinal momentum from equations (6), (2), 
and (1). 
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Numerical integration shows that for space charge limited 
emission current density the beam profile obtained in this way is an 
adequate representation of the problem, but for the lowest densities 
beam expansion due to beam emittance must be included. Inclusion of 
beam emittance into the Pelletran optics can be done by the WKB method 
as first done by Courant, Livingston and Snyder. To do this a 
differential equation for the radial coordinate with respect to z must 
be obtained along with equations for ß and y as functions of z, The 
values ß and y will be evaluated on the central trajectory of the 
orbit (r = 0 Pr 0). 
y 
with a (7) 
ß = (1 - 1 )1/2 
(1 + az) 2 
The radial momentum can now be expressed as the relativistic mass 
multiplied by the velocity in the radial direction. 
Pr = ymßr'c (r' = or 
""8Z (8) 
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In the above equation the radial velocity is written as the z 
velocity multiplied by the derivative of the trajectory with respect 
to z. Equation (8) can now be differentiated with respect to z and set 
equal to equation (6). By rearranging terms a differential equation 
for r is obtained. 
r'"' + ( ßy)' r' 
( ßy) 0 (Ko = 
ei 
(9) 
In order to apply the matrix techniques used by Courant, 
Livingston and Snyder the coefficient of the first derivative of r 
must be zero. Since this is not the case here, another function with 
a known relationship to r must be found which does satisfy this 
condition, this is done by means of a canonical transformation using 
the following generating function. 
(10) 
Applying this generating function to the Hamiltonian of equation 
(1) the following conjugate coordinate and momentum pair and 
Hamiltonian are obtained. 
* f'Pxr 2 2 2 2 2 2 1/2 
G = G + ---f--- = -[(H - e$) - Px f c - (mc ) J - eAzc (11) 
x = fr (12) 
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Next use is made of Hamilton's equations to find the equations of 






- K0 is found in equation (9) -
( 13) 
In equation (14) eAz is much less than Pz' Next the derivative 
of equation (14) will be taken and the values for x' and Px' .will be 
substituted in. After cancelling terms the following equation is 
found. 
x'"' "" f' 'x + _K_o-=f-
f 2 ( ßy) p z 
2f'fp p p 'f 2 _____ x_+ ~-z __ _ 
pz P 2 
z 
(15) 
Note that if f 2 is proportional to Pz the last two terms in 
equation (15) drop out leaving the differential equation for the 
function x without any first derivative in x. One obvious choice for 
the function f(z) is f(z) = (ßy) 112 • By making this choice and by 
recalling the relation for Pz the equation can be rewritten as 
follows. 
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and f'' = _<l + Z)r:l-
f 4( ßy)4 
Since the equation for x is now in a form identical to that used 
by Courant, Livingston, and Snyder in their analysis, the differential 
equations for the Twiss parameters of the beam are the same as shown 
below. 
(17) 
Numerical integration of these equations can now be clone to 
determine the evolution of the function x, with x = (~e)l/Z and e is 
an invariant of the motion given by the following equation. 
By now using the relation between x and r the beam envelope 
equation as a function of z can be obtained. 
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~ Transport line optics 
Once the beam leaves the Pelletran it undergoes a defocusing due 
to the change in the electric field. The focal length for this 





The solution of the beam size as a function of position for the 
transport line is a numerical integration of equations (17) with the 
difference that the equations now represent the variable r directly 
and K(z) = K0 • 
r = lß1 E (with E the beam emittance) (19) 
(20) 
(21) 
The effect of space charge enters the problern as shown above, but 
the magnetic fields of beamline components such as magnetic dipoles, 
quadrapoles, and solenoids must also be included in the calculation. 
For dipole and quadrapole fields the effect on the beam enters through 
the parameter K = B'/Bp where B' is the derivative of the magnetic 
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field with respect to the perpendicular direction, and Bp = ßyMec is 
the measure of the beam magnetic rigidity. The effect of solenoidal 
focusing is accomplished by reversing (or partially reversing) the 
value of ~· 
The complete optics calculation for the Pelletran is shown in 
figure 4 for a current of .315 amperes. The space charge limited 
current of 3.962 amps is shown in figure 5. Due to the symmetry of the 
optics the calculation is identical for the accelerating and 
decelerating columns and thus the figures show the calculations for 
just a bit past the point of symmetry. 
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II) Collector Design 
!L Introduction 
The collector for the intermediate energy electron cooling effort 
has been designed by following the principles which led to the 
successful operation of the Fermilab Electron Cooling Experiment5 ,6. 
In that experiment electron beam recovery was found to be 99.99%. A 
schematic of the collector planned for this experiment is shown in 
figure 6. Not shown in the figure is a solenoid just preceeding the 
collector, which focuses the beam. The collector has a Pierce 
geometry which is used to decelerate the electrons to an energy of 
about 3 KeV without space charge blowup of the beam. After the final 
Pierce electrode the beam enters a solenoidal magnetic field region 
which is space charge neutralized by an ion cloud formed from the 
ionization of the residual gas as the beam passes through this region. 
The ions are radially trapperl by the solenoidal field, and 
longitudinally trapped by the electrostatic fields of the collector. 
The potential wells are shown in figure 7. After the beam leaves the 
solenoidal field it is accelerated to the collecting surface which is 
a graphite surface brazed on stainless steel. The remainder of this 
paper will present calculations done concerning the Operation of the 
collector. 
~ Ion and Electron Gyro-radii in the Solenoidal Field 
The formula for the gyro-radi~s of a particle in a magnetic field 
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(22) r = 
g eB 
Values for the ion and electron gyro-radii are presented in table 
1. Since the electron gyro-radius is a strong function of the 
divergence of the electron beam in the solenoidal region it will vary 
strongly with that parameter. For the values presented in table 1 a 
beam divergence of 1% is assumed. 
B(T) 
.025 .289 .30 
.015 .482 .so 
.005 1.45 1.5 
Table 1) Ion and electron gyro-radii 
~ Production Rate for Ion Cloud Formation 
The rate for production of ions is given by the following 
equation. 
(23) 
In the above equation n is the nurober density of neutral hydrogen 
molecules in the collector due to residual gas, a1 is the cross 
section for ionization of the gas, I is the electron beam current, and 
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ob is the cross sectional area of the beam in the solenoidal region. 
Calculations for this design show that R = 2.11E-11 s-1• This results 
in the time ~ for complete space charge neutralization of 
~ = ne/R = .8 sec. This result is compatible with the experimentally 
obtained value in the Fermilab electron cooling experiment. 
EL Effect of Solenoidal Field on Azimuthal Beam Momenta 
The electron beam will pick up azimuthal momentum as it enters 
the solenoidal field region of the collector due to Busch's Theorem. 
The amount of that energy the beam has is given in the following 
equation. 
(24) 
r(m) .012 .006 .003 
B(T) 
.025 7910 1979 494 
.015 2850 712 178 
.005 316 79 20 
Table II) Azimuthal Energy (eV) of outer electrons 
The electron beam energy in the solenoidal field can not exceed 
the energy of the beam as it enters that region, therefore the case of 
r = 1.2 cm. and B = 250 gauss will cause reflection of part of the 
beam. In the bench test as well as in the first recirculation tests 
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the collector parameters will be varied to determine optimum operating 
conditions. 
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DIAGNOSTICS FOR ELECTRON- AND ION BEAM IN ELECTRON COOLING. 
Poul M~ller Petersen 
DK-4270 H~ng, Denmark 
Summary: This paper summarizes some of the diagnostic methods apolied 
on electron- and ion beams in cooling experiments. 
l. Diagnostics for the Electron Beam. 
1.1 Introduction. 
A typical electron cooling installation for production of an inten-
se and monochromatic ( low temperature ) electron beam in the energy range 
from, say 100 eV to several hundreds of keV consists of mainly three parts: 
a) An electron gun; b) an interaction region; c) a collector. 
a) The basic elements of the electron gun are a cathode with thermo-
ionic emission and a high valtage acceleration. Frequently the claqsical 
Pierce geometry is adopted, which assures that the space-charge limited 
beam emerges perpendicular to the cathode surface. The cathode is fully 
immersed in a strong, longitudinal magnetic field, which is much stronger 
than the one needed just to balahce the space-charge force of the beam. 
The longitudinal , magnetic field extends from the gun into the interac-
tion region and further to the collector, where it is weakened. 
b) In the interaction region, the cooling of the circulating beam takes 
place as a result of repetitive Coulomb-interactions between electrons 
and the ions. 
Jhe simplest formula for the cooling time,t ( i.e. disregarding 
• the effects due to adiabatic collisions with magnetized electrons ) is 
'[ :: _o;:_._6_;m~M_c=-:4--F~4-4l~-5 --=e'-f7-- x { 
J z2 e4 L . 
e1 





where m and M are the masses of the electron and ion, respectively, 
and Z is the charge state of the ion. J is the current-density of the elec-
tron beam and L . is the Coulomb logarithm for collisions between electrons 
e1 ! 
and ions. Q. is the di vergence of the ion beam and Q (:: ( 2Et /m) 2 / fJ. c ) 
1 e rans 1-
is the divergence of the electron beam.Jis the fraction of the storagering 
occupied by the cooling system. c is the speed of ligth and e is the elemen-
tary charge, whereas ~ and ~ are the usual relativistic factors. 
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c) In the collector the electron beam is decelerated and the beam-
power recuperated. This device is also essential for obtaining a good 
vacuum pressure. 
As may be seen from the formula for the cooling time (1), the 
following parameters of the electron beam should be known: 
i) Total current. 
ii) Current density. 
iii) Beam position. 
iv) Velocity ( bothin magnitude and direction ). 
v) Longitudinal energy spread. 
vi) Transverse energy ( Larmor energy and drift rotational energy ). 
It is worthwhile to note, that these parameters vary with radial 
position, R and quite often also with axialdistanceJ Z along the beam. 
In the litterature, usually only mean values of the parameters are quoted. 
When discussing diagnostics for determining the parameters of the 
electron beam, it is convenient to divide into: 
a) Beam destructive methods. 
b) Non-destructive methods. 
1.2 Beam Destructive Methods. 
A destructive probe inserted to the beam will in most cases immedia-
tely melt or evaporate. The current- and power-density load on the probe 
is for a typical, space-charge-limited electron beam: 
( ) -7 3/2 I amp = 6x10 V (vo1t) (2) 
This power load may mainly be carried away through conductivity and 
black-body radiation. However, the best conductivity achieved with water-
cooled copper surfaces amounts to 2kW/cm2 , whereas the radiated power-den-
sity for an object at a temperature of 4000 K is 1.5 kW/cm2 • 
Balancing the power load with the radiated or conducted power, the 
absolute limit in the energy of the electron beam when using beam destruc-
tive probes is 20 keV; whereas 10 keV seems to be more realistic. The alter-
native is to pulse the electron beam, but here the beam-optics may be diffe-
rent,in particular, if a certain amount of space-charge neutralization oc-
curs. 
The disadvantages of beam destructive probes may be summarized as: 
i) The probes can only be used for low power-density e1ectron beams 
(< 1 kW/cm2); say, for typica1 electron beams up to 10 keV. 
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ii) The probe changes the space-charge fields and self-fields of 
the electron beam. 
iii) The current inters~cted by the probe is a load an the high-valtage 
power supply. 
1.3 Faraday-cups and scintillator screens. 
The beamposition and current-density may be measured as a function 
of radial position and axial distance by the use of a small, suppressed 
and water-cooled Faraday-cup. The use of a phosphorus screen surveyed by 
a TV-camera enables to measure the beam position with axial distance and 
also to get an impression of the uniformity of the current-density. 
Figure 1. 
The disadvantages when applying such methods are, as mentioned, that 
they are destructive, change the space-charge fields, cause a current load 
on the HT-supply and can only be used for low power-density beams. 
1.4 Faraday-cup or scintillator screens with pin-hole collimators. 
The principle here is to measure the current to a small Faraday-cup, 
which is situated behind a movable pin-hole collimator ("pencil beam me-
thod"). Instead of a cup, phosphorus screens may be used. 
( 8 e-beam 1 .-1 
Gun Pinhole ~ 
to\\\ma.tof ~ 
Figure 2. 
By this method it is possible to find the current-density and posi-
tion of the e-beam, but further, ,also the divergence of the beam as such 
which in most cooling devices gives a measure of the straigthness of the 
guiding magnetic field. 
1.5 Measurements an beam-ripple. 
The cyclotron motion of the electron is superimposed an a slow, drift 
rotational motion, which is caused by crossed space-charge electric field 
and longitudinal, magnetic field. These two motions cause the beam radius 
to oscillate in axial direction with the Larmor wavelength. 
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When changing the longitudinal magnetic field, the variation in 
beamradius can be measured as a current to a stationary, iris-shaped col-





Since the Variation in current is closely related to the Larmor 
radius, rl = ~(r -r . ) = 2~1/I ), it is possible to extract the 
max m1n 2 
transverse energy of the electron beam, Et = ~m(r 1 W) . rans L c 
1.6 Cross wires. 
The principle here is to insert thin tungsten cross wires ( ~ =20~m) 
into the beam. The parts of the wires intersected by the beam become in-
candescent and are surveyed by a TV-camera. 
· .. /'*-' 
Figure 4. 
The beam size and position can be determined in this way, but only 
for electron beams with low power-density. 
1.7 Non-Destructive Methods. 
Amongst the non-destructive methods for observation of the electron 
beam I shall mention the f0llowing: 
a) Current diagnostics and recording of the vacuum pressure. 
b) Laser beam diagnostics. 
c) Microwave radiation. 
d) Pick-up electrodes. 
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1.8 Current diagnostics and recording of the vacuum pressure. 
In a high power installation with ultrahigh vacuum such as a coo-
ling device, it is essential that most of the beampower is recuperated 
by means of a collector. An increasing vacuum pressure is generally inter-
preted as being due to bad electron beam optics and collection, which then 
has to be corrected. 
To optimize the beam optics and collection it is necessary to mea-
sure currents to the various electrodes in the system: i) loss-currents 
to the vacuum tube, ii) currents to the collector and its various electro-
des, iii) the current drawn from the cathode equals the beam current, iv) 
currents to the anodes of the gun, etc. 
Current characteristics for space-charge-limited beam may define 
the perveance of the gun and reveal the eventuality of space-charge neutra-
lization in the gun. Similiar measurements on the collector may also in-
dicate space-charge neutralization, which here could be beneficial. The 
alignment between gun and magnetic field can be checked by measuring cur-
rents to the anodes when exciting dipole fields. In addition, one may find 
minimum collector potentials, limits for instabilities, etc. 
Measurements of currents give an insigth in the general behaviour 
of the beam and is a powerfull and necessary method for tuning the instal-
lation, even though none of the parameters of the electron beam are direc-
tely found. 
1.9 Laser beam diagnostics. 
The principle here is to measure the spsctral density of Doppler-
shifted, backscattered laser ligth, which is sent antiparallel to the 
electron beam. 




The scattered laser ligth is blue-shifted with a reduction i wave-
length of typically a factor 2-5, which facilitates detection of the signal 
far away from the primary laser ligth. The backscattered ligth may be ana-
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lyzed with a high-resolution Fabry-Perot spectrometer. 
Laser beam diagnostics is a rather powerfull method for determining 
the parameters of the electron beam: 
i) The velocity of the beam can be found from the Doppler-shift in 
wavelength. 
ii) The longitudinal energy spread can be derived from the width of the 
backscattered spectrum. 
iii) The current ( number of scatterers ) may be found from the amplitude 
of the scattered ligth. 
For high density electron beams and "good" laser beam optics, where 
the laser ligth is scanned across the e-beam, it may even be possible to 
measure the velocity-profiles, velocity spreads and current densities as a 
function of radial position, and herebv study space-charge neutralization 
of the electron beam. 
1.10 Microwave radiation. 
Electrons spiralling araund the magnetic field lines emit radiation 
with a total power, which is proportional to the transverse energy of the 
electrons. This radiation may be detected with an antenna situated outside 
the beam. The power speQtrum is centered araund the cyclotronfrequency, W , c 
but is Doppler-broadened with a width from lUc(l- ~) to ~(l+ ~).(see figure 6) 
''t'''t:tt''!''l'''''~ "" 
Figu:re 6. 
Even though, the power signal is very small and no absolute measure 
of the transverse energy seems possible, the main optical parameters like 
the longitudinal, magnetic field may be optimized by the method. 
The detection of microwave radiation may, however, only be possible 
for high density electron beams. 
1.11 Pick-up electrodes. 
Cylindrical electrodes or sector-shaped cylinders situated inside 
the vacuum chambers may serve to obtain information on the electron beam: 
i) DC-beams may be centered in the cylinder. 
ii) For pulsed or modulated beams, the beamposition and beamsize can be 
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derived by measuring the voltage-signal to the pick-up electrodes. 
iii) The electrodes may be used for clearing in experiments with space-
charge neutralization. 
In addition to above mentioned diagnostic methods, the beamsize and 
position can be found by observing the emission of ligth when ~njecting a 
gas into the beam. Further, electrostatic analyzers may be used for measu-
ring the longitudinal energy-spread of the beam. 
The diagnostic methods for the electron beam and their limitations 
are summarized in Table I. 
2. Diagnostics an the Ion Beam in Cooling Experiments. 
The following parameters of the circulating ion beam may be of 
interest in cooling experiments: 
i) Beam current ( number of stored particles ). 
ii) Particle momentum ( Energy ) . 
iii) Moment um spread of the ion beam. 
iv) Beam position ( position of closed orbit ) 0 
v) Beam size of the ion beam ( amplitudedistribution of betatron 
oscillations ). 
Furthermore, the diagnostic devices should be able to measure chan-
ges in these parameters, which have time constants smaller than the cooling 
times, i.e., fractions of seconds. 
Same of the diagnostic methods, which have been applied in cooling 
experiments, are summarized in the following sections. 
2.1 Neutral beam channel. 
The principle is to measure the profile and rate of neutral atoms, 
which are formed by radiative recombinations of electrons and ions in the 
interaction region ( i.e. e-+ p+~ h~ + H, but also other possibilities 
like e + + p ~ R + h"' ) • The formed neutral atoms are not affected by the 
main magnetic field of the storage ring and travel straigth towards a de-
tector ( see figure 7 ), which may consist of a ~ulti~ire ~roportional ~oun­
ter (MWPC ) or a photographic emulsion to measure profiles and a scintil-
lator with a photomultiplier for determination of the rate. 
From the method it is possible to derive the following parameters: 
i) Measurements of the formation rate of neutral atoms in equilibrium 
between the two beams is a rather powerfull method for a determina-
tion of the transverse energy of the electron beam. 
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ii) The profile and position of the ion beam can be derived from 
the profile and position of the neutral atom beam. 
iii) Angular deviations between the electron- and ion beam may be cor-







Since the formation rate is rather small, the device is not fast 
enough to follow the evolution of the cooling process. However, it has 
been proposed to enhance the rate by laser stimulated radiative capture. 
Further, the neutral atoms represent a beam lass, which at conditions 
with a good vacuum pressure and large acceptances of the storage-ring, 
may limit the lifetime of the ion beam - in particular, for heavy, high-
ly charged ions. 
2.2 Scrapers. 
The beamposition and the distribution in amplitudes of betatron 
oscillations can be found by inserting slow moving, destructive probes 
into the ion beam and recording the decrement in intensity as a function 






The advantages of such a system arethat it isasimple and relaible 
method with a good resolution (N 0.1 mm ), whereas the disadvantages are 
that it is destructive and relatively slow. 
2.3 Beam profile monitors. 
These devices have shown to be of extreme importance in cooling 
experiments ( i.e. the Mg-jet at INP, Novosibirsk; the beam profile moni-
tor in the ICE-experiment, CERN and the atomic carbon jet at LEAR, CERN ). 
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The principle is to measure the profiles of electrons ( also ions 
may be used ),which are created in ionizing collisions between the cir-
culating ion beam and stationary gas atoms ( vacuum molecules or jets ). 
Figure 9. 
The ionization induced electrons are accelerated and focussed by 
means of parallel electric- and magnetic fields. The electrons impinge on 
a scintillator, which is scanned with a photomultiplier. 
By means of these devices the beam profiles can be measured in both 
transverse planes. Further, the relative intensities of the beam can be 
found. 
Same of the advantages of these devices are that they are non-destruc-
tive, fast and have a good resolution. The disadvantages are that the de-
vices require a sufficient "target thickness" of vacuum or jet atoms, and 
that the magnetic field in the devices causes some destortion of the closed 
orbit. 
In cooling experiments, beam profile monitors are used in measure-
ments of: 
i) Time constants for cooling of betatron oscillations. 
ii) Longitudinal frictional forces ( from rate of horizontal displace-
ment due to the momentum-dispersion of the storage-ring ). 
iii) Beam sizes in equilibrium. 
iv) Beam observation in stacking experiments. 
2.4 Schottky scans. 
From measurements of the Schottky signal of the beam an a higher 
order harmonic of the revolution frequency by means of a longitudinal pick-
up, it is possible to derive the following parameters of the ion beam: 
i) The absolute momentum of the ion beam, p. 
i i) The momentum spread of the ion beam, ß p. 
iii) Relative intensities of the beam. 
The advantages of this non-destructive method is, that it is fast, 
has a high sensitivity and a good resolution. However, only momentum 
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spreads for coasting beams can be measured, and further, is the Schottky 
signal reduced and destorted in strongly cooled ion beams. 
Ap/p =i' flf /f 
Figure 10. 
In cooling experiments, Schottky scans are performed when measuring: 
i) The absolute momentum of the ion beam ( find HT of the e-gun ). 
ii) The momentum spread in equilibrium. 
iii) The time constants for cooling of momentum spreads. 
iv) The longitudinal frictional force ( hereby also the acceleration 
capability of the cooling process ). 
2.5 Pick-up stations. 
Cylindrical pick-ups with a diagonal cut can be used for measure-
ments of the closed orbit of a bunched beam. In addition, the pick-up 
stations may be used for a precise determination of the Q-values of the 
normalized to 
Figure 11. 
2.6 Scintillator screens. 
By means of the scintillator screens, which are inserted to the 
beam and surveyed by TV-cameras, it is possible to find the position and 





The advantages of the system is that it is simple and relaible, 
whereas the sensitivity of this beam-destructive method is rather low. 
The mentioned diagnostic devices are summarized in Table II, where 
also is given the measured parameters of the ion beam as well as some of 
the advantages and disadvantages of the methods. 
~ Conclusion. 
As may be seen from the summary given here, there has been a con-
siderable development in diagnostic devices, which have been based on a 
large variety of physical processes - in fact, the cooling experiments 
has forced a progress in diagnostics, which may be of great importance 
for many physicist working with electron- and ion beams. 
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DIAGNOSTIC DEVICE MEASURED PARAMETER OF THE ELECTRON BEAM COMMENTS 













Beam size, beamposition in (R,Z) 
Beam position, Current density, Straigthness of 
magnetic field lines.(Pencil beams) 
Larmour radius (Transverse energy) of mainly .peri-
pheral electrons 
Beamsize and Beamposition 
Average transverse energy of electron beam, 
Tuning of main optics 
Longitudinal velocity spread, total current ( evt. 
velocity profiles, current density with radial po-
sition.(investigate space charge neutralization) 
Beamposition and size (evt. also higher order moments) 
for pulsed or modulated beams . Also diagnostics for 
space charge depression. 
Destructive,Low energy beams 
Destructive, Low energy beams 
Destructive or semidestructiv 
Semidestructive, Low energy beams 
Nondestructive, High density beams 
Nondestructive, High density beams 
Nondestructive, pulsed or modulated beams 
Destructive; Changes space charge and self fields, current load on HT, only low power density beams ( P<lkW/cm2 ) 









Beam Profile Monitors 








DIAGNOSTICS ON ION BEAMS IN ELECTRON COOLING ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MEASURED PARAMETERS OF THE ION BEAM 
Momentum, Momentum spread, Beam current (calibration) 
(Nondestructive) 
Beamsize, Beam-position, Intensity (calibration) 
(Nondestructive) 
Beamsize, Beamposition, Temperature of electron beam 
from formation rate. (Nondestructive) 
Beamsize, Beamposition ( Destructive ) 
Beamposition for bunched beams, Q-measurements 
(Nondestructive) 




fast,good resolution,high sensitivity 
only coasting beams, signal suppressed 
in presence of strong cooling 
fast, good resolution,sensitivity in-
creased by use of jets,bunched and 
coasting beams, orbitdistertian 
Slow due to low formation rate (may be 
enhanced by laser), coasting and bun-
ched beams, capture may limit lifetime 
Simple and reliable,relatively slow 
Fast 
Fast, low resolution and sensitivity 
Simple and reliable 
Fast, coasting and bunched beams 










The Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm 
1 . Introduction 
The computation of electron trajectories has relied, since the 
middle of the sixtieth, very much on the simulation with digital 
computers. The most known program is the SLAC Electron Trajectory 
program written by W.B. Herrmannsfeldt (1), but a few other are 
used too: the Sheffield code (2), the Kirstein-Hornsby code (3), 
SPCGUN (4), tagether with different modifications and the programs 
for simulation of ion sources including trajectory computations, 
e.g. the BEAM program (5). 
All these programs solve the Laplace or Poisson equation by dis-
cretization. When the solution of the equation is obtained using 
the finite difference method (FDM) the particle trajectories are 
computed and the corresponding space-charge is determined. The 
process is repeated until the convergence criteria are satisfied. 
The electron beam in an electron cooling device must have a very 
low transverse energy, in the order of 0.1 eV, at the total energy 
of several hundred keV. When we started the design of the gun for 
the electron cooling in the CELSIUS ring at the Uppsala Universi-
ty, we therefore decided to check the design by simulation with 
two programs: the SPCGUN program, written at our institute and 
with the SLAC electron trajectory program. In the first tests 
only minor differencies were observed, for example the transverse 
energy, in the order of 1 eV, differed by less than 1 per cent. 
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In order to achieve operation with voltages between 20 keV and 300 
keV a new design of the CELSIUS gun was later started. This gun 
is based on the work at Fermilab (3). The layout of the rotation-
ally symmetrical gun is shown in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. 
It uses an acceleration column to be supplied by National Elec-
trostatic. A homogenaus axial magnetic field is assumed. In the 
simulations a peculiar behaviour of the electron beam near the ca-
thode was observed. With a planar cathode surrounded by a Pierce 
electrode of conventional design with an opening half-angle of 
67.5 degrees, it was expected that the beam would start without 
any appreciable scallop. However, the orbits computed with either 
program have near the cathode shown perturbations of the outer 
trajectories, Fig. 2. This could be explained by two different 
reasons: 
1. Either the shape of the Pierce electrode not being appropriate 
for a geometry with cylindrical symmetry or 
2. There is some error existing in both the programs. 
A detailed analysis showed that the largest part of the scallop 
comes from the choosen shape of the Pierce electrode (7), but also 
that both programs had errors. 
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The obvious way to check the programs was starting with the planar 
Pierce case, where the theoretical result is well known (8). The 
somewhat unexpected result is shown in Fig. 3. 
The electron beam did not behave as expected, i.e. having all tra-
jectories parallel with the axis: the outer trajectory was 
strongly convergent. One point became clear rather soon. 
Theoretically, for a constant axial coordinate the potential 
should not vary in the radial direction across the beam and shold 
be continuous at the edge of the beam. On the edge of the beam 
the first radial derivative of the potential must be zero and the 
second derivative discontinuous. 
A computed potential distribution in the radial direction near the 
cathode is shown in Fig. 4. In order to calculate the electron 
trajectories, a computer program must find the components of the 
electric field in a point on the trajectory. This means that the 
program must calculate the derivatives of the potential. 
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Fig. 4. Fig. 5. 
In both programs this is done in a conventional way: the nearest 
node of the superimposed mesh is found (0 in Fig. 5.) From the 
value of the potential in the surrounding 8 nodes (1-8) the first 
derivatives are found using the potential at the nodes 1,3 and 
2,4. The second derivatives are computed from the potential va-
lues at the nodes 1,0,3 and 2,0,4, the mixed second derivatives 
using the nodes 5,6,7,8. Returning to Fig. 4. one can observe 
that near the edge of the beam (the outermost orbit crosses the 
mesh line at X), the derivative in the radial direction must be 
wrong, if the nodes 10,11,12 are used to obtain its value. 
A possible way to avoid this is to use only the nodes inside the 
discontinuity, i.e. inside the electron beam. In the case of 
Fig. 4., the firstradial derivative of the potential can be com-
puted using only the points 10,11, i.e. the nodes 0 and 4, the 
second derivative set to zero and the mixed second derivative com-
puted using the nodes 0,3,7,4 or 1,0,4,8 according to the position 
of the electron. This means, that near the edge of the beam the 
same approximations are used as in the case of boundary points. 
This type of calculation of the electric field was finally adopted 
in the two programs. The result of a run with the SPCGUN program 
is shown in Fig. 6. Almost the same result was obtained also with 
the program SLAC. The radial coordinate of the outermost trajec-
tory at the anode in the SPCGUN program was in error by 0.7, in 
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Fig. 6. 
The next test was done with a rotationally symmetric geometry. 
Here, an approximate solution to the Pierce problern (7) in cyl-
indrical geometry was used. The error at the end of the outermost 
trajectory was 0.6 per cent when computed by the SPCGUN program. 
The SLAC program, on the contrary, was still wrong by about 3.7 
per cent. 
The SPCGUN program has an option to printout the space-charge dis-
tribution. A similar printout was eventually included also in the 
SLAC program. While the SPCGUN program printed out a practically 
constant space-charge distribution across the beam, both in the 
planar and in the rotationally symmetric geometry, the SLAC pro-
gram did it only in the planar case. In the rotationally symme-
tric geometry the space charge was wrong on the axis and in a few 
rows near the axis. It was therefore clear, that there must be 
some error in the SLAC program, which must depend on the computa-
tion of the space-charge. In the original paper (1) describing 
the SLAC program a problern was mentioned with cylindrical coordi-
nates: the axial space-charge must be multiplied by an empirical 
factor of 5.5 in order to obtain a laminar beam. 
By checking the space-charge computation in the SLAC program the 
origin of the error became clear. The program divides the the re-
gion of the beam into a certain nurober of electron trajectories, 
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the nurober of which can be decided by the user. For each orbit a 
current connected to this orbit is computed using the 
Langmuir-Blodgett factor for a cylindrical cathode (subroutine 
CHILDA) or for a spherical one (subroutine CHILDB). This means, 
that initially the computation of the current associated with a 
trajectory always is made for the rotationally symmetric case, but 
in case of planar geometry the current of a trajectory is obtained 
by dividing the initial result by the transverse coordinate at the 
starting point. If one wants to obtain the current density in the 
planar case, one has just to check the distance between two suc-
cessive trajectories, but if only a normalized value is needed, 
the computed current can directly be used for the computation of 
the space-charge. The normalization is done in such a way, that 
the position of the trajectory versus the nearest node is comput-
ed. When the axial coordinate of a trajectory reaches a node 
line, the program notes the intersection of the trajectory with 
this node line and adds the current connected to the trajectory in 
relation to the distances to the two nearest nodes (usually in the 
radial direction; only if the radial velocity is greater than the 




In cylindrical coordinates this type of addition of the 
space-charge to the two nearest nodes works satisfactorily for 
large distances from the axis. However, for the nodes near the 
axis, it gives an erroneous result. There it is important to take 
care of the ratio between the areas enclosed by the circles de-
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fined by the intersection of a trajectory with the node line and 
the nearest two nodes. In the case of the nodes on the axis this 
gives a factor of 8 by which the cornputed space-charge rnust be 
rnultiplied. 
The necessary changes were introduced into the SLAC program and 
when the solution of the rotationally syrnrnetric Pierce problern is 
done the result differs by 0.1 per cent as cornpared to the SPCGUN 
prograrn. The cornputer plotted trajectories are shown in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 9. 
There is one rnore problern which should be rnentioned. All poten-
tial cornputations near the boundaries have a srnall error because 
of the lower accuracy of the solution when unequal rnesh widths are 
used. For exarnple, the potential in the first node at the bearn 
edge in the planar Pierce problern (independently of the rnesh size) 
is in error by 3.6 per cent. It is irnportant to have this in rnind 
when the calculated potential distribution is used to cornpute the 




The correction of the space-charge computation near the axis in 
cylindrical coordinates in the SLAC program introduces only minor 
changes in the computed results. The use of a factor of 8 instead 
of 5.5 on the axis, and a correct treatment of the rows near the 
axis give a marginal improvement in the computed position and vel-
ocity of the particles. 
The computation of the electric field components near the beam 
edge is a more difficult problem. In the original versions of the 
SLAC and SPCGUN programs the computed results depend on the dis-
tance between the outermost orbit and the nearest horizontal mesh 
line, especially in the region near the emitting surface, and are 
therefore difficult to predict. The earlier mentioned fix is a 
good approximation for the Pierce case, where the electron beam 
has a constant radius in the whole region between the cathode and 
the anode and where there is no radial component of the electric 
field inside the beam. 
In practice, however, in a real electron gun similar conditions 
will exist only near the cathode. But near the cathode the 
space-charge contributes strongly to the solution of the Poisson 
equation and the potential falls rapidly outside the beam. The 
proposed fix should therefore be applied only in this region, say 
upp to 5-10 mesh units from the cathode, i.e. in the region where 
the electric field is practically perpendicular to the cathode. 
Taking as an example the CELSIUS gun: The upper curve in Fig. 10. 
shows the space-charge 2 mesh units and the lower curve 20 mesh 
units from the cathode. The z-axis length of the problern is 550 
mesh units and the cathode-anode distance 90. The potential dis-
tributions at the same two distances from the cathode are shown in 
Fig. 11 . By comparing the magnitude of the space-charge and by 
observing the shape of the potential distribution outside the beam 
(beam edge at 10 mesh units) it can be seen that the problern of 
the computation of the electric field components is limited to the 
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region near the cathode. 
jectory is well defined. 
In this region even the outermost tra-
V 
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2.50 z =20 mesh units 
12 HS-
z::. 2 mesh unlts 
10 
0.15 z = 2 mesh unlts 
010 
z =20 mesh unlts 
0.05 
10 
Fig. 10. Fig. 11. 
It should be pointed out, that in the case of a gun for electron 
cooling, where the cathode is immersed in a homogeneous magnetic 
field, the influence of the used fix is very small. In the CEL-
SIUS gun, Fig. 12., for the shown configuration of electron tra-
jectories, the transverse energy of the outermost trajectory 
differs only by 0.08 eV at 300 keV and by 0.12 eV at 100 keV total 
energy, when computed by the original and the modified version of 
the SLAC program. The strong axial magnetic field keeps the elec-
tron trajectories almost parallel to the axis of the gun and, if 
the shape of the Pierce electrode is correct, only small scallops 
will be observed. In the case of other electron guns, for example 
guns for klystrons or TWT tubes, the effect can be more pro-
nounced. 
The modified SLAC and SPCGUN programs have shown an increase in 
the computed perveance. In the case of a klystron gun the incre-
ase was about 5 per cent. This result is in better agreement with 
perveance measurements of a few klystron guns made at our insti-
tute. The perveance computed with the old version of the SPCGUN 
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The third problem, i.e. the error of the computed potential in a 
node facing the boundary could introduce additional errors in the 
position and velocity of a particle on the outermost trajectory. 
The SLAC program, where the initial position and velocity of the 
particle is computed at a distance of at least two mesh units from 
the cathode (or the emitting surface) uses therefore potential Va-
lues with almost-negligible error. 
The SLAC program is certainly the most used program for simulation 
of electron guns. The program has undergone many changes and dif-
ferent features have been added to the program so that it is be-
coming difficult to understand it and to get out information which 
is not explicitly printed out. It might, therefore, be a good 
idea to rewrite the whole program as was done recently, for in-
stance, with the POISSON program for magnetic field computation. 
In the following we give a few points that should be discussed 
and/or included before an attempt to rewrite the program is made: 
1. The input should be written in such a way that the user can in-
troduce the boundary in the form of straight lines or simple 
arcs in units of mrn. 
2. A decision should be rnade which method for solving the Poisson 
(or Laplace) equation to use. In electron optical problems the 
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FDM (Finite Difference Method) is favoured in comparison with 
the FEM (Finite Element Method). The reason isthat an evenly 
spaced mesh gives a better approximation when the electric 
field is computed as the derivative of the potential. However, 
a variable mesh density should be discussed thoroughly. This 
is especially true in the regions with high potential gradient 
or with narrow electron beam. 
3. The computation of the trajectories is done with the 
Runge-Kutta routine. There are several other methods for solv-
ing a system of linear differential equations. One should in-
vestigate if these methods give a faster code and/or a more 
correct result. 
4. There are two possibilities of computing the space-charge: The 
~ 
current can be associated with a trajectory, as in the SLAC 
program, or the region between two trajectories can be seen as 
a curent tube. Both methods have advantages and drawbacks. 
5. A correct solution of the beam edge problem. 
6. In trajectory computations a correction of the particle veloci-
ties according to the energy as computed from the potential in 
the corresponding point can be included. 
7. Of the different methods for introducing the magnetic field it 
should be discussed whether the method using sixth derivatives 
should remain in the program at all. Even if the magnetic 
field alqng the axis or symmetry plane is smoothed by minimiz-
ing the sixth differencies, the computed field far from the 
axis can have large errors. 
8. A restart option would be useful. Today one can run the SLAC 
program with, say, 50000 nodes on comparatively small computers 
provided with virtual memory (VAX). Running times in the order 
of one hour or more are not uncommon when in the same run solu-
tions with different potentials and magnetic fields are comput-
ed. 
9. The output should be easy to read. Options to decide which 
part of the output is desired should be included. 
10. All the possibilities which SLAC electron trajectory program 
already opens should be included. 
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PROPOSAL POR HOLLOW CATBODE ELECTRON GUN 
POR ELECTRON COOLING * 
FRANK KRlENEN AND W. B. HERRMANNSFELDT 
I. PRINCIPLE 
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 
Stanford University, Stanford1 California1 04905 
lf we consider a magnetic shunt, an iron plate with a hole in it, sandwiched 
between two solenoids w hich are polarized in opposite direction, the resulting 
magnetic field would be as shown in Figure 1. 
If we put a voltage between the magnetic shunt and two conducting plates 
perpendicular to the z-axis in a symmetric fashion, we would obtain the same 
shape of the electric field, because both E and B may be derived as gradient 
of a potential. We propose to explore this simple physical system, in which E 
and Bare everywhere parallel, to obtain low temperature, magnetically confined 
electron beams. 
+ +V=(+ve) 




- + 1-----------+------~----1+- z- axis 
0-84 40 17 AI 
Figure 1. The Principle 
* Work supported by the Department ofEnergy, contract DE-AC03-76SF00515 
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We arrange the cathode to lie on an equipotential surface, which could be 
for the sake of argument, the cylindrical boundary of the magnetic shunt. For 
a onesided gun, Figure 2, the cathode occupies only half of the magnetic shunt. 
Electrons are now accelerated by the electric field but stay more or less "frozen" 
on the magnetic field lines, so that they gain very little transverse energy, i.e. 
the beam will be cool. 
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Figure 2. One-sided Gun 
II. FEATURE 
The hollow cathode has the feature that the ion beam may pass through it. 
Indeed the electron cooler could be arranged so that the gun, drift and collector 
sections are all in line and positioned in the straight section of the ion storage 
ring. The hollow collector was in principle realized, but not used, in the CERN 
electron cooler.1 
One may appreciate the dramatic savings in space and cost if we compare the 
all-coaxial, in-line system with current electron coolers, Figure 3. Indeed, the 
two toroids needed there tobend the electron beam in or out, so that it is aligned 
with the coasting ion beam in the straight section, are costly and require a Iot of 
trim. The in-line system may have the cathode at ground potential, so that the 
depressed collector potential is only a few kilovolt above ground. Hence we may 
dispense with the costly high voltage Faraday cage. Also the utilization of the 
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straight section will be more efficient with the in-line system. For instance, in 
the CERN 7 m straight section only 3 m was effective for cooling, but the in-line 
version would need only an estimated 5 m of straight section. 
I GUN SOLENOID 
2 TOROID 
3 CENTRAL SOLENOIDS 
4 COLLECTOR SOLENOID 
5 SUPPORTING FRAME 
6 COORECTION MAGNET 
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12 SYNCHROTRON RADIATION ANTENNA 
13 VIEWING PORT 
14 SEClOR VALVE 
Figure 3. The ICE Electron Cooler 




Heat shields are needed between shunt and cathode, but the principle re-
mains the same if the emitting surface coincides with a magnetic equipotential, 
Figure 4(a). 
The space charge distortion of the Laplacian electrostatic field will require a 
focus electrode a la Pierce, to be worked out by trial and error, Figure 4(b ). 
Presumably the rays near the z-axis will give problems, for the principle of 
freezing on a magnetic flux line is valid only if the radius of curvature R = 
pf(eBc), (p in eV fc), is small compared to the radius of curvature of the flux 
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line. Hence it may be better to suppress those rays altogether by reducing the 
emitting surface of the cathode accordingly, Figure 4(c). The ensuing hole in 
the electron beam is also an advantage for efficient collection on the depressed 
collector. 
The current density across the beam may be adjusted by shaping the magnetic 
shunt profile. For instance, a rounded-off shunt, Figure 4(d), will boost the 
current density of the inner rays. A large aspect ratio of the width and the inner 
radius of the magnetic shunt willlower the perveance of the gun and reduce the 
current density of the inner rays, whereas the reverse would diminish the cathode 





Figure 4. Gun Development 
4D17A4 
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IV. OTHER ASPECTS 
Unless one wants to make a double sided gun, the plane of mirror symmetry 
of the magnetic field pre--suppose a set of dummy anodes on the left to obtain 
parallelism of the E and B lines. However, this requirement may be less exacting 
in view of a) the space charge correction, b) the hollow anode and c) the poor ratio 
of the curvatures near the axis. Hence it may be possible to simplify somewhat 
the dummy side of the system, i.e. lower voltages with respect to the cathode. 
For instance, a hollow beam may be terminated with a low voltage dummy as 
shown in Figure 5. 
6 
1 Magnetic shunt 
___...___ 2 Pierce focus electrode 
11 I II 3 Cathode 
II I II 4 Dummy electrode 
II I II 
5 Anode 
6 Equipotential lines, I I 
II includes dummy 4 2 II I 5 I '!j II I 
" 
' \ Hollow Electron Beam 
4917A5 
Figure 5. Lowest Voltage Dummy 
The temperature may not be equally low everywhere across the beam, how-
ever, we may relax considerably on this requirement. In the initial stage of 
cooling, the average transverse cooling should be comparable to the angular di-
vergence of the coasting ion beam, but if the beam cools and thus shrinks, it 
should see a progressively better quality electron beam. Thus we arrange the rel-
ative position of the two beams so that the ion beam shrinks on the spot where 
the electron beam is coolest. 
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The hole in the electron beam may, under some circumstances, prevent cool-
ing part of the coasting ion beam. We would remedy this by having zero disper-
sion in the straight section, and off-set the electron beam so that the equilibrium 
orbit coincides with the coolest radius of the electron beam. 
Field shaping anodes would be needed to remove the remaining scallops of 
the electron beam. It may be worthwhile to pursue the finding,2 that cavities in 
the drift tube have a weak focusing action, so that one may need fewer anodes. 
The collection of the hollow electron beam may be done following the CERN 
ICE cooler,1 i.e. catch the electron on the same magnetic flux line where it was 
during its passagein the drift tube. The spike in this design may be suppressed 
since the beam is hollow, leaving therefore the coasting ion beam free of this 
obstruction. 
V. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The magnetic field is calculated on a grid of 4 mesh to the inch. The electric 
field and the trajectories are calculated on a grid of 8 mesh to the inch. The 
method is that of Ref. 3. We used an anode voltage of 100 kV and a solenoidal 
magnetic field of 1000 gauss. We considered only hollow beams with an approx-
imate outer radius of 1 inch and a hole radius of 3/8 inch. Figure 6 shows some 
preliminary results, which are tabulated below: 
Figure pole micro J max Remarks 
perv. j min 
6(a) square .27 2.0 Symmetry in B and E 
6(b) round .77 1.6 Symmetry in B and E 
6(c) round .91 2.2 Symmetry in B only, terminated on the 
left with cavity at cathode potential. 
Although beam 6(a) is the coolest, < 100 eV average, a Iot of optimization 
has to be done before we can start at the fine trim to reach 1 eV temperature. 
Upon studying the waviness of the rays, we notice that for a first trial, they run 
reasonably in phase so that one may expect that the goal is within reach. 
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Figure 6. Preliminary Results 
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ENERGY RECOVERING OF THE ELECTRON BEAM IN 
ELECTRON COOLING DEVICES 
I.N.Meshkov, A.N.Sharapa and A.V.Shemjakin 
Institute of Nuclear Physics, 
630000 Novosibirsk, USSR 
The efficiency of electron cooling is known to sharply 
increase if the electron beam is magnetized and to possess a 
specific "flattened" distribution over electron velocities 
(when the longitudinal-velocity spread of electrons is consi-
derably less than the transverse-velocity spread) 1• To form 
such a beam in electron cooling devices at low and average 
energies of the partielas (from 1 MeV to several GeV for pro-
tons and antiprotons and, correspondingly, from 0,5 keV to 
units of MeV for electrons) we have to use a guiding longitu-
dinal magnetic field for the transport of electrons end their 
electrostatic acceleration. It is the application of the lat-
ter which makes expedient to introduce the energy recovering 
of the "used" electrons in the cases when the reactive power 
of the electron beam becomes substantial (about tens kilowatts 
and hic;her). The paper discusses the possibilities of creating 
highly-effective recuperators in electron cooling devices. 
The power necessary for obtaining the electron beam in 
such devices is determined by a collector perveance 8~eand 
by an electron loss current ~I at a given energy and elec-
tron current: 
) ( 1 ) 
where I is the beam cu.rrent and U.:. is the accelerating vol-
tage of an injector. The obvious relation between the collec-
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tor and beam perveances can be written as follows: 
where the parameter 
celeration depth and 
tive to a cathode one. 
( 2) 
I is naturally referred to as a de-
Uc.of is the collector potential rela-
Minimization of the loss current ö I is required not on-
ly to lower the ~active but also to provide the necessary va-
cuum conditions in the cooling section because the electrons 
which are not trapped by the collector, arrive, sooner or la-
ter, at the vacuum chamber walls and gives rise to gas detach-
ment. It is precisely the achievement of as minimal collector 
potential as possible (or its maximum perveance) which consti-.;-
tutes the recovering problem. 
It would seem, there is an evident solution of this prob-
lern enabling the unlimited collector perveance ('U ,= 0) to be 
<.ol: 
obtained; for this purpose, the recuperator should have an 
electron-optical scheme, mirrar relative to the injector. Ho-
wever, the repeated attempts to realize this scheme have fai-
led. This is associated with the secondary electron emission 
from the accepting surface of the collector, which occurs at 
any small values of ~(.:.l}e • An attempt to "arrange" the captu-
re of the secondary-emission electrons leads unavoidably to a 
reduction of the collector perveance. In addition, a recupera-
tor of any construction is subjected to the general regulari-
ty, namely: the loss current increases with the growth of the 
deceleration depth. A specific shape of the dependence /J .l (~) 
is determined by the construction of a recuperator. 
It is easy to demonstrate the availability of this regu-
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larity by means of a recuperator without a guiding magnetic 
field (ttelectrostatic" recuperator). To capture the secondary 
electrons in it there is a single method - the obtaining of a 
minimum of the potential in the vicinity of the accepting sur-
face, using, for example, a suppressor-electrode as it is 
shovm in Fig. 1. If the configuration of the electrode is con-
formed with the geometry of the electric field of the beam in 
the recuperator (the known problern in electron optics), the 
potential inside the beam has the same value, Umin' in the 
middle plane of the suppressor-electrode. The value of U~•~ , 
equal to the suppressor-electrode potential, should be chosen 
in accordance with the values of l]o and lJ~~l . In this case, 
the loss current from the recuperator is 
€ Ü.: • .l 
= I . ( J~ . ,I w' IJ.I J w 




JG where . .,.-
tiw is the distribution of secondary-emission elect-
rons over the energy of the longitudinal (axial) degree of 
freedom. This distribution depends only on the energy of the 
primary electrons at the collector, e t.Z.;;e , and on the materi-
al of collector's accepting surface. Thus, the quantity 4]fl 
is a rather definite deceleration depth function for the col-
lector which increases wi th increasing ~ .. Fig. 2 presents 
the dependence for the given recuperator, which has been ob-
tained experimentally 2• 
It is worth emphasizinß that the relation between the 
loss current and the deceleration depth takes place for any 
recuperators, including those in which the equipotential ca-
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vi ties ( 11 Faraday cylinders'') serve as the collector. In parti-
cular, the collector of the recuperator shown in Fig. 1 has 
no difference, in properties, from a Faraday cylinder if the 
suppressor potential is equal to a collector one. 
In addition, we would like to note the following. If the 
shape and potential of the suppressor are not conformed with 
the collector and anode potantials and with the beam current, 
then the suppressor plane is not an equipotential surface, and 
the equipotentials near the suppressor are "saddle"-shaped 
(see, e.g., 3 ). It is just this fashion in which the recupe-
rators are arranged with a collector of the Faraday-cylinder 
type and with a suppressor-electrode at the entrance of the 
collector 3 • 
A guiding magnetic field offers additional possibilities 
of increas~ng the effectiveness of the recuperator. First of 
all, this is the use of a shielded collector with a "magnetic 
trap" at its entrance 3 • 
The systems with a guiding magnetic field are characteris-
tic of one more important f.eature: at a sufficiently strong 
longitudinal magnetic field all the secondary electrons lea-
ving the cpllector pass through the system and, having reflec-
ted near the cathode surface, return again at the collector. 
In this case, the loss current öl is determined by a slow 
electron drj_ft across the field and can be considerably lower 
in comparison with the current of the secondary electrons 
from the collector. This peculiarity of the guiding magnetic 
field systems permits one to su.bstantially reduce the suppres-
sing vol tage (~lll- umi'n) / L{ .. { at a gi ven ·level of loss cur-
rent, i .. e. to increase the deceleration depth and, correspon-
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dingly, to raise the collector perveance. In the limiting 
case we obtain a recuperator with a monotonously decrea-
sing distribution of the potential which may be referred to as 
the 11 opened" one: this potential does not trap the secondary 
electrons by its electric field at all and is no sense in the 
absence of a guiding magnetic field. The experimental study of 
an "opened" recuperator has been performed 
at the device whose layout is depicted in Fig. 3. This recupe-
rator has no suppressor-electrode and the collector is made 
as a Faraday cylinder with magnetic shielding. In this device, 
we have obtained the collector perveance '?oe. ~ 100 r .A/v312 
0t relative current losses a..I /I f 1 o-3). This is .several times 
better than the similar results for the closed recuperators 3. 
The collector perveance can be further increased upon transi-
tion from the Faraday cylinder to the plane-shaped collector. 
However, as the experiments have shown, the realization of an 
ttopened" recuperator presents significant difficulties• First 
of all, this is the problern of initiating the Penning dischar-
ge in the guiding-magnetic-field systems. 
The Penning discharge is observed in most of the systems 
with the straight trajectories of electrons if the magnetic 
field- is rather high (the total Larmor radius of electrons is 
several times smaller than the aperture). The Penning dischar-
ge in the systems wi th electron energy rec,overing cause at 
least two effects: 
a) the current losses grow, 
b) the potential distribution along the electron beam is 
dramatically changed 4 • 
It is apparent that the latter is not intolerable at all 
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in the electron cooling systems. The experiments have demonst-
rated that the installation of aperture diaphragms at the end 
faces of the drift chamber (Fig. J), which shunt the near-wall 
layer inherent in the Penning discharge, is referred to the 
simplest and most effective methods of suppressing this dis-
charge. 
In electron cooling devices with curved sections (cooled 
beam injection-ejection sections) the centrifugal backward 
electron drift can prove to be sufficient to "clean" the sys-
tem from the Penning discharge. The vacuum conditions can ha-
ve a similar influence. 
The "freezing-in 11 of the trajectories can lead also to 
ernerging the coupling between the collector potential and the 
current in the cathode-collector circuit. A typical dependence 
.I(Uc.oe) observed in the opened recuperator (i.e. in the recu-
perator with a high backward flux of electrons) is presented 
in Fig. 4. This coupling is caused by the influence of the 
secondary electrons: these arrive at the gun region and increa-
se the space charge density in it; this gives rise to reducing 
the current from the cathode. The impact of the secondary 
electrons becomes more considerable as the potential falls 
off. One can show that in the limi ting case ·~c;f = 0 , the 
current I 1 in the cathode-collector circuit is related to CO 
the tota~ current Itot in the chamber (arithmetic sum of the 
direct and return current) as follows: 
I._"e 1. -. 6 
T 1. .,. 6 (4) ·-to-t 
where Ö is the total coefficient of secondary emission. 
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Of course, in this case the Itot is numerically equal to the 
maximum beam curr~ttt~~c~~~ing to the Child-Langmuir law. The 
most serious among the related problems is the stability prob-
lern of the electron beam in the presence of the reflected beam. 
The capability of the electron cooling device to opera-
te in this mode needs undoubtedly further investigation. 
There exists one more direction of development of high-
-power electron cooling systems - the recuperators with trans-
formation of the electron beam geometry. Reference 5 discuss 
the possibilities of this method in detail. Transformation of 
the cylindrical beam to a tube- or disc-shaped one before de-
celeration at the collector permits the efficiency of the de-
vice to be sharply increased. As an illustration of these pos-
sibilities, we present the results of the experiments with a 
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To set up the field of opposite direction and to transform 
the beam geometry, we have used, in the recuperator, a perma-
nent magnet with a ).6 kGs field at the face; the strength of 
the guiding magnetic field in its homogeneity region was 
500 Gs, the diameter of the cathode was 3 cm, and the average 
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diameter of the tube beam was 11 cm. 
Despite the relative complexity of construction, this ty-
pe of recuperators seems to be very promising. 
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Figure captions 
Fig. 1. Electrostatic recuperator and potential distribution 
in it; 1: cathode, 2: anode, 3: suppressor-electrode, 
4: collector. 
Fig. 2 .. The dependence Uo/Üue(ron') IJ.Ifi .. 
Fig. 3. Layout of the opened collector with a guiding magne-
tic field; 1: cathode, 2: anode, 3: diaphragm to sup-
press the Penning discharge, 4: shielded collector, 
5: solenoid. 
Fig. 4. The dependence Ic.ol ( Uc.-f) 
Fig. 5. The scheme of transformation of the cylindrical beam 
into a tube-shaped one; 1: electron gun, 2: collec-
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1. fNTRODUCTION 
The rapidly increasing interest in low energy storage rings designed to produce dense 
ion beams with devices such as electron coolers 1 forces Ultra-High Vacuum (UHV) Technology 
into the challenge of obtaining extremely low vacua with high gas throughputs. The CERN Low 
Energy Antiproton Ring (LEAR) 2 provides a number of physics experiments since 1983 with 
antiproton beams eventually in the range of 0.1 to 2 GeV/c 3• In order to allow for future 
operating modes of this machine, mainly experimentation with internal gas targets at low 
momenta, it will be necessary to use an Electron Cooler 4 to compensate the beam blow-up and 
energy loss due to repeated passages of the beam through the target. The vacuum requirements 
for this device are such as to meet the stringent specification of less than 10- 11 Torr 




, despite the high gas 
load associated with the oper·ation of high power electron gun and collector. 
In the following, the technology of the vacuum system for the LEAR electron cooling 
device is presented, and its preliminary performance is discussed. 
2. THE UHV SYSTEM FOR THE COOLER 
2.1 Generalities 
The LEAR Electron Cooler is shown in Fig. 1. Its detailed design and architecture are 
the subject of another presentation at this Workshop 1• Although largely inspired from the 
!CE experimental set-up 6 , the complete vacuum envelope has been re-designed and built 
according to UHV recipes, as was applied to the LEAR vacuum system7• The different chamber 
parts and flanges are made of high quality AIS! 316LN austenitic stainless steel, and have 
been vacuum fired in the finished state (950°C- 2 hours p < 10· 5Torr), as a final and opti-
mum bulk degassing and cleaning treatment. The system as a whole is designed to be bakeable 
at 300°C in situ for 24 hours, and is thus equipped with permanently installed heating 
jackets providing also the necessary thermal insulation. These jackets during bakeout and 
pump down are powered individually according to thermocouple readings, as is usual on such 
UHV sys tems. 
2.2 Choice of the Pumping Principle 
The particular UHV problern in an electron cooler is to achieve very low pressures while 
the gas throughputs and loads are high with the system active. The gas produced results pri-
marily from thermal degassing and chernistry of the hat cathod (~lo50"C) of the gun, from the 
collector, and from impact desorption of gases sorbed on surfaces by lost electrons from the 
prirnary beam. 
Whi le a careful choice of materials, cleaning and bulk degassing treatment's can help, 
i t is yet necessary to provide a very large purnping speed and capacity for the gas species 
norrnally desorbed. Moreover, little flexibility exists in the space available for pumping 
due to the geornetrical arrangernent, leading eventually to small conductances frorn the rnain 
gas source (gun or collector) to the drift tube 1;here the lowest pressure is required; con-
siderations of electron beam dynamics usually prime over vacuum and fix the design. This 
sarne argument of the riQidity of boundaries has sorne consequences in the choice of the prin-
ciple of purnping; vacuum proximity betv1een gas source and sinks is not necessarily an easy 
matter, since this leads to zones of high pressure in the system, thus requiring pumps 
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having the ability to cover an abnormally wide range of pressure decades down to extremely 
low pressures. Given these tight conditions, an analysis of the existing pumping principles 
while designing the LEAR electron cooler led to the choice of the NEG (Non-Evaporable 
Getter) pump; cryopumping and sputter ion pumps could be ruled out because of space pro-
blems, and sublimation pumps (Evaporable Getter) -widely used on the LEAR vacuum system-
could not be considered because of their low capacity and narrow practical pressure range. 
3. THE NEG PUMP 
The NEG pumps chosen for the LEAR electron cooler consist of commercially available mo-
dules (SAES Getters, Milano, Italy) densely packed with konstantan strips onto which is 
bonded a powder mixture of Zr 84%-Al 16% alloy known as ST lQl. While the detailed function-
ing and advantages of this getter -also used as the main pumping device for the Large Elect-
ron Positron Collider (LEP) under construction at GERN- have been well described in the li-
terature8, it is worth recalling briefly here some of its characteristics relevant to the 
cooler application, for which some specific measurements have been made. 
The pumping action of the getter is established by heating at high temperature under 
vacuum, an operation known as activation. It forms ~table components with active gases such 
as CO, C0 2 , H20 while the sorption of H2 is thermally reversible. The pumping speed for 
these gases results from a balance between their rate of arrival -i.e. the gas throughput 
or pressure- and the rate of diffus~on of the compounds into the bulk of the getter. This 
diffusion rate depends strongly on the operating temperature, and consequently so does the 
pumpi ng speed for a gi ven gas throughput. Therefore, it i s important to know in the Coo 1 er 
UHV pumping application at which temperature has the getter to operate in order to have op-
timum performance. I~ particular, it was feared early in the design that if the getter had 
to operate continuous«y at a higher than room temperature in order to meet the gas through-
put, this would have had uneasy consequences, such as necessity of water cooling of enve-
lopes to reduce thermal degassing and, furthermore, it might altogether have been impossible 
to meet the design low limit pressure of the system due to higher dissociation pressures of 
the getter. 
Figure 1 shows the disposition of the getter cartridges in the system, essentially 
split into three units: the gun pump and the two toroid chamber modules (cf Figs 5 and 6). 
For evaluation of the getter optimum Operating conditions, the gun pump has been chosen 
-since it has to support the largest part of the gas throughput- and tested with gas injec-
tion (H 2-CO) from a Fischer-Momsen dome as a first step, and subsequently with the hot cath-
ode of the gun itself. Figures 3 and 4 show the results of pumping speed measurements and 
ultimate performance, as a function of intake gas load. The necessary reconditionings to 
restore the optimum speed are also marked as milestones. The results clearly indicate the 
possibility of operating the NEG at room temperature without too frequent conditionings, and 
yet obtaining the required low pressure. As the hot cathode also produces a "little amount of 
methane (CH 4 ), which is not pumped by NEG, the results also show clearly the necessity to 
provide sputter ion pumping. In the final installation on LEAR, this will be provided by 
pumps placed adjacent and as close as possible to the electron cooler. 
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4. PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE 
At the time of this conference, after completion of numerous pre-qualification tests 
for the NEG pump, the overall performance of the Cooler UHV system has been partly assessed. 
Figure 8 shows the complete system assembled, with a Fischer-Momsen dome in place of the gun 
to simulate the cathode throughput. Also shown is the evolution of the pressure and gas com-
pos it i on in different parts of the sys tem, after a 150°C bakeout and NEG act i vat; on, for 
different throughputs and gas loads. Although only 3 out of 5 modules in the gun pump had 
been act i v ated ( cf. § 5), the pressure grad i ent obta i ned between the gas source and the to-
roid chamber is spectacular, peaking at roughly 400 for a CO gas throughput representing 
several times the normal hot cathode production. For the calculated gas conductance given in 
Fig. 1, the transmission probability for a gas molecule originated at the cathode to the to-
roid chamber would be about 30%. The actual transmission probability for the gun pump 
arrangement (Fig. 5) derived from the pressure gradient and the separately measured pumping 
speed of the toroid chamber NEG, for the known throughput, is initially between 2 and 4%, 
i .e. close to the 1.5% minimum theoretically possible 9 that would be approached if a gasmo-
lecule entering the NEG module had a 100% chance to be trapped (sticking coefficient of 1). 
For CO injection, this transmission probability only rises to 11-12% after 0.54 Hof gas 
injected, showing the effect of saturation of the gun pump. Knowing the toroid chamber 
pumping speed, estimated from separate measurements 10 , the pumping speed of the gun NEG pump 
chamber can as well be deduced from these measurements. With 3 modules active out of 5, it 
varies for CO from ""900 J./s to 600 J./s after saturation with a load of 0.54 H. For H2, the 
pumping speed is sti 11 ~1500 J../s after injection of 1.5 T J.. 
Indeed, given the space available for pumping and throttling the gas flow, these re-
sults show that NEG pumps are probably an adequate answer, while still operating at room 
temparature. Not until the comp1ete throughput with the gun and collector operating at nomi-
nal values is obtained, will it be possible to assess on ~he frequency of reconditionings. 
However, there seems to be some safety margin as shown by the graph of pressures vs gas load 
shown in Fig. 8. 
5. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS 
Two main technical difficulties have been encountered so far in the operation of the 
NEG gun pump, which are somewhat linked to the compactness of the geometrical arrangement, 
namely high electrical current (~0 A) and power (~.6 kW for 6 modules) necessary for acti-
vation at 700°C. The current feedthroughs are not standard, since they have to be as small 
as possible to fit in the external solenoid and still be able to carry safely 90 A for pe-
riods of 15 to 20 minutes. It is not yet known if the actual design has reached the reliabi-
lity required. The secend difficulty arises from the large electrical power during activa-
tion. Since there is no thermocouple installed on the NEG, the power is controlled external-
ly on the power supply to give an activation temperature of ~700°C, from separately obtained 
power temperature calibration values. Due to the proximity of the vacuum envelope, its 
temperature during activation goes well above the nominal bakeout temperature of 350°C with 
the getter at 700°C (the getter is activated during the bakeout cycle), which would be de-
trimental to the system, if applied routinely. Since water, cooling is not feasible in the 
space available, a different activation procedure had tobe envisaged, so as to control both 
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temperatures on the vacuum chamber (3500C) and the NEG {700°C) wi th two separate parameters. 
Preliminary tests done in pulsing the power, with interval between the power pulses chosen 
in such a way as to 1 imi t the temperature on the vacuum enve 1 ope at "'300°C, have shown that 
the activation of the getter could be obtained and still yield ~ear to the optimum pumping 
speed. Although promising, this technique needs to be further studied, both from the point 
of view of·the reliability of the system and the fine tuning of the pumping parameters. 
6. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS 
Numerous tests and measurements have shown that the use of NEG pumps can be an answer 
to the challenge of obtaining extreme vacua with the high gas loads of the future LEAR Elec~ 
tron Cooler. rhe chosen Solution will be tested in the near future in real life with the 
cooler fully assembled and operating. However, it is felt that further improvements in pump-
ing speed can be obtained, if a low activation temperature getter known as ST 707 (from SAES 
Getter, Mil ano, Italy) can be used to provide a pumping wall in the cooler drift tube. Pre-
liminary laboratory tests have shown that this getter can be activated at the normal system 
bakeout temperature of 300°C, this requiring no external power source, and still provide a 
low pressure limit compatible with the LEAR machine. Further developments also involve the 
use of this type of getter in the gun pump, thus avoiding the activation problems, and 
allowing more flexibility to achieve a geometrical arrangement giving optimum pumping speed 
and minimum conductance. Finally, little has yet been done on the pumping system of the col-
lector itself, which should give less problems given the space available. 
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ORDERING EFFECTS IN COULOMB RELAXATION OF 
A COLD BEAM 
N.S.Dikansky, D.V.Pestrikov 
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, USSR 
Introduction 
The aim of this report is to point out some effects~ 
which are specific for Coulomb relaxation of a cold beam. In 
a normal beam this relaxation is mainly caused by the well 
know.n effect of intrabeam scattering (IBS). Due to undesira-
ble redistribution of partial temperatures this can limit 
the beam intensity. For a long time /1/ IBS was expected to 
be responsible for the rise in longitudinal temperature Jr of 
the beam with its current I in a storage ring with electron 
cooling. 
The measurements of 7' , which have been done at NAP-M 
/2/, showed, that untill I ~ 10tuA T does not depend on 
I and can be e:x:traordinary small T ~ 1 °K. The rise of T 
with the beam current was seen after threshold J: = 10~A. 
These results do not agree with e:x:isting theory of IBS /1,3/t 
which predicts more regular increase in ;r with the beam cur-
rent, without any threshold. The same disagreement has been 
seen in recent measurements of longitudinal temperature of the 
cooling electron beam /4/. 
There are two facts which can e:x:plain this disagreement 
and which were ignored in Refs. /1,3/. The first one is now 
well known to those, who deal with electron cooling. It is 
the magnetization of scattered partielas (in our case, by fo-
cusing fields of a storage ring).. If collision times ~"e become 
la.rger than periods of betatron oscillations ("'"' ~ CJ6 ) 
(1) 
collisions will not contribute to longitudinal-transverse 
energy exchange. The main part of collisions in a cold beam 
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satisfies eq. (1). 
Analogaus to the magnetized electron beam /5/ we can re-
place the beam of partiales by that consisting of charged 
disks. Transversal d~ensions of these disks are determined 
by the amplitudes of betatron oscillations. The number of 
disks coincides wi th number of partielas ;1/ , the temperatu-
re - with the longitudinal temperature of the beam ;r . 
The second important factor is the Landau damping de-
pression of coherent oscillations in a cold beam. When dam-
"" ping time of these oscillations tcoh becomes comparable with 
the relaxation time ~ 
( 2) 
coherent fluctuations can exchange energy with particles. Be-
causa of thermal motion, partielas exite new oscillations. 
This energy exchange opens up one more channel for the rela-
xation, which stops with thermalization of partielas and eo-
herent noise of the beam. The average number of coherent mo-
des Nex exci ted in this equilibrium is determined by ( 2) 
and generally increases with the deorease of I' . 
While propagating along the beam, the lenglive coherent 
9Scillations produee strong spatial correlations in motion 
of various particles. So, the presence of coherent baokground 
in equilibrium yields the ordering in spatial distribution 
of partielas along the beam. The level of this erdering inc-
reases wi th that of Nex and ean come into crystal ordering 
provided by ~ is small enough. 
Therefore, one can expect that eollective interaction of 
partielas depresses their longitudinal mobility. Together 
with the beam magnetization this can eause the depression of 
IBs*) .. 
In this report we shall consider the simplest example -
- the relaxation of the energy distribution in a eoasting 
nonrelativistic beam without coherent instabilities. This ve-
ry region of parameters eorresponds to that of experiments /2/. 
*) We thank V.Parkhomchuk whieh drew our attention to this 
possibili ty. 
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1. Basio eguations 
Equations desoribing the relaxation of energy distribu-
tion under oondition (2) oan be obtained by straightforward 
statistical approaoh. This had been done in Refs. /6,7/. He-
re we shall use simplified but the more desoriptive way. 
L.et us desoribe the beam by thermodynamioal values by 
longitudinal T and transversal 7;_ temperatures and by so-
me level of ooherent fluotuations. We shall assume, that in a 
cold nonrelativistio beam the only longitudinal ooherent mo-
des oan be responsible for the relaxation of the energy dis-
tribution. This seems be correct espeoially for a nonrelati-
vistic beam because of a very fast damping of transversal oo-
herent motion due to frequeney spread produeed by the Coulomb 
tune shift t1)} rv .-.tV,I a. 2 ( tL is the beam radius). 
The first equation, which ean be used a priori with 
Coulomb interaotion between partielas is the energy conser-
vation law. Let us introduce the total energy of thermal mo-
tion in the beam 
G-== /VT+ JVI.:-r ~ 
2-





is the revolution frequency; e is the charge of 
partielas; C ~ is the h -th harmonic of the fluctuation of 
the longitudinal beam density 
N 
o(& t) = L. S(&-&l<(tJ) 3 ~ + Z ~e~(~)et'n& 
\ I I<-= 1 o'l II h a. ii ; ( 4 ) 
~ - is i.mpedance desoribing the iri.teraetion between par-
tioles, i.e. 
(5) 
where b E11 t:J is the Fourier ampli tude of longitudinal eleo-
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trical field induced by fluctuation [pht..J , 17:: o?ii Ro is the 
irbit perimeter. For the Coulomb interaction in a nonrelati-
vistic beam one can use 
~= !!_{ j ~(*) 7 




The energy conservation law { o/6 jtlr == 0) yields 
~=-2;(- ~ L e'~, (/Z;,) "<)r Ltl~> 
N n ..?// h) dt f 





:::: tt·m 9.1 ( S E11~ t.) f t'tJ 6 E17, ~-~/~ ) 
"-.> .6 ~tJ 
is the spectral density of the field fluctuations. 
The first item in r.h.s. of eq. (7) describes the trans-
versal-longitudinal energy exchange. As we mentioned, it is 
mainly caused by fast collisions. In the adiabatical limit 
( 1) d 7;. /dt _,..... t? , and (7) gives 
2. == 
~ =- !_ L Ro (-/!-- ) c{- sclrJ ($ 1:.~)~ {8) 
« t !V h h z~ l Zn t:t t 
i.e. eYolution of T is governed by evolution of the beam 
noise. ~ 
So, we need now equation for (g t:r. ).o • It can be con-
structed in the following way. Without excitations the lon-
gitudinal coherent oscillations of the beam decay due to 
Landau damping.. So one can wri te 
~ Q 
~ (r t~ ) :::: - of An ( CJ) (f E~):, rot n tu '. (9) 
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But thermal motion of particles excites new coherent oscilla-
tions and this concurences with considered decay. As a result, 
the field fluctuations resch the equilibrium level. This can 
be described by the equation 
:hC&En-)~ =- .!A..(CJJ[(u,.):- (tE")~fst 7. ( 10) 
The equilibrium value {ß En):/s-t- can be 
the Callen, Welton for.mula, which yields 
calculated using 
2 




}2 .. {t.J))2 4'-J" 
(12) 
is the dielectrical constant of the beam, 
2 2 I 
.12 -= 2 /V e Qs cv(J (" ?j 11 h. ----- -
/7 h 
( 13) 
I 4Js. '? 
is the square of longitudinal coherent tune ahift,. tUo = JMd:r -' 
'1;7 - _f_ - _1_ , f'1el.!tt.. is the transition 
- /ll. cf/t. 
energy of the ring (here (/ < /t·t. ) . If the temperature 7 
is small enough for all ~ , except 
.;~ {tV} ::= 0 (14) 
one has Je.~ (cu)/>>1~~(~)} .. So, eq. (11) can be rewritten as 
(l> E~ ): I = h~~s { i_1~J) /eil,~-~ ~ [ ~~ { ~) J T. 
- ' St 1'\
0 
\ f7 1 d tJ I • 
(15) 
SUbstitution of eq .. (15) to eq .. (10) completes our construc-
tion: 
tU k· )2 \ J!f,~--12 -- h~(~~?..~)/lg~js[J:'(0)7T] 
r()t\.~E;,/0-:;;-.-J/ .. v1(:J)L~'-- 11 .kv A,..,.} \ h/td'GJ "" "" .(16) 
It is more suitable to introduce instead of (t~):, 
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the temperatures of coherent excitations: 
( 17) 
Then equations (8, 16) can be. rewritten in the form 
d~ « t = - ct /211 ( ~ - T) < 18) 
~tT - L 0 ( ~ - T) ( 19) 
17(. n N .? 
where An ::: A 1-1 ( 4J) wi th ~: f c..> J == tJ ( 4 tüh ~ .12.n) • Corres-
pondingly, for ~ one can get 
(20) 
2. Relaxation of an uncooled beam 
As we found out, the relaxation of the beam without 
cooling in described by the system of eqs. (18,19). The pro-
cess looks like a temperature exchange in the mixture of 
two gases: particles and collective fluctuation&~ It Rtops 
when temperatures of components become equal: 
T-::7: k . (21) 
The longitudinal temperature itself can be found from the 
energy conservation law 
Y' tl'Ve;( T 
2. . 
( 22) 
The number of excitations can be estimated using condition 
(2) or (in equilibrium) using thermodynamical consideration. 
Anyway, it can not exceed N. So, with an accuracy of factor 




where 6 is deter.mined by initial conditions. 
One of the important results, which follows from eqs. 
(18,19), is the heating of particles if initial level of cohe-
rent noise of the beam exceeds the equilibrium one. This can 
be, for instance, while the beam unbunching. Let the initial 
spatial distribution in the bunch have the Gaussian form 
Then 
where T is ini tial value of 7 .. Assuming Po 11o '>'> f, 
IJP < ii L and (t' 2~-t /h) = const when In I< J1 o , we shall get 
from (23) 
2. 
1 c::;-' N e'tc.'s(i }11) -.! h z.tQ, 
tf ... ~T:+L - e = 
l h :lil h 
(24) 
Using T-:::: Ro L\CJ 2/41/ (where L1 tJ is the revolution fre-
quency spread) we can rewrite eq. (24) as 
~tJ;=At.J/(1-+ .i... Jl,.zz/ ) 
8o 0 IJ t.Jj h <' h., 
_ 1.1 CJ/· ( j -f 1 N ) 
&o ~ . 
(25) 
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Here we introduce 
the threshold number of particles for the effect of the no-
ise suppression /8/. One can see that heating can be signifi-
can provided initial temperature is small 
(26) 
For long bunches (;; < &e> < .?.'1} the energy of cohe-
rent motion in 6 decree.ses f{,/&o (f1t=o?i;- &o) times. 
Then 
7f - T. -+ !!L. /Vel.4's (!) - " 1)0 V R11 1 t16Jc 




t9o?~ (26. a) 
Ne ~ 
) 
This heating of a beam by nonequilibrium coherent noise 
is not specific for Coulomb interaction only. The same for-
mulae are valid for any interaction (electrodes and so on), 
which do not produce coherent instabilities, provided, cer-
tainly, that dissipation is negligible. 
Another important result can be obtained by calculation 
of relaxation time. It is given by eq. (19) 
(27) 
In the l.h.s. we have the sum of decrements for beam partie-
las and it is equal to the same of coherent modes. This is, 
so-called, tbe thearem of the sum of decrements af coherent os-
cillations.~ly this was established in ref. /9/ for the 
beam without frequency spread. Eq. (27) generalize this sta-
tement for beams with non-zero frequency spreads. 
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From general point of view, eq. (27) allows one to es-
timate the ability of the particular cooling system to cool 
down the intense beams. By the order of value 
and in order to provide coherent stability of the beam this 
should be less than revolution period fl,7/CJ€ : 
W.r 
2i7 
So, the cooling will be not accompanied by coherent instabi-
lities, if 
N< (28) 
where W is the cooling system "bandwidth" .. 1!\i!:'merly the same 
limitation was obtained in Ref. /10/ for stochastic cooling 
systems .. 
We should now return back to Coulomb interaction. Let 
us estimate A for this case. For the Gaussian energy dist-
o 
ribution the decrement of Landau damping has the form 
'7' 
A" ,.. {f .i2n .e)< P (- .12; ) . 
/rt.Llc.>/ 3 :lhZ.iJ.t.v2 
(29) 
Substituting this in eq. (27) we shall get 
Nex/2 t; z ) 
A li 1 L Jlh .e .!217 
o =:-li N I 13 xp (- .2 /1 'tJ CJ' • 
h: 1 ruJ.t.J 
(30) 
For the beams cold enough, /Vex can be very high (see sec-
tion 4). Therefore we can replace the summation over ~ in 









""" L.. 'Z. - rc.o 
is a har.monic number corresponding to Debye radius 
'ltil = R.,j lt,pt • But in cold beams /\.1 >7Nc and so, 
(32) 
ft« '>'> 11" .. Und er these condi tions. eq.. (31) can be simpli-
fied and rewritten as 
2.. e' 
,A" ...... 
h4t. .dtü ...... -
/V a'dp 
(33) 
where c1p is momentum sprea.d in the beam. 
It is interesting to note the formal coincidence of 
eq.. (33) for ). 0 wi th the asymptotica.l expression for the 
cooling rate of a cold beam in stochastic cooling method 
/10/ .. 
(34) 
where W' tvs/ of.;7 is the bandwid th of the cooling feed-ba.ck 
system .. The value of~ is determined by para.meters of the 
feedback and is constant while cooling. For Coulomb intera.c-
tion the analogous value ~d increases like 1/ (a.4tJ_} during 
cooling and can be very high .. Anyway, Vv' ~ )1
0 
, so we can 
write 
(35) 
In practice, the value of A0 can be not small .. Say, 
for parameters of NAP-M /2/: a = 0.01 cm, AP/p ~ 10-6 
(with the beam current I~ 10f<-A) eq .. (33) gives 
Ao =- 105 /sec .. 
The dependence of ).. 0 on L1p corresponds to the fricti-
on force 
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independent of partielas velocities, which is apecific for 
the ao-ca.lled "dry friction" .. 
3. Eguilibrium tempera.ture of cooled besm 
Let us consider now the current dependence of ;r for 
the bea.m in the stora.ge ring with electron cooling .. This 
time eq .. (19) should be modified: 
d/;, ( ~) ;;;: -= - of J.. h 7;,_ - T;) 
"- 1 :: x: ~~{T -T)- tl) T-toi -f/oiT) 
Rt t ~-. N J-t lätt /;a.JI 
(36) 
where A and d. are cooling a.nd diffusion ra.tes, produced 
by cooler, (d 1'/~ I )f~sl - describes the contribution from 
fast collisions .. 
System (36) also has an equilibrium .. In adiabatical 
limi t [ { o1 T/ .?/t )f4.sl- _...,. 0 ] the equilibrium temperature 
is given by 
T ::: l n. (37) 
and does not depend on /V .. Since cooling down, the inter-
action energy is distributed between new collective modes .. 
If the contribution from fast collisions is not small, 
7- will increa.se with the beam current. So, let us estima-
te the region of pa.rameters, which corresponds to adia.ba.ti-
cal collisions .. Representation of a beam as that consisting 
of disks with constant transversal energy ( ~~6
2 ~~ ) will 
be valid untill for any couple the time, ta.ken to pass ave~ 
rage distance between particles fl,/tv' , will exceed the 





N ~~~'Roof .d? 
(38) 
N<!V - i7~ it 
-'7 (LAP/ps) 
Thus, we ca.n summarize the current dependence of 7 in a 
cooled beam.. If N < Nit. , the equilibriu.m temperature of 
the beam does not depend on !V .. For N > 1\1'6 "1:. , T will 
increase with/V due to fast collisiona of partiales. Such 
depression of IBS in a cold beam was seen experimentally at 
NAP-M /2/.. Eatimation of ~t for NAP-M pa.rameters yielda 
Nit. ~ 3•107 , which agree with results of theae measure-
menta. 
4 .. The cryataltzation of a cold beam 
An increaae in a specific heat (aee eq. (22)) and de-
pression of IBS in a cold beam mean that at low temperatu-
res the propertiea of the beam ahould be close to that of 
a crystal. The last onea are mainly determined by aignifi-
cant spatial ordering of partiales placement along the beam. 
In nonrelativistic beams the transversal ordering can 
be hardly expected due to high betatron frequencies spreads. 
On the contrary, the revolution frequency spread is small, 
when the beam is cooled down. Thus, the presence of a nume-
rous collective oscillations in equilibrium amplifies the 
correlations in spatial longitudinal distribution of partia-
les along the beam. 
Thermodynamical properties of the beam in equilibrium 
can be described using the statistical sum. In adiabatical 
limit (38) it is given by 
-q --- r ctr' 1 





Here t2 ii t is Planck constant; 
N' ~ ;V 
IN = exp [- Z lf-r - ~ 
-'<=1 ~r K'd ] 
- ( n I 
is ;V -particles distribution function, r = l"o 00 is 
the e:f':f'ective mass of longitudinal motion; 
UKi - L ~"' ex1o (in [e"- ~· J); (40) -
cR.T "' 
ez.tv 
('!~= I f % I /nJ< ho (41) ~ \A :::: J; (f! .. /hf; 'Ir; T of/V Jn/>h". 
Let us rewri te )Al in the form 
() 







-~-- vrf i' /4 r 
is the statistical sum of the ideal gas and 
with 
n -th harmonic of the beam density. 
(43) 
Below we shall calculate ther.modynamical values, which 
are deter.mined by free energy ~ and by its derivatives 
over temperature. Free energy itself is given by 
r- ·-~ .. -:r ./.;:- /1' 
I ···- •L- i ,..-:~n_ ? 
t.Jlv 
or, omi tting the i tems independent on ? . 
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(44) 
The way of calculation of QN depends on ratio between /V 
and n"' • It N '>'> fttJL , i t is convenient to use 
1 I ~V 
<.I P 11 \ > = ( 15_ [ p 1 ~ I = j_ ( ri & i. · · . tl t9 1'1 } f ( "'5" I \rz) \ ,j -;. ~ 11 11v Q j 11/ 1 f~ exp - ,c... }'h f\i 




QN ( ?~ = 0) = 1. 
The l.h.s .. of eq. (45) provided by N'>'> ltp~. can be obtained 
from eq .. (11) (see also /8/): 
<lr/2>-= ;V 
i -tN'"il<\ 
Integration of eq. ( 45) over "? \II yields 
QN f7 
1 -----
k --l + N~\<\ 
and, so 
(46) 
Due to fast convergence the summation over ~ in eq.. (46) 
can be expended over J h / < ac7 .. Eq. (46) corresponds to 
calculation of QN in the so-called tt::ring appro:x:imation" .. 
Making summation over /1, , with additional condition 
'!tot // ft.r:; , yields 
tJ F == of it /tut 7~ (47) 
This gives for energy b , specific heat and entropy of 




~(1- J'..!!!!_t~t) t'..e=t50) 
2 ~jl/ . 
In these for.mulae the interaction of particles is des-
cribed by ratio ~~~)td~A/ - of average distanoe between par-
ticles to sheelding radius 4/n~ . One can see, that ap-
proa.ching o:f lttL to 111/til lea.ds to significant decrea.se 
of entropy and to duplication both o:f ~ a.nd C : 
(51) 
Such variation of thermodynamica.l va.lues is ca.used by signi-
ficant ordering of relative motion of partielas inside 
beam produced by collective intera.ction. Comparison of eqs. 
(48,49) and (22) yields the a.verage number of excitations in 
equilibrium 
IVex == rlil ft.()(., (52) 
It increases towards JV since cooling down the beam. 
Equations (46)+52) become not valid provided by fttt'>>/V .. 
In this region aN can be calculated assuming that f)k are clo-
se to points ofii X/ IV : 
A; , ~ (- fl.;;i1<11) {) _ of!!_K ..,_ 
~!-\. -= - "h L- z;J( exf N ) ; J< - N r '-1K ) 
K:; (53) 
I 
Jii c:K I << /V 
Substitution of eq. ( 5.3) into /;v gi ves 
ex r C- ~ "{,./ fk 12) ~ cxr c- :>; ~. n" ~ 'l;" ~ exr[7J (~<1JJ) 
Omitting here the values of the order of ~o/!V) << ( , this 
can be replaced by 
z N' ] 





which agree with localization of particles near equilibri-
um points ~#X~~ with dispersion 
< t;l('> ~ --k « (:;'/ (55) 
We should underline that eq. (54) corresponds to very 
strong collective correlations in the beam, which can not 
be calculated in quasilinear approximation. The physical 
- f meaning of a pa.rameter lt6! also che.nges. It is no more the 
shielding radius, but the average amplitude of oscillations 
of particle near equilibrium points o!J7 K.M/ • 
Calculation ef thermodynamical values of the beam 
with distribution function (54) is trivial and leads to 
well known expressions /11/ 
F-==-;vtLL 7 S=IV[~L -tf] t: 4).1\ ~t;)A 
t -IV T 
(56) 
which coincide with that of a onedimensional crystal at 
high temperatures C T >'> 1i CJ"' , cv." - is plasma frequency 
of the beam). 
So, we can wri te down the cri terjm for transi tion of 
a cold beam into crystal (or exactly ordered 111/) state 
c?ii n~ ~ 1 (57) 
/V :;;.-' . 
It is not surprising that transition to crystal state 
is not accompanied by critical phenomena. Due to longrange 
interaction between particles the state of the beam with a 
reasonable temperature is the mixture of ordered and random 
phases. The variation of the beam temperature changes the 
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ratio between both components of this mixture. 
The amplification of ordering effects 9 when cooling 
down the beam, justifies the choice of 17;1AI as a spa-
tial parameter in adiabaticity condition (38). The longitu-
dinal mobility of particles inside the beam is depressed by 
their collective interaction. 
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A COMPARISON BETWEEN ELECTRON COOLING AND STOCHASTIC COOLING ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
. D. Mcihl 
CERN, CH-1211 Geneva, Switzerland 
1. Introduction 
The two cooling methods~ 7 have been compared in a number of 
papers 7- 10• Most authors agree that st.ochastic and electron cooling are 
complementary in their dependence on many of the basic machine and beam 
parameters. There is little to be added to this general finding. 
In the present talk, I will try to illustrate the complementary 
character in some detail for the specific case of transverse cooling in a 
hypothetical "model ring". To do so, I invite you to go through some 
simplified, and hence very approximate, design considerations for a cooling 
system of either kind. During the course of this exercise, some points of 
comparison will hopefully emerge. 
2. The stochastic cooling system 
Beam ----
Kicker 






J Motion of 
;--- centre of 
gravity 
of sample 
Fig. 1 The principle of hor'izontal stochas.tic cooling 
· The pick-up measures horizontal deviation; the kicker cor-
rects angular deviation. They are spaced by a multiple plus 
one quarter of the betatron wavelength. A position error at 
the pick-up transforms into an error of angle at the kicker. 
This angular error is corrected. For a beam of many parti-
cles, the system corrects the centre of gravity of successive 
beam samples. The sample length T 8 = 1/(2W) is the time 
interval during which the kicker pulse due to each single 
particle is present. It is given by the bandwidth W of the 
system. Due to momentum spread, particles migrate between 
samp les and this mixing continuously exchanges the sample 
populations. 
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Assuming that you are familiar with the principles (Fig. 1), let us 
start by writing down the simpli fied equation for the cooling rate of 
betatron amplitude 
1 w .-12 2 2 





N number of particles in the beam 
W cooling system bandwidth 




M desired beam mixing an the way kicker to pick-up (M ~ 1) 
~ ~ 
M undesired beam mixing an the way pick-up to kicker (M > 1) 
U noise to signal ratio (U > 0) for (anti-)protons 
Z charge number of particle. 
(1) 
"Optimum" conditions are reached when the gain is chosen such that the 
term in the square bracket is maximum. The corresponding g and 1IT are: 
(2) 
This choice of g will be assumed throughout in what follows. All that 
<'V 
remains to be done then is to pickup values for N, Z, W, M, M and U. 
We take it that the number of particles and their charge state are 
given by the peculiarities of our cooler ring. Ta be specific, let us 
9 assume N = 10 , Z = 1. As to the bandwidth, looking at what has been 
achieved (see Table 1), we take W = 0.5 GHz as a well established state of 
the art figure. The two mixing factors to be discussed next are closely 
related to W. In fact, we may interpret M, the number of turns for mixing, 
in terms of the "migration" l:IT = I nl T tplp of a typical off-momentum 
particle with respect to the nominal particle (tp = 0). Here 
n = 1 I y 2 . . - 1 I y 2 is the off -momentum function of the storage ring, 
transltlon 
and T the revolution time. We expect good mixing if this migration is 
comparable to a sample length T = 1I2W. 
s 
Hence, we put 
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Table 1 
Effective bandwidths used or proposed 
ISR (1975) 0.1 
ICE (1976) 0.25 
AA (precooling) (1980) 0.5 
Fermilab (1986) 2 
ACOL (1986) 2 
Source for ( ? ) 5 
20 TeV collider 
Ts 
M a- = 
AT 








All the finer peculiarities are hidden in the proportionality 
constant. We avoid going into a painful discussion of details by assuming 
M = 1 for Ap/p = 10- 2• 
In a similar way, the unwanted 
of a typical off-momentum particle 
the way from pick-up to kicker. 
m1x1ng is gi ven by the time lag ATpK 
with respect to the cooling signal on 
In a regular lattice, this lag is 
N 
proportional to the migration 
AT PK to the useful width Tc 
particle. This pulse width is 
Hence, we may write: 
per turn AT. T o work out M , we compare 
of the correction pulse due to a single 
in turn proportional to the sample length. 
,.,. T T 
M a_c_ a~ a M 
AT PK AT 
Again, to avoid lengthy details, we fix fairly arbitrarily 
M = 2. M 
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We note, in passing, the importance of a good choice of transition 
energy: for a gi ven bandwidth and gi ven tp/p, we get too much mixing 
N 
(M + 1) i f I nj T W tp/p is considerably larger than 1 and not enough mixing 
(M » 1) in the opposite limit. Extreme bandwidth only pays if I niT ~/p is 
small enough. 
The final parameter to be fixed is the noise to signal power ratio U. 
The noise is determined by the characteristics of the amplifier system 
whereas the signal depends on a variety of parameters, among them the beam 
intensity, the number and the sensitivity of the pick-ups and - most 
important in the present context - the ratio of "plate spacing to beam 
size" for the case of position sensitive electrodes. All we want to retain 
is this proportionality of the signal power with the square of the beam 
size a: Hence we take 
1 1 u <X- <X-
a2 E 
(3) 
Here E is the beam emittance. In writing down (3), we assume fixed pick-up 
plates. If, instead, the plates are moved mechanically to stay always close 
to the beam edge, then U is independent or only weakly dependent an beam 
size and good conditions (U ~ 1) can be maintained as cooling proceeds. 
-Such movable pick-ups will be used in the p accumulator ACOL ! 
Basing our considerations here an fixed pick-ups, we will assume that 
good signal to noise ratio (U = 1) is reached for an emittance of 
100 n mm.mrad. We thus arrive at the model parameters summarized in 
Table 2. 
Table 2 
Parameters assumed for stochastic cooling 
N 10 9 
w 500 MHz 
M 10- 2/ ( lp/p) 
f'J 
M 2M 
U/Z 2 ( 100 n mm.mrad)/E 
Resulting cooling times are compiled in the first part of Table 3 




Camparisan of stochastic ( Tg) and electron (Te) cooling. 
Time constant T as a function of beam emittances 
EH 100 50 25 .o 12.0 6.0 3.0 1. 5 0.75 1T mm.mrad 
llp 
10 5 2.5 1. 2 0.6 0.3 0.15 0.07 X 10- 3 - p 
T 14 18 33 65 128 256 512 1024 s s 
---- ------------------------------------------------- -----------
T 64 25 10 5 3 2 1. 3 1. 2 s e 
3. The electron cooling system 
As we have been very qualitative with stochastic cooling, we feel free 
to be approxim~:t.te with the electron system as well. We take the cooling 
t . . b 4) 1me g1ven y 
k e ß4 Ys ( 62 + 62) 3/2 
T : e p 
r r L J ~ p e c 
(4) 
k = 0.16- 0.6 form factor (0 .16) 
e ~ V 
e e....L 
/ßc electron beam divergence (2 .1 o- 3) 
Eh E 1 tp 
e = [ -- + _v_ + (- -) 
p 1TßH 1Tf\t y p 
2 l/2 
] 
ß horizontal and vertical focusing function of storage ring at 
H, V cooling sect ion ( f:H= 2 m, f\t= 5 m) 
E horizontal and vertical beam emittance (EH = 2 Ey) 
H,V 
j electron beam current density (0.25 A/cm 2) 
L Coulomb logarithm (10) 
c 
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nc cooling length/circumference (0.02) 
e = 1 • 6 X 1 o- 1 9 As ß = v/c (0.3) 
r = 2.8 x 10- 13 cm r = 1.5 10- 16 cm e p 
In practical units (taking Tin s, j in Amp/cm 2 and e in mrad): 
ß4 y5 
( e2 + e2) 
3/2 
T : 0.06 
j n e p 
(4a) 
Using the "model parameters" given in paranthesis under eq. (4), we may 
write 
3/2 
• = o . 1 2 ( 4 + e 2) 
p 
ep "~0.6 E~ + (0.95 ~ ) 
21 
(in mrad) 
We can then complete Table 3 to include the electron cooling times 
(4b) 
Several remarks concerning eq. (4) are now in order. We have taken k 
to be constant (k = 0.16) independent of tt> and ee. For !arge proton 
angles e ~ ep-L > 8 , k may be !arger and eq. (4b) may then underestimate 
p/ I e 
the C(Joling time. We have also assumed overlap of electron and ion beam, 
even for very !arge emittance. Thus, we are optimistic for !arge beams. On 
the other hand, we have neglected many details, especially the effect of 
the magnetic field 3' 4 which can increase the cooling speed for the 
small beam. Thus, the increase of cooling time with beam size may be more 
pronounced than observed from Table 3. 
3. Camparisan and conclusion 
The behaviour of the two cooling time constants wi th beam size (Eh 
and 6p/p) is illustrated in Fig. 2 which clearly indicates the efficiency 
of electron cooling for the cold and of stochastic cooling for the hat 
beam. This behaviour (sketched in Fig. 3) very naturally suggests combining 
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Stochastic and electron cooling time as a functio.n of beam 
emittance. 
COOLING 
Sketch of beam cross-section to indicate regions where one of 
the two cooling methods is most efficient. The combination of 
"core cooling" by electrons with "hßlo cooling" by the sto-
chastic method is capable of taking advantage of both of 
them. 
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Clearly, the detailed comparison depends very much on the exact 
parameters of the cooling ring and more precise design equations have to be 
taken for a real machine. Yet, I hope that our example has correctly 
illustrated one of the trends. The more general comparison and the 
conclusions which have been drawn many times before may be summarized as: 
Stochastic cooling works well for !arge emittance beams. 
Electron cooling works well for beams which are already very cool. 
Stochastic cooling is therefore well adapted to the accumulation of 
rare partielos, the eompsAsat.i.or~~~.W:--1-EH'·~e---~, the 
recuperation of !arge amplitude particles. 
Electron cooling is ideal to provide highly monochromatic sharply 
collimated beams and to keep the beam centre cool. 
Stochastic cooling depends strongly on particle number and weakly 
on energy. 
The inverse is true for electron cooling (but it has never been 
tested for more than 10 9 partielos, so far!). 
Stochastic cooling needs many pieces of straight section space and 
a separate system for each - horizontal, vertical and momentum -
cooling. 
Electron cooling needs one relatively lang piece of space; it works 
simultaneously in all three planes. 
2. !~:: __ C:~~~~~~t:_~~~--o! __ ~~~_:~~~~~_: __ ~'2~ __ e_l_e_c_t_r_o_n __ ~~~l!~.9 will open new 
possibilities in LEAR and could also be very handy in other 
accumulation and cooling rings. 
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COOLING OF HEAVY ION BEAMS 
B. FRANZKE, GS I - Darmstadt, West Germany 
Abstract 
This note discusses typical requirements for beam cooling in heavy 
ion storage rings. By comparison with the cooling of proton beams 
problems related especially to heavy ions are reviewed. A brief 
description of the experimental storage ring (ESR) project of 
GSI-Darmstadt, designed for accumulation and cooling of highly or 
fully ionized ions up to uranium, is given. 
1. Typical requirements for heavy ion beam cooling 
The progress in beam accumulation and cooling techniques at high energy 
proton rings is increasingly stimulating the interest of nuclear and atomic 
physicists in heavy ion storage rings. This is demonstrated by a series of 
cooler ring projects presented in the past few years in different countries. 
Extreme angular and energy resolution in atomic and nuclear sprectroscopy as 
weil as totally new types of experiments using circulating cold beams are 
expected. The ring projects cover a wide range of specific energies and ion 
masses. The ESR (GSI-Darmstadt), for instance, is designed to accept high-
ly or fully ionized beams up to uranium after acceleration to 556 MeV/u in the 
planned heavy ion synchrotron SIS 18 and should be able to decelerate down 
to 10 MeV /u. Other rings behind electrostatic machines or cyclotrons (e. g. 
HSR/Heidelberg) will work typically in the 1-10 MeV/u range or even below 
1 MeV/u (CRYRING/Stockholm). All plans for heavy ion cooler rings are 
! 
based on experimental results 1 ' 2 ' 3 for electron cooling of proton beams in the 
range 1.4 MeV (Novosibirsk) and 200 MeV (Fermilab) or the practical experi-
ence with stochastic high energy antiproton cooling gathered mainly at 
CERN 4 • 
High cooling rates as weil as - in principle - extremely small equilibrium val-
ues of momentum spread and emittances speak clearly weil for the application 
of electron cooling in heavy ion storage rings. Extrapolations of electron cool-
ing results of the Novosibirsk-group 1 , applied to totally ionized uranium at 
50 MeV/u, give rise to expect cooling times in the ms-range, provided the 
initial temperature of the ion beam is not much higher than that of the elec-
tron beam (~0.5 eV) times the ion to electron mass ratio Am Im . At higher n e 
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ion beam temperatures stochastic cooling will compete with electron cooling, if 
the number of circulating ions is below the band-width of the cooling system. 
a) lmprovement of primary beam quality 
ln most cases, the beam intensity in heavy ion rings has tobe accumulated by 
means of radial or longitudinal stacking methods which reduce the phase 
space density of the injected beam. The application of beam cooling simultane-
ously to the stacking process ·will save ring acceptance or enable to attain 
higher beam cu rrents. The phase space density Iimit for a given number of 
stored ions or is determined by space charge forces inreasing ocq 2 /A with the 
mass number A and the charge state q of the ion. An incoherent betatron 
tune shift ll.Q.l_!::!-0,05 due to transverse space charge forces seems tobe toler-
able in storage rings. The reduced ion number N listed in the following 
r 
table together with some typical initial and desired beam parameters is related 
only to this ll.Q.1_ - Iimitation, and has tobe multiplied by ß 2 ~ 3 A/q 2 : 
Beam initial cooled cooled 
Transv. emittances ( 1T mm mrad) ::;;20 ~1 !0!0, 1 
Momentum spread ll.p/p ::;;5x10-3 !O!,o-4 ~lo- 5 
Nr(d.c.) 2.7x10 13 1.35x10 12 1 .35x10 11 
Other effects - e. g. the longitudinal instability Iimit, which is proportional to 
(ll.p/p) 2 - could set even strenger Iimits to the allowed number of circulating 
ions, though, for intermediate or low energies (ß< 1), estimates by means of 
the Keil-Schnell criterion should be used with caution. 
b) Compensation for beam heating 
The cooled beam will be heated by scattering processes between circulating 
ions and atoms at rest either concentrated in an internal target of typically 
1 ng/cm 2 thickness (gas jet or atomic beam) or, at pressures as low as 
10-l 1 mbar neglegible, distributed in the vacuum chamber. Energy loss, 
small angle scattering, and momentum scattering (energy straggling) will 
reduce the beam quality and consequently also the efficiency for in-ring 
experiments. Compensation for this beam heating could be achieved by simul-
taneaus electron cooling. The beam life would then be mainly influenced by 
charge changing processes in the internal target, by radiative capture of 
cooling electrons or by large angle scattering. Variable electron beam inten-
sity would be desir·able, for instance, to optimize between cooling rate and 
radiative capture rate. ln ring designs for !arge momentum acceptance and 
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vanishing dispersion at the position of target and cooling, one will be able to 
telerate higher charge charge changing rates by means of a multi-eharge 
operation. 
lf the circulating beam is bunched, compensation for the mean energy loss is 
easily done by means of an rf-cavity. In this case, if not disallowed by too 
high charge changing or large angle scattering rates, the application of larg-
er target thickness up to 1 J.Jg/cm 2 may come into question. 
Additional sources of beam heating are intra beam scattering and - mainly 
incoherent - longitudinal and transversal space charge forces. So far, there 
are no quantitative estimates to what extend electron cooling could be used as 
compensation for those effects. 
c) Accumulation of radioactive beams 
The ESR-ring described below, operated in the accumulator mode, is able to 
accept beams with transverse emittances between 20 and 50 TI mm mrad and 
momentum spread up to 1 %. The corresponding beam temperatures are in the 
order of 10 MeV. lf the available phase space of the storage ring could be 
repeatedly made free by sufficiently fast beam cooling, the accumulation of 
radiactive beams - produced by fragmentation of fast heavy projectiles - to 
comfortable intensity and brightness should be possible. The radioactive 
beams are initially very hot with velocity spreads in the order of 0.01 c. 
At high relative velocities between ions and cooling electrons (ß 1 ~1 re 




rates by the stochastic cooling method. Therefore, similar to the cooling of 
antiprotons in· the AA-ring at CERN, the application of a two stage cooling 
method suggests itself. Fast stochastic precooling of the injected turn -
before moving it towards the stack - could be combined with consecutive elec-
tron (in AA-ring stochastic) cooling of the stack in order to reach excellent 
beam quality. Assumed a band-width of 1 GHz for the pick-up and kicker 
systems and 10 7 to 10 8 fragment ions circulating on the injection orbit, cool-
ing times and, correspondingly, accumulation step periods close to or even 
below 1 s should be attained. 
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2. Comparison between proton and heavy ion cooling 
a) Cooling rates 
Under identical conditions the electron cooling rates for ions Ri are, in a good 
approximation, determined by the proton cooling rate RP multiplied by q 2 /A. 
For instance, the follwing partially stripped ions will be cooled approximately 
5+ 6+ 10+ 12+ 16+ 
as fast as protons: Ne , Ar , Kr , Xe , and U . For fully ionized 
ions the cooling rates are increased by the following factors: 5 (Ne), 8.1 
(Ar), 15.4 (Kr), 22.1 (Xe), and 35.6 (U). · 
Stochastic heavy ion cooling works faster than proton cooling only in the 
amplifier noise limited range, i.e. at very low beam currents (10 6 to 10 7 cir-
culating ions at v=c) and/or high beam temperature, where it takes profit 
from the I arge signal power ( ocq 2 ) of highly charged ions. However, the 
effective gain in the cooling rate is modest, if low beam temperatures have to 
be reached, and the cooling time is determined by the increasing number of 
revolutions needed for the development of totally new mixtures of particle 
samples. lt should be mentioned that - compared to proton cooling - the 
optimal amplifier gain must be variable according to the mass to charge ratio 
of the ion. 
b) Beam loss 
The beam loss rate due to charge changing collisions between heavy ions and 
residual gas molecules is determined by the product ßotp (ot is the total 
charge changing cross sections and p the mean gas density in the ring). 
Experimental cross section data for partially stripped heavy ions - the worst 
case - are available below 10 MeV/u. Semi-empirical extrapolations of the low 
energy data for several charge states of uranium ions are plotted in Fig. 1. 
91 + 92+ 
Two points for U and U on carbon recently measu red at 437 and 
962 MeV/u behind the Bevalac 6 are found to be lower by more than two 
orders of magnitude. 
The following (charge state) survival times of partially and fully ionized ura-
nium ions at a pressure of 10- 11 mbar are deduced from Fig. 1 and should be 
92+ 
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Fig. 1: Total charge changing cross sections 5 for several charge states of 
uranium incident on nitrogen vs. specific kinetic energy. The 
cu rves describe semi-empi rical estimates deduced from experimental 
data below 10 MeV/u. 
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Fig. 2: Ratio of cross sections 
for electron cooling and recom-
bination o Ia vs. relative c r 
velocity ß 
1 
between ions and . re 
electrons. At the beginning of 
the cooling 
mean initial 
procedu re, the 
values for the 
equivalent electron energy T e 
( upper scale) range typically 
from a few eV (SIS 18-beam) to 
more than 10 eV (projectile 
fragment beam). The electron 
beam 'temperatu re' is below 
0.5 eV. 
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A more serious problern is the radiative recombination of cooling electrons 
with the highly ionized ions. The most important quantity is the r·atio of 
recombination 7 to cooling 1 cross sections o Ia which theoretically turns out r c 
to be independent of the ionic charge state and to increase linearily with the 
ionic mass number. lts quadratic dependence on ß 1 is illustrated in Fig. 2. re 
During the cooling process beam Iosses are expected tobe tolerable even for 
the most massive ions, provided the initial mean ß 
1 
(beam temperature) is re 
not too high. The recombination time of a cold uranium beam interacting con-
tinuously with cooling electrons of 4x10 8 /cm 3 density over 1 % of the orbit 
length is estimated to be 11 s. This value seems not to be very comfortable. 
Therefore, one should, if possible, reduce the electron current density which 
just avoids beam heating. Anyway, the duration of experiments with the cir-
culating ion beam needing simultaneous electron cooling will be limited to 
several seconds, at least in the worst case of a highly ionized uranium beam. 
c) Ionisation of the residual gas 
The ionization power of highly charged ions grows proportionally to q 2 • 
Hence, 10 9 fully stripped uranium ions circulating with 2 MHz in a ring will 
produce nearly as much secondary ions per meter as a 3 A-electron beam at 
the same velocity would do, but - in the avarage - the charge state of sec-
ondary ions produced by the ion beam will be much higher 8 • The increased 
presence of positive charge in the electron cooling section could additionally 
give rise to instabilities of both the electron and the ion beam. On the other 
hand,. there is some hope, that a compensation for the negative space charge 
of the electron beam could be advantageous. 
d) Diagnostics for beam temperatu res 
Temperature measurements at both the electron and the ion beam seem tobe 
of essential importance to achieve high performance in cooler ring operation. 
For heavy ion cooling, in particular, one should Iook for new methods, mak-
ing use of the high recombination, ionization and excitation cross sections of 
highly charged ions. Spectral analysis of radiation emitted during radiative 
capture of cooling electrons, for instance, could possibly give some valuable 
information: the width of spectral lines is correlated with the distribution of 
relative velocities between ions and electrons, i. e. with the temperatu res in 
both the electron and ion beam. lf one of the temperatures is known or 
extremely low, the other could be deduced from the spectral line profile. The 
recombination rate may be enhanced by suitable Iaser radiation (Iaser induced 
capture). 
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e) Limits of cooling 
The equilibrium phase space density <?f heavy ion beams will be influenced by 
I 
space cha rge effects al rec.dy at relatively low numbers of ci rculating ions. 
Compared to proton beams, the stability or tolerable tune shift Iimit is 
reduced by the factor A/q 2 • I ntra-beam scattering effects are increased 
even by the factor q 4 /A 2 • At 500 MeV/u the following Iimits for a fully 
stripped uranium-beam are estimated: 3x10 10 for the incoherent tune 
depression of 0.05 and beam emittances of 1 TI mm mrad in both planes; lxl0 9 
longitudinal instability Iimit (Keil-Schnell) for Ap/p=±lxl0-4 and a vacuum 
chamber impedance of 10 Q. By means of streng (electron) cooling it should 
be possible to work to some extend against the dilution effects. A quantita-
tive theoretical or simulative, numerical treatment of electron cooling in the 
presence of the different counteracting dilution effects would give better 
information about the performance Iimits of heavy ion cooler rings. 
3. The Experimental Storage Ring (ESR) project 9 
The ES R is designed for the maximum 
92+ 10+ accept U up to 556 MeV/u, Ne 
2. 2 Ge V. The motivation for the ring 
ion stiffness of 10 Tm and is able to 
up to 834 MeV/u and protons up to 
( Fig. 3) is to provide the followi ng 
novel facilities for atomic and nuclear studies 
--Accumulation of fully ionized ions up to uranium to the highest possible 
phase space density using various cooling techniques. 
--Accumulation and cooling of radioactive ion beams produced by fragmenta-
tion or fission of fast heavy projectile~. 
--Experiments with circulating beams at energies variable from 10 to 
556 MeV/u (uranium) using internal targets, electrons or Iaser beams as 
interacting media. 
--lf feasible, experiments with two colliding beams, co-circulating in th.e ESR 
on different closed orbits due to different rigidity (see Fig. 4). Atomic 
collisions between two highly or fully ionized heavy systems could be stu-
died at collision energies near the Coulomb barrier. 
--Quality and energy enhancement of the beams accelerated in the heavy ion 
synchrotron SIS 18. Slow extraction out of ESR enables to stretch the SIS 
beam pulse to macroscopic duty factors close to 90 %. ln the scheme of fur-
ther acceleration of totally stripped heaviest ions - for u92 + from 1. 0 to 
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Fig. 3: The Experimental Storage Ring ESR at GSI-Darmstadt. 
The circumference of the ESR is 103.2 m. Two 9.5 m long straight sections 
are provided for the Installation of in ring experiment and electron cooling 
equipment. The magnet structure of ESR enables to match the ion optics to 
special requirements for electron cooling, internal targets, crossed beams, 
etc. by means of variable tunes (typically between 2 and 2.5) and variable 
dispersion function. Elements for injection, fast and slow extraktion and an 
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r.f. cavity will be placed into four 2.5 m and two 1.50 m long straight sec-
tions. The smaller gaps between the magnets will be used for higher order 




Fig. 4: First approach to the crossing of two cold (1 1T mm mrad) beams 
co-circulating in the ESR. The crossing angle is 100 mrad, the rel-
ative momentum difference 1 %. With u ranium ions at energies of 
\\ 
550.6 MeV/u and 559.7 MeV/u the same c.m. energy is obtained as 
by 7.2 MeV/u-uranium impinging on an uranium nucleus at rest. 
With 3x1010 ions in each of the beams one would obtain luminosities 
of approximately 5x1023 /(cm 2 s). The estimate is based on a inco-
herent detune Iimit of 0.05 and llp/p=0.0005 in each beam without 
regard to beam-beam effects. 
The most important (tentative) parameters of the electron cooling section for 
the ESR are: 
Range of specific ion energy 





Cu rrent density j 
e 
Electron beam diameter 
Cathode temperatu re 
Effective length of cooling section 
Installation length 
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0. 1-1 . 0 Al cm 2 
35 - 50 mm 
0.1 eV (1100 K) 
2.00 m 
4.50 m 
Beam pipe aperture (horiz.) 250 mm 
Presently, feasibility studies on the desired parameter set for the electron 
cooling section have been started. The technical design of main components of 
the ESR (dipoles, quadrupoles, r.f. cavity) is underway. Simultaneously, the 
beam dynamics calculations are being extended to higher orders to determine 
the requ i rements for eh romaticity correction and, eventually, for 
couter-balance of the most severe (high order) magnet imperfections over the 
large operational range from 0. 5 to 10 Tm. 
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STORING AND ELECTRON COOLING OF POLARIZED IONS 
E. Steffens 
Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik, D-6900 Heidelberg, 
Federal Republic of Germany 
and visiting scientist at PS Division, CERN, CH-1211 Geneva, 
Switzerland 
ABSTRACT 
Storing and synchrotron acceleration of medium energy polarized ions 
like protons is reviewed. For short storage times of the order of seconds 
to minutes the present experience from high energy proton synchrotrons 
indicates that little depolarization has tobe expected. No experiments 
have been done so far to study depolarization rates for storage times of 
several hours as well as for simultaneaus strong heating and cooling of 
the beam. Finally it is shown that hyperfine interaction between circulating 
ions and cooler electrons does not cause depolarization. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Experiments with stored beams aim at obtaining new experimental infor-
mation by the improved angular and energy resolution possible in such an 
arrangement. Using internal polarized targets new observables like the 
so-called "analyzing power" could be measured. Another class of new ob-
servables, e.g., "spin correlation coefficients", becomes accessible, if 
the circulating beam is polarized, too. Therefore, storing and electron 
cooling of polarized ions, like proton and deuterons, has been proposed 
so far for the cooler ring projects at IUCF1, Uppsala (CELSIUS) 2 and 
Jülich (COSY) 3. In this paper, the problems related to the acceleration 
of polarized ions are reviewed and the solutions found for high energy 
machines are presented. Finally, the depolarization caused by the elec-
tron cooler is discussed. 
Experiments in a storage ring can be performed either using a thin 
internal target or operating the ring as a collider. The storage times 
required depend an the availability of the ions to be injected and an 
other constraints imposed by the experiment. For the IUCF storage ring 
working with light ions frequently injected from a cyclotron short cycling 
times of the order of seconds are anticipated. In order to achieve 
high luminosities internal targets of 10-9 g/cm2 in density and more to-
gether with permanent electron cooling will be used. This mode is char-
acterized by short storage times with strong heating and cooling of the 
4 beam. For antiprotons circulating in a storage ring it has been proposed 
to polarize them by an internal polarized hydrogen target (thickness of 
the order 10- 11 to 10- 10 g/cm2) which acts as a filter for one substate. 
In this case storage times of the order of a day, i.e., very low depolar-
ization rates in the presence of moderate heating and cooling are required. 
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SPIN RESONANCES IN CIRCULAR MACHINES 
In the following, only heavy particles like protons are considered 
where no self-polarizing and self-cooling occurs in cantrast to electrons 
or positrons. The conditions to conserve polarization during synchrotron 
acceleration and short flat-tops have been studied extensive1y5,6,?,B, 9• 
No storage ring with polarized protons or heavier ions is working up to 
now. Therefore, the problems of long storage times or simultaneaus heating 
and cooling of a polarized beam have not been studied experimentally. 
Fig. 1 : Orientation of the precession 
vector ~p for a positive 
ion with G > 0 • 
We start our discussion by considering the effect of the vertical 
guiding field on the spin motion. We write (see fig. 1 ) : 
d; e 
[1 + 
+ + + + -- yG)SxB= w X S 
dt 1tl1C p 
+ e + 1\ 
w - - (1 + y G ] B = w [1 + yG)y (1) 
p 1tl1C c 
with w = 
eßv 
c 1tl1C 
Here S is the spin vector in the rest frame, ß is the magnetic field 
strength in the laboratory frame and G = (g- 2)/2 the gyromagnetic anomaly 
(see Table 1). Fora vertical orientation of S the spin is stationary; 
otherwise, the horizontal component precesses with angular frequency ~p' 
which can be expressed as a multiple of the revolution frequency wc. For 
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example, protons of 108 MeV (yG = 2) perform three spin rotations per 
turn, protons of 631 MeV (yG = 3) four rotations, etc. The situation for 
yG-= 2 i s s ketched in fi g. 2. 
i Gyromagne- Number of spin Lowest imperfection res. 
Ion tic anomaly rev. per turn 
G ( up- u~:) n T/GeV 
.793 few ( > 2) 2 0.108 p 3 0.631 
d -0.143 fewer -1 11.25 
paramagne-
"'10 3 "10 3 t i c i on - -
ll "" 43ohr ( + depo 1. ) 
m ""mp 
e, ll 1.16x1o- 3 "" 0 1 0.440 
Table 1: Some parameters relevant for storage of polarized ions 
oo ::r: 
1i: 
Fig. 2 Precession of the l: "' IX) c1. 
horizontal spin 0 .... 
component for 
yG = 2 ( e. g. 
protons of 108MeV). 
goo Wc 270° 
In a real machine, there are radial and longitudinal components of 
the magnetic field from the focussing and stray fields, and from magnet 
imperfections. We refer the generalized precession frequency (~p)rot 
7 relative to the frame rotating with w 
c 
( ~) = 
rot 
eßv B11 
[(1 +G) - + 
)111C BV 
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y G y) (2) 
The main sources of these fast-varying fields are field errors 
leading to vertical closed orbit distortions C1wave number 11 n=integer) 
or vertical betatron oscillations ( 11 Wave number 11 of the corresponding 
field distortion: kP t Qv; P = machine periodicity, Qv = vertical 
beta tron tune) . 
Under most conditions, the spin precession caused by horizontal 
field components averages to zero and the vertical spin direction would 
still be quasi-stationary. Only if the wave number yG of the vertical 
precession comes close to one of the horizontal wave numbers, these small 
horizontal precession angles add up coherently and a sizeable spin pre-
. . 5 cess1on anses . 
This is illustrated in fig. 3 for the lowest order yG = 2 is repre-
sented by localized field components which cause the spins to precess by 
a small angle ßG. Due to the resonance condition the kicks add up to 4 ßG 
per revolution. 
Fig. 3 
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In general, depolarizing resonances occur under the following 
conditions (for more general conditions, see ref. 8): 
(i) imperfection resonances: yG = n 
(ii) intrinsic resonances: yG = kP + Q - V 
(3a) 
(3b) 
Imperfection resonances are fixed in energy, whereas the position 
of intrinsic resonances depends on the betatron tune of the machine. 
The location of the lowest imperfection resonances for some typical ion 
species are given in Table 1. 
STORAGE AND ACCELERATION 
If we inject a polarized beam with vertical spin, i.e. parallel to 
the bending field, at a certain energy y
0 
well separated from depolarizing 
resonances and if this beam is stored, no depolarization would be expected 
in first approximation. Of course resonances might have tails which stretch 
out to the energy at which the beam is stored. Other factors like residual 
gas scattering or interaction with a colliding beam or an internal target 
may cause additional depolarization. 
To my knowledge, only one experimental study has been done so far on 
this problem. At the ZGS, using an extended 21 s flat-top at 3.25 GeV/c, 
an upper limit for the depolarization rate of 0,025% per second was found 10 . 
This value corresponds to a 1/e polarization life time of more than one 
hour, which is much more than the cycling times envisaged for proton 
storage rings3•11 . Therefore, even if one admits the influence of other 
neighbouring resonances, the depolarization of the stored beam due to spin 
resonances should be negligible, at least under the condition of the ZGS 
experiment. But depolarization rates in a proton storage ring with strong 
cooling by a cooler and simultaneaus strong heating by an internal target 
have not been studied yet. It was pointed out in ref. 12 that depolarization 
away from resonances requires the simultaneaus presence of scattering and 
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9amping processes. This led to the conjecture13 that polarized proton beams 
?imultaneously heated and cooled would be subject to depolarization, by a 
process similar to that of quantum fluctuations and radiation damping in 
electron storage rings. This would suggest a polarization lifetime of the 
order of the beam lifetime without cooling, but requires a more specific 
calculation for this situation. 
If the particle energy in the cooler synchrotron is varied, the left 
hand side of eq. (3) changes and the resonance condition may be fulfilled. 
In their pioneering paper5, Fraissart and Stora obtained the following 
formula for the polarization Pf after having crossed an isolated resonance: 
Pf/P; = 2 exp [- 1r t. 2/2 a] - 1 (4) 
with 
p, = 1 initial polarization 
E = strength pf the resonance 
/ 
a ;;;: parameter which describes the speed of the resonance crossing 
(e.g. a = yG/wc for an intrinsic resonance). 
The relevant parameter is t. 2/2a. The two limiting cases are: 
(i) t. 2 /2a << 1. This means a weak resonance and/or fast crossing and we 
obtain: Pf~P; 
(ii) t. 2/2 a >>1. Herewe have a strong resonance and/or slow crossing 
speed, which results in Pf~ -P;, that means a complete spinflipwill 
take place. 
A better account for the resonance strength of a given lattice can be 
obtained by using the computerprogram "DEPOL" vwitten by E.D. Courant14 . 
In addtion, the simple picture of resonance crossing is strongly modified 
by the presence of synchrotron oscillations, which cause multiple res~nance 
. 5,10 cross1ng 
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For a small storage ring with synchrotron acceleration, where the 
number of resonances is small, it is not necessary to device eleaborate 
techniques like pulsed quadrupoles or Siberian snakes, which are used 
or proposed for the big accelerators 15 ' 9. As for Saturne II, it seems 
possible to cross the weak resonances quickly without change and the strong 
1 1 t f . fl1·p16 Th f fl 'bl t ones s ow y o per orm a proper sp1n ere ore, a ex1 e sys em 
of ramping the magnets of different velocity is required. Using the 
correction dipoles, the strength of an imperfection resonance can be mo-
dified by correcting or amplifying closed orbit distortions in order to 
optimize the conditions for resonance crossing 16 
Fina lly, we want to emphasize that for deuterons, there are no 
depolarizing resonances in the relevant energy range (see Table 1), as 
the gyromagnetic anomaly is about 12 times smaller than for protons. 
ELECTRON COOLING 
Two effects may cause depolarization of the circulating ions by the 
electron cooler: 
a) spin precession in the longitudinal field 8
11 
of the Solenoid; 
b) hyperfine interaction (hfi) with the cooler electrons. 
a) The spin precession angle is given by: 
8
.1 I L l e,, = 8o T m ßY ( 5) 
where B11 is the axial field, L the length and e0 (prot.) = 51.2°, 
0 
8 0 (deut.) = 7.9 etc. For 811 x L equal to 0.2 Tm we get in the case 
of 100 MeV protons a precession angle of 21.6° per passage for the 
transverse polarization component. This would destroy the polarization 
completely, but it can be easily compensated by additional solenoids 
with opposite field direction, as it has been proposed for the IUCF 
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cooler ring1. Small compensation errors give additional contributions 
to the imperfection resonances which have to be avoided or suppressed 
anyhow. 
b) The question whether significant depolarization due to hfi between 
electron and ion takes place~ is related to the very interesting 
problern whether circulating ions can be polarized using polarization 
16 transfer from polarized electrons . In cantrast to the case of a 
bound system we have to consider hfi between ions like protons or 
antiprotons and scattered electrons from an electron gas of typical 
8 3 density ne = 3 · 10 /cm and temperature of the order of 1 eV~ which 
is at rest with respect to the ions. 
Due to the r- 3 dependence of the dipole-dipole interaction only 
collisions with small impact parameter contribute to hfi. As an 
estimate, we obtain for the rates of close collisions: 
(6) 
with J'· = n 'V 
X e X 
(a
0 
= Bohr radius) 
With the above numbers for ne and Te we obtain: 
Now we estimate the amount of hfi which takes place during each close 
collision. 
The problern of angular momentum transfer from the nucleus to the 
electrons is well known from studies on perturbed angular correlations 17 . 
Nuclear and electron spins are coupled by the hyperfine field for a 
short time T which is the life time of the electron state with strong 
hfi (hyperfine frequency w). The attenuation coefficients Gk17 can 
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be interpreted as the ratio of final and initial nuclear polarization 
of rank k. Thus G1 gives the attenuation for vector polarization we 
are interested in. G1 = 1 corresponds to vanishing hfi. 
In the special case of J = 1/2 (spin of the electron state), which 
corresponds to the 1 s112 state with maximum hfi, the attenuation 
coefficient G1 takes the simple form
18 : 
1 (wc) 2 
G1 = 1 - 2 1 + (wc)2 (7) 
with 
Hk 
w = --h-- g (21 + 1) H(O) 
~k is the nuclear magneton, g the magnetic moment of the ion in units 
of pk' I the spin of the ion and H(O) the magnetic field produced by 
the 1s electron at the nucleus. For a proton in the field of 1 MGs we 
get: 
For' we take a typical time for a close collision: 
For the product wT we get: 
WT ~ 3 ' lQ - 6 « 1 
which means very weak hfi. Using equ. (7) we obtain for the attenuation 
collision: 
G = 1 - 4 · 10-12 
1 
With the above value for Ncc we get: 
P(t) = P(O) I i-n · 1.2 '10-ll t/sj (8) 





'p yv s 
From this extremely long life time we conclude'that depolarization 
due to hfi with the cooler electrons is completely negligible. On 
the other hand it can be stated that polarizing circulating ions 
using polarized electrons is not feasible. Only in the case of 
circulating paramagnetic i ons (that is ions with an uneven number 
of electrons) one might take advantage of the large spin-exchange 
cross sections19 . But it seems doubtful whether the polarization 
of paramagnetic ions (see tab. 1) can be conserved in a storage 
ring for a sufficiently long time. 
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LATTICE DESIGN FOR COOLER RINGS 
Past and present examples and 




""'Llsers" .. of cooling rings are very 
demanding. They often reque s t. many 
things of a lattice that are very havd 
to supply: 
-Do not use many rnagnets 
-Do not make too big 
-Do not spend n1uch money 
-Give machine st_range la-Ltice 
pararneters 
-Make machine very versatile 
-Etc. 
Let the designer beware! 
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FERMILAB ELECTRON COOLING 
In~t~al Requ~rements 
200 MeV protons (antiprotons) 
Cool at a rat_e o:f 15 I-Iertz 
* Be able to accumulate 
i-0 
lO antiprotons in .A...- 3 hours~ 
Electron Gun Requ~rements 
26 Amps 
* 25 cm**2 beam 
* llO kV 
Teled rCJliJ h €otl111 ~ 1 e V 
L(gun)/L(ring) 0.05 
Such an electron gun w~ll produce 
~he des~red cooling rate~ 'The p robl em 
lS now to design a high-qual~ty st.orage 
ring to accomodate it. 
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Requirernents on storage ring 
* rnust be able to inject at l5 Hz 
and accurnulate :for several hours 
rnust have low proton ternperature 
in the cooling region 
* must be srnall .05 
L(electron bearn) ,::s 5 rneters 
C(ring) l35 rneters (:for l gun) 
* rnust be able to run with gun o:f:f, 
protons with gun on 1 
antiprotons with gun on, 
.~inear tune shi:ft due to 26 Arnp and 
5 rneter electron bearn· 
,d. V 
This tune shift rnust be locally 
corrected in order to preserve storage 
ring design :for rest o:f rnachine. 
sextupole corrections.etc 
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Final Ring Design 
racetrack. design 
two short. straight sections for 
injection and abort 
two lang straight sections :for 
cooling. Only one :for electrons 
initi.ally. 
momentum stack. with :full aperture 
k.ick.ers 1 no shutters. 
injected beam E(h)= 40~mm mrad 
E(v)= 2D1tmm rnrad 
.LJp/p= ± 0.15% 
total momentum aperture as small 
as possible. 
~ ' ' I ' I .. . t31.s"'~ --'------:/" -.. . 
- - - ~e • ~ ~ ~L!CTRON- COOLINQ 
ITRAIGHT SR ... AlU 
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lONGITUDAl PICK UP 
L VERTICAl Klt,KER 
... 
PREAMP. 

















Mach~ne Des~gn Problems 
Injection straight! large 
dispersiont small betas 
Coo]_ing straight: zero di s"persion1 
large betas 
B 4-0m => 8(h) =l.3 mrad 
G(v) =0.9 mrad 
T<proton) < l.7 kV 
l"lot enough room for ""standard""' 
dispersion killers => do it with 
quadrupoles. 
Cooling straight section must be 
easily adjustable for protons 1 
protons + electrons 1 
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t I II • 
Q~ql' i o,q, 
electron beam 
injection 
Figurc 3 Half racetrack with cooling straight section 
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Figure 4 
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'1' h :L s rn a c-:h _in e worked as :i_ t was 
i_ n t e n d e d 
1 
h o L-<l e v e r 1 i t w <:1 s hard t::_o 
operate. For exarnple there were _]_ l 
separaLe quadrupole power supplies=-=> 
rn C) s t ope:eators did not know how to 
change the bearn propert::__j __ es o r t-_unes in 
a simple rnanner 
The natural c h r om a t-_ _:i_ c _-i_ t :i es easily 
l.i.nearly L•J L th t __ W C) 
s (:=~ x t u p o ]_ e s . A q a i n 1 t'l c> w e v t::~ r 1 i_ :1 t_.he llldC:::'hLna::~ 
pa r:.arnet(:_~rs c:::-hanged was hard t_ c:•r 
operators to re---est_abl_ish c_:;o c__") r r E:: c:: t _i C"_) n • 
---0 o in g any :form o:t cool1ng electcon or 
s t:_ o c h a s t_ i c _i s very di:f :f icult::. 
--Latt _ _i__ce desiqn s h 0 u ]_ d be as simple as 
po s s i b _L e so cha_t_ a ]_ ]_ atten.t_.:i_ c'n c:an be 
-~~-J i_ v e n to c o o __ L j_ n ':.J p r o b ~L e m s n ClT_ t_ Cl 
understanding t h (:_': mach:Lne. 
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Antiproton Source Design 
Two machines: Debunche r 1 
Accumu.lator 
Design philosophy: 
mak.e the machines a_ s simple 
poss.ible -+- still be able 
to cool and 
T'h.i s can be done for debuncher
1 
cooling 
requ.i rement_s a re not hard~ An ea_r]__y 
\I er s i on J specialized for cooling showed 
c::hrornatic sextu.pole problerns. Present 
<:::iesign 
0 
60 cells with rn.issing dipoles 









2 lU t:attitttu 
-~ 
-»• 
-.so - ... -· 
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Jtud Tail lh(/z II nrt. 
Hom<m tu m ll ~Ir 





-- :""3 4 0--
Debuncher must work 
there t.o.Jill be enough problems 
A.CCUMULA•roH. 
Cool.i_ng requirements very t_ough" 
Desi.gn 
6 straight sect.ions 
ß '"""" 7 m 
c:x _,. u 
: ~ w i t_ h f3 ""'"' ·/ m 
l / '21"2_ __ ]_ / (f'l. 
t 
0.02 
exj_sts a.nd s e em s, t_ o b e a .l .l r _i g h L. 
CCJNCL.US I LJNS 
Debuncher problems :found by t:..rack_i__ng 
have been f j __ xed. lt wi_ll be nice 
rn.c1chine. 
/\c;c~umu lat:..or ha rdc~r t. (_) ope. ra t.e 
buL lAI (-, r: k . 
!::::> h (_) u j_ d s :.imp.l_ e 
possible. 
St_abi .l_it:..y ~;;huuJ_d be checked analyti.ca . .L.J 
C) r with track_-ing. 
Good l o o k _t_ n g may be dece.iving! 
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LATTICE DESIGN OF TARN II COOLER RING MODE 
A. Noda, N. Takahashi, T. Tanabe, T Katayama and Y. Hirao 
Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo 
Midori-cho 3-2-1, Tanashi-city, Tokyo 188, Japan 
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National Institute of Radiological Seiences 
Anagawa 4-9-1, Chiba-city, Chiba 260, Japan 
Abstract 
As the improvement project of TARN, a ring with radius of ~12m (TARN 
II) is under construction. It is designed tobe able to operate as a 
synchrotron which accelerate ions with E of l/2 up to 450 MeV/u and proton 
up to 1300 MeV (Synchrotron Mode). The ring is alsotobe operated as a 
cooler ring which utilizes electron beam and stochastic cooling (Cooler 
Ring Mode). Both modes are designed tobe operated either as separated 
ones or as ones which can be moved between each other without change of 
operation point. 
Introduction 
At TARN (Test Accumulation Ring for NUMATRON project), a variety of 
accelerator developments related to a storagering have been studied 1 l. 
The combination of multi-turn injection into transverse phase space and 
RF-stacking into longitudinal phase space has attained the intensity 
increase of ~300 times compared with a single turn injection although the 
phase space densities are diluted by factor 2 and 1.8 in transverse and 
longitudinal phase spaces, respectively. Recently, the stochastic momentum 
cooling has also been successfully applied to ?MeV protons at TARN. The 
fractiona1 momentum spread of the stacked beam as large as 1.4% has been 
reduced to 0.5% with cooling time of ~20 sec. as shown in Fig. 1. The 
cooling parameters at TARN is given in Table 1. Our result is given on the 
chart given by D. Möhl 2 ) in Fig. 2. 
Recently the necessity of high-energy heavy-ion synchrotron such as 
NUMATRON has been increasing more and more not only for nuclear physics but 
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also for other applications as medical use. Further, interest has been 
increasing in high-resolution experiment with use of a cooler ring which 
realizes high-quality circulating beam with electron cooling 3 • 4 • 5 ). 
However, the present TARN is rather small to fulfil the above require-
ment. DC characteristics of dipole magnets in the TARN make developments 
related to synchrotron acceleration out of our scope. The limited length 
of the long straight section (1.8 m) prevents us from installation of 
equipments for beam extraction and electron cooling. 
Considering such situation, TARN is decided to be improved to the 
larger one (TARN II). Its mean radius is almost twice as large as TARN 
(~12 m) and it is designed to be able to accelerate proton up to 1300 MeV 
and ions with E(charge to mass ratio) of 1/2 up to 450 MeV/u. 
As the injector of TARN II, the SF cyclotron at INS with K-number of 
68 is assumed for the time being. Layout of TARN II is shown in Fig. 3 
overlapping with that of the present TARN and its transport system from 
the cyclotron. Although the SF cyclotron has accelerated various heavy 
ions up to 132 Xe 6 + 6 ), ions up to Ne aretobe injected into TARN II 
considering the peak intensity necessary for beam handling during synchro-
tron acceleration process. In Table 2, ion species from the SF cyclotron 
tobe accelerated at TARN II are listed up. 
Space charge limit at TARN II for these ions are calculated as given 
in Table 3. The expected output intensities of TARN II with the SF 
cyclotron as an injector arealso given in the Table. So as to reach the 
space charge limit, the injector linac system, which is now partially under 
construction, is needed 7 l. The linac systemwill provide ions up to Xe 
with energy of ~5 MeV/u with higher intensity. 
So as to fulfil the necessary characteristics for beam cooling and 
internal target experiment, TARN II ring is designed to provide doubly 
achromatic long straight sections tagether with ones of large dispersion 
allowing reduction of superperiodicity from 6 to 3. 
Lattice Design 
TARN II lattice is designed to be able to operate with two different 
excitation modes. One of which aims at large intensity multiplication and 
higher maximum energy attainable in the limited site (Synchrotron Mode). 
The other provides doubly achromatic long straight sections needed for 
cooler equipments so as to be free from the transverse emittance blow up 
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due to momentum correction during the cooling process (Cooler Ring Mode) 8 l. 
The lattice is based on a simple FODO structure. With Synchrotron 
Mode, intensity increase of 20 times by the multi-turn injection into 
horizontal transverse phase space is assumed, which is anticipated to lead 
to emittance increase about ~40 times. So the maximum value of ßH is 
suppressed at rather smaller value (~lo m) by taking higher superperiodic~ 
ity of 6. In Fig. 4, beta and dispersion functions of Synchrotron Mode 
are shown for a unit cell, which is composed of a single FODO cell and a 
long straight section of 4 m in length. So the superperiod coincides with 
the unit cell, which is the same as the present TARN. v-values are chosen 
at ~1.75 bothin horizontal and vertical directions. 
Cooler Ring Mode Lattice 
On the basis of the arrangement of magnet elements descibed above, 
Cooler Ring Mode is studied to provide necessary characteristics for beam 
cooling with only the change of exicitation currents of focusing elements. 
For Cooler Ring Mode~ as well as doubly achromatic long straight section, 
one with large dispersion is also needed if an internal target experiment 
with cooled beam and dispersion matched spectrograph is considered 9 l. So 
the structure where every second long straight section is made doubly 
achromatic and other long straight sections have rather larger dispersion 
(~5m) is adopted. From the above condition, constraints to be imposed on 
field gradients of quadrupole magnets are obtained by multiplication of 
transfer matrices for the arrangement of magnet elements symmetric with 
respect to the point B in Fig. 5. If the transfer matrix from point A to B 
is denoted as 
b 
( 1 ) M ( ~ e 0 
the constraint to realize doubly achromatic long straight sections just 
outside of points A and C in Fig. 5 is given by 
f = 0 ( 2) 
The dispersion function at the point B, n0 , can be given by 
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c ( 3) 
The numerical calculation of Twiss parameters and dispersion is executed 
with use of computer code SYNCHWl The main parameters of magnetic 
focusing system of TARN II is given in Table 4. 
For the electron cooling section, rather smooth ß-functions are 
preferable from the point of view of reducing the transverse temperature of 
the circulating ion beam 11 ). However this condition leads to rather larger 
ß-value at the cooler section. The size of ß-function should be suppressed 
at moderate value so as to keep the ion beam size inside the electron beam 
size. For the internal target position (point B) low ß is needed to focus 
the beam size. In Fig. 5, beta and dispersion functions are shown for the 
Cooler Ring Mode with v-values 1.75 and 1.25 in horizontal and vertical 
directions, respectively. The superperiodicity of this mode is 3 and one 
third of the circumference is shown in the figure. For these v-values, 
ß-functions at the target position are made to be l .50 m and 2.60 m in 
horizontal and vertical directions respectively, but this structure has 
such demerit as ß-functions at electron cooler section becomes considerably 
larger (~36m and 19m for ßH and ßV, respectively), which leads to larger 
tune shift due to the effect of the focusing force originated by electron 
beam as is described later. The structure with v-values of 2.25 and 1.25 
in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively has smooth ß-functions 
with moderate size (ßH~l6 m, sv~ll m) at the electron beam section, but 
ß-functions at the target position are not so small as the one above 
described (Fig. 6). For the purpose of test experiment of electron cooling 
system itself without interna1 target, the latter tune might be preferable. 
Effect of Existence of the Electron Beam 
The existence of the high-intensity electron beam on the ion beam 
orbit causes additional focusing force. For the condition where electron 
cooling proceeds, velocities of electron and ion are well adjusted and the 
equation of motion of the ion in electron beam is written as 
= 0 ( 4) 
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where r, j 0 and €Q are the distance of the ion beam from the center of the 
electron beam, current density of the electron beam and dielectric constant 
in the air, respectively. In the numerical calculation, current density, j0 
as is given in Fig. 7 is assumed 12). Tune shift due to this focusing force 
is evaluated by insertion of equivallent focusing element at the electron 
beam position. The effect of self force between ion beams is not inc1uded, 
because it is considered tobe quite small. The intensity of the circu-
lating ion beam is more than two order sma1ler compared with space charge 
1imit as is known from Table 3. The results are 1isted up in Table 5 for 
cases of {vH,vv) = (1 .75, 1 .25) and (2.25, 1.25). The shift for tune of 
(1.75, 1.25) is a1most twice as large as that of (2.25, 1.25) reflecti,ng 
the fact that for the former ß-values at e1ectron beam section are almost 
twice as large as the latter. The beta functions are modified s1ight1y as 
shown in Fig. 5 even for the case of largest tune shift with electron beam 
of 60 keV and 0.5 A/cm 2 • 
For the condition where the ion beam is injected at lower energy, the 
equation of motion of the ion is given by 
~ _ qejo(l- ßeß;) r = 0 {5) 
ds 2 2Am 0c2Eoß; 2y;ßeC 
where ß; and ßeare ß(=v/c) for ion and electron, respectively. At the 
injection time, ß; is smaller than Se, so the effect of the focusing force 
becomes larger and for heavier ions as Ne which is injected at relatively 
lower energy, the betatron oscillation becomes even unstable if such a high 
intensity electron beam exists at injection time. So it is enevitable to 
put the electron beam off at injection and after rising up to the flat top, 
turn i t on wi th good qua 1 i ty ( 1 ow tempera ture) . 
Possibility of Transition from Synchrotron Mode to Cooler Ring Mode 
Synchrotron and Cooler Ring Modes have been so far considered as 
entirely separate ones which are used independently, because their operat-
ing points are different. It is needed to go across the half integer 
resonance {vv = 1.5) to move from Synchrotron Mode to Cooler Ring Mode 
with operating point of (1.75, 1.25) and almost all beams are anticipated to 
be lost by such a transition with circulating beams in the ring. For 
Cooler Ring Mode, three degree of freedom (GF, GFl and Go) are available. 
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Two of them are used for adjustment of horizontal and vertical tunes and 
the other is used for the condition of doubly achromaticity given by 
Eq. (2). So if we take off the doubly achromatic condition, one freedom is 
left without changing the operating point. In reality, a variety of sets 
of parameters are found to realize the same operating point (1.75. l .25) as 
is shown in Fig. 8. At the point A in the figure, where GFl is set to the 
value which satisfies the doubly achromatic condition, Cooler Ring Mode is 
realized, while the point B with the same value of GF and GFl realizes 
Synchrotron Mode with superperiodicity of 6. In Fig. 9, dependences of 
maximum values of ßH, Bv and n on GFl are given. It is seen that continuous 
movement from Synchrotron Mode to Cooler Ring Mode is possible without 
increase of maximum sizes of ß-functions compared with those of Cooler Ring 
Mode, although the maximum value of dispersion becomes a little larger 
meanwhile. Considering the fact that the momentum spread of the injected 
beam is about 0.1% for the case of TARN II, such small increase of disper-
sion is to be well managed if the transition from Synchrotron Mode to 
Cooler Ring Mode is applied after acceleration to a certain energy level 
where adiabatic damping has already reduced the momentum spread. 
One of the purpese of such a transition is to increase the machine 
acceptance for cooling experiment. Owing to the fact that maximum value of 
ßH is much larger for Cooler Ring Mode (~36m) compared with that of Synchro-
tron Mode (~lo m), the acceptance for Cooler Ring Mode is anticipated tobe 
much smaller (70 mm·mrad) compared with that of Synchrotron Mode (400 mm· 
mrad). If multi-turn injection and following RF acceleration is applied 
wi th Synchrotron Mode and then after decrease of unnorma 1 i zed beam 
emittance, the lRttice structure is moved to Cooler Ring Mode for cooling 
experiment, the intensity increase by multi-turn injection is expected to 
be so much improved. 
Another merit of such transition is to remove the problern related to 
the acceleration across the transition energy13 ) for the case of proton. Due 
to the fact that average value of dispersion thoughout the whole circumfer-
ence for Cooler Ring Mode is almost half of that of Synchrotron Mode, the 
transition energy of Cooler Ring Mode is much higher (1850 MeV) than the 
maximum energy of TARN II (1300 MeV). lf the structure of magnetic 
focusing is shifted from Synchrotron Mode to Cooler Ring Mode after 
acceleration until just below the transition energy of Synchrotron Mode 
(810 MeV), the acceleration through this energy region can be made with 
usual manner without such complicated technique as Yt-jump. 
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The scheme that RF acceleration is applied only by Synchrotron Mode 
with superperiodicity of 6 is also preferable from the point of view of 
single particle resonance. If the operating point is chosenaraund (1.75, 
1.25), it is rather close to the sum resonance vH + vv = 3 as shown in Fig. 
10, which is structure one for Cooler Ring Mode with superperiodicity of 3, 
while it is not structual for Synchrotron Mode. Somewhat larger excursion 
of the real operating point from the designed one is anticipated during 
acceleration process because of tracking errors between dipole field and 
field gradients of quadrupole magnets. So it seems to be safer to use the 
mode free from structure resonance during acceleration. 
Concl usi an 
TARN II lattice can provide the necessary structure as doubly achro-
matic straight section and low beta large dispersion point needed for 
cooling section and internal target position, respectively by rather simple 
structure based an FODO lattice with three parameters. Because of the rather 
larger beam emittance to be handled at TARN li compared with other cooler 
rings, it seems to be dangeraus to use such superperiodicity as 1 and three-
fold symmetry is imposed even on Cooler Ring Mode. Reflecting this restric-
tion, our structure has somewhat larger ß-values at doubly achromatic cooling 
section, if we want to realize low ß point with high dispersion at the. same 
time. However simple structure wi 11 help us to consentrate our efforts to 
beam cooling experiments rather than the study of lattice characteristic 
itself 14 ). The possibility of raising up the transition energy will also 
make the proton acceleration up to maximum energy much easier. 
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Tabl e 1 
Parameters of Stochastic Momentum Cooling for 
7 MeV Proton at TARN 
Number of Particles 
Fractional Momentum 
Initial 
Fi na 1 
( N) 
S d (-llp) prea p 
System Band Width (W) 
(System Pass Band 
Number of Harmonics in the Pass Band (n~) 
Circulating Current (I) 
Schottky Current perBand (Is) 
Ratio of Thermal Noise to Schottky Noise (n) 
Mixing Factor (M) 
10 8 
+ 0. 7 x 10 ~z 
t 0.25 X 10-z 
90 MHz 






9.5 sec. Single Particle Cooling Time (to) 
Cooling Time for Optimum Gain (< = 2<o) 
System Gain for Optimum Cooling Rate (K) 
Cerreetion Voltage for Optimum Gain (liVe) 
Schottky Noise Power (Pb) 





7. 18 mVJ 
32.72 mW 
Ions from the SF cyclotron to be injected at TARN II 
Ion Harmonie Kinetic Energy Extracted Beam Current 
Number (MeV/u) (e11Al 
p 1 20 "' 100 
3HeH 1 30 "' 30 
4He2+ 16.75 "' 30 
6L i 2t 6.67 "' 10 
7 L i 2t 3 4.57 "' 10 
1 1 B 3t 3 4.18 "' 10 
12(4+ 7.08 "' 15 
14Ns+ 8. 21 "' 10 
1 605+ 6.56 "' 5 
1 9F6t 3 3.37 "' 5 
2oNe6+ 1 5.80 "' 10 
Extracted beam current is estimated with pulse arc mode 
with duty factor of 3% 5),) 
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Tab 1 e 3 




7 Li 3+ 
1 2( s+ 
1 4N 1+ 
1 soa+ 
1 9Fs+ 
2 o Ne 1 o+ 
Space Charge Limit Expected Output Intensity ( p. p. p) 
3.4 X 101 2 2 X 1 0 J 0 
2.8 X 101 2 3 X 10 9 
5.9 X 101 1 5 X lQS 
3.9 X 101 1 3 X 10 8 
3.9 X 101 1 2 X lQB 
2.7 X l 01 1 X 10 8 
1.3 X 101 1 X 10 8 
8.9 X 1 01 0 2 X lQB 
Table 4 
Magnetic focusing system of TARN II 
Maximum Magnetic Rigidity 
Average Radius 
Circumference 
Radius of Curvature 
Focusing Structure 
Repetition Rate 
Maximum Field of Dipole Magnet 
Maximum Field Gradient of Quadrupole 
Number of Dipole Magnets 
Number of Quadrupole Magnets 
Length of Dipole Magnet 
Length of Quadrupole Magnet 
Synchrotron Mode 
Cooler Ring Mode 
Synchrotron Mode 




Betatron Tune Va 1 UE· Hori zonta 1 
Synchrotron Mode 1. 75 






















Tune shift due to existence of high current electron beam 
Tion (MeV/u) Te (keV) j 0 ( A/ cm 2 ) Tune Shift 
\)w1.75,\)v=1.25 \)w2.25,\)v=1.25 
40 21.8 0.1 0.046 0.024 0.020 0.013 
11 0 59.9 0.5 0.047 0.025 0.021 0.014 














Fig. l Typical example of Schottky 
signals observed at TARN 
before and after the 
stochastic cooling process. 
Fractional momentum spread 
is reduced from 1.4% to 
0.5% in ~20 sec. 
traneveroe ISR 1971 
t ranuverse } 
ICE 1978 
longitudinal 
t ronaveree } p 
190'1 (planned) 
longitudinal eccumulator 
Fig. 2 Cooling resultatTARN plotted on the chart of cooling time versus 
intensity borrowed from Ref. (2). 
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Fig. 4 Beta and di~persion functions of TARN II Synchrotron 
Mode. Tunevalues are chosen at 1.75 bothin hori-


















0 5 10m 
Fig. 5 Beta and dispersion functions of TARN II Cooler 
Ring Mode with v-values of 1.75 and 1.25 in 
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. 
Dotted line and dash double dotted line show 
modified beta-functions with the effect of 
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Fig. 6 Beta and dispersion functions of TARN II Cooler 
Ring Mode with v-values of 2.25 and 1.25 inhorizonta1 
and vertica1 directions, respective1y. 
100 200 Tion (MeV/u) 
50 100 
Fi g. 7 Assumed current dens i ty of the e 1 ectron bea1n system 
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I I 
50 100 GF1 (kG/m) 
Fig. 8 A variety of parameter sets (GF, GFl ~Go) to attain VH =1 .75 and 
vv=l .25. The point A realizes Cooler Ring Mode with. three doubly 
achromatic sections, while the point B corresponds to Synchrotron Mode 
with superperiodicity of 6. 
ßma~ mr-) ___________ __,flmo~m) 
Fig. 9 Dependences of maximum 
values of ßH, ßv and n 
on the parameter GFl 
for the condition to 
fix the operating 
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Resonance lines and assumed region for the operating point of TARN II 
(shaded area). The region is rather close to the sum resonance, 
vH + vv = 3~ which is structual one for Cooler Ring Mode but is not 
for Synchrotron Mode. 
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NEW POSSimLITIES WITH ELECTRON COOLING 
IN ATOMIC, NUCLEAR AND PARTICLE PHYSICS 
K. Kilian 
CERN, Geneva Switzerland 
(Copy of transparencies) 
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NEW POSSIBILITIES WITH ELECTRON COOLING 
IN ATOMIC, NUCLEAR AND PARTICLE PHYSICS 
K. Kilian 
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 
(Copy of transparencies) 
* Electron cooling is fast. It allows to balance emittance blow up 
especially at low energies. 
* It gives particularly good ultimate beam quality. 
+ Provides time to perform manipulations on stored particles. 
Internal targets; beam-beam interactions; change of duty cycle; 
bunching; e-capture; ionization; photon-ion interactions; 
mass-frequency measurements; beam diagnostics; ••• 
Many new possibilities have been discussed at this workshop: 
Internal targets, high resolution nuclear physics, storage + 
cooling of heavy ions and polarized particles. Electron capture 
processes also with laser charge transfer. 





Polarization by filtering (polarized p ?) 
Production + storage of rare particles (d) 
The ultimate beam quality is normally limited by intrabeam scattering 
Inelastic intrabeam scattering of partially ionized ions might be a 
new type of phase space-cooling which could be studied with the dense 
beams obtained with electron cooling. 
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Order of magnitude of the time constant for ionization of inner shell 
electrons in U by an electron current density of 16 A/cm2 (over 5 m length 
and 200 keV energy) 
i + i + 1 '"i+ i+1 
88 89 6.3•102 s 
89 90 1. 3• 103 s 
90 91 1.8•104 s 
91 92 3.6•104 s 
(er "' 1o-2 3 cm2) 
91+92 
Example 
108 u88 + stored + 1.6•105 u89 + per sec. 
after a breeding time of "' 6 hours there would be 
+ ) 103 u92+ per sec 
These fluxes of highly ionized heavy ions could be accumulated or 
extracted continuously for experiments e.g. for ß+ experiments (vacuum 
dissociation) with minimal background. 
Here K shell vacancies will have very high probability 
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Antiproton stop experiments 
p stop distribution is blown up by 
angular straggling : transversly 
energy straggling : longitudinally 
Both these unwanted effects can be strongly reduced if one can make a 
high quality low energy p beam + Electron cooling ! 
-
p momentum Range curve width in ~H2 
in MeV/c in g/cm 2 (only straggling) 
100 3.5 • 10-4 
300 14 • lo-3 
900 3.5 • 10-1 
~ The tiny p stop volume is an important experimental advantage f • 
P P + (-pp)* + X + (-pp) stop atom 
+ annihilatation 




tagged K0 or K.O (for CP experiments) 
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Radiative cooling of (partially ionized) stored ions 
* Intrabeam scattering excites (partially ionized) ions 
* Radiative de-excitation then removes energy 
* Relative motion of ions is damped (bunched beam) 
~ Avoid charge changing collisions 
Keep e: 11 < e: i . CO 0n1z. 
~ Provide enough collision energy 
Keep e: < e: excit. coll 
The cooling process reduces e:coll' An increase of RF valtage allows 
to increase ~p in turn and 2 • e: ~ (~p) 2 / 2 mion so that coll 
cooling can go on. Longitud. emittance : ~p • ~~ = const. (if no 
cooling) and ~p « 1u-- . 
RF 
By continuously increasing URF one keeps ~p at an optimum. The 
radiative damping leads to a continuous reduction of the bunch length 
~~. Finally an adiabatic reduction of URF reduces ~p on the expense 































~ Provide high enough collision rate 
... - 1 1 N 1 "ß 
"coll "' 0 • 1 1 "' 0 • 41 A c • u 
Example: 
N "' 1011 ions 
L "' 5 m bunch length 
A "' 1 cm2 beam 6 
D.ß"' 1.4 • 1o-4 + D.p/p = 10-3 for 20 Ne 2 GeV/c 
CJ "' 10-17 cm
2 
excit 
+ atomic cross section 
-1 't ' coll ~ 't 11 ~ 500 s >> 't d co ra 
Process is determined by 
col1ision rate alone and not by 
radiative de-excitation 
~ Features of ion cooling by photon emission 
* works with partially stripped ions 
* each ion has its own optimal D.p range 
* better with higher beam density 
* needs bunching; gives short bunches 
COMPARISON OF COOLING METHODS 
Electron Stochastic 
. 
high density 0 -
!arge D.p - + 
technical effort high medium 
Photon 




Note: This cooling method can be best studied with dense beams 
~ use electron cooling as a first step. 
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Electron Capture. 
Mary Bell, C.ERN. 
In electron cooling of a proton beam, a proton sometimes captu res an elec-
tron, with radiation of a photon and formation of a hydrogen atom. We summar-
ize here simple approximate formulae for capture cross section and recombination 
rate [1]. To cover the case of bare nuclei other than the proton, the nuclear 
charge will be taken as Ze in what follows, with Z=l for proton. 




cr = ( E0/ E) A s 
A = TT 25 3-3/2 (h/(2nmec)) (e2/mec2) = 2.105 10-22 cm2 
h/ (2nmec) = electron Compton wavelength = 2. 818 10-13 cm2 
(e2/mec2) = classical electron radius = 3.862 10- 11 cm2 
E = electron kinetic energy in nucleus rest system 





s = I gn/(n + n3E!E0) 
1 
where the gn, functions of E/E0 , are the 'Gaunt factors'. The terms in the 
summation refer to the various energy Ievels in which the atom can be formed. 
The Gaunt factors can be expressed in terms of hypergeometric functions, 
and the series summed numerically. Results for cr are quoted by Bates et al. 
[3] and by Nieminen [4]. (Actually Nieminen considers the capture of elec-
trons by positrons; the above formulae apply with me replaced by the reduced 
mass m/2; then A = 8.421 10-22cm2 and Eo = 6.80 eV). ln Table 1 columns 3 
and 4 give values of s extracted from these results. 
We are interested in simple approximate formulae which can be readily aver-
aged over electron velocity distributions. Asymptotic expansions of the gn [5] 
indicate that they become unity for small (E/Eo) and !arge n (at fixed n2E/E0). 
Then for small E/E0 we expect 
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s ~ I (n + n3E!E0)-l 
1 
00 
~ S (n+n3E/E0)-l 
1 
N 
~ J dn/n 
1 
(with N = V(E0/E)) 
= ln v(E0/E) 
Taking account [5] of the next terms in the expansion gives the improved ap-
proximation 
(3) s = lnV(E
0
/E) + .1402 + .525(E/E0) l/
3 
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Numerical values of (3) are given in column 2 of the Table . The top few 
entries are those of most interest for electron cooling. The approximate formula 
(3) agrees there with the two sets of accurate numerical results about as weil as 
they agree with one another ... to about one percent. The approximate formula 
is still within two percent of Niemenin at E = E0 and within twenty percent at E 
= 3E0 . Above that (3) becomes rapidly much too large. 
The recombination rate per proton is 
where ne is number of electrons per unit volume, and 
where < > denotes averaging over electron velocity V e. 
ln [1] we averaged, with the approximation (3), over Maxwellian and 'flat-
tened' Maxwellian distributions: 
Maxwell: f(Ve) = (m/(2rrkT)) 312 exp(-E/(kT)) 
flattened: f(Ve) = (m/(2rrkT))ö(Vex)exp(-E/(kT) 
The results are 
(4) cxr(Max.) = Bv(E0/kT)[Inv(E0/kT) + .429 + .469(kT/E0)
113] 
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(5) ar(flat.) = (rr/2)BV(E0/kT)[InV(E0/kT) + 1.122 + .334(kT/E0) 
113] 
where 
Numerically, with kT in electron volts, 
Formula (4) is equivalent to one given by Seaton [5] (his (36)). In fact 
the coefficients in (3) were chosen to this end. According to Seaton the for-
mula should be accurate to a few percent for (kT/Z2) < leV. lt agrees.within 
one percent with results quoted by Massey et al. [6] (their table 14.4) for 
. 02eV < kT ;z2 < 5eV. We suppose (7) to be of similar accu racy. 
Simple approximations to (6) and (7) are 
These reproduce (6) and (7) to within one percent for 
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.07 < kT/z2 < .01 
and to within ten percent for 
01 < kT/z2 < 3.0 
with kT always in electron volts. 
We retained the factor Z above, to cover not only the proton case, but also 
that of other fully stripped nuclei (with Z«137, so that the nonrelativistic ap-
proximation is good). For nuclei which retain some electrons, the formulae do 
not apply. The states al ready occupied must be excluded from the summation 
defining s. Even for unoccupied states, the hydrogenic wavefunctions are not 
quite correct. And there are processes in which the electron cloud becomes ex-
cited. 
We worked above in the common rest system of nucleus and electron gas. 
With the ar so calculated, and with T still defined in the rest system of the 
electron gas, the capture rate per proton in the laboratory system is 
(10) 
where 
ne = electron density in Iab. system 
Y = (1-Vo2;c2)1/2 
v0 = mean electron velocity, and nucleus velocity, in Iab. 
c = velocity of light 
d = fraction of ion orbit to which cooling is applied 
-385-
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Table: Reduced capture cross sections s according to approximation (3) com-
pared with accurate numerical calculations of Nieminen and of Bates et al. 
v(E/E0) s(3) s (Nieminen) s ( Bates et a I. ) 
.05 3.207 3.185 3.23 
.07143 2.870 2.88 
. 1 2.556 2.577 2.55 
. 1429 2.229 2.23 
.2 1. 929 1.955 
.3 1. 579 1. 603 
.4 1.342 1.362 
.5 1.164 1.180 
.6 1.025 1.036 
.7 .911 .918 
.8 .816 .817 
.9 . 735 .730 
1. 0 .665 .655 
1. 5 .423 .394 
2.0 .280 .250 
2.5 . 191 . 166 
3.0 . 134 . 115 
4.0 .077 .062 
5.0 .066 .037 
7.0 . 115 .016 
10.0 .274 .006 
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Laser Induced Electron Capture and 
Related Physics 
R. Neumann 
Physikalisches Institut der Universität Heidelberg 
Federal Republic of Germany 
1. Introduction 
The concept of induced transitions between bound atomic states in the 
presence of a resonant radiation field can be immediately extended to 
radiative electron-ion recombination, i.e. the capture of a continuum 
electron into abound state, connected with the emission of a photon. 
Spontaneaus radiative electron capture by ions of charge Z+ can be written 
as 
AZ+ + e + A{Z- 1)+ + hv . 
For lm.,r electron densities, this is the only way how electrons and bare 
nuclei, especially protons, but also electrons and positrons can 
recombine. Additional irradiation of an intense light beam should enhance 
the recombination process via stimulated emission of a photon as described 
by 
AZ++e+hV + A(Z- 1)++2hv. 
The enhancement of positronium formation under the influence of a strong 
light field, travelling in opposite direction to overlapping beams of 
electrons and positrons, was proposed and discussed in ref. 1. Laser-
induced electron-ion recombination was treated theoretically (2-4), but 
has not yet been demonstrated experimentally. 
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This report deals with various aspects of laser-enhanced radiative capture 
of cooling electrons by charged particles stored in a ring, like protons 
and heavy ions. After a brief review of basic ideas, conceivable 
applications are considered, namely beam diagnostics of the electron 
cooling device, production of antihydrogen atoms, and preparation of 
Rydberg states, i.e. states with large principal quantum number n, of 
highly charged heavy ions. 
2. Radiative electron-ion recombination 
a. Electron cooling 
Let us consider the following specific configuration: Ions \-Jith mass mi 
and charge Z+ which could also be bare nucl.ei, are stored in a ring. A 
merging electron beam overlaps the ion beam in a straight section of the 
ring. Ions and electrons travel in the same direction with the same 
average velocity Vi = Ve = V. This is provided by an electron cooling 
device, inserted in the ring, as was discussed in several contributions to 
this conference. 
The respective spreads of kinetic energies of the two particle beams can 
be characterized by two temperatures Ti and Te. In a reference frame 
moving with the velocity V in which ions and electrons are at rest with 
respect to their average velocity vi = Ve, these temperatures are 
related with velocity distributions 
In case the ions have a larger energy spread than the electrons, they 
transfer energy to the electrons by collisions, until thermal equilibrium 
is reached. This is expressed by the equation 
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The average relative velocity between ions and electrons is thus dominated 
by the electron velocity spread, and the ions can be considered to be at 
rest in the electron gas. 
The electrons populate a continuum energy band of width 
immediately above the inization limit of the ions of charge Z-1 or of the 
atoms, if singly charged ions are investigated. During the cooling process 
spontaneaus capture of an electron by an ion can occur via the emission of 
a photon with energy hv. The photon carries away the sum of the ionization 
energy of the electronic state in which the captured electron was bound, 
and of the kinetic energy of the electron (5). 
When electron cooling was developed in Novosibirsk and applied to stored 
protons, one observed the production of hydrogen atoms, and used them as a 
diagnostic tool (6). The same phenomenon was observed in 1979 with the ICE 
ring at CERN (7). 
b. Spontaneaus recombination 
This section treats radiative recombination of protons and electrons 
during the cooling process in a storage ring. As was said before, the 
electrons populate an energy band of width kTe right above the 
ionization limit of hydrogen. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. The cross 






Fig. 1. Energy level diagram of hydro-
gen illustrating the continuum elec~ 
tron band, as seen in the proton-
electron rest frame. 
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principal quantum number n is given by the analytical expression (8) 
E
0 
is the ground state binding energy, Ee the kinetic energy of the 
electrons, cx the Sommerfeld fine structure constant, and ~ the electron 
Campton wavelength. For Ee « E
0 
the equation simplifies to 
More refined calculations for an can be found in ref. 9. The spontaneaus 
capture rate per proton in the proton rest frame is 
+ 
Here ne is the electron density, f(ve) the normalized distribution 
function of the electron velocities, and cxr the recombination coeffi-
c i ent. 
Immediately after emission, the electrons exhibit a Maxwellian velocity 
distribution, imposed by the temperature of the electron gun cathode. In 
the direction of electron acceleration a reduction of the initial velocity 
spread occurs. Thus, the longitudinal velocity distribution M11 can become 
much narrower than the transverse distribution tJ.vJ. which remains unal-
tered. Rate equations for spontaneaus radiative recombination have been 
developed by various authors (10,11). The expression from ref. 11 for a 
flattened longitudinal velocity distribution provides 
flat = 2. 2 . 10-12 cm\-1 cxr 
for a transverse electron energy of kTL=0.2 eV where T~ is the temperature 
related with the transverse velocity spread tJ.v~ . For 0.2 eV a value of 
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cx =2.26. 10- 12cm\- 1 was found (12) experimentally in Novosibirsk 
r 
(13)~ a result which supports the concept of a flattened distribution. 
b. Laser-induced recombination 
Spontaneaus capture populates all electronic Ievels, though with differ~nt 
probabilities. Light irradiation of appropriate wavelength and sufficient 
intensity should enhance the capture rate to a specific energy Ievel. The 
recombination process must fulfill energy conservation according to 
Th i s means, that the photon energy hv must be equa 1 to the sum of 
Ekin = mv 2/2 of the electrons and the ionization energy E
0
/n2 of 
the final state with quantum number n. The emitted photon coherently joins 
the light wave. From the above formula follows 
ßv = (h/mv)ßv • 
ßv is the combined spectral width of the light field and the final bound 
state. Thus, only electrons within the velocity band of width 6V will be 
captured. It is supposed, that the proton velocity distribution can be 
neglected in comparison to that of the electrons. 
In an atomic nondegenerate two-level system, consisting of a higher-lying 
intitial level i with population number Ni and a lower-lying final level 
f, the number of spontaneaus transitions per secend from i to f is 
Aif is the Einstein coefficient for spontaneaus emission. In the 
presence of a light field with the spectral energy density u(v), the 
number of induced transitions per secend from i to f is 
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ind ind 
R 0 f = u ( V ) B 0 fN 0 = r 0 f N 0 • 
1 1 1 1 1 
Bif is the Einstein coefficient for induced or stimulated emission. The 
ratio of induced to spontaneaus recombination rates of electrons in the 
velocity band ßv into the electronic state n therefore is 
rind(ßv) B. 
g = n = u(v) -lf 
rspon(ßv} A. 
n 1f 
On the other hand, A and B are connected via 
hv3 
A = 8rr TB • 
c 
The spectral energy density u( v) per frequency interval ßv in a light 
beam of power P and geometrical cross section F can be written 
p 
u(v) " cFßv • 




The ratio of induced recombination rate per proton from the electron 
velocity band ßv into a state n, and of the total spontaneaus 
recombination rate per proton into all states, represents the total 
enhancement factor 
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Calculation for protons with a flattened electron distribution --- ~ 30 , 
final state n = 2, and kT~ = 0.2 eV provides ö.vu 
G ~ 61 • 
flat MWatt•cm·2 
With a light intensity of I= 18 MW/cm2 follows Gflat~ 110. This 
quantitative consideration shows quite clearly that pulsed high-power 
lasers are the only useful light sources for this purpose. 
Competing processes to laser-induced capture are photoionization and free-
free transitions. The latter means acceleration of a continuum electron by 
absorption of a photon rather than recombination. These processes are 
discussed in ref. 14. Photoionization sets an upper limit of useful light 
intensity of about 18 MW/cm2. 
3. Conceivable applications of laser-induced electron-ion recombination 





Fig.2. Schematic of electron cooling 
of stored protons and laser-enhanced 
recombination 
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As is shown in Fig. 2, a pulsed Iaser light beam propagates in opposite 
direction to proton and electron beams. The protons and electrons see the 
laboratory laser wavelength Alab Doppler~shifted to 
l .. vjc 
Taking as an example v/c = 0.4, the laboratory wavelength A lab = 557 nm 
is needed to induce the transition from the ionization limit to the n = 2 
state of hydrogen wi th A = 365 nm. Light wi th Al ab = 557 nm can be 
easily produced at high intensity with a dye laser, pumped by an excimer 
laser. 
Hence, the ve I oc i ty profi I e of the e I ectron beam in a coo I i ng dev i ce -
e.g. the one under construction for LEAR - can be investigated by 
measuring the production rate of hydrogen atoms as a function of laser 
wavelength or. of v/c during the time intervals of light irradiation. This 
should be possible since the total enhancement factor G is connected with 
6v
11 
and l::c.vJ. The technique may also allow to measure the proton 
velocity very accurately via the laser wavelength. The spontaneaus 
hydrogen production rate is 
with ne=108 electrons/cm3, cx:~~~ = 2.2 • 10- 12cm3s- 1, v/c=0.47, 
Ni=10 10 protons, homogeneously distributed in the ring, and with an 
overlap region of proton and electron beams which is a fraction n = 0.02 
of the total ring circumference. 
Irradiation of dye laser light pulses with 20 ns length and a repetition 
rate of 250 Hz may be considered. In order to obtain the induced 
production rate of hydrogen atoms, the spontaneaus rate within the 250 
time windows per second has to be calculated. This rate is 0.2 atoms/s. 
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With a total enhancement factor G = 100 for stimulated recombination to 
the state with n = 2, there follows an induced rate of 20 atoms/s. Higher 
electron recombination rates can be expected in near future, since 
commercial excimer lasers, and dye lasers pumped with excimer lasers with 
larger puls power and repeti tion rate are bei ng developed. The hydrogen 
atoms leave the ring tangentially with proton velocity, and are ionized 
when passing a thin foil. The protons could then be monitared in a wire 
chamber. 
b. Production of antihydrogen atoms 
The idea to form a bound atomic system out of an antiproton and a positron 
(6) has been discussed already in more detail in two earlier publications 
(14,15). Only the case of a pulsed positron beam structure will be 
considered here, and a conceivable way of e+ bunch creation is sketched 
briefly: The electron beam of a LINAC is converted to positrons in a 
target. The pos i trons leavi ng the target are moderated in a copper or 
tungsten single crystal. The thermalized e+ beam is focused, bunched to 
pulses to fit the laser puls length, and accelerated to the same velocity 
of the stored antiprotons. The following numbers are supposed: 
number of stored antiprotons N = 5 •10 11 ; 
number of positrons/bunch Ne+~ 107; 
bunch cross section F = 0.1 cm2; 
overlapping fraction of total ring circumference n = 0.06; 
numb·er of positron pulses f = 100; ß = v/c = 0.3; 
spontaneaus positron-antiproton recombination coefficient 
a = 2.2 ·10- 12 cm3sec- 1. 
The detailed calculation is performed in ref. 14 and gives a total 
spontaneaus rate of antihydrogen atoms 
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With a laser enhancement factor G = 100 a few H atoms per second with a 
pulsed beam structure will leave the ring. It. should be mentioned, that 
there is encouraging progress concerning the production of positron pulses 
with higher intensities and repetition rates (16,17). 
Anti hydrogen wou l d be the fi rst anti atom ever produced and gi ve the 
opportunity to investigate (by comparison \'lith hydrogen data) questions 
related to matter-antimatter symmetries, in particular tests of QED in a 
system of bound antiparticles. A conceivable experiment is to measure the 
2s-2p Lamb shift. Antihydrogen atoms leaving an antiproton storage ring 
in their ground state are excited to the metastable 2 2s112 state by a 
pulsed dye laser via two-photon absorption. Clearly the laser pulses must 
be synchronized with the H beam pulse structure. The antiatoms then pass a 
mi crowave cav i ty where 2s-2p magneti c dipol e trans i ti.ons are i nduced. 
Atoms in the 2p state (I i fetime T ~ 2ns) undergo a fast decay to the 1 s 
ground state. A continuous-wave laser excites the remaining excited atoms 
to the 4p state from where they can be easily ionized in a motional 
electric field. The e+ and p particles are counted. 
c. Preparation of Rydberg states of stored highly-charged heavy ions 
The app'lication of laser-induced electron capture to highly-charged heavy 
ionswas proposed in ref. 18. As an example bare s16+ nuclei stored in a 
heavy-ion storage ring are considered. The number of circulating ions be 
10 10 , with 109 ions in the electron beam overlap region. For kT = 0.2 
eV the calculation of the recombination coefficient gives cx flat = 2.2 • 
10- 12cm3s- 1 in the case of protons. Supposing that cx; scales with 
z2, a value of cxflat=4 ·10- 10cm3s- 1 results for s16+, providing 
a spontaneaus capturer rate R = n cx N. = 4 • 1 o7 s - 1 for n = 108 
-3 e r 1 e 
cm . Though laser enhancement seems to be superfl uous wi th a 
spontaneaus rate of that s i ze, 1 et us cons i der i nduced capture to the 
state with n = 30 of hydrogen-like s15+. This state has an ionization 
potential of 4 eV and an energy separation of 0.27 eV from the adjacent 
states with n±1. On the basis of an enhancement factor G = 10, irradiation 
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of 250 laser pulses per second, each of 20 ns length, results in 2000 
induced captures to n=30 within the 250 time windows of altogether 
5 ·10-6s. 
The question arises whether these highly-excited s15+ ions can pass the 
bending magnet of the storage ring without loosing again the outer 
electron. One finds that the n = 30 state of s15+ survives a magnetic 
field of 15 kG for a kinetic energy of the ions of 8 MeV/nucleon and VJ.B. 
Selective production of S 15+(n = 30) ions could be monitared by ionizing 
the n = 30 Rydberg state in a static electric field. A field strength of 
4 • 105 V/ern is necessary. 
4. Summary 
The interest for electron cooling of stored particles is not limited to 
the cooling process itself and to the improvement of beam characteristics, 
but increasingly includes also side effects occurring in the overlap 
region of stored particle and electron beams. Such an effect is radiative 
electron-ion recombination. After a brief review of spontaneaus radiative 
capture the present report dealt with the concept of laser-induced 
enhancement of the process. Only pulsed high-power lasers are useful for 
this purpose. Since laser-induced capture should increase the electron-
proton recombination, i.e. production of hydrogen atoms considerably, the 
use of this technique for electron beam diagnostics can be envisaged. The 
production of antihydrogen atoms through laser-stimulated positron-
antiproton recombination is another conceivable application. Antihydrogen 
would be the first antiatomever produced and would open up interesting 
spectroscopic perspectives. 
Keeping in mind that heavy ion storage rings are under construction or in 
preparation in several countries, the concept of laser-enhanced electron-
ion recombination may provide a way to prepare hydrogen- or helium-like 
heavy ions in Rydberg states of well-defined principal quantum number n 
and angular momentum 1. This is a difficult goal, but if it will be 
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reached, a wealth of new physics may arise. 
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DIELECTRONIC RECOMBINATION MEASUREMENTS IN A' SINGLE PASS EXPERIMENT 
s. Datz, P. F. Ditttner, P. D. Miller, and P. L. Pepmiller 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Oak Ridge, TN 37831 USA 
Much current interest in the area of atomic collision physics centers 
on interactions of multiply charged ions. Aside from strong intrinsic 
interest ih this field, knowledge obtained from such work has application in 
modeling high temperature plasmas such as those found in stellar coronae and 
controlled fusion devices. 
Electron-ion collisions can lead to ionization, excitation, or recom-
bination. Here we center on recombination. When an unbound electron 
recombines the gain in potential energy must be removed in some way. Two 
proceses are known to be important in recombination: radiative recom-
bination {RR) in which a photon is released whose energy is exactly equal 
to the potential energy gain, and dielectronic recombination {DR) in which 
a continuum electron excites a previously bound electron and in so doing 
loses just enough energy to be captured into a bound state (n~). The latter 
process results in a doubly excited ion in the next lower charge state 
which may either auto-ionize or emit a photon resulting in a stabilized 
recombination. Thus, for an ion A of charge state q in initial state a the 
process may be written: 
Since the DR cross section is made up from a set of resonances and the 
radiative recombination cross section falls rapidly with inceasing relative 
energy, it is clear that there should be a peak ·in the energy dependence of 
the relative importance of DR vis-a-vis RR for a given ionic species. 
The simplest theory which has been used to generate DR rates is 
due to Burgess and Merts and may be summarized as follows. We start 
a description .of the cross section in terms of rr the radiative rate 





where E is the relative energy, and En~ is the position of the resonance. 
Folding in the Maxwell-Bolzmann distribution of Erel gives the rate 
{3) 
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Until 1983 the only experimental information on DR had come from 
spectroscopic observations of plasmas from which only thermally averaged 
rates may be inferred. In 1983-84 four groups reported DR cross section 
measurements. A group at the Joint Institute for Labaratory Astrophysics 
(JILA) measured the DR cross section for Mg+ using crossed ion-electron 
beams and recording coincidences between recombined Mg atoms and stabilizing 
photons from the collision region. 1 A similar experiment was carried out by 
Williams for ca+. 2 Two groups used merged electron-ion beam methods (i.e. 
similar in geometry to electron beam cooling systems). One experiment at 
the University of Western Ontario3 used a tenuous; emission limited, highly 
monoenergetic electron beam merged with a 450 keV c+ beam to reach the 
requisite collision energies of a few eV; (the signal levels here were very 
low). At Oak Ridge National Labaratory (ORNL) we wish to work with multiply 
charged ions and we have chosen to use a compressed space charge limited 
electron beam. 4 
We chose a merged beam approach to take advantage of our ability to 
produce high charge state, MeV/amu ions and a high current, high energy (1-3 
keV) electron beam. The merged beam apparatus (outlined in Fig. 1) is 
constructed such that in the interaction region, the ion beam is coaxial 
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Fig. 1. Schematic Diagram of Merged Beam Apparatus 
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The ion beam from the ORNL EN-tandem accelerator enters the interaction 
region through an axial, 0.64 mm diameterhole in the cathode of the electron 
gun. After exiting the interaction region, the ion beam is subjected to 
charge analysis. In our earlier work, we used magnetic deflection and in 
our more recent efforts, we use electrostatic deflection (see below). The 
initial charge state of the ion beam, q+ is deflected into a Faraday cup. 
The cup is connected to a current integrator and the output pulses are 
counted by a scaler. Ions that have picked up an electron (charge = (q-1)+) 
are deflected onto a solid state position sensitive detector (PSD). The 
ions having charge (q-1)+ arise from electron pickup of the q+ ions from the 
residual gas molecules, slit edge scattering and the sought after effect, DR. 
The source of the electron beam is a doubly gridded Pierce-type high 
intensity electron gun which is designed to produce a convergent, laminar 
electron beam. The gun was operated in the space charge limited mode where 
the space charge limited current~ Ic, is given in terms of the cathode to 
anode voltage, Vc, by Ic = PVc 3 / • The constant P (the 11 perveance 11 ) is 
determined by the electrode geometry and here equals 10-6 • The electron 
gun is magnetically shielded from the solenoidal field of the interaction 
region. The ernerging electron beam comes to a focus ~ 7 mm from the anode 
where it has a diameter (containing 95% of the beam) of 3.15 mm. It enters 
a coaxial solenoidal magnetic field which is adjusted to establish Brillouin 
flow (e.g. ~ 0.18 T for 1 keV electrons) in which the beam radius stays 
constant and the beam rotates as a solid of revolution about its axis with 
the Larmor frequency, wl• Under Brillouin flow, the longitudinal velocity 
of an electron is independent of radius, the radial velocity is zero and the 
azimuthal velocity is equal to wl times the radial position of that 
electron. Surreunding the electron beam is a coaxial cylinder 84 cm long 
having an inside diameter of 7.9 mm which is normally electrically grounded. 
Following the interaction region, defined by the length of the coaxial 
cylinder and the solenoidal field, the electrons expand due to space charge 
repulsion and strike the chamber walls. 
The experimental procedure consisted Qf optimizing the electron beam, 
at a particular Vc, and counting the A(q-1)+ and Aq+ beams while stepping 
through the relative energies of interest by changing the energy of the ion 
beam. This optimization was carried out by adjusting the orientation of the 
solenoid and the cylinder and making small adjustments to the solenoidal 
field such that the current to the cylinder was a minimum (<0.01 Ic). It 
was then verified by observing the position spectrum while switching the 
electron beam on and off that the electrostatic field, due to the electron 
space charge, produced no steering of the ion beam. We believe that minimum 
ion beam steering indicates minimum misalignment between the ion and 
electron beams. The deviation of the ratio, R, of (q-1)+ ions to q+ ions 
from a monotonic trend with ion beam energy gives a measure of the DR cross 
section. In Fig. 2 we plot this ratio for two ion energy 11 sweeps 11 of a ß2 + 
beam (14-18 MeV) merged with the electron beam. In the first sweep V~ = 
1022 V (solid squares) and the second sweep Vc = 1079 V (open circles). The 
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Fig. 2. Ratio, s1+;s2+, 
as a function of s2+ ion 
energy for Vc = 1022 V 
(solid squares and V~ = 
1079 V (open circles). 
Fig. 3. Ratio, sl+;s2+, 
vs. relative energy. 
For potential drop 
correction to the 
relative energy scale, 
see Ref. 4. 
the DR signal shifts to higher ion energies as the electron energy is 
increased, i.e. the signal depends on the relative energy. To emphasize 
this point further, we plot this ratio, in Fig. 3, for the two s2+ sweeps 
vs. the relative energy, E~el" In Fig. 4 this ratio is plotted for a c3 + 
beam (17.5- 23 MeV) merged with an electron beam at Vc = 1079 V. The 
background ratio, Rs, can be fitted by a monotonic trend line as in Fig. 4. 
Subtracting Rs from R yields the signal ratio R5 • R5 is related to the 
DR cross section o, by 
where Pe is the electron density, Pi is the ion density, Vr is the relative 
velocity, Vi is the velocity of the ions, and V and A are the volume and 
cross sectional area of the interaction region, a cylinder whose radius is 
that of the ion beam r;, and having the length of the electron beam, L; 
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Fig. 4. Ratio, c2+;c3+ as a function of c3+ ion energy for Vc = 1079 V. 
For potential drop correction to the relative energy scale, see Ref. 4. 
since Pi and v; are constant within V, the ion c~rrent I; = fp;v;dA = P;v;A. 
Approximating Pe by an average electron density Pe, times a distribution in 
relative velocities f(l,l_r), both being independent of position within .V, we 
can write that, Rs = 0)eL/v;) <vra>, where the triangular brackets denote 
the average over f(vr)· Thus, from the measured quantities we can calculate 
<vra> at every ion energy or relative energy, i.e., <vra> = R5v; I Pel• 
The best possible resolution in relative energy for this cathode 
configuration would be )2 eV; about 0.5 eV arising from the non-zero radius 
of the ion beam in the space charge limited electron beam and -2 eV from 
the cathode temperature (- 1400°K) coupled with a compression factor of -16. 
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In our first reported measurements 4 we arrived at our signal level by 
simply subtracting a smooth extrapolated background drawn under the reso-
nance region. This treatment indicated a resolution of -3 eV, but subse-
quent improvements in measuring technique have shown this to be overly 
optimistic. 
Our gun contains a gridded cathode; the initial idea was to modulate 
the electron beam to determine the background. This technique did not prove 
feasible because turning the electron beam on and off modulated the back-
ground gas density and gave rise to a large spurious signal even at energies 
where signals were not physically possible. 
An alternative scheme has proved more successful. Herewe modulate the 
voltage applied to the guide tube surrounding the merged beam region. For 
half the time the tube is grounded and for the other half the tube is raised 
in voltage such that the electron beam energy is shifted to be off 
resonance. The result of such an experiment is shown for s5+ in Fig. 5. 
Several jumps appear in the data which are much beyond the range of 
statistical error. These jumps probably occur because of slit edge scatter-
ing which may vary somewhat with ion beam steering at different energies. 
(Note that in our configuration the ion beam may be scattered at the narrow 
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Fig. 5. Ratio (s4+/s5+) as a function of s5+ ion energy (top) and 
relatiVe energy (bottom) for a 617 ,eV m~rged electron beam. Lower 
curve shows effect of of,fset electr6n beam energy at same ion energy. 
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entrance aperture in the cathode.) These 11 jumps 11 disappear when we plot 
the difference signal as in Fig. 6. The effect of some residual background 
modulation is seen in the non-zero level in the 16 to 24 eV region and this 
may be subtrcted to give the final signal values. The consistency of this 
method may be seen in Fig. 7 where we have plotted the rates <va> derived 
from such measurements for c3+ ions. The round points were determined with 
an electron beam moving slower than the ion beam (lab system), the square 
points from measurements where the electron beam was moving faster than the 
ion beam (lab system). Here, the observed peak is asymmetric with a full 
width of ~6 eV (+2, -4). For c3+ we expect a very sharp peak (almost a 
ö function on our scale) at 7 eV.~ The observed spread around 7 eV is due 
to electron beam energy resolution. Using a 2 parameter fit, one describing 
the longitudinal and the second the transverse distribution, we find we are 
able to fit the rates. The same two parameters fit for all the ions 
used (c 3 +, o5 +, p4 +, s5 +, and c1 6 +) thus giving us some confidence that we 
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Fig. 7. Measured rates (<va>) for c3+ DR as a function of relative 
energy for: II ion velocity greater than electron velocity, and • ion 
velocity lower than electron velocity. 
The theoretically predicted probability of recombination observed in 
these experiments depends on the electric fields present in two regions; 
first, the electron-ion interaction region and second, the charge analysis 
region. 
The electric fields in the charge analysis region can Stark strip 
Rydberg states formed in the electron-ion interaction. The maximum n state 
that can survive these fields is given by 
where q is the core change and E is the field in volts per cm. In our first 
experiments 4 we used a magnetic field of 0.1 T to separate the charge states 
of ions moving at ~2 MeV/u. This corresponds to a field of ~40 kV/cm so 
that for c3+ the highest surviving n is n max = 26. Our more recent experi-
ments use electrostatic deflection fields of ~4 kV/cm corresponding 
"max = 44 and indeed we observe a factor of 1.8 increase in c2+ signal at 
the peak under these conditions. 
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Less well understood is the effect of small fields in the interaction 
region which mix ~ states for a given n and increase the DR cross section. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 8 for s2+. 6 The upper left portion of the 
figure shows the autoionizing, Aa, and radiative rates, Ar, for n=20 as a 
function of ~. The radiative rate is ~ independent of ~. Since the DR 
cross section 
it can be seen that low values of ~will be favored. In the approximation 
that only values of ~ which give Aa > Ar contribute to ~DR we weight each 
contributing ~ by 2 x (2~ + 1), and we assign a total weight of 128 to the 
n=20 state. If, on the other hand, we have an electric field present which 
gives complete Stark mixing, the picture changes to that shown in the upper 
right portion of Fig. 8. We now deal in the Stark representation where n, 
k, and m are good quantum numbers. The parameter of the curves is the 
magnetic quantum number m, and each point for m>O counts for two states. 
Using the same criterion as in the upper left the total weight is 404, hence 
a gain of 3.2 in the DR cross section for n=20. The same treatment in the 
lower portion of Fig. 8 shows a gain of 6.8 for n=40. The big question then 
is how much Stark mixing is there for a given field at the interaction 
region? The question is still open. 
In our work we find that for the Na-like ions p4+, s5+, and Cl 6 + the 
measured rates are intermediate between the no mixing and total mixing 
predictions while for the Li-like c3+ and o5+ complete mixing seems a 
better fit. 
Thus far, wehavedealt with ~n=O transitions of alkali-like ions where 
the spectra should be relatively simple. lf we chose more complex ions 
there should be a wide spectrum of descrete energi~s which give DR. For 
these experiments, it will be necessary to have better energy resolution and 
thus there is a direct connection to the technologies which have been deve-
loped for electron beam cooling. 
This research was sponsored by the U. s. Department of Energy, Division 
of Basic Energy Seiences under Contract No. DE-AC05-840R21400 with Martin 
Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. 
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AN ION BEAM LAMP FOR MONOCHROMATIC X-RAYS 
H. PILKUHN and H. POTH 
Institut für Theoretische Kernphysik 
and Kernforschungszentrum- Karlsruhe 
(presented by H. Pilkuhn) 
Last year, Pothand Wolf [1] pointed out that the capture of cooling 
electrons on fully stripped ions can be used as a tunable X-ray source, 
as most of the electrons are,capttrred into the ionic ground state. The 
-4 energy resolution is estimated to be of the order of 10 , the intensity 
of the order of 3 x 109fotons/s. It should also be possible to stear the 
capture into highly excited ion states by means of a laser. Then one canuse 
the subsequent deexcitation as an X-ray source, which improves the energy 
-5 resolution roughly by a factor ß (for ß<<1), say to -10 . 
Meanwhile, it seems possible to improve the energy resolution by 
another factor 100 [2]. There exists presently no tunable X-ray source 
of comparable precision, to our knowledge. The idea is to manipulate the 
metastable triplet states of two-electron ions by an optical laser. The 
( 
4+ 5+ 6+ 
ionring is filled with one-electron ions B , C , N .... ) and cooled 
with electrons. After induced electron capture, many of the ions will· 
deexcite to the metastable tripled S-state with a statistical weight of 
3/4. The lifetimes of these metastable states are 149, 20.4, and 3.9 ms 
for the above three ions. During these times, one can laser excite the 
triplet S-state to the triplet P-state of J = 1 (fig. 1), which then decays 
to the singlet ionic ground state with a sufficiently large brauehing 
ratio, within a fraction of a microsecond. As the natural line width is 
negligible, the width of the X-rays ,is solely determined by the laser 
width. Their energy var~es between 203 eV for Band 420 eV for N, plusor 
m~nus the Doppler shift. 
For a Doppler width of 
-5 
10 and a las er width of 
-7 
1.0 ' the las er 
cuts a slice of thickness 10-
2 
into the ionic momentum distribution. If 
it does so in one ~s, it will need 100~s for eating the whole cake. In 
-8 
principle, even a laser of width 10 could eat the cake before it decays. 
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In that case, the metastable ions must circulate a few thousand times 
through the lamp. 
In conclusion then, the 3 x 10
9 
fotons/s now come in bursts of a 
-7 
few milliseconds, with a frequency width of the order of 10 , 
The tuning of the X-ray source by Doppler shift has a great disad-
vantage : the lamp shines in different direction with different fre-
quencies. For a·lamp length of 30 cm, one can only use the forward and 
background emitted X-rays within a 1cm disk at Sm distance (for ß=0.1). 
Although adjacent disks do see adjacent frequencies, the frequency 
resultion deteriorates for positions seeing the lenght of the lamp. For 
the same reason, focussing seems pointless. If one is content with ßv/v= 
10-
5
, one can replace the ionring by a simple linac. In this case, the 
metastable ions are provide directly by the ion source, or by foil exci-
tation and their lower abundancy (a few percent) is overcompensated by 
a large ion flux. The ion ring must by viewed as a precision instrument, 
not as a powerful lamp. The induced ionic X-ray emission could also be 
used for hyperfine studies. 
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THOMAS PEAK MEASUREMENT IN BEAM RECIRCULATION RING 
I. Katayama 
RCNP, Osaka oniversity, Ibaraki, Osaka 567, Japan 
Abstract A stringent test of recent theories on electron capture 
(charge transfer) processes at asymptotically high energy is to measure 
the differential cross sections and their velocity dependence. A possi-
bility of the experiment in a beam recirculation ring is discussed. 
An epoch-making experiment in electron capture or charge transfer 
collisions was recently made by Horsdal-Pedersen, C.L. Cocke and 
M. Stockli at Kansas Univ.l). They observed a peak at 8L = 0.027° (Thomas 
peak) in the differential cross section of P + He+ H0 + He+ using 7 MeV 
protons. Table 1 gives a brief summary of the historical progress of the 
study of electron capture reactions at high energy2 ' 3). Themas proposed a 
model which is called double scattering model 4). In this model the cap-
ture process is explained to proceed as follows; the electron which is 
scattered in the 60° direction to the beam acquires the same velocity with 
that of the projectile. The electron, if scattered again by the target 
nucleus into the beam direction, is captured in the projectile atomic 
orbit. In the first collision, the projectile receives a recoil momentum 
and is scattered by an angle of ( v'!/2) (me/~), which is exactly the angle 
where Horsdal-Pedersen et al. observed a peak in the yield of hydrogen 
atoms. Drisko has shown that the secend order Born calculation has a 
close connection to this classical model by Thomas 5). Electron capture at 
high energy is a three body problern of Coulomb interaction. This is the 
reason why so many approximations have been proposed so far. Present 
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status of the theories and their relations have been discussed in refs. 6 
and 7. It has been pointed out that a stringent test of theories is to 
measure angular distributions and their dependences on the projectile 
velocity3,8). Although several theories predicted the right location of 
the peak as observed by Horsdal-Pedersen et al., they were not able to 
reproduce the cross section as well. It is extremely valuable to extend 
the differential cross section measurements to much higher energies than 
that in Kansas experiment. 
The experimental difficulty is clear from the small angle of the 
Themas peak. Horsdal-Pedersen et al. used a double slits of 0.3mmxO.lmm 
and 0.2mm~0.05mm in dimensions with a spacing of Sm to get a pencil beam 
with 0.058 mrad at FWHM. If one employs this Straightforward method for 
the beams from a cyclotron, the available fraction of the beam extracted 
from the cyclotron will be about lxl0-6 on a target. The total cross sec-
tions are roughly 1.2xlo-2 , 2.lxl0-4 and 1.2xlo-6 bat proton energies of 
10, 20 and 50 MeV, respectively for P +He+ H0 +He+ reactions 9). The 
small values of the cross sections together with the requirement for the 
small beam emittance show how this kind of measurement is difficult to 
perform in the cyclotron laboratories. The most important is to increase 
the brightness of the beam on the target. The brightness is defined as a 
ratio of the beam intensity over the beam emittance. Let us think about 
the situation for the beam recirculation ring. In the Kansas data of 
angular spreading of the beam penetrating the target, we notice that the 
multiple scattering effect is only observed at the tail of the spectrum 
and the FWHM of the beam is not affected by the multiple scatteringlO). 
The width of a Gaussian curve which fits the tail component was 0.16 mr 
' which is compatible with the prediction of 0.10 mr from a multiple 
scattering formula 11 l. The intensity of the tail part was a few percent 
of the total intensity. This implies that the most part of the beam could 
be used again to irradiate the target. By recirculating the beam, one can 
increase the brightness by a factor given as 
( 1) ' 
where Ais the acceptance of the storage ring, c the increase in beam 
emittance due to multiple scattering and N the nurober of turn in the ring. 
The acceptance of the ring is determined by a beam collimator in the ring, 
by which the emittance of the beam on the target is kept constant in such 
a way that the growing part of the beam in angle hy the multiple scatter-
ing in the target is stopped by the collimator. It is also important that 
the injection of the beam in the ring should not induce any betatron osci-
llation. This will be possible by a longitudinal stacking which, howeverp 
results in a deterioration of the beam energy resolution. It is, there-
fore, important that the ring should be operated so as to give zero 
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dispersion at the target position. Note that the position of the Thomas 
peak is constant irrespective of the beam energy. Making use of the data 
by Kansas and injection method being considered at Indiana, we can esti-
mate the factor of eq.(1} tobe araund 10. How does the e1ectron cooling 
work? In this case, the the H0 beams from the radiative capture process 
in the el~ctron cooler section can be used· to monitor the emittance of the 
beam. If the ring is used in the cooling mode, it has an effect of 
increasing the brightness of the beam. The beam luminosity is, however, 
by an order of magnitude less than that of a single pass mode. It is, 
therefore, not clear that the cooling mode can improve the feasibility of 
the experiment. Taking advantage of the increase in the brightness of the 
beam by beam recirculation as given above, we can expect to perform the 
measurement at 10 to 20 MeV of proton energies. The experiment at much 
higher energies, however, still remains not simple without introduction of 
a break-through technique in the injection method. 
It is to be mentioned that even at the energy of Kansas experiment, 
if the beam spreading can be reduced further by a factor of several by the 
beam recirculation there will be no need to convolute the theoretical 
curve with the experimental angular resolution of the beam. This allows 
us to test the theory in much clear way. 
The author wishes to thank Drs. s. Morinobu, o. Schult and E. 
Horsdal-Pedersen for their comments. 
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ELECTRON dOOLiNG ANTlPRÖTONS 1'0 THERMAL ENER.GIES 
IN A PENNING TRAP 
William Kells"' 1 Gerald Gabrielse, and Kristian Helmerson 
l IntreauctiGm 
Department of Physics, FM-15 
U niversity of Washington 
Seattle, WA 98195 
Precision "Geonium" studies of a single antiproton in a Penning trap would 
be a natural continuation of such sturlies on more readily available particles1 • At 
the University of Washington, single electrons and positrons have been trapperl 
for precision g-value measurements2 and small numbers of protons have been 
trapperl to measure the ratio of the proton and electron masses3 . The major 
new challeilge offered by antiprotons is in getting them from the high energies at 
which they are produced down to the very low energies where trapping can be 
earried 0ut. Once a small cloud of antiprotons is trapperl ( and eventually just a 
single antiproton), a logical first experiment is to measure the antiproton mass 
and then to measure the ratio of the proton and antiproton masses by measuring 
the cyclotron frequencies of these particles in the same trap. The properties of the 
trap can be well established ahead of time via sturlies with protons. Long trapping 
times have already been repeatedly demonstrated (eg. greater than g months for 
a single electron by us4) so that an antiproton lifetime greater than the existing 
32 hours5 woulrl be soon established. Many other sturlies would also be possible. 
The most rlirect approach to trapping antiprotons requires several stages of 
rleceleration anrl cooling in progressively smaller "rings", with the minimum cooled 
phase space density ultimately rleterminerl by space charge limitations. Space 
charge rlirectly ,limits the number of cooled p's available in a given ring at low 
energy via the intrabeam scattering mechanism (IBS)1. The cooling mechanism 
of choice at the lowest p energies woulrl be electron cooling, since it is energy 
tunable and very compact. On the other hanrl space charge Iimits the current 
in a low velocity e- beam consistent with low electron temperature. Therefore 
beam storagejcooling is not possible at the lowest energy stage (~ 100 KeV p 
kinetic energy). One method would be direct, transient, deceleration from the last 
storagejcooling stage at a few hundred KeV. Unfortunately such a scheme still 
requires an auxiliary ring to bridge the gap, at LEAR for instance, from 5-10 MeV 
* On leave from Fermi National Accelerator Labora.tory 
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to several ke V to a.llow tra.pping. The direct approsch might allow the trapping 
af very large number of antiprotons in one filling of the trap8 • 
The current state of proton/ electron trapping sensitivity at Washington; 
however, requires only small numbers (:5 100) of trapped p in order to achieve high 
signal to noise ratios. We therefore investigate here a p trapping scheme based on 
stopping foils which, in the simplest case, require no auxiliary deceleratorfcooler 
past a LEAR (or equivalent) stage. Cooling of the trappeci particies could be 
accomplished via the dam ping provided by an external resistor as in all of the 
other experiments8 • The rate for this cooling would berather low, even in the most 
ideal case8 , and likely would be much lower when the electrostatic anharmonicity 
of such a trap is realistically considered. We therefore identify electron cooling 
with a cold electron gas cloud as a very attractive alternate method. Cloudftrap 
parameters already achieved give cooling times of a few seconds. 
II p Facility Requirements 
We discuss trapping p's in the context of working at LEAR, in order to use its 
weil defined beam parameters. We use the lowest energy LEAR p ener'gies (5-10 






Assumed LEAR Parameters 
141 mev/c 
±o.s x 1o-·3 
7 mm mrad 
3.5 mm mrad 
It· seems likely, however, that the ~ 30M ev kinetic energies already realized at 
LEAR would be sufficient. Such parameters are modest in the sense that only the 
initial {600 mev je) stochastic cooling is called upon. Np is kept weil below any 
Iimit where IBS becomes significant. We calculate the IBS total emittance blow 
up time7 , r, tobe much larger than one hour for 107 -108p for the parameters of 
Table I. After cooling at 600 mev / c the beam is decelerated to 141 mev / c and 
a longitudinal segment is fast ejected. No further cooling is required (although 
the scheme can, of course, be improved upon - as we discuss later) and the 
enhancement which would be o:ffered by RF bunching is not required. 
Since any one LEAR p batch can Ioad our trap the only "beam time" require-
ment is for tuning. After loading the experiment could be removed from the beam 
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Iine. 
iii Antiproton Trap Loading 
The Penning trap used for Ioad sntiprotons is represented in figure I emd 
Table II. For the most precise experiments, a small number of antiprotons would 
be transferred to a second smaller trap which is specifi.cally designed for optimal 
anharmonicity reduction10 . The initial electrostatic well for the loading trap is 
considerably deeper than usual (2 KeV) in order to trap a significant energy bite of 
the p "beam". Consequently the trap dimensions arealso larger. After the injected 
p's are cooled the well potential would be reduced to S 100 volts to accomodate 
the standard cell potential source necessary for precision wor k. Injection into the 
trap is accomplished by keeping the injection endcap electrode at ground until p's 
from the head of the p bunch have completed one full cycle (axially) through the 
trap (S 130 ns). The injection cap electrode is then stepped down to -4 KV~ thus 
trapping all p's which exited the degrader with 2 KeV < EK,z < 4 KeV. Notice 
that the 130 ns transit time = rr sets the required LEAR bunch length ( = 5.9 
meter at 141 mev/c or 7.4%of LEAR circumference). 
TABLE li Trap Parameters 
Axial Half Height (z0 ) 
Radial Half Height (p 0 ) 
Endcap - Ring Potential Diff. 









Table II lists the nominal parameters of the trap we envision using. p's are degraded 
from 10 me V to mean zero energy in the surface layer of the injection endcap 
electrode. p's ernerging into the trap volume with an axial kinetic energy between 
2-4 KeV will be trapped. We note that the Larmor radius for 4 KeV (worst case) 
p's in 6 Tesla is 0.5 mm, so that the final trapped p distribution radial extent is 
determined entirely by the spot size on the degrader (thin target - see section 
IV). 
Degrading the p energy at the last possible instant serves two important pur-
poses. First, we take full advantage of the radial containment of the magnetic fi.eld. 
Second we can maintain the "sealed trap" concept which has proven so successful 
in Seattle single particle studies. A slight alternative would be a flat degrader 
followed immediately by a mesh electrode face. The combined requirement of 
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UHV seals and of an electrically :floating endcap electrode makes the construction 
&&mew'Bat, Bun·e complex than in usual practice. We note, in this respectt, \:&at, tke 
endeaps eeuld be at ground while the ring electrode would pulse positiue, This 
would result in TJ being reduced by approximately ! while the accepted axial 
kinetic energy älice would be 0-2 KeV (see section V). 
The p capture cross section11 determines the vacuum we must achieve in 
our trap. For instance ,.....__ 1 X 10-11 torr will give a capture rate of one per day 
for 56 K thermalized Helium. The quiescent pressure expected from the sealed 
type träp öf figure 1 submerged is < < 10-14 torr13 • No evidene~ öf e6llisi6ii 
is detected in the existing vacuum 14 enclosures used now. for the precision single 
paftiele experiments. However surface perturbing action such as e- impact ftöm 
the field emission point or ionizing radiation from p annihilation or the accelerator 
environment must be taken into account. 
N Beam Optics and Trapping Efficiency 
In order to concentrate the initially trapped p's as much as possible to allow 
fast electron cooling ( section VI) we choose a p spot size on degrader as small as 
possible compatible with LEAR transverse emittance. Injection must be precisely 
along the trap solenoid axis. We assume that a minimum separation of 2 m must 
be maintained between trap and the last focusing beam line element. Probably this 
spacing can be reduced since only precision studies are sensitive to magnetic per-
turbation. (Alternatively, electrostatic lenses are possible here. Clearly a precision 
servoed beam line is required to aim down the magnet axis. 
For a 1 mm radius degrader aperture the emittances of table I indicate a 4 cm 
diameter beam at the 2 meter distant last focus elements. The horizontal plane 
will be twice as spread out: half the beam is lost. However the solenoid fringe field 
provides a significant focusing itself, full benefi.t from which depends on accurate 
entrance beam alignment. Several low pressure proportional chambers could be 
included to servo in the beam alignment (in conjunction with fast electrostatic 
steering elements). 
The degrader will be of a high purity low Z material to minimize induced 
radioactivity and multiple scatter. Figure I indicates a monolithic degrader / endcap. 
Though simplest, this is not essential and may change after detailed fabrica-
tion and material property consideration. For Aluminum the range is about 250tt, 
enough for sturdy mechanical design. Apparently little is known about the stop-
ping power for negative massive charges below Vion ~ ac; while for 3 KeV 
p's Vp = 0.22ac. Within mechanical tolerances, uncertainty in this very low energy 
range of stopping powers does not alter the gross range predict-ed (or measured) for 
protons. On the other hand the details of energy loss from ~ 100 KeV to ~ 3 KeV 
(last ~ ltt of range) could conceivably lead to unexpected f5 yields. For instance 
it is clear that by the time p's reach velocities :S ac their velocity distribution must 
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essentially be isotropic. No notion of "beam" will hold, and an anomalous num-
ber will be lost to capture. We will allow for this by incorporating an additional fac· 
tor 2 dilution in estimates of the final trapped number of p's. Notice that 0.22ac > 
> ac'./melmp which is the threshhold for significant capture cross section11 • 
The longitudinal emittance (Table I) translates to a p energy spread of 950 
Ke V at the degrader. The spread due to straggling is about ! this12 • Therefore 
our 2 KeV acceptance slice represents a dilution of 475. Table III summarizes the 
loss fractions we assume starting from a coasting LEAR beam (Table I). 
TABLE III p Loss Factors 
LEAR Revolution period I rr at 10 MeV 
Accepted energy slice: 960 KeV I 2 KeV 
Isotropie Degraded Distribution 






Thus for :5 2 X 107p coasting in LEAR at 10 mev we expect to trap ~ 20 p, 
a quite adequate number. Nonetheless, the trapping is inefficient: most of the 
~ 107 p will be captured in the trap electrodes. One advantage of a phase space 
conserving deceleration scheme would be to greatly increase this efficiency8 : The 
total induced radioactivity will be negligible since the total number of stopped p's 
for a complete experiment will be small. Single charges are routinely kept in our 
traps indefinitely. Therefore the bulk of the p dose will accrue during tuning. 
Many features of the p transfer from LEAR to trap are improved if further 
cooling processes andl or steps become available at LEAR. In particular a LEAR 
low energy electron cooling stage helps us three ways. First, the p beam phase 
space density is considerably increased. Second, entrainment of the p's by the 
highly stable electron beam allows for stable beam tuning (both in energy and 
position). This would greatly simplify tuning the exact range through the neces-
sarily fized degrader. Alignment of the beam line down the solenoid axis woüld be 
more reproducible. Third, the momentum spread in LEAR would be so smacll ( :5 
10-4 Apjp) that tight bunching with still small energy spread is possible. These 
improvements could reduce the net dilution to only ""' 250! 
V Electron Cooling 
In principal the ~ 2 KeV trapped p's could be cooled for precision work by 
external resistor damping as has been demonstrated in the previously mentioned 
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experiments and recently calculated in some detail14 • We investigate here the 
possibility of attaining much faster damping via collisions with a cold electron 
cloud introduced by standard methods into the center of the trap after a potential 
weil is established. This electron cloud would serve only as an electron cooler. 
After the p's cool, these electrons would be ejected (by R.F. excitation) from the 
trap. 
Thus we consider the properties of such a cloud in the 2 Ke V potential weil 
(Table N). 
TABLE IV Cold Electron Cloud Parameters 
cloud radius 
cloud density 
maximum space charge field 
Debeye length 
Yf 
fast Coulomb log 
electron temperature 
F::j2mm 
2 x 1071cc 
720 volts I meter 
4 x 10-3 cm 
0.18 
9.2 
F::j 5° K 
The cloud radius is determined by the p I degrader spot size to be ~ 2 mm. 
This radius is maintained by the standard "magnetron cooling techniques" 15 • 
Electrostatic considerations show that the shape will be approximately spherical 
for the symmetric trap we consider here. Then the maximum electron density 
ne is constrained such that the space charge field < < trap field. Choosing ne = 
4 X 107 lcc gives a worst spacecharge to trap field ratio of :5 1%. Such a density 
for electrons thermalized in the usual way16 gives a Debye length 'AD < 4 X 10~3 
cm < < cloud radius. This insures a well defined cloud edge. 
We avoid the issue of "adiabatic" p-e- coulomb collisions by estimating the 
electron cooling time solely on the basis of the "fast" collisions (impact parameter 
I Vp :5 e-cyclotron period)17 . This criteria is a stronger limit on the maximum 
impact parameter than AD, so we use it to arrive at a ("fast") coulomb logarithm 
L= 9.2. 
The electron cloud is very cold so that we have the "classic" electron cooling 
situation Ve- < < Vp for which the damping rate formula18 : 
may be employed (17 being the fraction of time the p's spend in the cloud during 
their axial oscillation). The values summarized in Table IV then yield 'A = 0.1818. 
Proven sideband cooling techniques can be used to insure that the unstable 
magnetron motion of the p does not increase in radius because of the collisions to 
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the point where antiprotons are lost from the trap. Moreover we observe that an 
electron cloud which does not entirely fill the trap cannot drive the antiprotons 
entirely out of the trap. In more detail, although each e--p collision reduces 
the p kinetic energy, the angular de:fiection of the scattered p allows significant 
dijfusion of the magnetron orbit radially out from the center of the trap. Since 
the magnetron energy is < < the cyclotron energy (initially rm ~1 mm, rc ~ 
0.45 mm while Em ~0.08 ev and Ec ~ 3 Ke V) the magnetron motion will not be 
initially cooled. In the transverse plane ( cyclotron plane) a fi will su:ffer "multiple" 
scattering: 
o;me = 81f'r~Lneßfi4 l 
where l = p path length segment and L is the sameCoulombLog used for A. Let 
l = 'flVpj).., yielding o~me = me/mp. The net di:ffusion of rm will then be: 
Since rc progressively shrinks as the cooling progresses the total diffusion of t'm is 
not qualitatively larger than the above. 
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CRYRING, a small storage and acceleration ring for heavy ions 
C.J. Herrlander and A. Barany 
Research Institute of Physics, S-104 05 Stockholm, Sweden 
CRYRING, which was proposed in October 1983, aims at a facility for per-
forming experimental atomic, molecu1ar and nuclear structure physics 
using very heavy, highly charged ions. In particular the possibility to 
study the interaction between a circulating heavy ion beam ( ~(1-5)·109 ions) 
and beams of ions, electrons or photans is foreseen. An extracted beam 
(10 Hz, 30 % duty cycle,~ (1-5) pnA) with an energy araund or slightly 
above the Coulomb barrier will a11ow experiments in atomic and nuclear 
structure physics. 
The name CRYING, which origina11y was just a working name, should be inter-
preted as 11 CRYebis connected to a small synchrotron RING 11 • CRYEBIS is an 
electron beam ion source for producing highly charged heavy ions 1). It is 
presently being tested and is planned to be in operation in the beginning 
of 1985. The CRYEBIS is a pulsed ion source and with the given electron beam 
energy (10 keV) and anticipated current density ~104 A/cm2) the repeti-
tion frequence will be 10-104 Hz. For the langest confinement times, 100 ms, 
the source i s expected to give in the order of 1010 i ons perpulse ( see Tab 1 e 1 ) . 
In the future a new electron gunwill be installed a1lowing higher e1ectron 
beam energy and intensity. The CRYEBIS will be coupled to an injector iso-
tope separator system which will be an improved version of the system used 
at LNS, Saclay2). This will allow the source to deliver isotopically well 
defined ions, which is of great importance for the planned physics program. 
Thus, the injector will allow Separation of ions with similar Q/A like 
l29xe43+ and 132xe44+, and also the possibility to accelerate rare iso-
topes (l-10 %) with highest possible intensity is foreseen. 
Originally the plans put CRYEBIS on a 600 kV platform to reach an ion 
energy of a few hundred keV/A before injection into the storage and acce-
leration/deceleration ring. Inspired by the successful tests of LITL at 
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INS, Tokyo3), and similar experiencies at LNS, Saclay4), demonstrating 
the possibilities to build an RFQ-linac for a wide spectrum of charge-
to-mass-ratios, studies on the possibilities to replace the HV-platform 
with an RFQ were initiated. The results reported by the RFQ-group at 
IAP 5) in Frankfurt have finally changed the design and calculations and 
test experiments have now started with the aim of designing an RFQ-linac 
as injector to the ring. It is foreseen to accept ions with 0.1< Q/A< 0.5 
and accelerate them from 5 keV/A to an output energy of 250-300 keV/A. 
The injection energy of the RFQ is in accordance with the 50 kV accelera-
tion than can be achieved at the output of CRYEBIS. 
The various components discussed are indicated in Fig. 1, which gives the 
lay-out of CRYRING. The ring in its present configuration has a circum-
ference of about 30 m and is split in four superperiods. Each superperiod 
has two homogenaus field, 45°, dipoles, seven quadropoles and four sex-
tupoles. The dipoles have a radius of 1.1 m and a gap of 7-8 cm. To simpli-
fy the construction of the dipoles 22.5° edge focusing is assumed. The pre-
sent design parameters for CRYRING are summarized in Table 2. 
The relatively large number of magnetic elements are chosen to obtain a 
high flexibility: the ring is planned to work both as a low-energy storage 
ring and a fast cycling accelerator. 
In the fast cycling mode the frequency 10 Hz is chosen in accordance with 
the repetition rate of CRYEBIS in producing the highest charge states. The 
extraction will be made with a 11 slow 11 resonance system giving about 30% 
duty cycle. The beam will then be brought 20-25 m away from the ring to an 
experimental area mainly equipped for nuclear structure and atomic physics 
research. 
The straight sections of the ring are 2.2 meters each. Their different func-
tions are indicated in Fig.l. The lattice calculations6), which are performed 
using the MAD program7), have taken the various working modes into consider-
ation. Because of the different demands the ring in the storage mode is con-
sidered having two superperiods. The results of the lattice-studies are 
demonstrated in Fig. 2. It should be mentioned that the injection/extraction 
system as it is shown in Fig. 1 is a copy of a preliminary lay-out of a 
design-study for the ELENA-project at CERN8). For several reasons a closer 
study of the present project might result in separated injection and extrac-
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tion systems. One of the reasons is to allocate proper laboratory space 
for experiments on the ion beam for CRYEBIS when not injected into the 
ring. The demand for a well defined beam for experiments implies an elec-
tron cooling system working down to 100 keV/A or less. An electron gun 
working in the range of the corresponding electron energies is reported 
at this conference9). 
The original plans for CRYRING emerged from wishes to study atomic colli-
sions at very low energies in a merged beam system, utilizing the unique 
properties of a cooled recirculating beam of highly charged ions. The ideas 
are indicated in Fig. 1 as a second beam from a conventional ion source on 
an HV-platform injected colinearly with the circulating beam along the ex-
perimental straight section. Such a system is now being studied in detail, 
but experiments in this section might also involve collision and spectro-
scopy studies using laserphotons and crossed atomic or electron beams. 
An interesting question relates to electron cooling and recombination of 
highly charged heavy ions. Most feasibility studies are done with fully 
stripped ions where the only recombination channel (the radiative one) can 
be shown tobe unimportant. Going to partially stripped ions the picture 
is different, since then dielectronic and higher order recombination pro-
cesses can occur. Cross sections are largely unknown, but are probably 
strongly dependent on the actual electronic structure of the ions. It 
seems very plausible, though, that the cross sections aresmall enough 
at the relevant energies for a wide class of ions. This should in parti-
cular include highly charged ions having rare gas electronic configura-
tions, such as Kr34+ and xe44+ (cf. Table 1). 
It is also tempting to mention that to our knowledge no other storagering 
is planned to-day where this recombination phenomenon could be studied 
systematically. Because of the easiness to change ion charge stepwise in 
CRYEBIS, CRYRING would be a very powerful tool for studying the low-energy 
interaction between partially stripped heavy ions and electrons as the 
problern is encountered in a cooling device. 
The present report is for obvious reasons very brief. Different study pro-
grams are presently running to achieve a more definite design of the ring. 
Besides those already mentioned, the most important program is the build-
ing up of an UHV test fncility. When going to low energy heavy ions, the 
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interaction cross section with the rest gas of the vacuum system becomes 
very high and if such ions are going to be stored in the ring for a period 
of tenths of seconds to minutes, a vacuum of l0- 12 torr is desirable. Such 
a vacuum is to-day a 11 Standard 11 planned to be used in several storage rings. 
But these rings are normally intended for protons, and an increased know-
ledge in the case of rings connected to heavy-ion sources is nceded. Also, 
there is a connection between these studies and experiments with a rapid 
cycling magnet and the beam tube in such a magnet. Optimizing the vacuum 
and accessability.with minimized eddy currents effects and financial in-
put certainly need more detailed studies. For that reason a magnet in what 
is supposed to be half scale is presently assembled. 
The project has received some support for these different studies. If fund-
ed in the summer of 1985 it is planned to be operational in 1989 with full 
availability for experiments in 1990. 
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Examples of ions with maximum final energies 
to be reached in CRYRING. 
A = Ar Kr Xe Pb 
Q = 18+ 34+ 44+ 60+ 
Q/A = .45 .40 .33 .28 




Design parameters for CRYRING (pre1iminary data) 
Energy region ·(80 (~) 2 MeV/A) ,.,..30 keV/A - 20 MeV/A 
Momentum region 15 - 400 MeV/c 
Injection energy (RFQ) 300 keV/A 
Circumference 30 m 
Straight sections 4 x 2.2 m 
Magnets (laminated, 0.5 mm sheets): 














8 units, 0. 04 T < B < 1 . 3 T 
4x7 units,;:1o T/m 
4x4 II 
10 Hz, 0.15 T < B < 1. 3 T 
2.34 
3.76 
0.4 Bx< 16 
0. 5 < Bz < 2. 6 
"'l0-12 torr 
~3oooc 
10 - 80 r~Hz 
1 and 3 
"'500 Volts 
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